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The Sixth Annual Conference of the Higher Education Research and
Development Society of Australasia (HERDSA) was held in Bruce Hall of
the Australian National University from 3 - 6 May, 1980., As with other
recent.HERDSA'Conferences, papers were sought which related to the
conference theme, in this case "Freedom and Control in Higher Education".

In the months which preceded the conference Australian naWspapers had
featured many reports dealing with the complementary questions of free-
dom and control in education. Indeed, the amount of news space given to
higher educat n indicates an ihcreased public interest in higher educe-
tion'and in a areness of problemm4 many of which have been aggravates
by the rplati ly sudden ending of a period of rapid expansion. Some
other problems discussed at the conference can be traced to changes in
s%udent populations, such as an increased zarcentage of mature age
students and a greater number of students who object to any form of
restriction on their learning. Other problems have arisen in higher
education, according to some conference speakers, as airesult of new
institutions or study programmes which challenge existing )Aliefs and
practices'in higher education.

By bringing together representatives of government and co-ordinating
authorities,, senior university and college administrators, lecturers
and researchers, the conference organiseri hoped not only to stimulate
discussion on maters relating to the conference theme, but also to
suggest ways that administrators, teachers, researchers and students in
nigher education might work together to provide opportunities for greater
freedom in the pursuit of scholarship, a freedom which does not limit the
rights oi others.

Allen H. Miler .

August, 1980
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INTRODUCTION'TO

All unPVersities
Zealand are puhl
by a government4
admission regal
student fees or

It is therefore,

for higher educe
spent, the ceet
expense of other;

manta. In this
of government .co

0."

3

d the majority of colleges) fn Australia and New
nstitutions in the sense that they were established
y are °pin to all students who meet their academic
is and they depend on'govern6ent grants rather than
ate endowments for their major source of finance.

expected that the governoents'which provide funds
may wish to ensure that these funds are wisely
ections of the community do. not benefit at the
that government educational policies are imple-
ing section four people examine.the possibillt:es
from contrasting perspectives.

he Australian Government, Senator Teague, f:est
's efforts to ensure -that in Implementing its
r the country es.a whole, quality in education is
er to maintain an apparent equality of opportunity.
ny controls which come through government commis-
thorities as necessary for maintaining this equality,
controls must be tempered with freedom or auto-

/to develop quality in their educational offerings. ,

alker, from the perspective of one who has been able
ucation from inside and outside the system, f.!.rs'a
dam to innovate as a direct result of .,increased

nts for financial support. The presence of one or

ties and a number of largely independent community
rding to Professor Walker, be a stimulus to the

er educetionrin Australia.

A representativ
examines a gove
educational policy-'
not sacrificed 1r
Senator Teague see
sions or statutor
but claims the
nomous inst(tutil

Emeritus Profess4r.,

to examine pubg
certain loss of
reliance on
two private un,
colleges would'

whole "system e.

The move towel.'
Professor Wel '

management pry
action an botf(

Walkerpleacis.,44t

role played 4
acceptance -01?,'

ater unionisation of academic staff is also seen by

a threat to academic freedom. Unsatisfactory

's have led,...he_04ms,_All_a_b.r.ealsdown_io freedom 0

des. in the concluding section of the paper Professor
a greater recognition by the community of the vital
ersities in maintaining academic freedom and for an

role by the universities themselves,

;

One resell, of`, to; Commonwealth Government in Peistralla assuming a major

responsib01 fqr financing tertiary education has been the need.for

a coordine y which would examine the competing claims of

institutlee etors, states and regions and recoMmend to the government

how its m4# cold be allocated. As chainmer of one of the three coun-

cils of t' j,M nary Education Commission (TEC), Emeritus Professor

Dunbar IL to describe how the Commiss!on and its Councils operate.

His papee, s with some problems arising from overlaps between the

sectors, $cularly between middle level teohnicai courses offered en

College Witchnical and Further Education (TAFE) end associate diploma

courses alleges of Advanced Education ;CAEs). Similar overlaps

occur 46, pdebree courses at CAEs and universities, but the problems
of over! p pte greater in the former example due to differences in the
methods ending and administering CAEs'and TAFE.

2 10
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The balance between freedom and control is illustrated clearly b

Professor Dunbar in the way the TEC receives submissions, makes recom-
mendations tn4 thtn on the basis of tlie government's provision of funds
and stated policies. allocates funds to sectors, and, in some cases,

institutions. Nevertheless within the limits laid down by the govern-

ment and interpreted by the TEC,.state coordinating authorities and
ultimately the institutions themselves, have some freedom in the way

funds are used. Professor Dunbar sees a clear need for tertiary
Institutions to retain these freedoms and deplores any arguments for
certain universities to "be brought up to the national average". Such

a degree of uniformity would result in a loss in quality.

Professor Dunbar also questions whether the number and type of courses
in tertiary institutions should be,Influenced more by student demand as
indicated by enrolments or as a response to predictions by manpower
planners.

The firial paper in this opening section examines some of the problems of
coordination at the state level. R.E. Parry, with e close knowledge of
coordinating authorities in two states and experience in all three sec-

tors, notes reduction in state control over,tertiary curricula during
the last decade and forecasts even greater freedom for CAEs and TAFE

colleges. Tnis freedom has nevertheless been tempered with svonq
control to reverse the earlier proliferation of CAEs, so that the number

of institutions in this sector has been significantly reduced,Mui
strengthening the remaining institutions.

Amalgamations and talks of future mergers have, however, created a

dilemma, according to Mr Parry. If relatively small CAEs are likely to

achieve university status through absorption Into nearby small univer-
sities, is it possible to deny the larger GAEs and Institutes of
Technology this status? He therefore proposes that state authorities
seriously consider the possibility of establishing mufti - Campus "State
Universities" which offer comprehensive rangis of courses through their

member sftstitutions, This proposal has initiated considerable deeate
both during the conference where the paper was first delivered and in
Public correspondence in the press since that time. It illustrates the

prObleMs which must be raced by senior planners if tertiary education
is to be made available to all who are quai,fled and intq-ested enough
to apply for entrance to tertiary studios.

3



Opening address to conference: Quality and
equality in education

B.C. Teague

Hr Chairman and Members of the HERDSA Conference, Kpynote Speaker:.
Professor Walker, Professor Dunbar, and Mr tarry. Also I address
maelf to visitors from the USA, Thailand and the UK. The New
Zealanders I don't mention as you are already a part of HERDS:-

ti

It is my pleasure this evening to address you on behalf of the
Minister for Education, the Hon. Wal File, and, at your invitation,
to officially open the Conference proceedings. My colleague, the
Minister, apologises he is unable personally to attend due to his
prior commitments.

For my own part, as a politician with a close interest in Education
matters and as a former lecturer in History of Ideas, I recoenise the
importance of education research (the dangers of ivory -tower mono-
graphs notwithstanding) and I recognise the eery real value this
opportunity for mutual sharing and discussion that HERDSA, in a con-
ference such as this, so significantly provides.

1
Equally, I say in passing that 7 know it is at this early stage of
a conference that thoughts like Dr John Powell's article, "Conference
Revisited" may flood back to your minds -:.but I will press on.

ialt5kk, the Higher Education Research and Development Society of
Australasia, is an association of university. and college teachers,
administrators and researchers who are interested in Improving the
quality of higher education.

As Rod Mallard's Development Committee reminds us, HERDSA is nix years
old and is at the stage of asking whether and where it may take a
more activist. approach.

EDUCATION

The balance between freedom and control in educaiiostis an important
element in maintaining and improving, quality of education. In my

judgement "improving the quality of education" - in all the minaeiae
of .structure and practical detail - is one of the two .thIngs ',haat

Educre.ion in the 1980s is all about. It is to this issue that the
Williams Report and its useful recoamendations are directly addressed.

4
k

tl

a
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The other issue for the 90s is equality of education. We need to give
a fair gq to the leve:it achievers, the ones who do not have academic
outeoces, the ones who have been described be Professor Barrel as tn.:

1 20 to 40e least well served by our schools. The Prize Hesitater

addressed himself to this problem in his January speech in MObourne.
Mr Fraser said,

5

The edvepates of universal education dawn through
thp years, have argued that education was the
agent of equality.- Wow (in 19901, education's
critics. are arguing that the flews of the system
are such .that education is raising barriers
against young people's progress rather than

thee.

Governments have provided resources: proper
returns have not occurred. In fact, it is in
recent times while colosial expenditure in
education hal been going on, that the values,
direction and cemeeteime of the education
system have been east severely 4Uestioned.

People are rightly concerned that too much
education is for the academically-minded,
those with special ealents. But those without
academic ability are entitled to at least as

milch attention. I would argue, more. They
are not getting it. People with academic
preoccupations, inside or outside the education
systemland I would add easy of us here tonight'
oust understand their capfcity to conpound end
frustrate a student's verse of failure when
(non-basic and inappropriately academic) goals
are pursued that caniust be reached.

'Improving the quality' anti 'the getting of equality' - two issues for

the SOs. Both draw upon the balance between freedom and control, that
is freed= and control throughout the structure of our education
system.

In more ce
Atk

ntralised land this balance may be less cemplex, but
in Australia the balance between freedom and control needs to be estab-
lisshea at different levels - institutional, pectoral, State, and
Federal; and in different areas - teaching, research, and funding.

nese divisions appear to be necessary but I must say, as an aside,
teat they ate Mgt pedestrian than the three divisions or subtheme&
of tour HERDSA '79 eonference which were cast much more excitingly as
the three pitfalls of 'tunnel visignle 'intellectualism' and 'progress
dependance'.

I now refer to the legislative foundatiom for universities on the one
hand and'ier colleges °sloths other - the two sectors in which nay be
found the major initiatives for higher education research. In this I

4; not disparage the Technical and Further Education sector in vhiels
some of the most significant developeeets in adult education will bo

13
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tested and applied - such developments as recurrent educatioe, computer-
assisted and modular learning, and the urgent area of upgrading TAFE-
teaeher methodology.

Universities

Australian universities are self-governing (autonomous) institutions
established by Acts of Parliament. The 18 State universities have been
established by State Acts and the Australian National eiversity by-
Coamonwea)th Act. Generally speaking, the governing body (Senate or
Council) is responsible for -the management of the university's affairs,
and in particular for its icaeleete affairs, subject only to requirements
specified in the enabling Act. These requirement's generally include
provision that statutes, by -labs or regulations made by the governing
body revise approval by the State Governor or Parliament, provision for
annual audit of the university's accounts and for the preparation of
anal reports for presentation to the Governor and/or Parliaeent.L

Colleges of Advanced Education

Advanced education has been developed within State systems which are
co- ordinated by State agencies. As with universities, nest of the 69
colleges of advanced education in the States are established ander
State legislation while the Canberra College OaeAdvanced Education is
established under Oecmfonvealtlelegislation. Sane State colleges have
been esaabliihed by individual Acts of Parliament but in most States
a large number of colleges have been established under.'umbrella'
legislation. The legislation establishing colleges provides for the
appointment of governing bodies (councils) which are charged with the
gerecal ponsibility for the management of inatitutiona. Some State
co- ordinat.ng authorities have certain powers in relation to the -opera-
tion of colleges, e.g. the deternimation of staff establishments. The
State legislation under which colleges are estalished provides the .

framework within which colleges offer courses and award diplomas and
degrees. The courses are accredited by the State co-ordinating author-
ities and registered by the Australian Council on Awards in Advanced
Education.

In my remarks so fax I nay have reminded some of you of institu
structures that are only too familiar. Bouever, I as not sure uhe
X have yet met Robert Peddick's requirement of displaying personal
value judgenents so that as ho put it, "they can be debated,
substantiated and revised rather than remain private and unt.seed".

Funding

Although tbo Cemmonvealth Govern. -gent fully funds universities and

colleges of advanced education it does so in order ea asfist the States
to maintain the institutions which are established under their legise
lation. The Commonwealth seeks to safeguard the autonomy of these
institutions, and respects the constitutional responsibility of the
States by providing recurrent grants to individual institutions in the
form of a 'block grant' for general peaposce rather than in respect of
specified lines of expenditure. Rath institution is, then, responsible
for subdividing its allocation in the way it considers boat, subject

only to broad conditions imposed by the Ctemonwealth. The funds are

1 A



made available through States grants legislation Which also details
the conditions. For example, recurrent grants are provided on the
conditions that tuition fees (as defined) should not be charged and
that statistical information and certified statements of expenditure
Should be provided to the Coumission. Other categories of grants, for
example,jequipment grants, are subject to Commission approval.

,
The Geveinment has, from 1979, re-introduced triennial recurrent fun3-
ing with the funds for 1980 and 1981 fixed in real terms at the 1979
level. Thia forward commitimmat.by the Government will enable univer-
sities and colleges of advanced education to plan during the 1979-81
triennium with certainty and develop forward plans for the 1982-84
triennium.

I think that when DriDave Boud in a recent HERDSA editorial referred
to "negative growth" and to "real cuts" he overstated the present fund-
ing prospect. ("Ste y-:staeg" is still, think, a fair description.)
However, his reference "close scrutiny" by peers and his question
of HERDSA members: "How you justify whateyou are doing?" are, I
think, soberingly near the mark.

CO-ORDINATION IN RICHE

eirl y AnA; even_now,still debated innovation by
the States has been t 'advent of umbre'la -like State co-ordinating

bodies. Their functi- s have been justified, and these functions, of
course, directly bear upon the question of freedom and control.

State Co-ordination

Three States (Victoria, South Australia and western Austrlia) have
estAblished Statutory authorities whose co-ordinating responsibilities
include all three sectors of tertiary education. Tasmania has a non-
statutory body which is also concerned with the three sectors but the
Tasmanian Government has agreed that this should be replaced by a
Statutory authority. The New South Wales Higher Education Board co-
ordinates the universities and the advanced education sector. The

Queensland Board of Advanced Education co-ordinates only advanced
education within tte State.

To refer to Robert Paddick again - he has suggested, as a foundation
idea for the tertiary education institutions, the recent statement by
Sir Frederick Dainton: "Any society that calls itself civilised must
allow its best winds to follow their curiosity." I suggest that it is
just this kind of freedom - civilised or not - which State co-ordinat-
ing bodies seek to overcome or discipline by the new controls,
'Following one's curiosity' still needs to be squared with the renewed
and porerful present calfEor "accountability'.

Tertiary Education Comzesion

At the Commonwealth level in response to a different but similar need
for co-ordination,,a single Tertiary Education Commission has been
formed.
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In 1977 the Government established the Tertiary Education Commission

to advise the Minister for Education on the necessity for, and the
conditions and allocation of, financial assistance in respect of the
tertiary institutions. The Commission is required to perform its
functions with the object of promoting:

(a) the balanced and co-ordinating development of
the provisions of tertiary education in Australia; and

(b) the diversifying of opportunities for tertiary
education.

The Commission is, therefore, obliged to take note of new activities in
universities and colleges of advanced education and to assess the pos-
sible effects of these activities on the balanced development of the
highereducation sector as a whole. The Commission is also obliged to
consider the financial implications of such new developments. This
element of control is consistent with the need for accountability in
the use of public funds and is also consistent with the policy of
decentralised operation of higher education institutions. Decentral-
isation allows a greater adjustment to local conditions and a more
responsible allocation of resources than is achievable purely by
dextral direction of these decisions. The Commission is also required
to consult with the appropriate State authorities in the process of

_preparing its advice to the Government,_

THE BALANCE BETWEEN COMMONWEALTH AND STATE RESPONSIBILITIES

In Australia under our Commonwealth Constitution, responsibility for
Education lies with the six States. However, in the past thirty years
the Commonwealth has been expected and has come to hold a major share
for that responsibility. The balance between Commonwealth and State
responsibilities may largely be settled now, but there are aspects of
continuing review.

I m:".. say that, as a member of the Senate Standing Committee on
Education involved in our current enquiry into "the effectiveness of
Australian schools", I am sometimes tempted to wish the Commonwealth
had overriding powers to intervene into some of the less adequate
State systems. But, I dismiss authoritarian solutions and console my-
self that good evidence and sound arguments may eventually compel all
kinds of Governments - Federal and State alike!

The Commonwealth Government had been considering the interface of rela-
tionships between the Commonwealth and the States in education prior to
the completion of the Williams Report which, as you know, made a number
of recommendations relating to these issues. At a special meeting,
the Australian Education Council in June 1979 considered certain as-
pects of the Williams Report relevant to State education authorities
and to the interface of Federal/State relations. The Council agreed,
inter alia, on regular mertings between the Tertiary Education
Commission and State authorities to discuss general education and to
provide a forum for dealing with Australia-wide issues relating to the
balanced dco-ordinated development of tertiary education.

j 16



In these remarks tonight I have addressed myself chiefly to the con-
stitutional and legislative framework for Education in Australia. This
focus is only part of the current HERDSA theme on freedom and control.
The guidelines for undertaking successful education research cannot
neglect these political and basic perspectives. However, as successive
speakers in the Conference proceedings_ will show, the balance of free-
dom and control is also fruitfully and even chiefly considered in the
processes of learning themselves and in the practical resolution of
such current education problems as Who to teach?; What to teach?; and.
How to teach?

In conclusion, may I make a final plea. That revolutionary English
philosopher, Francis Bacon, who addressed himself to the politics of
education-reform and who said that "Knowledge is Power" used to make a
distinction in his research between 'experimenta lucifera' (experiments
of light) and 'experimenta fructifera' (experiments of fruit). It is
the practical application of the latter which is most important. We
will serve the people best if our dialogue in this Conference and if
the paragraphs of our research always press on to the real world of
application and the practical environment of everyday life.

I declare the Conference open.



Freedom and control in higher education

As one who has long had a close, some would say too close, interest in
the history and administration of universities and colleges, I welcomed
Allen Miller's invitation.to open your discussions on the question of
freedom and control in higher education. The question is a fascinating
one, for it is patent", the tension between freedom and Control which
has traditionally irritated, stimulated and nourished the fragile con-
temporary plant we know as Academe.

This tension was only too obvious to the philosophers in the Embryonic
Greek universities, and either Socrates or Plato would have been well
able to deliver an address on freedom and control which,would not have
sounded too anachronistic to our 20th century ears. The tension was
also there cehturiesTater-atliabqrTaWlieli-Gratian codified the Roman
Law and later again when a group of students exercised their right of
cessatio and left the Sorbonne for the apparently more attractive
fields of Oxenford. And, of course, the tension lived on in the uni-
versities of Moslem Seville, in Catholic Munster, in Anglican Cambridge
and in secular Makerere, Michigan and Melbourne.

That tension has always been the hallmark of higher education in the
Western tradition. Sometimes the tension existed between the univer-
sity and the church, sometimes between the university and law, some-
times between the university and parliament, sometimes between the
university'and its local community and,_need I say it - sometimes
between university and university.

But the battle between the poles of freedom and control was by no means
limited to agencies external to academe. Internecine strife was, as
it still is, an everyday, much revered phenomenoni Tensions existed
between students and professors, between students and students and, of
course, :aetmeen professors and professors. There were also conflagra-
tions between the-faculties, the nations and the proponents of theories
within and across the diecipline3.

Truly the university was, is ---and--presumably-alwaym-will-be --a-poli

tical animal. This has also become increasingly true. of the other
institutions like CAE's, Institutes of Technology and Community
Colleges, for example, which are now, seen as pait of the Australian

tertiary education sector.

For a speaker interested in freedom and control, higher education thus
presents for discussion an embatassment of riches. That particular
endemic tension which we have identified relates to fields as

10 18,
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widespread as forward planning, examinations, accountability, federal/
state relationships,.cdrriculum, accreditation, management and
naturally, academic freedom. My immediate problem, then, is to iden-

tify some issues which seem to me to be cehtral to the topic and to
illustrate these in such 4 way that I do not tread on the toes of my
colleagues who are to present papers in the course of the next few
days. I note, for example, Professor Dunbar's paper on a federal sys-
tem and Mr Parry's theme of state co-ordination. These are areas which

I shall refer to only in passing, and then tangentiall1N I cannot,

however, resist the temptation of saying to our two key_speakers that I
am indeed interested in co-ordination - as must be every.student of

bureaucracy or public finarce. For me at least tbere always exists the'

nigglin§ feeling that the number and variety of co-ordinators provided
might be costing more to feed than are the activities being co -ord-

inated. There also survives the suspicion that organisations set up to
encourage orderly change eventually succeed, unless they are very care-

' ful, in establishing that nightmare of all academic nightmares -,the

bureaucratisation of innovation. Jerome Frank wrote about commissions
and commissioners *any years ago in his excellent book If Men Were

Angels: I =mem, hel book to you, and make a cowardly but I hope
graceful rbtiremenc from the federal/state co-ordination sphere in the
hope that we will hear in this conference yhether or not senior admini-

strators in Australian higher education are in fact so closely related

to Lucifer that so many commissioners and their ilkare necessary.to

supervise them. Seriously, I hope that we do come face to face with
the functional aspects of this issue, and will not waste too much of
our time discussing how many commissioners cal fit on the point of a

needle,

But I. digress. The areas which I have cho n represent a sort of a

"grab bag" whAch will, I hope, help highlight some issues and provide

a basis for some questions and, with luck, argumentation about freedom

and control. The issues are: V

- The central financing of higher education

- The need for a geniune Community College

- RelationshIps between academio!staff and
management

Accountability and the example of the univer sit!

0.

CENTRAL FINANCING OF HIGHER EDUCATION

I have to say at once that I regret the Australian "solution" of cen-

tralising the great bulk of higher education funding in the coffers of

the federal government. We are all only too well aware the

fundi9-9E_such_education_we_seo.dai1y the application of the golden

rule: "He who has the gol& makes the rules". Thts_potentially pern-

icious practice provides a constant threat to academe's most cherished

interests and initiatives. I would not be prepared to say that as yet

it has doll° serious harm but I am prepared to say that it could easily

do so. In general I,subscribe to- the view ttiat the greater the range
of financial resources to which an institution ':an tern for support,

the greater are its chances of bcfng free to do what it thinks is best

in terms of teaching, research, service and capital development.

11)
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The logical developments of this ergeeent are.for the no-introduction
of state funding supplemented and/ofmatched by-felderal4ronts, and
perhaps the re- imposition of fees coupled with a'much.mc0e, ;generous
scholarship system than that which at present opeeeted4'4Snch a move,
'especially if accompanied by taxation concessions which.abtirly
encourage endowments as in USA, would provide each institution with
at least four Lepapendent sources of funding. To the centrglist this
will be seen as retrograde, inefficient and untidy. To'ehe decentral-
ist or federalist, at least the one who can see beyond the end of his
nose, it can mean the availability of opportunities for experimentation
and development which have, by and large, been lost today.

, In the early days of Federation Alfred Deakin px:ophesised that the

states would one day find themselves financAlly chained to the chariot
wheels of the Commonwealth.,. Irrespective of whaehas happened to the
states, there can be little doubt about what has happened to tho uni-
versitiesf. And I, as an outsider looking not like what has
happened. is it asking too much foratateseen at bath federal and
state levels to acknowledge that they7havexreated a monster and should
deal it it swift death?

/

While on this theme 1 cannot resist the temptation, to bemoan the
absence in-Agstrafia of at least one cr two private universities. Most
senior educators and politicians actively welcome the presence of non-
government schools. 'Via claimed that they provide freedom, variety
and stimulation - and, indeed, that they are often more economical to
build and oporatothan are gozernmeet schools. If these claims are
true - and by and large I believe that theg can-be subptantiated - why
have same. of us not acted to establish such a university? The argue,
meets that we already have too many universities on that we cannot
afford to establish new. institutions might-.do forlhe present but the
Tact i,s thAt not long ago we were short of universities and could have
afforded if necessary to subsidise one or two. But we did not do so.
Golden days will return, however, and we shall see.where initiative.
'lies and whether entrepreneurship is dead. -Surely as a nation and as
an academic community we have everything to gain from an Australian
Harvard, Stanford or.Chicago. -4

.THE NEED FOR A GENUINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

I turn now from the,university to what could become the most common
higher educational institution of the futures the Coemunity College.
As we shall, see, I shall go to some pains to emphasise the comparative
freedom of the largely independent Community College on the North
American model in comparison with the much more bureaucratically con-
trolled environment of the traditional Australian technical college,
or even of the "Community College" proposed by the New South Wales
government for Debbo (Crane).

A study of the literature of futurism or futurology suggests a good
many differences among the alternative futures hypothesised for western
nations like AVOtralia. There is virtually complete agreement, howevhr,
on the viewpoint that Australia is about to enter, if it has not already
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done so, a pest- industrial era. Such an era is characterised by a
swing in employment away fiom the primary and secondary industries tc
tertiary and quartornary occupations. This swing is accompanied L,
shorter working hours, shorter working weeks and fewer years of
epployment. Its social effects are exacerbated by, among others, the
impact of the silicon chip and its successor., the increasing level
of formal education of the population and the "grey newer" pressures
against early ages of retirement. The obvious and most pervading
effects are the greatly increased availability of leisure, the chal-
lenge to tradition "pkletestant ethic" work values and the growth of
hedonism-and "bread and circuses" cults. :

It is probably pointless to look to the high schools (ever} e'suming
a much amended curriculum and a higher leaving ago) or to the tradi-
tional technical college.) for adequate preparation for life in this
era. There is something incongruous about attending technical colleges
which have been, after all, largely industrial in omihasis, to prepare
for a post - industrial existence!

Australia must shortly face up to the chellenge of establishing insti-
tutions which are ubiquitous, part o2 the education "system", attractive
to all who wish to, enrol and quickly responsive to local needs. They
should be capable of providing' for a full range of courses ranging from
hubby activities to more elementary CAE and university "transfer"

cc:urges.

I believe that we delude ourselves if we think that the extent of flex-
ibility necessary for the seem))) of such institutions can be achieved
within a large TAFE bureaucracy. The encouragement of such large bur-
eaucracies exorcising control over numerous individual colleges would
be likely to prove as counterproductive as herithe attempt of the vari-
ous education departments tdrprovide flexible and responsive high
schools. In my view we must find a means by which localecommittees,
within broad guidelir-e laid down bytee Sate, have effective centre/
of their own colleges. If this involves some form of local rating as
a contribution to running costs, so be it. If it involves municipal

government no much the better. Iridt d, if we -can establish county

councils to provide electricity and abbatoirs I can see no reason why
we cannot establish county councils to provide community colleges.
Somewhere between "control" and "freedom" lies that societal, profes-
sional and academic respongivenese e;tich the post-industrial society
will demand. Lot us hope we can do a better job of it than has been
the case with our vocational and general educational institutions in the
industrial society.

Clark erx hae,hypothesined that the universities will be the cathed-

rals of the t- %y-first century. My immediate concern hnre is for the

churches and cn pole which rovido the human foundations upon which

great cathedrals are built.'
44.

RELATIONSHIPS BftwEEn ACADEHIC STAFF AND HANACEMENT

The real backbone of any higher educatio" institution lies in its aca-
demic staff. To the extent than that staff fs alienated, unhappy,
aggreesive towards "the administration' then it can bo expected to be



less effective in teaching and, where relevant, lass producuiye in
research; The tradetioeal relationshtp between academic employer and
employee has been collegitil rather than pastor-and-servant in emphasis.
'This relationship had produced a rational, friendly and, on the whole,
effectiV1 quasi-professional relationship. From time to time and from
place te,place in lustralia there were tensions which got out of hand,
but councils and senates on the sue hand and boards eed faculties on
the other had reached largely satisfactory, if unwritten, agreements
regarding the parameters of control and freedom.

Now, sedeto relate, all of this in changing. Difference of opinion
has alva0 been a characteristic of acadomo, but those differenees are
now boieg magnified into battle lines. Conventional wisdom asserts
that this is due to financial restrictions witch have forced univer-
si ties and colleges to no longer ignore the exeeeeiee and non-produc-
tive *Zeds ehicreonce hid xeid a thousand blooms. Wow it is claimed,
not onlir are the %reeds beipg hoed out, but short-lived flowers are
being planted in their place! Thus, deep- rooted tenure is under attack
and ;Ann is seen as the.very sep of academe is under challenge. The
acadami staff reaction has been slowly but inexorably towards union-
isation, In my view, in this way, equally slowly but equally inexor-
ably, Kill academics restrict both their own freedociand that of the
employing institution. The only "winner", if that is the appropriate
term, is, ueleppily, the State.

That thin centretemps has occurred is tragic. At .a time when the

emerging post-industrial western world looks to partiCipative manage-
.ment as a sIgnificant means of weathering the inevitable industrial
Storms of the 1980s and 1990s, -the instituticns which are seen as the
very models of participative menagement have demonstrated their own
weaknee The effect of this will be virtually to invite the Education
Departments or the courtsinto the unfvorsity to make controlling deci-
sions on such apparently internal issues as ,objects taught and hours
of attendance by acedeeic staff. This is, of course, what has been
happening for some time in USA and what is beginning to happen in this
country.

HO% could this have been allowed to happen? It should have been clear
to university adeinistrations that the accepted forms of governance,
though slow and cumbersome, die provide a very nearly ideal environment
for reaching consensus on such issues as contract appointments, for
example. And, clearly and logically presented to academic staff the
arguments for a proportion of staff on limited tenure in the interests
of academen in a steady state are unanswerable. Yet somehow there was
a failure of communication, a breakdowe In participative government -
and a reduction in the freedom of action of both sides is the likely
result.

The reasons for the decline in that freedom which was seen as best in
academe are complex and numerous. They include the growing educational
sophistication a. the populace and the subsequent decline in Vablon's
mystery and myth of the university, the increasing deeend for public
accountability and the declining fends available from often ill-advised
central sources. Perhaps also responsible for the decline, but for ob-
vious reasons sees commonly discussed, were eaoox management practices.

2
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The universities have always been goad at identifying, diagnosing and
treating the patholqgies of others. They'have been much lens active
and noticeably less successful in dealing with their own. In my 21 .

years of offering graduate courses for educational administrators at the
Universkty of New England the totill number of administrators enrolled
from universities could have been counted on the fingers of two hands.
By noetrast there was a small but constant demand from administrators of
CAEs, institutes of technolOgy.aWthe like for places in the pro:
grammes'-though never In the numbers I considered necessary. I suspect

that the interest in those courses among such administrators has in-
creased in recent years; certainly there has been a large,increase in
'those attending the Kellogg-sponsored courses in higher education
administration at Now England.

Nonetheless, I suspect that higher education generally has still not
taken the education of its managers very seriously. That at least is
a conclusion which could be drawn from.the paucity of such people en-
rail% at the instutition I know bests The Australian Administrative
Staff Collage. I have no data from other senior management institu-
tion i but have little reepn to suspect that in terms of disciplined,
solid, sustained study o: the management proctliss the picture regarding

higher education personnel would be very different. This is in marked
contrast to the nominatiofte eade by industry, commerce, government and

the armed services, for example. ee.

Perhaps the point is not an important one. Nonetheless one is left
with the nagging cis:cation of how and why the intelligent, well educated
and by-and.large committed scholarly community, administrators and
academics alike, have allowed themselves to be backed together into a
corner in which the room for free movement is being gradually and con-
sistently eroded.

ACcOUtrFABILITY AND THE EXAMPLE OF THE UNIVERSITY

The whole question of accountability is one to which, in spite of many
conferences and several good books, ve have not yet learned adequately

to face up. Thd literature is. full of the rhetoric of "the piper call-
ing tha tune", of the need, however regretfully, to "toe the line", of
higher education's being "out of step" with the society suirouading it.
It is high time that the core courageous of us in tertiary education
reminded press, politicians and populace alike that the price to be
paid for having at least one sector of higher education is difference,
radicalism and being "out of line". After all, the public, however

fickle, can hardly expect to pay people 4O ask questions, pro! .

research and think divergently and then riticiee them justly for doing

those very things.

Yet I do not hear higher education fighting back. It is particularly

disappointing thn this criticism can bo 'evened et the universities.
Mby can this be? Is it that they have lost the faith of their convic-

tions? Have they tired c,f being everybody's whipping boy? Is it that

their leaders Have forgotten their potentially influential role in
shaping the attitudes of Australia's power elite? Or are they merely

biding the., time hoping that in due course the pendulum will swine
their way again?

3
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no more than a part of the key question which
r as the historical, economic, political, social and

es. Personally Z believe that the hope of the
at its best lies in leadership - leadership by
chancellors, protease:a and lecturers, admini-

clans, staff associations and student associations.
'university needs to be proclaimed by all its men -
.g independence is to be preserved, such less

fere, he!ilever, we cdpo upon the most difficult, the most sensitive,
the most disturbing to academe-at-large, hub of the problem of freedom
and control. I knoselthat what I will now have to say will not be well
received by sane toembrs of this conference and by many core people
beyond it.

It is 1;r/smeary for ce to emphasise that the key to the understanding
of academic freedom, however, defined, whether yesterday or today, is
fouRdinot in academe at large but in one sectoe'of it, the university.
If the truth is told it was the mediaeval universities, not the cathe-
dral schools or the monastery schools, which weru at once the Baits of
power and the sources of radicalism. The sem has remained true a

throughout the centuries. Today, in spite of all the talk of "impel
but different", it is theumivexsities, not the CAE's cr the technical
colleges, which remain both ,the key seats of power and the sources of
radicaliim. Thee is soli all of the nations I know well: it is

MDADS a uniquely Australian phenoceoon

With theiraraltiple roles of the development of general culture,
training for the "high" professions and research (and especiall., tea
latter) the universities! for all their faultt, continue in their
traditional, position as "lighthouse" institutions. Although it may
.sound trite to say so, they are still at the apex of the higher educa-
tion pyramid and it iq to them that society still attributes that which
in host (aid, peeb:nk worst) in acadeMic tradition. Further, their
Limas remain the for other academic institutions, in spite of
the repeated denials by some distinguished members of the other sectors
that this is so.

There is an obvious lees= in my assertions for the natien, for govern-
ments, for the pret4s4ons anti for academe itself. The lesson is that
the unique, particulaClsed historical place and role of the university
in particular must be encouraged and nurtured. We can afford tow liget-
house institutions. At the very least lot us actively encourage then
to provide modals of excellence in scholarship and.freedom in govern-
ance as an inspiration to the rest of us who are not in universities.
This, of course, icplies accepting the university "warts and all" and
we must faro the possibility that as a nation and indeed as an academic
community our petty jealousies sight not pewit us the breadth of vision

to do that.
:1
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On the other hand, as I have-gone to some pains to assert earlier, the
special recognition still granted the universities places then in a
position of visibility and responsibility. The question oethe res-
ponsib4:ities of the university of a complex one. R.S. Peters-

. points ost there is a basic procedural hostility between science and
moral-t-j on the one hand,and authority on the other. This, of course.

brings the university squarely face to face with the legal-rational
authority of bureaucracy no beloved by Weber - and so much admired by

so =any faceless =en An the capital cities of Australia.

Naturally, the responsibilities of the university fax transcene the
areas of government and bureaucracy, but it should not be asking too
such to call for initiatives on the part of the universities to demor-
strata their sensitivity to, and awareness of, the chief source of
their supporting funds. WI read correctly the to:ill-researched,
though not yet exaniftsd, doctoral thesis by Tony Gallagher en the his-

tory of the Australian Universities Commission the de=onstration of
sensitivity and good manage=ent by nnLversities two decades or so ago
might well have resulted in fax fewer governmer4a1 controls, both state
aid federal, than we are forced to put up with enday. Truly the res-

ponsibility lies heavily on universitiefs to provide the leadership,
initiatives and management skills to demonstrate that external con-
trols can in large) measure confidently be removed by government.

It would, I suppobe, be hoping too such to wipe the slate entirely
-oleor but it at:rely-behoves-government and its advisors on the one hand
and universities and their administrators on the other to examine de
novo the special relationship whist. 44eally should exist between them.

\
Or-

l

Ortega y Gasse t, speaking of the European University in the 1940s.

sore ioquput much re antly and persuasively than I just where the uni-

versity should properly stand 41i modern society;
o

.... the university must intervene as the

university, in current affairs, treating
the themes of the day froM its own point of

view: cultural, professional and scientific.

Thus it will not be an institution exclusively
for students, a retreat ad usum Delphini. In
the thick of life-s urgencies and its passions,
the university runt assert itself as a valor
'spiritual power', higher than the press,
standing for serenity in the midst of frenzy.
for seriousness and the grasp of intellect in
the face of frivolity and unashamed stupidity.'

Then the university, once again. will come to
be what it was in its grand hour: an uplifting
principle in the history of the western world.
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I trust that we as a conference have the generosity and perspicacity to
grant tho universities - and ultimately ourselves - their historical
and contemporary due.

I hope that we do so enthusiastically and noisily. If we do so, as
with the geese which saved So, our cacophony might s.acceed in keeping
at bay those forces, internal and external, which threaten not only the
freedom of Ortega's University, but of higher education at large.

26



Checks and balances in a federal system

Soon after Allen Hiller asked re to participate in this Conference and
I had agreed to speak on the subject "Checks and Balances in a Federal
System* I had oCeasion to think about the banking system in the USA.
There, as you know, they use checks where we use cheques but we all
refer toeour_bank balance. As the USA is perhaps the best known federal
wisp= in the world iblgan to wonder if I should speak stp you en the
practices of American banks.., You pay a cheque in and your balance goes
up; you dray a cheque - .,41alance goes down.

It's all very simple - but an that virtually exhausts my knowledge of
the syetcr. I decided to turn instead to a such more conventional inter-
pretation of the title and say something of the Australian system of
higher educatidn.

In so doing I must eoefess that I as not entirely clear now widely your
intesests raA9m as a Soeeety. Nowadays higher education usually refers
to e varsities and colleges - it is thus different from tertiary educa-
tion which also includes TAM. As there are now important areas of
overlap in Late st-and function between CAEs and TATE I believe one
CAA no longer easily draw a sharp distinction and I shall be referring
shortly to at least one important aspect of this interface. I hope I
shall not be going beyond your areas of interest.

One of our principal problems in higher education today is that we
do not ass community think about it seriously and deeply enough. We

are simply not sufficiently innovative - not prepared to try out some-
thing new - not prepared to look at things from a new point of view.
This is always particularly true in times such as the present and the
immediate past. when resources are limited, there is very little oppor-
tunity for grovth and the natural reaction on the part of most of us is
to retire into our previously prepared defences making ourselves as
ccefortable as we can in familiar surroundings. When a system is grow-

ing rapidly it is really rather easy to do new slings as well os all the

old ones. No one has to give up their pet activity in order that some-
thing new can /2sItried. Once fundi are limited, however, there aro
always many sore eff reasons for, not doing something novel than there axe in

favour of it.-

19
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It'i in net these sitiati, a of constraint that we need to think
harder and more originally - I believe in the jargon of today what we
need is more "lateral thinking."

Having -said that, I thought' perhaps I should try to practise what I am
tprneehing and I had another look at the titlz,of MY talk and decided I

zbeil.d find out the peeciie meanieg of °federal", sires I ameto speak
about aefederil system ndt the federal system.ee

icy dictionary gives the following definitions:.

Federal.

(1) , Of a system of government in which several
States fern a unity but,femain independent
in iht affairs.

(2) Cempr sing an associaltion of largely
independent units.

Wbile I:still intend to say something of the Australian federal system
oil government and its relation to higher education I really can't
refrain from spending Maw minutes.in speculaticn about that second
definition

- coeprising an association of largely o
independent units.

Several such systems come readily th mind:- First erhaps is tertiary
educatiOn itself. We divide it into three sectors - universities,
advanced education and TAPE. 'They form a kind of federation each sector
having a substantial degree of independence but corning together cent-
rally in a rather loosely knit association when resources are being
determined or allocated.

Soundly there is a rather more oius federation within each State
in the organization of the colle of advanced education. Until re-.
centlyin "ectoria this association of colleges into a federation was the
accepted form of administration. Even now there is a substantial ele-
ment of federation in each State in the organisational arrangement of
the CAE's through the ce-cedination by the. relevant State Authority.

Finally and perhaps at the same time most importantly and least br
viously are the individual universities. Each university may be
accurately described in my view as a federal body comprising an aseoci-
ation of largely independent units. Anyone:who has uorked in a uniler-
sity will be aware of the stteegth and independence of departments,
schools and faculties. They are in many respects each a law unto them -
selves and coca together Only in much the same 'Way as do the States in
farming an association known in one case as the demmonwealth and in the
other as a university. You may find it instructive to pursue ttat
analogy further and compare the idea of a "university view" on ewe
topic with the views of the faculties - it is very little different from
the differences between the States and the Federal Government.

28
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Let me now turn to my principal topic - the role of the TEC and its
Councils and the interactions not only between them but also with the
various State bodies who have responeibility for tertiary education in
some part. Let me make one point clear fram the outset - my experience
is in.universities and my present responsibilities relate principally
to universities. I therefore apologise in advance for directing my
remarks more to that sector than to the others.

Another point which I should make right at the start is that the
_arrangements for the proVision of tertiary education and its co-ordina-
tion mazy from State to State. There is, I believe, a growing uniform-
ity of approadh but there is nevertheless a substantial variation from
one Stite to another both in the machinery adopted in theory for co-
ordination and its-effectiveness in practice.

InsoZar as there is ciommon ground the situation in most States is that
there is a statutory co-ordinating body which has substantial executive
powers in relation to colleges of advanced educatioN increasing legis-
lative authority in relation to universities and some extension of
power in relation to TALE although :.n -most cases the operation of TAFE
colleges is very much the responsibility of an appropriate department
of the State Government.

Now I am not advocating that the same arrangement is necessary or even
desirable in each State. Eadh has its own peculiar problems which may
well =mare different procedures to be used. What I am seeking to
point out is that the arrangements through which decisions are taken on
funding tertiary education necessaL.ly involve a great deal of consulta-
tion and cannot be sensibly achieved at short notice. Moreover, it is
worth reminding ourselves at this point that while uniyersities and
colleges of advanced education are fully funded by the Commonwealth most
of the funding - particularly recurrent funding - of TAFE is through
the States. This in itself presents considerable difficulties when sug-

. gestions are made that some of the present so-called middle level
courses in TAFE colleges should be more appropriately presented as UG 3
(associate diploma) courses in Advanced Education. This may sound

reasonable and entirely justified on educational grounds but since it
involves a transfer from TAFE to Advanced Education it also means a
change from State to Federal funding.

Conlmonwealth fundina-fotuaiversities and CAEs is at present provided on
a triennial basis for recurrent purposes while equipment and building

_funds axe determined annually. On the other hand, Commonwealth funding
for TAFE which is largely though not entirely in the nature of capital
.funding, is determined annually. The present triennium spans the years
1979-81 and the TEC is already engaged in gathering information which
will enable it to make recommendations to Government on appropriate
levels of funding far the triennium 1982-84. On the basis of past prac-
tice the TEC intends to make such recommendations early in 1981 with the
expectation that the government will be able to reach decisions on the
levsl of funding which it wirrsuppdxt about the middle of 1981 so that
detailed allocations may be made to institutions and States by the TEC
in time for consideration by the Government in the Budget session 1981.
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That might sound like a fairly leisurely progression but-I can assure
you that it is a formidable task to gather the requisite data, carry
out all the necessary consultation and reach conclusions within that
timetable. Lot me illustrate in genaril terms the steps Whith have to
be

_ _ _ _

for convenience one may think of the TEC as looking at the total picture
for the Commonwealth, it must consider the balance of resources between
the three sectors, it must also look at the balance within each sector
between such divisions at recurrent funding, equipment funds and-build-
ings. It is clearly also going to have regard to balance between the
States and between academic disciplines - we are all familiarmith its
concern about the numbers of doctors and teachers to be trained.- Another
aspect of its deliberations must relate to the,provision of educational
opportunity for the various sections and age groups in the community.

In. order for it to formulate proposals in all these matters and more the
TEC seeks from the threesCouncils and.others a substantial range of
material both in terms of quantitative data and in terms of principles
and policies. The Councils are the principal source of advice to the
TEC each in its Own area of responsibility. They in turn have to col-
lect information each in its own way since the three sectors are very
different in the number of institutions and authorities involved.
Without going into detail let me say that in the Universities Council
we have invited each university %to make a submission on its aims and
aspirations in 1982-84. These have all been received and we are now in
the process of visiting each university to discuss with various groups
in each institution the details of their submissions and any other
matters which in their view are relevant to the triennium 1982-84.

We also meet the appropriate co-ordinating body in each State and dis-
cuss with them the situation in the State with regard to student demand,
new academic developments, the range of kuilding needs and other matters
which they see as affecting the balance provision higher education
in the State. This is important information which is an essential part
of the formulation of advice to the TEC by the Universities Council.
Letme say though that the Universities Council is strongly of the
opinion that the universitiekof Australia form a distinct group of in-
stitutions, a group which has to be,considered in national terms. To
this end the Council places great importance on maintaining the closest
possible contact with the individual institutions while at the same
time recognising the need for the TEC to achieve a balanced development
of tertiary education through consultation at both Federal and State)
levels.

Toward the end of this year the advice of the three Councils should be
in the hands of the TEC which then has the responsibility of examining
and testing this advice and in due course - presenting their recommenda-
tions to the Government. The TEC may very well need to consult State
co-ordinating bodies again at this stage of the process before its
final views are put forward. It is perhaps worth recalling here that
Whether or not the TEC accepts the advice of the Councils it is bound
by law to present that advice to the Minister at the time when it makes
its own recommepdations. As you are all aware it is then the custom for
the Minister to table the TEC recommendations and the accompanying advice

of the Councils so that they all become publicly available.
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let =remind you that to this point the efforts of all concerned have
been.dirpcted,to preparing advice on.'the total provisfOn of fund?, for
tertiary elhication..in 19,82-.84. No.doUbg. each Council will have offered;
sgpe further vice on ,the distribution of fundi intdrihe principal
categoriesare61";rrent;4qUIps6t and building funds and indeed the
TEC itself may well have expressed its views on the baiandp of resources
betWeen-the three sectors., Ne4ertheiss, I think it unlikely that at
that stage thereiWill be much in the way of detail in the probable
allocation of funds to either States or institutions. That is re,lly
part of a iater-process which gccurs.once the Government, has made known
its decisions in-the matter.

Once those decisions are taken on the total funds to be provided then
the TECbroadly indicates to the4Councils its'views on the breakdown
of the funds between the sectors and the Councils are then faced with
the considerable task of distributing.the available resources among thb
various institutions. Here again problems may arise which require con-
sultation before the final recommendations are returned through the TEC
to Government for its consideration and eventual approval.

I have given that'account in some detail because I have found that the
process is not well understood by many people working in tertiary
education. It is a lengthy and involved procedure and cannot be easily
reduced. Through this process we apply the various checks and balances
so essential in our democratic system of government: Perhaps there are

too many checks, too many interests to be balanced. No ioubt we cannot
expect to satisfy everyone but I hope we achieve a result which is rec-
ognised as the result of a long -and complicated process and takes account_
of the great many conflicting claims that are, made on the system:'. 4 7:

One aspect of the system of checks and b'alances which :I have not men-1) -
tioned but which has assumed greater imiortance in the last year of two,
is the meeting of Federal and State Ministers for Education in the
Australian Educatibe daulcil. This is a forum for discussion on many
issues conceping eddbation at all levels and provides an opportunity
for governpAnts to exchanges.,,and.reOliagreeterft on a number of
policy matters:: ^ -e

e
4

Two recent agreements in particular appear to have caused some apprehen-
sion among the members of the uhiveipity community. They are (1) the
arrangement made for consultations between the TEC and State authorities
through meetings twice a year of, a group madwup of a representative of
each State together with the full -time members of the TEC and (2) a
statement of policy in regard to the introduction of new teaching dev-
elopments in institutions of tertiary education which has subsequently
been put into legislative form in the States Grants Amendment Act (1979).

The consultative arrangements are purely and simply just that. The

group concerned has no powerro take any kind of executive action or
reach a decision binding on its members. It does, however, provide an
important opportunity for the exchange of.,viewe and information op a

wide variety of matters'of common interest. Th8se might ,range from the

possibility of developing-new courses for specialist heeds to the time-
table of providing information in relation t,d the 1982-84 triennium.
The mnetiLgs are a useful'part of the consultative process which is an
integral part of the system of checks and balances,. It is much easier
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,c,,phaliesi:Op tentative explored in arolatively#foimal group . - LSUCh"aathis than:',tp have them processed through foimal chaenels4th 1.::::°;,_,A
the accompanying dlirays.
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":4;IP, ,..i,
1,i66ititlientaf pelicYin relation to aw.teaChing_developAints-is 1

perhaps, anAllustratiosof some pfthe7Principal difficulties in operate -.
ing=Ahe..PhaCkS,an4aianCiS Of eiederal-system--'tecaUse that is,
epcalctl,5tAitthis*aterent,,,Of4rinciples is, .trying to achieve. On the
:M.WklaWkika*O*tint,,i0MUnieriitiasand'Colleges to. be able to
intr7c4t9:,*If-F9,#.04:-*1;P"-*.PiiiaiMMCM-Pr-tO,ImpdifY-existing ones without
undueinterfeinea'hi*itr_iFLOS,fiderai Or siateCO-ordinating bodies.
itirifii;a*it44,,4344:624,i4:1, accept, that unfettered competition,
and dUPliCatiOnjOfscoursesis iii-the-beatinterests of tertiaryeduea-.
tien,4PaitiOUlaili, if :ii results as- it can in-the transfer of staff
from one institution, to ancithir-siing nearby with no apparent benefit
except,,,s,proesatide_for all concerned.

The,need for restraint may occur.within-a single sector, e.g., two
nearbY,universities,"or betWeen sectors, e.g., a university amda CAE.
The piesent complicated co- ordinating machinery can make some of these
situations very difficult even to consider let alone attempt to achieve.
BeVeitheleas in nearly all cases resolution has -been achieved albeit -

Isometimes .on an interim basis. Both national and State views have to
be considered and as yOu might well expect they do not always coincide.

The present, principles and arrangements have of course only recently
been accepted so it is perhaps too early yet to know how they will
operate in practice. To date, hpwever, I believe they have worked well
and I am hopeful that with goodwill and understanding they will continue
to provide a workable basis for the future.

I have spoken so far chiefly about the checks and balances in relation
to thevarious co-ordinating bodies because in many ways they hold the
key, to most matters_in the provision of tertiary Education. One needs
to be very clear, however, that there are many other groups and insti-
tutions invoiVed in onawalfor another:and'deserve to be included in
:ank_ateount of. the o#eration pf a fediFal.-systeM. V4

Let us look at some examples ='nfot-4-iththe intention of presenting
solutions but rather in an attempt to draw attention to some of the
issues involved. Some of these, relate. to matters within a sectoM or
within,an.institution others cut across sectoral and sate boundaries.

Ofie pC the constant problemsme face in our attempts to provide a
balanced development Of tertiary,, education - as required by the TEC
Act - is to recognise and havi-otAers recognise that balanced develop-
ment itynot the same as uniformity:: There is,a great desire on the
part of -so many people haiso many institutions to followthe leader,
to cppy, What stleone else is doing, Not so long ago every university
it peemodmanted to have a:med4cal.schopl, or an engineering school or
i-.Eepartment of Italian. ,In,tWadvancikithleatiottectpr similar

...f,i015!0?ilaceat. 'A 101VOIrM4k4th a relatively small population of
pett7grtdoite,reseaFch*0440tel.Wits_enrd/Ment.axgues that it should
be brought uptoo_theoiational,aerags., Another seeks an increase in its
research.funds:ag 'IhrinTit-upeto'the national average.

.
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ise that to have everyone funded
gretieof uniformity which I spg-

the'Beseintereetsel tertiary

I sometimes wonder whether they real

at the national ave,page,represente:
4bett,none ot,us really believes in.

-*-educhtiqq. . - 1143.???
ape,

,
4 .

4'

De :to rook at 4% another way I Wbnder,whit.theirreaction would be if

-the4r.-sesearch grant. was doubled - bit so7weethat for every et.er
uniVersity..:146iiEhey be petite* with the extra 'funds =forycseld they

cyraplain that the funds. should beendistributed in.some.other way

which would have brought evemyeeeploser to the'saMe level? I'm not

sure What Weald-be in fact the batter result. So much depends on other

censiderations,,such as, for example

t

9

Does one aChitive a better resplt in terms of balance
in the national interest by giving a greater share
of the available,resoUrces,to those doing the best

work whether it'be teaching or research?

Shaul? they be provided with more funds' so that more
studentsmay benefit 'from their skills or should ,

funds be used preferentially to help those in
difficulty for whatever reason to reach a higher
standard and thereby improve the balance in another
sense by achieving a closer approach to uniformity.

Although I have been speaking in terms of funds'and funding I believe we

should be looking much more closely at the quality of the education be-

ing provided. Is it possible to provide the same quality of education

in a small school or department as in a larger more widely based one

Aare a student not only has the chance to mix with-a greater variety of

other studdhts but also has the benefit of a range of views and experi-

ence from the larger staff numbers necessary. In a faculty such as

medicine for example there is a need for a certain range of disciplines

among tEa staff to. provide the training necessary. In these circum-

stances it is clear* desirable to have a certain minimuo'number of

,students if the, faculty isto be reasonably effective and economic.

on the other handiales departments can become too big, unwieldy
*r.

and imperSonal with consequent adverse effects on the students. It is

by,-,e means easy to identify the right size of a department, a faculty

or a urtiveniiity;but-ihore are clearly limits at both extremes which are

undesifablen the grounds of either quality of,education or economy of

operation. This is the area however, which arouses perhaps the greatest

concern because Of the potential conflict between the reasonable hopes

and expectations of the institutions and the'need for co-ordinating

bodies et either State or Federal level to achieve same restraint and

balance:

One aspect of the problem -of achieving'balance in so many of these char-

acteristics of the system is to judgehow best to reach the desired

situation. Who is in the best position to make that judgement? It max

yell be that the answer depends on just which question is asked.
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For examplakhe university v!ry be in the best position to decide on the
balaixce of #4 enrolments subject by subject or faculty by faculty. At

presenLthlitaictice of the'Universities Council and the Tertiary
due:*Mer ssioR is to indicate a range of total student ad fox

easelpsiitution together with suggested maximum load in hi z degree
eitearch anehigher degree coureework. Certainly quotas are fixed by
many. universities in some faculties aed the Universities Council would
lie concerned to know Of proposals to make signifieat changes in some

these but in general the universities are.free to modify thole enrol-
ment patterns in response to student demand. They - the universities -
achieve the necessary or desirable balance.

I think it is also worthipointing out that to a very large extent the
Universities Council has suggested student loads which are a reflection
of student demand.rather than a suppression or moulding of the demand.
(There are of course exceptions in some of the more expensive profes-
sionel areas such as medicine or. veterinary science). This is no more
than a reflection of core:unity attitude which is more more attuned to
the idea of providing reasonable levels of opportunity for the young
people of.our cucxcunity than to the alternative approach of a highly
directed and planned society in which there is a high degree of manpower
prediction and placement. To a very large extent, e.g., in the movement
first in faVour of geology and later away from it in relation to the
mineral boom of a few years ago and which is showing some signs of re-
appearing, students vote with their feet. They decide which are the
.popular courses and which are not. Our role in the funding and co-
ordinating agencies is rather to provide some cushioning of these swings
in fashion In the sure knowledge that rapid responses either up or down
in resources are likely to create cord problems than they save.

In the past years of substantial growth in student numbers and in
resources it vas important to place some checks on student numbers and
relate them to funds in order to ensure that they did not get too badly
out of step. Nowadays with much less growth and relative stability, in
demand it may be appropriate balm* at other approaches to the achieve-
ment of belanad development both in and among institutions. Perhaps
it would how be sufficient simply to state a ceiling level of student
load and allow Ylstitutices to:arrange their own internal balance among
the various categories of student e.g. undergraduate/Post-graduate,
part-time/ l-time/external, direct from school/mature age or on a
faculty to faculty basis. Another Approach might be to indicate an
appropriate level of new enrolments which wovid go some way to ensuring
a, continued level of opportunity for intending students. .Different
approaches may be used for different institutions and in any case I
expect there will need to be continuing specific control of entry in
faculties such as medicine.

It seems that there has been soca slackening in demand for university
places among young people leaving school in recent years. In some

States the actual student intake has fallen below expectations and pro-
jections with the result that come universities and indeed some CAEs
are not enrolling as many students as was expected. This may well
lead to some reconsideration of appropriate levels of student load so
that a balanced system of educational opportunity may be provided.
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It is interesting to note for example, 'the :orient decision by the
Tarmaaian Government in relation to the provision of teacher educatiOn
in Southern. Tasmania. Ibis has led to the University of Tasmania
accepting responsibility for all teacher training in Southern Tasmania
together with ccrtaril other activities of the TCAE in Hobart and the
intended closure of the Hobart campus of the TCAE. khia new concept of
a comprehensive university offer..1g a w-ler range of courses %an a
traditional university is an imaginative and interesting solution to
problem which others are likely to have to face also. I believe it is lh

important for. new approaches like this to be carefully examined and
where they give goudiF9spects of auccess..they should be given every
encouragement and support, It is early yet to know what will happen in
Hobart but even at this stage it looks very promising.

Perhaps one of the most intractable problems in higher education for
the next few years will be trying to match setae slackening iudemand for
higher education due to a variety of courses including some changes in
demographic patterns with the need to maintain a satisfactory level of
educational opportunity in an environment of ebonomic restraint. In
other words Row can we provide the best possible educational opportunity
within the funds available?

Some adjustments in balance seem to be inevitable as demand fluctuates
and switches from one field of activity to another. Our capacity to .

achieve "%lime adjustments, in going tr depend critically on our willing-
ness to work together in a federal system. Each level of the system
has its own opportunities to accept responsIbility for seeking the
appropriate balance of activity. In my view it is very important that
we do not encroach unreasonably in areas where we are not well 4nfbrcad
and therefore not able to make sensible judgements. The system of

Achocks and balances-which is essential in any federal system must itself
be Olickqd from time to time to see tnat it is not out of balance. It

is important that we should be accountable to the taxpayer because after
all it is his money we are using but I am sure that accountability can
be provided and must continue to bo provided in a way which does aot
unreasonably inhibit the free inquiry and researt.h which are so essen-

tial to higher(education.
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Institutionatautonomy and state co-ordination

h' E. Parry

We are only a few weeks away from the fifteenth anniversary of the

establishment of the firat State co- ordinating body in advanced edura-
tion in .Australia - the Victoria Institute of Collegee. As it happens,

we are prebably also only a little more than e few weeks away from the
dis-establishment of that same body, as its role is subsumed within
that of the Victorian Post-Secondary Educatioh Commission. A quick

review around the nation repeals how Much the scene has changed in
relation to State co- ordination of post-secondary education over
scarcely more than a decade. During thd late sixties and early sev n-
tigas&rest,Stetes,folloyedyictorie's! lead in estabAthing a co-
ordinating auflority inbarlvanced educhtion but only one su.h body, the
Queensland Board of Advance' Education, survivor today as an agency
concerned exclusively with that one sector of postszcondary education.
State coeordinting bodies-continue to prosper, of course, but almost,
everywhere, their role has broadened into that of a comprehensive post-
secondary authority of some kind. Even in Queensland, proposals are
under discussion for changing the nature of the present machinery for
giving co-ordinated advice on higher education to the State Government.

During the time since the first colleges of advanced education (and
the VIC, as the first advanced education co-ordinating body) wee°
established, the relationships, not only between the colleges and the
State bodies, but also betyeen the universities and theState bodies,

have changed in interesting ways. In the early days, you may recall,

when the VIC was pioneering tea work of State co-ordination, little
doubt was allowed to femain in anyone's mind about the different
measures of autonomy which governments saw to be appropriate for uni-

versities and celleses of advanced education. By and large, the former

were tn.ught to need intervention in their affairs by a government body
(at that tires..a.-Ctecsonwealth-Government hely) in only two broad aspects.

.One was the approVal of major new academic developments which would
have a significant impact on the financial resources which governments
would have to provide) the other was the approval of major capita

works. *Although, in time days, the major Government body concerned
was a Cemmonwealth one, it is rignificant that, from as early as 1967,

the NEW Universities Board was exercising an influence on the decisions
cade in that State about the development of university facilities.)

For colleges, on the other hand, it was thought necessary to provide for

fairly ..dose official oversight of all new course approvals, both
major and4minor capital works, equipment purchases sled staff establish-
.ments, as well as the specific academic accreditation of the courses

of fared.
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The intervehing decade or so has been a story of continuing attempts
by the colleges to reduce the extent of that oversight by government
agencies, an oversight which has been variously viewed - at best as
patroniding, and at worst as infuriating. The on-goieg campaign has
been to achieve a forM of autonomy similar to that of the, universities.

Over the years, the State co-ordinating bodies have ind d withdrawn
progressively from a number of those activities which cha cterised the
early days. Approval of college staff establishments hate drgely gone,
and interest in eeptipcxxat purchases tends to be confined on to such
expensive items as computers. There has been increasing roc ition of
the fact that it is unjustifiable to subject well-developed and well-
momaged colleges of advanced education to a succession of bureaucratic
constraints and controls which are not applied to universities,. whose
size and vintage in many instances scarcely match those of the colleges.
Concurrently with these evoluticpary processes in relation, to the col-
leges (and to a large extent as h consequence of them), State
Covertetents have taken an increasing interest in the activities of the
universities and it is no doubt cocoon knowledge among this congrega-
tide that Australian universities are at this time very sensitive
about a nuMber of legislative provisions which have been made at both
CoMmonwealth and State levels over the last three years that appear to
have the effect of reducing the traditional freedom of university gov-
erning bodies to apply the resourcesegiven to them to academic activ-
ities which to them seem best to meet the,universities. obligations
undaretheir charters.

In brief, there has been Q convergence in the relationships between the
two types of higher institutions and government bodies,'and I do not
think it is an unreasonable generalisation to offer, as a backdrop to
what I wish to go on to say, that the only significant ares remaining
in which the college system is. dealt with in any marked contrast to the
universities is the area of course accreditation. I know that many of

you will be able to bring forward numerous immediate examples of what
still appears to be detailed involvement of State bodies in the decision-
making process in collegfs, but 'I nonetheless adhere to my thesis that
these represent but.the few remaining vestiges of an age which has all

but Passed'

_Even in the sphere of course accreditation, changes are now afoot which
can be imlected, over the next Lew years, to result in fax greater res-
ponsibiliEy being takeelly colleghs in regard to the Self-accreditation
of their courses. Most States are moving at the moment to devolve upon
the colleges a large measure of the responsibility for the conduct of
the accreditation reviews which have to be carried out periodically on
registered courses, and new statutory arrangements have been enacted,
or axe in preparation, to facilitate further devolution of this kind.

It can be expected thee college authorities will cqntinue to press
vigorously for the acceleration of this process of devolution and ft
oan also be expected that the State accrediting authorities will exh-
ibit some reluctance to see the process proceed too swiftly, because
they are, in possession of altogecher too much incriminating documenta-
tion which establisheh, often in a damning way, the shortcomings of the
measures which colleges have been applying to the development and the
oversight of their courses.

a
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One aspect of this matter on which one cannot help but have real syn.-
pathy for the colleges is the undoubted fact that, if the universities
were subjected to the same kind of course accreditation as the colleges
are, some spectacular and embarrassing findings would emerge. I am
sure that this is true, but there seems little tu_bet_we-ined_hy_pureeteg
such a debater's point. It would be flying in the face of history and
ccemon sense to contemplate the initiation of accredit ton of univer-
sity courses by a government agency and it seems to be much more sens-
ible to take the realistic view that natural trends will result in
those colleges which are sufficiently academically consolidated accru-
ing an acceptable degree of autonomy in these academic matters. Time
will take care of this.

I believe, then, that we are in the process of settling down to a set of
relationships within which established collegis of advanced education
and universities are seen in broadly similar terms by governments and
within which both have as much autonomy as they are ever likely to get
in the future. I an suggesting that it may be academic, in more senses
than one. to continue to debate the question of institutional autonomy
as it affects the relationship betweeipsither colleges or universities
and State co-ordinating bodies. Though it might still be good for an
argument or two, it is not the burning issue of our time and I should
like now to go on to raise what I feel is to be the much more interest-
ing and significant,insdiffrom now on.

Looking back, you could describe the 70cs as the period of co-ordination.
The early part of this period was characteriied by the mushrooming
growth of higher education of which so many commentators have now spoken
and it does not seem to be a scrap untoward that governments at both
levels should have wished to ensure that agencies were in existence
which, on their behalf, could establish some ground rules to prevent
this splurge of higher education from becoming totally chaotic. Co-
ordination of major new developments ban to be carried out by somebody.
Had there not been State and Commonwealth boards a.d commissions, it
would have been done by Treasuries.

For the 80's, however, I think that the task of co-ordination is to take
second place to the more urgent task of ratiorslfiation, and it is in
this context that I think it is of interest to consider the relationship
between existing institutions of higher education and State so-called
co-ordinating bodies. Fut another way, it may be that the question of
the 80's is not whether such Boards should have the power to interfere
in th" autonomous operations of the higher Anstitutions, but what the
eerie of these Boards should be in determining questions relating to the
4rery'existence of those institutions.

We face the future with too many higher education inatituAions or, at
least, too many of them poorly located. Mere have been, I acknowledge,
a number of important moves during the late 70's to ameliorate the
problem arising from the earlier proliferation of higher institutions.
These moves were confined within the advanced education sector and, as
you will well know, resulted in amalgamation of the colleges of advanced
education in both Ballarat and Bendigo, the absorption of the Emily
Mahersco College into the Royal Helbourne Institute of Technology, the
Absorption of the College of Nursing, Australia, into Lincoln Institute,
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the amalgamation of two colleges of advanced education to form Hartley
College Or Mvanced Education and of two others to fora Adelaide
College of Arts and Education. The period also see the closure of

Grayland College in Perth.

Maving-pmbarked on this route a little later than its sister States,

t§i! South Wales is currently engaged in the amargassatior of four cotro-
tolitan colleges of advanced,education into a single new college which
wea be formed as a federation of semi-autonomous teaching institutes
under one governing council.

We tome reached the stage, however, whore there appears little tore that
can be-achieved, in any obvious way, by mergers and absorptions within
the advanced education sector alone and 1 believe that what we are about
to experience is the beginning of anew era in which forms of associa-
tion will take place across the sectoral barriers. Of most im'iediate

interest in our present discussion are the implications that this prop-
osition slight have for the future of souse individual universities and
"colleges of advanced education.

From the earliest days after the Martin Report gave birth to the concept
of the binary system, there has been continuing debate about the philos-
ophical differences between universities and colleges of advanced educa-
tion. Many have been the authors who have pleaded the case for a
unitary system, in which institutions differ from one another not accord-
ing to generic class, but according to their individual emphases and
excellences. I have never accepted the line, adhering tithe view that
the binary philosophy was eeeentially an honest and honourable one and
that there was only detriment to the coemunity interest to be suffered
to removing the philosophical constraints of the binary concept and

allowing thh tertiary market to run free.

I have been interested to look back to woe remarks I made in 1974 at a
Conference of the Federation of Academic Staff Associations of Colleges
of Advanced Education at Warburton. The'title of the Conference, sig-

nificantly, was 'Whither Advanced Education?" Even then, the problem of

maintaining in separate co=dtments one's views about the roles of uni-
versities and colleges of advanced education was becoming severe, even
in the mind of a committed binary believer such as myself, as the fol-
lowing quotation might indieetes

Even if the role and function of ur ernities were

not'already thought to have changed markedly in
response to the CAE developcent, what is soon to
happen at Geelong will introduce historic new
attitudes towards the nature of a university.
When the Gordon Institute of Technology and the
State Wines al/lab:41a at Geelong conbine to
form the essential core of Victoria's fourth
university, nem rules will unwittingly have been
written. In order to avoid the loss of the best of
the educational traditions of both participating
institutions, the emphasis in thin university will
be =meeting the total higher education needs of
its 'surrounding region, and this emphasis will show

itself in a readiness to retain sub-graduate courses,



to adopt, a flexible attitude to entrance requirements
and to maintain a close concern for vocational
preparation in the interests of both the students and
the industrial and camerael development of the
region. Indeed, one can sena fine college of
advanced education.emerging from this marriage.

Deakin had =mit upon the scene and it leas becoming clear even then that
the binary philosophy could never be the she assin'in Austrplia.
Nevertheless, while Deakin remained the only university of its kind
among 19 otherwise conventional universities there vas no real ....se for
calling for a natimial re-th4eking of policideem higher education. On
the tither hand, I must say that I, for one, had an expectation that the
Williame Committee would come forward with a new imbric for the 80's
and 90's which acknowledged the instability of the Martin binary princ-
iples in the light of the forecast trends through to the year 2000.

The committee did not, however, report in this way but chose to see
the existing sectors of post-secondary education as inherently stable,
providcd that optimum use were made of the otratagen of contracting
work betueeh the among them.

But it is not to be so. With the ink harsh dry on the Williams Report,
the Government of Tasmania has, in one crisp decision, overturned the
framework of our national dialogue on the nature of institutions of
higher education and the relationdhips.betuten them. If I an correct in
my anticipation that the precedent net recently in Tasmania will be
emulated elsewhere in Australia ere long, I cannot but reflect on the
oddity of the fact that the future course for our institutions.of higher
education has had to be Chartered for us in so ad hoc a fashion.

You will all know the Tasmanian story well enough. The Tasmanian
Goverment simply cam to'the end of its tether. Jitter four years and

four =vizier; and bitter conflict, the need became acute for a decision
About the future pattern of higher education in a community which'could
support two, but not three, institutions. The final chapter in the
story was begun,by th6 decision of the Tasmanian Governmenz to invite the
University of Temaniaand the Tasmanian College of Advanced Education, to
submit proposals as to how each would respond to the 'situation if it
were asked to take sole responsibility for teacher education in the
south of the State. It vas the nature of the university's response to
that request which not allay led to the Government's speedy decision to
close the Kt. Nelson campus of the College of Advance's Education and to
transfer its activities to the university, but also de' fa..ta to the re-.
writing of the rules, tee.far as university education in Australia is
cencereed. I think the last occasion on which a comperable flash of
enlightenment wan experienced took place on the Damascus Road.

or those who will wish to chronicle the significant scoents in history,
the following paragraphs from the Report Jf the Tertiary Education
Casmission of Tasmania to the State Minister recommending the ats.-xption
are worthy of note.

e-
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Until now it has not been feasible to move finally
in the direCtion favoured by these inquiries because
the University has not been in a position to ensure
the oentinuation of ieportant features of teacher
education offered by the School.of Education at Mt.
*lean and,-in particular, its integrated B.Ed.
course, (defined in the TCAE Submission, Part la,
Pare. 2.1). The Cam Mission is satisfied that the
University has nos undartaIen a basic reappraisal
of its role in higher education in the State and
can guarantee to- provide all of the features of
teacher education required in the SOuth. This
being the case, the Ccrrsissicn considers that the
rationatizatian process, commenced with the Kassel
Inquiry in 1976, should berceopleted. indeed, the
need for this rationalisation is greater than peer-
iously becuaso it has since become Apparent that
there will be a reduced demand for teachers during
the 1980e.

ae4 -lbe Cemedseico has been-lealeeseed-,day the`--- -

proposal by the University that it would becove a
more broadly -bead institution and that it
willing to make the necessary zihanges'in its activ-
ities and its adeinistrative structur to achieve
this. The new concept was =merited by the
University es follows:

The University indeed eelcomes the
' opportunimy'to evolve into a comprehensive

regionaa university now to Australia which
could well be a nodal for smelt universities
in other parts of the Coccoewealth. Under
this acheee the University Would AaintaAn :is
traditional scholarly activities but also
offer abroad range pf course' and services
sore usuaily'offered by colleges of advanced
education, in other :Mates.
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I do not thick that we should ender-estimate the leap of philosophy
which is implicit-in these words, leading as they have done, to a deck-
*ion whore raeafications ought ideally, suggest, to haye been the
subject of wide national consultation.

1 scan no criticism of either the Tasmanien Covernment or the Tertiary
education authorities of that State. Prom a pragurtic point of view
the decision taken IQ not only AA attractive one but probably the opti-
mum one. It may not, houevar, be too unkind to auggept that the docu-
mentation which surrounds the decision reeds rather like the rational-
isation of the inevitable and it becomes very difficult to argue now
why a aimilaxemWeee of events could not t,e) Ise place with equal facility
and expedition in numerous .A.ber Locations thioeghout Australia where
universities and CAU-are in proximity and struggling to prosper in the
service of en insufficient market.



That a decision of this kind, attractive though it might be on practical
grounds, does not necessarily proVideca long-term solution may perhaps
be gleaned from the following words of the Principal of the Tasmanian
ChE in his dissenting statement as a Member ofthe Tertiary Education
Cceenissicn of Tasmania:

2.3 This decision dces not lead to the
rationalisation of Tertiary Education, in Tasmania,
on an academic basis. It will lead to inevitable
and direci-cmaetition between, a strong comprehen-
sive University and a much weakened Collegeof
Advanced Education, not only in respect of Teacher
Education but also in other vocational academic
fields. The Tertiary Education Commission of
Tasmania does not have the statutory poweis to
prevent present oenew course competition from
happening.

In other words, Dr O'Flaherty, looking further down the track, has -
doubts whether an acceptable status can be maintained for a college of
emeeeeeedeaducation to-4WIt the needseefet-heenorthera half-of the State.
419n the needs of the southern half of the State are being met exclus-
ively by an institution with the prestigious title of 'university'.
I, believe that he :hems prescience in paleing this point.

what is it that really makes the University of Tasmania's decision so
significant? It is the fact that it has given itself a new adjectival
title. It has begun to describe itself, not simply as a university,
but as a:comprehensive" university - one able to offer a range of
courses straddling the sectors hitherto described separately as uni-
eersity education and advanced education, and it has d...ne Les with the
approval of the Federal funding authorities and the relevant State
Government and to the plaudits of the leader- writers in the ,eenite:ant
dailies throughout the land.

Whatever has been the path by which we have arrived at this point, its now
seems to me that it is open to State co-ordinating authorities, in con-
teeplatiug the severe problems facing them in their college and univer-
sity systems as enrolments level out and in some cases begin to decline,
to speculate about the possible development of this new type of institu-
tion - the "comprehensive" eniversity. Why, the State Boards must ask,
should such an Institution not emerge anywhere where a Mt. Nelson type of
situation exists.

Already the dialogue is under way on the mainland. In a graduation
address delivered in Wagga on 11 April 1980, Professor Michael Birt.
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Wollongong, has invited the Riverina
College of Advanced Education ( not, by the way, in any sense a
threatened institution in the ayes of most of us), to engage in conver-
sation which could possibly result in the formation of a "multi - purpose
multi - camp's organisation of higher education offering a range of uni-
versity and advanced education courses from 2 -year Associate Diploma to
PhDs" and embodying, not only his existing university and the Riverina
CAE, but also Wollongong Inkitute of Education and Geulburn CAE.
Professor'Bixt based his presentation fairly and squarely on the

(12
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significance of the. recently announced, evelopment across Bass Strait,

which he ,rightly described as "the mos rkable of amalgamations"

and "a landmark".

I doubt, myself, whether the particular consortium mentioned by
Professor 4irt-would ever be practicable bt.t the impoetant thing to

note is that here is yet another university Vice-Chancellor ready to
espouse the,"comprehensive" philosophy. I an absolutely sure that he

will not be the last to do so.

What, then, are State co-ordinating authorities to do? It can be

expected that there will be substantial support, especially among the
lay members of these authorities, for rationalisations of the Hobart
kind, perticuarly if they take place by way-of consensus between the

participating institutions. Is there any reason why State authorities
need to take an interest in this question before a series of further

dominoes tumble?

I believe there is. If State authorities are to fulfil their essential
purpose as policy and planning bodies (and there is widespread agreement
that they should concentrate on this role al.d keep out of the hair of
autonomous colleges) then they should be leeking down the track now to
the point where there could well be quite a few "comprehensive" univer-

sities in their State systems. The big question then will be - what is

to be the role and future of these institutions which have evolved into
strong and successful CASs and which happen not to be located next door

to a small and possibly struggling university? Are the rroprietors

students of these colleges, many of which represent, in my view, the
very best of developments that characterised the post-Hartin era, to 15d4"-

denied the accolade of university status, when others of their kind,

embarked on identical objectives, have entered into the inheritance of
the highest institutional status which our community recognises?

It would be a naive Commission or Board member who maintained that the

pressures which will build up in these colleges for university status

can be contained indefinitely. While the binary philosophy remained,

it was possible to say, even to the biggest and most academically
oriented of the CAEs that they had their own high status as successful
exempUs of non-university institutions much valued by the community.
It will become progressively less possible to argue in that way and it

is not difficult, to see a quite untenable situation having arisen by the

mid-to-late 80s.

I concluded my remarks in Warburton in 1974 with the following words.

Whether it will prove possible or desirable, in
the long run, to maintain the separate identity
of the colleges of advanced education in the
complex of post-secondary education, one cannot
say, but whatever happens, the beleaguered
community, sore pressed by the confusion we are
presently generating, must be better served if

we can brine a greater measure of clarity to what
we (re trying to do in our own college system.
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I must have felt then that the days of the advanced education sector as
a defensible separate form of higher education might be numbered.
Certainly the current trend of events heightens my feeling that a new
period of instability and uncertainty has been ushered in. For the
thoughtfUl public it must surely be becoming less clear what we are
eerying.to doin"the college and university systems and I consider that
there isan-urgent and outstanding-challenge to State co-ordinating
bodiesteeteki a grip on the situation before.any-further time elapses
and any further ad hoc decisions are. taken that will close off even
more. of thuretionalising options open: to us.

ThioughoUt all this.discussion-I have so far made no reference to a
preblecalihich, though not taken into -account in the Tasmanian develop-
ments, nevertnace feces-all coeordinating bodies in post-secondary
education in Australia with mounting, seriousness- and. that is the over-
lapping roles of colleges of advanced-education and.colleges of tech-
nical and further education in the provision of courses at the immed-
iately subeprofessioeal level.

The establishment of a "comnrehensive" university in Hobert, Wollongong
or anywhere else will not in itself mitigate this problem and it could
well be shortsightedness of a:high order to put the government impri-
matur on a CAEAuziersity merger without contemplating the further co-
ordination problems-with TAFS.looming up on the horizon.

4

Whatabouldewe be doing next? It seas to me that the time has come
When some cool and rational debate should be generated on the desira-
bility and implications of establishing a co-ordinated system of
institutions of higher education which might take a title somewhat like
"the State University of'NSW".- Withia the ambit of such a body, co-
ordinated by a single -"heard of regents", there could exist, in
principle, an unspecified number of autonomously conducted comprehensive
universities, sore of which could have arisen in the Hobart made, others
of which might be existing viable colleges of advanced education
re-named.

This seems to me to be the only long-term means of eliminating the
tension and conflict which will always bedevil and enervate a system
in which broadly similar institutions are assigned different community
status. The. glorious.line-fromthe Gondoliers, says it all.

If events were to proceed in this way there would still be two classes
of higher institutions - those large and older university foundations
continuing to adhere to the ted-brick tradition and eschewing the
suggestion that they ought to be,wcomprehensive" in order to survive.
Separately, there would be the co-ordinated system of comprehensive
universitieSN. I sense that this situation would be more acceptable in
the long run to the commmnity at) a whole, both lay and academic, than
the situation we now face.

Remetbering, of course, that I still believe that the TAFE/advanced
education interface has to be dealt with, it would be possible to
develop further the concept of a State University along lines more akin
to thoseof the State University of New York, so that all kends of post-
secondary institutions, including corporately governed community colleges
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and colleges of TAFE, could be, drawn in'under the co-ordination of the

board of regents. There is room for much creative thinking here.

I conclude by observing that you may well feel I have strayed a goodly
distance from my appointed theme, which suggested a closer examination

----ofinst4tutional-autonosiy. I am nnrepentent, believing that if, like

the philosophers a old, Ve wish to know the number of teeth possessed
by a horsethere is much less to be gained by an academic discussion
of the_guestion in committee than by looking in the horse's mouth. To

continue the zoological metaphor, there is something rather' )pointless

about a discussion of a fishes' right to be independent of its parents

when it is inside the shark''S belly.

If you doubt this, ask the people of Mt. Nelson.
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litTRODUCTIWTo-PABT II

It 4 interesting to note that although each of the invited papers
deal's -with some aspect of government or quasi-government control over
higher education, the largest collection of submitted papers on one
topic deal with the. freedom of iadividual students to decide content,
method and pece of learning. These pipers are now brought together to
allOW:the rather differiegtiewpoints and emphases of their authors to

and

Tha section °Pens with a.plea by R. landbeck for tertiary teachers to
re-examine their beliefs regarding the relative importance of content
and proCesi.ln student learning. In a period of rapid expansion of
knOwledge and,unpredictableihanges in requirements for graduate employ-
ment, there is a strong argument for a greater emphasis on the procesS
of learning. Tertiary cpursesevhieb help students to learn for them-
seives,and at the same time expand students' vision Of what can he
learned are more likely to echleve the broad aims of higher education,
than narrower content-centred courses,.he cleft.

Aashift -leemphasis from 9Cpatteht" to '._."process'" raises. eexteln_ethical

,questions for the teacher who must decide whether one should attempt to
change students' attitudes In a partieuiar direction. These fundamental
issues are taken up by K. Mason who, starting with the premises of
Perry** stages of ethical and intellectual growth, questions whether
tertiary teachers can or should assist their students to develop the
higher levels of thinking described by Perry, those of relativism age
commitment. She suggests that this might be aecomp!ished by varying the
structure of courses according to theeleus of individual learners,
makieg full use of diverse opinions and interpretations, providing
opportunities for, more direct experience, and encouraging the personal
involvement of students in communal learning activities.

V.A. Brown's paper complements the previous one by fdcussing attention

on the degree which tertiary students exhibit self-direction in their

learning. She resents evidence which indicates a certain amount of
self-selection by students of courses which will provide the amounts cif
guidance, or freedom, desired by the student. Evidence from other

sources supports the view that students learn best when their style of
learning is matched by the style of teaching they receive, hence the
need for greater care in matching students to tutors, particularly in

first year tertiary studies.

The paper by J. Powell takes the issue further by providing anecdotal
evidence for his main contention: that tertiary courses as p?esentfy
designed result in greater learning for the teacher than the student,
but that this trend could be reversed.

It is unfortunate that the,paper presented by L. Marshall was not
available in time to include in the present volume. She describes the

system of "Ipdependent, study contracte",which is being successruily used

at Murdoch University. The system encourages students to think about

their own interests, background knowledge and learning,capabilities and
on the basis of these, plan a study programme with the assistance Of

their tutors. t
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in many ways there are similarities between the study contracts used at
Murdoch and the type of student involvement at North Brisbane CAE des-.

.cribed by M. Fogel:4, except that in the latter case the students worked
in syndicates on their projects. M. Fogarty provides a case study which
illustrates how the principles enunciated in earlier papers can be trans-
lated into practice by a judicious mixture of teacher and student
responsibility for a course.

Problemtassociated with defining and attaining a desirable balance
between direction, guidance and freedom ere described in'the two remain-
ing papers in this section. D. and K. Battersby'present evidence from
a survey of post-graduate students in education which indicates students'
need for guidance in the early stages of their research but their dis-
satisfaction with.supervisors who were either over-directive or woe,
appeared to leek any interest in the student's work. The investigation
reported by J. Bowden and J. Anwyl examines Australian academics' atti-
tudes to the provision of formal assistance to students in the development
of study ckiils. As might be expected, they report a range of views on
this subject with some significant differences betwees lecturers in
universities and their counterparts in CAEs. The question whether short
courses in study skills are of equal benefit to all students who enrol
for them has, of course, been argued extensively-elsewhere.

r,
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A call to 'process' learning in higher education

R. Landbeck

t

-J

The paper will liok at the theme 'freedom and Control In higher Education' from the viewpoint of
the curriculum and the need to emphasise more strongly the 'process' of learning rather than the
roontent0 of- learning. Although the theme of the_Poper Is not new, the rapidly changing social,

political and er..nomic situation and the.questinning by politiiiins of the value of today's
education suggest that It ls Oar to look again at the 'ondimss' of learning and how it can be
encouraged. :Ibis would bran attempt to lift the quality of.higher education In a diewction more
likely to satisfy thee* calling for greater accountability. An important part of 'process' learn-
ing Is the concept of self-directed persons uno take Control and responsibility for their learning
Present curricula do not generally encourage this freesias for the learner but rather emphasise
that control Is firmly In the hands of the teacher. One other factor that could e'fect a nova
ttowerds 'process' learning is the growth in interest of self-help health care which also features
more control passing from 'expert' to patient. The paper will draw on alig0(197)) discussion.
to Illustrate the features of 'process' learning and then review some ways In which higher educa-
tion has sought to implement the prInOlpies e.g., the work of Moss and McMillen (1980) on problem
solving end NuczYmskl and toddy (1979) on manapment education and sons proreenes of Independent
Study. Finally there will bee consdaratIon of the ways In which 'process' learning might be
encouraged and some of the problse todvertase.

A CALL FOR ACCOUNTABILITY

Australian Univerrities are currently facing a call for accountability.
Concern has been ressed, particularly by the Federal Government,
about the expenditure incurred in Universities and there are signs that
external controls ,NA be exercised which for many academics constitutes
a breach of academic freedom. As examples of Lhe call for accountability
"there is the recoaendationt of the Williams Committee '(1979) that
'universities assess the nature and outcomes of the formal reviews
conducted by the Au#tralian National University and consider the
implications for their own procedures'. Then there is the funding by
the Tertiary Education Commission of evaluation studies in Universities.
Clarke and Edwards (1979) in their review of current issues in the
administration,of Australian Universities strongly urge that the
universities must attempt evolutionary change or face the prospect of
being ove helmed and changed by invasion and destruction.

In what'ways can Universities respond to this accountability movement?
This paper will sugg,)st one way is to improve the quality of graduates
produced by Universities by shifting the emphasis of the curriculum
from; ,the content to the process of learuing this content. This is not
to deny in anyway the importance of the content or to deny that mych
process is gained through learning content. It is asserting the need
for a greater emphasis on process which will equip graduates with
generalised skills that will be of more permanent value than a 'bag
of knowledge which is often quickly forgotten and often overtaken by
further developments in the subject.
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THE PROCESS OF -LEARNING

t
It Is imprtanc to first establish the meaning of 'process' as it will

be used this paper particularly as the word has a particular meaning a

in curricuinm.studies, for example see Stenhouse (1975) In this paper
process will encompass such skills As knowing how to learn about a,
subject,' knowing how to apply knowledge in new situations and problem
solving. It will also include development of more personal skills such

as self direction in learning and self fesess9ent.

Defined in this way process is closely linked with the ideas of Rogers

(1969) on learning,especially the f011owing propositions:

Learning is facilitated when the student participates
responsibly in the learying'process.

The most socially usefrl laorning in the modern,
world is the learning oZ thc ---,new; of learning,

a continuing openness to ear tence and
incorporation into oneself of the process of

change.

It also has links with experiential learning which seems to,be
attracting a growing interest from a wide variety of educators as
Bond and Pascoe (1978) shOW.

Finally it is very much in symelthy with Dickson's (1979) view that
Universities should be actively involved with the community and be
putting resources back into the community. Dickson develops nine
models of ways in which this can be achieved. Such involvement would
itself go a long way towards countering the call for accountability and
would considerably improve the public Jung.: of universities. Involving

students tn this way would also closily improve the process of learning.

The proposal to place more emphasis on the process of learning will not

Ift ,basy to implement. This paper will only be able to point out some

of the problems and describe briefly some of the efforts to develop
tne proses of learning in the hope that some will be encouraged to
attempt similar innovations.

THE CLIMNTE OP UNIVERSITIES FOR CHANGE

Before tIonsidering examples of gays in which more emphasis could be
placed an t'. Process of learning, it is important to consider how

receptive :-cities are likely to be to a call to change in the
direction suggasted. Is there sympathy with the importance of the

prov,ss of learning? In fact factors are at work indicating that such
chauges,would be difficult to implement.

The first factor is at work outside the Univeisities and has been
analysed by Dote (1976) in his book 'The Diploma Disease'. He shows

how universities have gradual-y become qualification certifyihg'
institutions in which the emphasis is on the qualification and not on
the_quality of the 'process of obtaining the qualification. This has
occurred because society now places great store on qualification so
that jobs that were formerly. open to high school leavers are only

. s,



available to those with degrees or diplomas. The problem is
particularly acute in developing countries but is also present in
Western nations. Paced with the'pressures of the importance of the
qualiilcation students are less willing to be concerned with the ideals
of education and more concerned with what cakes,the grade. This
analysis is further confirmed by the work of.Becker,Geer and Hughes
(1968) in America and Salter and Percy (1976) in Britain who showed

that students do'perceiUe higher educatioteprimarily as a system of
assessaent and accreditation.

From their interviesis Salter and Percy provide an apt quote by a student
. -

The emphasis in higher education these days is
far too much geared to churning out X numbers of
people with mediocre degrees, and the system itself
geared to a rigid exam -based syllabus leaves
little if any time for individual research.

A secondjactor at work which is counter to the, spirit of the proposal
for change being advocatedutte is the nature of the present curricula,
particularly the science c culum. Cornwall (1975)'strongly attacks
the authoritarianism of teaching methods and the insistence of 'providing
educational picnic baskets that must be stuffed with all the staple
foodstuffs of basic knowledge and factual titbits 'which are necessary
to sustain our graduates on their path through life'. He suggests
that it will require 'a profound' hift in our educational valees to
accept that perhaps 'learning to learn' and several other skills are
more important `than the acquisition of knowledge'. If this is the
case the prospects for change are bleak indeed.

In spite of all these negative forces ranged against the development of
the 'process of learning Salter and,Percy (1976) showed that in fact
university staff are interested in the 'pursuit of excellence', indeed
they saw this as the raison duetre of higher education. Excellence was
seee as associated with independence when a student can think critically
for himself, stand aside from subject matter, draw inferences apd
thread his way to independent conclusions.

Unfortunately in spite.of thepe ideals staff seem out of touch with
students as they really are as Entwistle and Wilson (1977) observed.

Staff seem at times to inhabit a dream world of
idealised past experience aid expectations based
on a dwindling proportion of exceptional students
who share their own enthusiasm fqr the intellectual
life.

In fact Entwistle (1974), had earlier noted the isolation between
lecturers and staff who although they had daily contact with_each other
'operate category systems which attribute blame to the other group -
indolent students are boring lecturers. It is almost as if we had here
another "two cultures"eith the same gulf of mutual incompreneneion'.

So although the factors at work are strong and seem to be opposed to
change there seems at the same time a need for university teachers to
get into cloeer touch with the realeties of student views and their
intellectual development ad for students to be helped to a greater
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understanding of the possibilities of university education. For this
to be achieved, however, eensages about the Importance of grades have

to be cancelled out.

HOP RANGE CAN BE IMPLERENTED

Ra4ngpxamined the climate for change in Universities the next move
is to consider ways of implementing change. Since it is difficult to

change the attitude of society described by Dore the best approach is
probably by small changes within the University. In a review of research
of Student learning. Elton and Laurillard (1979) concluded that the most
powerful way to change the student approach to learning at least in
universities in the Western tradition is through the assessment
procedures. Therefore,in brdpr to encourage the process of learning it
seems necessary to reward it by assessment. This immediately presents
a problem for little work seems to have been done on this method of
assessment. Biggs (1973) rade some suggestions at the high school
level which could form the basis for further developm.at. Clearly
this is a priority area for further research if there is to be a shift

to more process learning.

As an encouragement to change it would be worthwhile examining some
examples of what has been.attempeed and what lessons can be learned from
these innevationi. A variety of examples will therefore be now presented
which illustrate the range of possibilities open to the innovator.

SOME EXAMPLES OF IN/OVATIONS INVOLVING THE PROCESS OF LEARNING

Learning to Learn Although there has never been a Lack of books on
'how to study' the last few years has seen a growth in interest in a
different approach devised by Gibbs and,Northedge (see papers by Gibbs
and Northedget 1977; Gibbs 1977; Gibbs 1978) which aims to develop in
students a capacity for self appraisal of study methods which continues
to be of use as their skills develop. The amount of interest can be

judged by the fact that the study manual for the approach has reached
over one thousand teachers in higher education without any major
publicity and markbting exercise. This manual has now been rewritten in
versionsaimed more specifically at different subject areas since it was
discovered that student response to the exercises was most enthusiastic
when exercises were used which related to courses, Gibbs,(1979).

In addition to this development there has been a groWth in research on
student learning such that the entire September 1979 issue of 'Higher
Education' was devoted to this topic.

Problem Seketel Probably the largest .programmes that emphasise the
process of learning are the medical degree At McMaster University,
Canada and its adaptation in Australia xt Newcastle, Engel and Clarke

(1979). These courses have stressed eee importance of training future
doctors to be -problem solvers rather than provide them with a bag of
knowledge which is quickly. superseded.

Although the application of the process of problem solving is perhaps
most clearly defined in medicine there would seem to be possibilities
of extending the principle to other areas such as engineering.
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On a scalier scale MIMI 4.7.1 McMillen (1980) describe how first year
undergraduate students were given a problem about Australian -Asian
relations which involved developing, arguments for and agaiust a policy.
fork was done in groups of 20 often without staff direction over a --
four week period with final policy presented at a plenary session. One
feature of the exercise was the high student interest which was maintained
throughout. In spite of the success of the activity it was felt that
students required cora training in both prOblemenalysis and the critical
evaluation of the solutions proposed, in other words, further development.
of the process of learning.

Proce s deals As part of, ti part time Masters course on canagement
Hues x and Boddy (1979) set up a learning organisation to involve
scudehts in the planning and teaching of the course. They also encouraged
the setting of 'meta' or 'process' goals such as 'ability to make Bens
of and critically ay-it:ate academie literature relevant to management
pradtice'. They found that learners first needed to be dependent on
the teacher, then counter dependent before toying to a position of inde-
pendence. They believed i66ite of possible negative effects on
innovation imposed by working in a traditional environment there were
opportunities for ennui and ambiguities in the regulations which could
be exploited to the full by potential innovators.

Inde endent Study is a peaces* of learning where the emphasio is on self
d rect on and control of learning and where individuals are able to
pursue the study of subjects not covered by conventional courses. The
concept thus has strong roots in the principles of learning of Carl
Rowe centionedearlier in the paper.

There are many examples of independent study on a small scale as a part
of a degree course e.g. see the description of the scheme at Murdoch
University by Marshali (1980) and in a much larger programme at Empire
State College, New York and at Lancaster and North gust London
Polytechnic recently evaluated by Percy and kamsden (1980).

Independent studies do raise philosophical and epistemological issues
about the possibilities of ignoring the store of accumulated keowledge
in the literature and having a very narrow biased view of a subiect.
These objections however, can be overcome by suitable validation
procedures by the University.

Clearly for some students this code of study is ideal But there are
warnings from experience. Thus Cowan (1978) felt that the independence
is best given to students gradually and it is still necessary to give
direction._ Furthermore freedom in learning is not necessarily desirable
in all circumstances and can be very inefficient at times. Percy and
Ramaden note that later developments at Lancaster and North East London
Polytechnic show a move from spontaneity to more structure.

Experiential Learning involves learning free the first hand experience
of the learner rather than from vicarious second hand learning usually
experienced in classroom. Boud and Pascoe (1978) point out that
experiential learding is not a new educational proctae but involves a
new look at the 'perennial question of what makes an activity an
effectivn learning experience'. It is thus very much a process of,
learning which is concerned with effective learning. It is only recently
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that experiential learning beg. .:11, be recognised in post secondary

education and it is to be her, teat the work described by Boud and
Pascoe aid the considerable experieece of the CAEL group in the
United Statesof Anerica will encourage further deveeopment.

9360:1391ONS
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It is the thesis of this paper that the call for accountability can
be net by improving the quality of graduates by placing more emphasis
on the process of learning. This is in itself should have an important
feedback on research in universities since graduates should be better
prepared for research by Laing better problem solvers and independent
learners. Since university staff are by and largely more interested
in research thin other aspects of their work in their institutions
this should be a powerful incentive for them to try more process
oriented teaching. Lastly, the cam:unity et large can only benefit
by leproved research in universities. For these reasons I believe

this is a change worth trying.
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Issues in tertiary teaching: The use of cognitive
development models to guide teaching method

K. Mayo&

this paper ergvei for"t"e need roc err.inistrators and acedeotcs in tert.ers institutions
Aastre:::: to trodato mover:ant rt ,ewe.oppeptal theories applicable to late adolescents and

*Own *dolts. .ach theory. the cognitive de...Worm/fit& !Owe developed tp the tanked States

ay Willa* :tarry, is . ,,,te..tfd. sad a tftesno4 mothodologt rhich attesots to pr000te dewieocent

along Nit ar.oeso - "Derelopaentel ac:truCtloer - re do:Crib:G. The relevance of this opo,00ch

in tflo Austrolloo :coma is th parrIcalar retreats to the degree or resoOnsib:lits

teaares by Australis: academic: for stadeht learning, end to the ach.evenen: Or non-ach,freftent of

some oftto-stated soots of .toner oe.cotion.

WILLIAM FERRY'S COGIs'ITIVEDEVs1.0-PMT SCHEME - BACKGROUND

The impact of cognitive development theories in primary and secondary
classrooms has been significant, with the most notable applications
being those derived from Piagetian theory. However, while the work of

,researchers such as Erikson and Kohlberg has pointed to Important
personal, social and moral issues still to be resolved in young adult-
hood. it has been assured by most academics that Intellectualezognitive
development is all but complete by age 16 or 16. It has thus mot been

considered necessary to cater to any notions of stages of development
in the presehtatIon of intellectual material at to tertiary level.

willeam Perry's work with students at Harvard University casts doubt

on thil Ssseeptipn. He and his associates studied the,tntellectual
and ethical development of undergraduate students and proposed a rode.
or scheme which describes these chenges. They found thee students
varied in the degree of sieplicity or cocplexity ef their view of the
world of knowledge, and consequently of thej.r approach to learning.
The thinkIne of students in the early stages of the schere (duelism,
multiplicity} was characterized by rigidity, dependence on authorities
for 'right answers". and an inability to accept the legitimacy of
viegpetnts. lifestyles and values at variance with their own. At later

stages (relatevism) students recognised knowledge and values as
relative, and graduallel became sore flexible in their thenkeeg and open

to now perspectives. At the highest staged' (commitment), students were
aware of the need to make personal coazetrents in a relativistic world.
and were able to take responsibility ter thin. Perry found that

students progressed along the ache= toeszds greater materity as they
progressed through college.

6eteeen 1957 and 1966 Petry and his colle'agues tested their zchere oy
obtaining longitudinal data.= more than etetty students across the

four years of college. Datayere collected by means of anstreetared

. interviews, which were designed .to enable students to descrie and

structure their experiences in their own ways. These, eta were than

rated in relation to the different positions on the ieeheme. Inter-rater

reliabelities wore consistently high. Ho ever. despibe its appealing

Jj
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face validity, the scheme remains to be subjected to rigorous construct
validation, and problems exist in the developeent of an instrument to
assess the Perry, position. These difficulties are not discussed in the
present paper. The reader is referred to the reference list for more
information concerning the development of the scheme, and for details
of a number of assessment instruments currently in use.

Terry's scheme describes the growth of conceptual hierarchies in college
students, and suggests that the accoemodation and assimilatl which
characterize the development and elaboration G, cognitive structures
continues into late adolest ze and young adulthood. As such, it is a
cognitive developcental scheme, and shares with other eheories of cogni-
tive development a number of underlying assumptions:
- that our understanding of the world is organised structurally, and
that these structures act as a filter through which experience is
etinlerpreted:

that cognitive growth occurs in a developMental sequence, in which
differentiation from simple to more complex fuzes takes place through
a series of qualitatively distinct stages:

- that development occurs through the interaction of the individual
Kith his/her environment.

As will be evident in the following discussion of the theory, movement
along the Perry scheme is associated not only with greater sophistication
in the lays students think about knowledge, learning, values and them-
selves, l,ut elso with an increasing ability to tolerate ambiguity, and
with the development of an internal locus of control, enabling indiv-
iduals to take responsibility for their learning. These characteristics
seem particularly relevant to teaching.

Both Perry's scheme and the instructional_cethodology which will be
presented below are rich in detail. Of necessity, nucn of this has
been sacrificed in the interests of brevity and simplicity. The
ethical ieplications of Perry's scheme, for example, and research find-
ings concerning both the scheme and the methodology, are referred to
only briefly. The provision of a reference list is designed to remedy
these omlssione.

TM PERM' SCBEHE

The scheme contains sine positions which can be grouped into the follow-
ing levels: Dualism - Positions 1 and 2

Multiplicity - Positions 3 and 4
Relativism - Positions 5 and 6
Coe:zit:sent - Positions 7, 8 and 9.

The mai: characteristics of each level will be outlined first, and then
a brief sketch of a 'typical' student at that level will be presented.

Dualist. Positions 1 and 2

Assumption: the world is divided into dichotomies. At a general level:
We -.Authority - Right versus They -.Wrong. Students assimilate diver-
sity and complexity into this dichotomous structure.
1. Students view the world of knowledge in narrow, simplistic ways.
2. They cannot accept diversity/am444.ty (e.g. in English) as

legitimate - it has to be xplaaell away.
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3. Answers are either right or wrong - "1.etter/worse" refers to
quantity (more facts) rather _Ilan quality (judgment).

4. Authority's (the teacher's) role is to teach the Truth; the
student's role is to passively accept it.

5. Learning As an information exchange - tne student acquires an
increasing ndMber of discrete pieces of knowledge through hard
work and obedience.

Later
1. Diversity/complexity is perceived, but it is seen as something

teachers mate us "work 04", so that we learn to find "the
answer' for ourselves; i.e. Multiplicity, te.g. the existence of
multiple answers), is a mere procedural impediment - resolvable.
and therefore ultimately unreal:

2. There are "good" and "bad" Authorities - ones who clearly present
the Truth, and ones who unnecessarily obscure it.

The student at this level will:
- expect lecturers and tutors to know answer- and to teach them;
- see his/her role as to passively receive knowledge; he/she may be

fairly quiet in tutorials - student peers are not seen as
Authoiities, and discussion may not seem to hive a "point";
consider teachers who debate theories or give interpretations of
events to be "waffling":
feel confused when asked to give his/her opinion or evaluation;
write essays whicn tend to be factual and to lack integration
(e.g. the relationships between and among points may not be
grasped).

Multiplicity: Positions 3 and 4

As these two questions are quite distinct, they will be dealt with
separately. The ccgultive structure is still dualistic, but some
complexity is given status.

Position 3

1. Differedt ways of seeing and doing things are perceived - multiples.
2. Diversity. is experienced in terms of quantity.
3. Uncertainty is accepted in areas where Authority "hasn't found the

.answer yet" (e.g. litu-ary criticism).
4. Students imitate AutE -v's process of probing and of looking at

both sides of the que: - this is "the way they want us to learn".

5. Students are concerned with issues of evaluation - how do Author-
ities pass judgement in areas where there is no right. answer?

The student in position 3 multiplicity assumes that more work and more
facts should result in better marks. The facts may even be listed for
you There is a general concern with evaluation, and he/she may be
lArticularly upset when "crammers" do well in assignments. He/she may
compare assignments receiving different marks, asserting that both con-
tain "the same points", but ignoring qualitative differences in the way
the points are presented and related. Learning is a procedural game,
and students will listen carefully to discover "we you want them to
learn. The confrontation with diversity as a quantity issue mani:ests
itself in concern with the amount to .- J.earned, the number of pages to
be read and the length of assignments.
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Position 4

At position 4, diverdity and uncertainty are recognised as extensive.
Two different personality types manifest themselves - the adhering (or
conforming) personality and the oppositional (indivifualistic)
personality.

The adhering Personality
1. 'These students go alo4 with the way Authority "wants us to think".
2. They learn skills of,relativistic/dritical thought within the con-

tact of "what They want"..
3. This rebearSal facilitates genuine independent thought.

,These students are keen, conforming, careful and submissive. They may

in fact be too dependent on the instructCx in accepting "how to" learn.
Bright students catch on quickly and copy "independent-like" thought.

211WZIAL14.-D11111241kLY.
1. These students believe that these are Truths, and there are whole

areas of uncertainty in which "everyone has a right to his ppinion."

2. They pit their views in these areas against Authority's.

.The oppositional student attains his/her identity through bumping, up

against Authority,, rather than by "going along" with it. Such students

argue points and issUes wherever possiblip, demand justification of all
that teachers say or do, and complain when' assignments are mar:zed down
for "lack of evidence" (because, after all, they've given their opinion

and what right do Authorities have to challenge it!).

As students advance through multiplicity, the distinction between an
opinion and a supported opinion gradually becomes more explicit, but
deep down, beliefs in right answers and right ways of doing things per-

sist. However, eventually the dualistic structure becomes too un-
wieldy toaccoarnodate to the extensive diversity and complexity which is

perceived.

Relativism

The world is seen in very different terms with the onset of relativism.
This may come about through cramming, where lack of time forces students
to look for "wholes" and relationships, rather thaz discrete pieces of

information. Oppositional students, by continually asking for reasons,

may be forced into giving them themselves.

Relativism - Positions 5 and 6

A ,"cognitive flip" occurs. Contextual relativism becomes the overrid-

ing structure, with dualism a "special case", and potions of,right and

wrong are seen to have meaning only in context.

1. Detachment becomes possible, and is accompanied by an increased
ability to think abstractly, to examine one's own thoughts, to

analyse concepts and tb weigh evidence.

2. New feelings of competence, expansion and openness are experienced.

Students can see "what it's all about".
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3. They gain the ability to ask for help without a false sense of
pride, and discover that they can disagree:ith authorities and
Sill be respected.

4. Students realize that "we're all in the sacs boat" - authorities
ape just trying to make,sense'of it" too:

is

5. There is an awareness of being alone without the old signposts
(certainties), which leads to wneed for "Community",

Position 5, students bask in diversity and fear narrowing their opinions.
Position6 Students foresee tliejleed toImake personal commitments in
order iverSity to become managzable.,

Students in relativism are now able to take responsibility for their _

own learning, and for structuring it themselves. The management of
Studies becomes easier. Such students are responsive to theories,
interpretation and different points of view, and their essays show more
integration, and an understanding of the relationships among phenomena.
Students become more at ease with themselves and with others, and as
they begin to see other people's views as,legitimate, real empathy
becomes posSible. At position 6, students may feel an urgency irneed-
ing to act to make commitments, even though all the facts are not
known.

Conunitment

The commitment stage describes an exploration and confirmation of
identity within a complex,, relativistic world, rather than a further
elaboration of cognitive structures. In the commitment phase, the
student turns his/her understanding of complexity back on him/herself.
This leads to the careful examination of the content.of commitments
(career, spouse, values), and of stylistic issues concerning how I will
be !!an adult" in the world. Themes within oneself are explored and
priorities set. Perry considers "commitments" to share the following
characteristics:

they are active choices deSending person'allinvestment:
they constitute acts of faith, accompanied4by doubt, detachment
and - =the awareness of legitimate alte?nativesr,

they require the acceptance of 1ponsibility. in choosing, and the
recognition that one may. have chosen differently, and that, others
can legitimately choose options different to-one's own (i.e. we
don't all have to do the same things in the same way).

At position 7, initial commitments are made (e.g. to undertake graduate

study). At position 8, the implications of these commitments are
explored (e.g. how to be a grdduate student, the lifestyle to be
adopted, etc.). In positibn 9, the individual is aware that life is a

process of making commitmlnts.

Final Points Concerning the Scheme-

Evidence suggests that individuals can be at different positions on the
scheme with respect to different issues, (e.g. history as a discipline
versus morality). In other words, the notion of decalage from Piaget's
work is relevant, and the extension of complex modes of thinking across
different areas is important. The notion of "regression under threat
is also applicable. New students enthring tertiary institutions tend

A



to exhibit dualistic tendenciei, as do mature -age students (who can,
however,'".bounce back" to higher levels fairly quickly). ,Graduates
entering new disciplines (e.g. in Graduate Diploma couraes) may also
initially exhibit characteristics . of students in dualism (reliance
on Authority, a concern with "Fight answers"), even thhugh they may
be at higher levels of thinking with respect to disciplines studied
in their undergraduate degrees. Finally, while Perry asserts thaz
the "impulse for growth" is powerful, some students have been
observeclatho seem to avoid growth, at least for,a while (see Perry,
197O).

Educational Relevance of,the Perry Scheme

In'the previous sections, I have attempted to link the:t1 aetical
assumptions of the scheme with characteristic,: orstudents relevant
to their learning, and hence to the' ways'in which they a e taught.
However, there are a number of transition points' along the scheme:
Where the nature of the educational intervention may be especially
critical in fostering /retarding cognitive growth:

Dualism to Multiplicity/Relativism

As students initially experience diversity and complexity,
they need support to allay anxiety, and help in the Making
of conceptual connections.

Multiplicity to Yelatiirism

Teachers axe often misinterpreted in multiplicity as the
judgement involved in "receiving marks" is felt very
perbonally. Marking needs o be explained to Students.

..,,,,IRelativism to Commitment

Teachers need to encourage and enable students to accept
the personal responsibility required in making commitments
despite uncertainty.

DEVELOPMENTAL INSTRUCTION

This teaching methodology was developed by Lee Knefelkamp, Carole
Widick and Clyde, Parker at the'University or Minnesota, and constitutes
one response to the teaching challenges posed by Perry's scheme. The
model seeks to provide a series of challenges to students' current

`belief systems, while providing supports so that development is not
overwhelming. In other words, the model takes into account "where
students are" in terms of cognitive complexity. Knefelkamp, Widick and
Parker assume that tertiary teachers must take responsibility not only
for delivering their message (e.g., teaching within a discipline), but
for ensuring that it is received (heard and understood). To do this,
one must not only have a detailed understanding of important student
learner dimensions but posess the technical skill with which to apply
this understanding to teaching method. Reasoning that movement along
the Perry scheme is consistent with acceptable goals of Higher
Education, they have developed a teaching methodology which both,recog-
nises the rigid, dichotomous thinking of beginning tertiary studentd,
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and seWs, + k% *9sen-it. Their methoaology, "DevelOpmental
Instrkti 4'eirpls to teach students knowledge and skill's and to pro-
mote hi 116i4ii:cognitive levels, throbgh the manipulation of four
-ingtrtctional variablee- degree of structure, diversity, experience

andpersonalism. Briefly, these variables can be defined as follows:'

t

Structure. The extent,to which what is to be learned, how it is to be
learned a4( how it is to be evaluated are: outlined clearly in

advance& presented in an order of increasing conceptual difficulty
(with the processes of learning spelled out explicitly), and are
primarily the responsibility of the instructor.

Diversity. The extent to which the content of learning,tasks (differ-
ent theories, novels), the means of presentation (lectures, films,
discussion) and the means of evaluation (oral presentation, essays,
exams) are heterogenous and multifaceted, involving a range of differ-
ent activities and perspectives.

Direct versus vicarious experience. The extent to vetch material'to

be learned is experienced directly (e.g., in the labs, in the field,
through personal experience and by doing it), or vicariously (ih books,
via lectures/discussions about it).

Personalism. The extent to Which the classroom becomes a community in
which the sharing of experiences among teachers and peers, and individ-

ual differences are valued. TLis concept owes much to Carl Rogers'
concept of unconditional positive regard, and to the notion that
materialwil:1 best be learned by students if it is related to issues
wnich are personally relevant to them.

While none of these variables (with the possible exception cf the last)
is new in i,tself, their concurrent manipulation, and their matching to
student cognitive level, are both new and exciting. The model outlined

in Figure I indicates the was, in which these four variables cm operate
as challenges and supports to students in dualism and in relativism,
and should be referred to throughout the subsequent discussion. The

combination c.f challenges and supports for students in multiplicitl is

not included, but would fall somewhere between the two.

THE MANIPULATIO OF THE FOUR INSTR IONAL VARIABLES - EXPLANATION

`AND RATIONALE

1. Structure

For dualists: a high degree of structure is necessary so that they
are not overwhelmed by diversity, and have clear parameters within
which to learn and to explore diversity and complexity. For example,

if dualists are asked to discuss an issue among their peers (which
is threatening), they need to he told exactly how to do it (e.g.,
how to give constructive feedback - the teacher may need to model

this, etc.)_. Essay topics need to be limited and definite, with a
clear explahation given of what is required.
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nts in reiatiiiism can make connections, relate
ctgre learning contextually for themselves.

Therefore the structure can be looser. For example, the requirements
for an essay can be given in less detail, leaving room for students
to approach the task in different ways, and to take responsibility
for choosing an approach (dualists find this very threatenAg).

Manipulation Of Structure: Structure needs to be gradually loosened,
so that dualists are eased into a comfort with uncertainty and are
encouraged to be.more active in their own structuring, and in taking
some responsibility for what happens in the class and for their on
learning.

2.. Diversity

For dualists: As students in dualism don't see diversity as legit-
imate, it needs to be introduded slowly, and within structured
guidelines, to chip away at notions of right ways of doing things/
right answers. For example, essays, exams and oral presentations may
all be used as assessments, and shown to be legitimate alternative
ways of demonstrating learning. It is particularly helpful if the
instructor provides a structured process for exploring in diversity
(e.g., one framework, within which several different theories can be
examined). This needs to be made explicit, so that the dualists can
learn to make connections.

For relativists: Relativists are comfortable with diversity but may
need help in making commitments. One might, for example, ask them to
take one side of an is:sue-and-argue it, rather than to consider all
Sides.

Manipulation: InCrease diversity in teaching and learning method and
content, to increase /reinforce awareness of the legitimacy of alter-
native viewpoints/approaches (but this must be dale within a context
of suppOrt).

?. Direct Experience
T. t

For dualists: Dualists have trouble detaching, standing Lack and
using abstract thought. They have partic ar difficulty in making

P
connections between abstractions. They t. ;I d to operate at a more
concrete level. Reading is both abstract 44d vicarious (involving
identification with unknown situations). ,Direct experience should be
used were possible, and bridges between concrete experience and
abstractions need to be provided (links). Role-playing (where
approgriate) iaa useful tool in making learning real. Jonathan
Miller's programme "The Body in Question" is an excellent example of
the use of teaching aids and links between direct personal experience
and sophistictLted abstractions.
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For relativists: Relativists can think abstractly, juggle. concepts
end make connections so vicarious experience is appropriate and can
be. utilised effectively by them.

Manipulation: increase the diversity of direct experience, and
grac'ially introduce more vicarious learning.

4. Personalism

The need for a sense of community in'the classroom is based on the
assumption that/learning is ego threatening.

Forisis: A sense of community and feeling of support is necessary
so that the confrontation with diversity and complexity is not
overwhelming-

For multiplicists: Students need to see the possibility of learning
from peers - oppositional students need to become more interdependent;
adhering students need to become more independent from teachers in
the'x learning.

For relativists h. sense of community, that "we're all in the same
boat", pan courte.-act the sense of aloneness when old certainties
disappeaz,,and can encourage personal responsibility in the making of
commitments.

Manipulation: Personalism should remain high in teaching. It can be
Zacilitated by the encouragement of personal discussion, and by the
affirnailon by the teacher of "whlre students are" cognitively and
personally. For example, the lecturer can acknowledge that some tasks
given may be experienced as very difficult and/or confusing (e.g. to
dualists). In some classes, the use of student loW books, which are
responded to individual:4 by the teacher, can enable explicit acknowl-
edgement of the student's experience, and act as a powbrfll support in
the learning process.

Final Points Concernin Develo ntal Instruction

to Developmental Instruction, the four variables described above are
manipulated not ;ast over a course as a whole, but within each class
period. To plan and teach a course with this degree of care demands
enormous energy, understanding, creativity and a serious commitment to
teaching. Findings from courses in the United States taught using
Developmental Instruction have consistently shown very high levels of
student satisfaction, high levels of content learning and significant
.(although small) amounts of cognitive growth as described by Perry's
scheme. Similar classes taught in the traditional manner do not
achieve the same degree of cognitive growth.

THE AUSTRALIAN CONTEXT

There appears to be a striking compatibility between development along
the Perry Scheme and often-stated goals of Higher Education - in
Australia and elsewhere. As in Perry's model, these goals tend to
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refer not to specific knowledge and skills (content), but to the way in
which eduCated people evaluate information. Goals such as the ability
to critically examine evidence, to analyse and synthesize information,
and to understand and appreciate the diversity of viewpoints in the
intellectual arena, are all examples Of thinking 2rocesses, relevant
across a variety of content areas.. If these goals are to be paid more
than lip service, however, a conscious attempt may need to be, made by
academics not only to impart knowledge, but to foster students' cog-
hitive development so that they are able to understand and to operate
on information at complex cognitive levels.':

A case can be made that good tertiaryteacbel3 do much of this
'naturally" and that good students "naturally" acquire the skills of
critical thinking. But what of these Who are not "natural" 'teachers
or students? On the teaching side, a number of assumptions operate
in this country; which make'the provision of good tertiary teachers
fortuitous, rather than deliberate. These include:

the assumption that in-depth knowledge of a discipline is
sufficient to make a good tertiary teacher;

7
the consequent assumption that academics (unlike primary and
secondary teachers) do not need training in teaching methods;

the assumption that "academic freedom" legitimately extends
into the classroom, so that most of us have little idea of
how well our colleagues teach;

the assumption that research, publication and related pro-
fessional activities are the main achievements of the good
academic, leading to a reward system-in which teaching
excellence receives minimal, and never exclusive, weight.

At the very least these assumptions need to be questioned.

On the student side, while it may be that in the past universities
admitted an elite group of students who came from "good" schools (which
had presumably already taught them to think critically and so on), this
does not appear to be the case today. We are, fact, moving closer
to an American "open admissions" policy, in particular with respect to
mature-age'students.

The Perry scheme is one model which addresses the thinking processes of
tertiary students, and Developmental Instruction is one teaching method-
Ology which attempts to promote their development. While research is
needed to confirm their applicability in Australia, and while they may
need to be adapted to Australian education, these models appear to be
^aying things of importance relevant to:

today's students;

the training and effectiveness of tertiary teachers;

the achievement of the goals of Higher Education

65
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- CONCLUSIONS

It is my belief that more, attention sholild,be paid to giving tertiary
teachers an understanding of student characteristics relevant to their
capacityltolearn and to making explicit the principles bf good teach-
ing, so\that they cease to be the exclusive preserve-of the gifted, and
became accessit-le to the ordinary academic. ThelPerry scheme, and
Developmental Instruction, would seem to have a place in this process.

There,are clearly ethical issues involved in intervention techniques in
the tertiary classroom which are specifically designed to promote cog-
nitive growth. It can be argued, however, that failure to do this, and
to attend to student cognitive characteristics, constitutes an avoidance
of responsibility on the, part of academics and administrators, many of
whom espouse "process-oriented" goals, but ignore ways of achieving
them. If we value independent thought, then we must take responsibility
for enabling it - to do otherwise may Well constitute negligence.

)
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FIGURE 1: DEVELOPMENTAL INSTRUCTION - CHALLENGE AND SUPPORT MODEL

(From: Knefelkamp/Widick, 1974)
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The self-directed learner: An undiscovered
species?

V.A. Brown
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Most of us who are it ereseed in teaching adults are faelliax with the
idea that independence of thought, self - direction and satisfactory
learning are inextricably linked. (Rogers, 1968: Knowles, 1970,
1975.) Writers such as Parry (1970) and Entwistle and Wilson (1.977)
have helped to identify some of the general characteristics of the
adult learner AA's the types of environment that helps him learn.
COUZ-500.14 vhach the teaching in directed towards independence for the
itudent have ehoea us the possible extent of self-direction under the
best conditions- An well as the traditional homes cf the academically
elite, such as at Oxford, Cambridge or Harvard, c' enstitutions
that encourage aelf-direction are McMaster Meico, ..hool'in Canada
and the Courses of Liberal Studies in Science at tia:,:.hester and
Environmental Studies at Greet: Bay - Wisconsin. In large s,ctions of
these courses, stud:lees are fully respanstaie.fcr selecting the prob-
lems to be studied and the methods of studying them, including taking
ahem: of their own field work.

The very succd6a, recorded in 40Tuations cf these programmes ,M,Ze:re.
and Page, 1973: Jevons, 1975: Abele°, 1973), poses a problem-for
teauhers when procedures for self-direction axe lees clearly laid
down. Romiant work has alxn'n the rich variety of learning stragenies
employed by adults (syllabus-bound and syllabus-free, Parlett, 1970:
holist and ra !cialist, Paak, 1976t SurfauC and deep, Marton and Sal)e,
1976: specialist, generalist and belies, Brown, 1978). Findings by
Barron (1955), Abercrombie (1972) and others,, ahow thet the best
performance occurs' *hare the learning environment matches the
otrategy whech the' student favours. This strategy may spring iron

' personality typo or a previously successful experience.

A further important distinction can be made between a learning
strat4gy, Valch..a student can employ according to course conditions,
and a learning style, which is a core fundateatal reflection of the
student'n personality (Peak, 1976).

If netrdirection is accepted an a guiding principle for all adult
learning, than the organigara of adult learning enironments need to
reeognian both the diverse ways in which eaeh in'ividual can apprpach
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the task of learning something nee, and the initial level of self-

direction the student brings to the course. Those who do not wish eo

be self- directed revire quite different teaching-strategies and

environments from those already able to direct their own learning;

and the personal style of the student will provide an important

influence in either case.

We can expect that programmes such as those at hcMaster or Manchester

will attract candidates predisposed towards and successful in self-

directed learning. While evalua ens of their success show just how

rewarding self-directed learning can be for its practitioners, what
of those students who do not want to be independent and who have *'

always been and wish to continue being 'spoon fed'? And consider,
with sympathy, the staff =ember who wishes to introduce, on the best
of recent reseal:h.authority, A self-directed segment in an oeherwise

authoritarian programme) Those of us who have tried know how quickly
the group divides into those who are delighted, diose who wait with
forbearance to see how it all turns out, and those who, if they can,

prceptly withdraw from the class. Pirsig (1974) gives us an
imaginative account of this phenomenon, in describing the response of
a class in English literature to complete freedom for creative
writing.

It would be useful for the designer of any programme in higher
education to be forearmed by being able to identify characteristics
licked with independence and self-direction. Clearly, teaching

methods which suit, or encourege these characteristics, sheeld be
Included in the course design.

The literature already provides some information on personalities
which can be expected to show independence in learning. Co-variates

of the open mind (Rokeach, 1960) are clearly pertinent, as are the
characteristics of the student-action groups in the American univer-
sities in the sixties, which Beach (1974) found. were linked to self -

directedness. Tough (1971) has also described the self-directed
learner in action, but not how he or she can be distinguished from

the general population Altogether, there is enough evidence about

to suggest that a self- tirected learner may be a distinct.,Je type of

student.

In 1974, at the Australian National University, I had the opportunity
of surveying, intervieweng and observing undergraduates who were
enrolled in the first and second years of general Arts and Science

degrees (Brown, 1978). During my inviries, I asked questions relat-

ing to the students' wish to be self-directed. The answers were then

related to personality measures, attitudes to study, and academic

performance) From this materiel, I draw some conclusions as to the
characteristics of a self-directed learner, and about some teaching
strategies which develop those characteristics. In other words, I

describe some further identifying marks of this interesting species,
and some aspects of the environment in which it flourishes.

fU
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THE SELF-DIRECT ED LEARNER

Learning Strategies

In my study, a student was considered to be self-directed if he was
prepared to identify a topic which he wishes to pursue, and to select
and integrate evidence which bore on the topic. Self- dixectedness

was measured by the number of independent study methods the student
was prepared to use, and the degree to which he actually used tnem.

In most courses in higher education, students are free to seek expert
advice, read books or research journals, discuss work with fellow
students and use their own observations and judgment. Accordingly,

the degree to which a student was self-directed in a particular unit
was estimated from positive answers to the following questions:

Would you like to pursue your own (academic) interests in
this unit?

Do you wish to take part in library research?
in group projects?
in leaderless discussion groups?

Do you expect to enjoy this unit?

Would you like teachers to ask questions and lead discussion,
rather than give information?

Would you like students' c?inion to influence the
organisation of the course?

Would vou like teachers to direct students closely?

(The response to the last questio, was, of course, scored in reverse.)

These questions were distributed among others that asked about
refereaces for a range of teaching and learning activities. The

first surveys were completed by the students at the first class of the
year, so that there was as little as possible 'set' provided b7 the

staff of the units. 750 students were studied in nine units, four of
which were in Science, two in Arts and three in Human Sciences. Two

of the Human Science and one of the Science units included student
self-direction in course objectives. The responses given before the
courses were indicated on a three-point scale (Yes, Sometimes, No) and
were summed to give individual scores for self-direction. High

aggregate scores for self-directed learning were correlated with the
characteristics shown in Table 1 (p < 0.05 in each case).

At the end of the academic year the same questions were asked in
retrospect: for instance,

to what degree were ye.: able to pursue your own interests

in this unit?

7 .1.
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The answers were given on a five point scale, from 'very much indeed'
to 'not at all'. The responses were collated and a correlation
matrix again calculated, this time (using PStat programmes) with
retests of the game attitude scales as before and some descriptions
of course processes. The characteristics, and their degree of cor-
relation with the experience i; being self-directed in the unit
concerned are shown in the second column of Table 1. Even small
:orrelations, when statistically significant, throw some light on
preferred strategies.

It\was no surprise to find that students who sought to be self-
directed were those who, according to their own estimation, succeeded
in being self-directed (r = 0.65). This was in spite of an environ-
ment where only three of the nine courses actually included student
self-direction among thee&r.irse objectives. More interesting, self-
directed earners were much more likely than those who were not self -
dixected to be wanting a broad understanding of a topic, and to
become aware of current issues Other differences were smaller, but
still of interest. The mere s<lf-directed students were likely to be
only slightly biased towards Arts as a source of evidence, and against
Science, to be independen '. of social judgment rather, than dogmatic,
and to be tolerant of ambiguity. the reliability of this description
is confirmed by the degree to which these characteristics were
maintained over the year.

Thus a course desigm:r may be able to identify his more self-directed
learners by their interest in an overall understanding of their topic,
in topics relevant to current issues, encuuraging a broad understand-
ing, and providing a wide range of contributing evidence.

Personal Characteristics

The scores for self-directedness, both before and after the courses,
ere analysed in relation to characteristics which have been shown in
previous studies to affect student responses and performance. before
beginning the courses, only the choice of faculty and the sax of a
student affected their desire foz self-directed learning and that only
slightly, accounting for 3.4% and 1.9% of the variance respectively.
.The would-be selft-directed learners were evenly.aiLtributed across
ages and academic ability, as can be seen in Table 2.

At the end of the courses, we find a different pattern. Those who
had enrolled at university for personal independence (2.2% of vari-
ance), fesales (4%), older students (8%) and more advanced students
,5.3%) were somewhat more independent than the rest. Those who had
chosen self-directed type units were much more likely to consider

had achieved self-direction (32.9% of the variance). In short,
while older students appear to have an advantage over younger ones
in making the most of freedom, the biggest factor apart from the
student's learning style was the manner of presentation of the units
themselves.

ti
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LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS

It was possible to match the scores for self-directed learning with a
measure of the extent to which the course objectives and methods
permitted student independence. The units were clasiified irto high,
medium and low in opportunity for students to work independently.
Table 3 compares the students' expectations and expetiences of the
units with the degree of self-direction the units provided.

Clearli, there was a self-selection factor operating here: most
self-directed learners enrolled in the courses with appropriate
objectives (Table 3, A). There was an equally marked drift of non-
self-directed learners to highly directed courses. Students
certainly found what they came for at either of the two poles
(Table 3, A and C): but in spite of the high number who wished for
self-directed learning in the intermediate group of units, they were
clearly unable to obtain it to any marked degree. Hence, there was
a limit to the amount of self-direction attainable; a limit set by
the teaching environment, not by the aspirations of tie students.,

On the other hand, even where there was a high expectation of self-
direction, expectation was exceeded whet self-directed learning was
actively encouraged:

From the middle column of Table 3, one might suppose that in the
intermediate units there would be dissatisfied or frustrated
students. Such units, with student expectations unidentified and
unmet, could be an unrewarding experience for staff and students
alike.

More precise evidence of links between individual teaching methods,
student satisfaction and student teriformance tame only from the
three most self-directed units.' In these the correlation coefficient
between the academic m4rk,..for the unit, and the degree of self
direction achieVed Was 0.30 (p < Individual methods which
proved highly successful with self:directd,learners {both with
regard to acadeMic marks and-student satisfaction) were the follow-
ing:- (a) a course of lectures with highly controversial themes
and the presentation of conflicting viewpoints (b) the provision of
spirited interdisciplinary discussion in an otherwise highly
structured course and (c) the opportunities for field work outside
the campus, in an otherwise theoretically-oriented course.

Two conclusions follow: (a) that successfully self-directed
learne-:s axe also successful academically, as well as finding satis-
faction from their work, and (b) a wide variety of teaching methods
can provide an environment conducive to independence.

SEARCHING FOR SELF DIRECTION

Self-directed learners are perhaps born as well as made. The find-
ings above suggest that people who wish for knowledge to be useful
end relevant to current insuee, who seek a broad understanding of a



self-chosen topic, who have no marked bias toward Arts of Science,
and who are independent of judgment rather than dogmatic, also wish
to be independent in their approach tc learning (Table 1). But there
is evidence that the wish and the will to be independent are not
enough, and that, while age and standing in the institution are a
help, the method by which the teacher presents material is an
important factor in whether a student actually achieves independence
(Table 2). Finally, it would appear, in some units at least, that
the more self-directed the Student, the greater the academic
success.

The pIicture still blurred and further work needs to be done.
But there do se to be some morals here for teachers of adults. Any
tea her who assumes all students to be equally self-directed or
equially docile, is in error. In many cases, we habitually under-
estimate the extent to which a student is willing to be and capable
of being independent. We also tend to ignore the range of differences
between those who do, and those who do not seek self-directed learn-
ing. A diagnostic process, which ineludes the characters described
abdva, would help.

Since fear, anxiety, invocation of authority and the pressure of
external assessment hardly provide a favourable environment or an
encouraging model for self-direction, the teacher of adults needs
alternatives to these traditional stimuli. The findings of the
present study suggest that more suitable incentives include the
following: (a) maximum opportunities for independence (including
following research papers, undertaking independent projects, and
taking part in free group, discussion). (b) controversial. and con-

flicting views should be presented, (c) knowledge should be related
to its application in the world outside the institution.

Since adult leirners are:not irrevocably fixed in any one learning
strategy but can respond to their environments (Lauriliard, 1979)
and the tea;her's personality type (Entwistle, 1977) an important
step in curriculum design is to relate degrees and modes of serf;
direction, first to the various learning styles and learning/.
strategies already described in the literature, and second, -to
existing teaching styles and environments.
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Scores or these student attributes wore arrived at as follows.

A broad understanding: responses to three questions on inter-
disciplinary disceseion, breadth of cavern°, and integration
of eviderie. "

Bias towards Science and Bias toirards Arts: Each based on 10
questions relater:Ito the importance of Science and Arts
tiainingreepectively. Validated and trialled:by Iliffe
assay at.Reele..,

-Aware:mu of Current Issues: reeponsis to four questions on
the student's goals at univwreity, and in the community.

Independence of Social Judgncnt: iiTAnty-question scale.
derived by Barron (1963) to identify people "receptive to new
ideas, enjoy uncertainty, and prefer imperfections and
contradictions which challenge.the understanding".

tism: a scale with nine questions which tests the
extent which a parson interprets events in torms_of
preconceived ideal (Anderson and Western, 1967).

Intolerance of AMbiguity: a 16-item scale constructed by
ludner (1962) to identify the degree to which a person
purceiveu "situations characterized by novelty, conpiexity
or insolubility" as desirable or a source, of threat.

'
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TABLE 1. Correlations between students' learning strategies and
degree of seif-Airection.e

LEARNING
STRATEGIES t ,

SELF-DIRECTION
DW.T1ED1

SEW-DIRECTION
ACHIEVED2

t

. .

.

4

A broad understanding

Bias,bards Arta
)

Aiag towards Science

.,

Avareners of currant issues

Independent judgment

DognaElam

Intolerance or Ambiguity

n
,

0.38

0.1

0.09

0.32

0.12

0.22

-0.12

775 n n ,600

(

0.63

ok

-0.18

28

-0.3

not repeated)

0 Pearson product-moment correlationss ( 0.05.

1. Scale-scores compile() at start of course.

2. Scale-scores compiled at cline of course.

(Overall response rate equels 81%)
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TABLE 2. Association between students' personal characteristi.)
and degree of self-direction - variance.' .

PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS'

-SELF-DIRECTION

DESIRED-

SELF-DIRECTION
ACHIEVED'

Reason for University
enrolment - personal
independepte

. ....1

Academic entry level

i

Sex
.

3,

Paculty choir
.

Year of course

Enrolment in self-directed
unit .

:

.

n

.

a

0

0

0
:

1.9

0

0

3.4

775

.

A

.

.

.

.

2.2

0

8.0

4.0

1.S

32.9

Strength of association calculated as t of variance where
p < 0.05 in a one-way analysis of variance.

1. Scale-scores compiled at start of course. 0

2. Scale-scores compiled at close of course.



TABLE 3.* Scores for self-direction, in relation to the degree
independence encouraged in the unit.

a a
-4\0,

44;
,F411.-4YiRSCTION

OF STUDENT

DEGREE OF INDEPENDENCE IN UNIT

71

124

Studtnts' expectations of
Lidependasice.c

Summed eesponses *
19.38

Students' expe'rience of

independence:

Bummeo responses

24.89

Gains from free group
discussion

2.25

Gains from independent
projects

Gains from library research 3.08

2.48-

Enjoymeot of unit 4.11

*Group differa from Group A (p 4 0.01).

1

78

281

18.88

23.62

1.64*

1.42

2.55

3.40*
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Freedom to learn: Designing sours ,-s for
students rather than teachers

J. Powell

Five basic educational prinCiples are recommended for the guidance of teachers when designing
or reviewing their courses. These are: (1) that students should leara more than their
teachers; (2) that courses should engage students in a wide range of Intellectually demanding
activities; (3) differences between students should be ful'y acknowledged; (k) learning should
be enjoyable. rewarding and personally mo.ningful. (5) teaching should focus upon knowledge and
values likely to be of enduring significance to the student. The paper concludes by Illustrating
the application of these principles to a postgraduate course.

When we design, or re-design, our courses we are presumably guided by
some very general principles which embody some of our basic ideas
about the nature of education and what it is that our students should
learn as a consequence of our teaching. In this paper I shall attempt
to make explicit some of the fundamental principles which I believe
should inform all course design activity in higher education. I shall
then, more briefly, outline attempts to embody these ideas in a course
which I have been teaching for the past three years.

The principles are the following:

1. Students should learn mora than their teachers. This s,unds so
obvious as to be scarcely worth saying but our courses are often so
designed that the reverse is usually true. In higher education it
is the staff who do most of the work: they do most reading, talking,
planning, preparing criticising and assessing. As a result they also
learn a great deal - more than any of their students. This is absurd.
A few years ago I heard a group of students talking after a class (not
one of m e) ant one of them said: "None of us is going to pass. It

hasn't been an education at all -- all he does is talk all of the
time."

We all recognise the validity of this first principle when we admit
that the best way to learn Something is to try to teach it.

2. Courses should require students to engage in a broad range of
intellectually demanding activities. Many of our teaching procedures
cast students into a predominantly passive role: listening to lec-
tures, obeying instructions in laboratory manuals, carrying out
routine procedures designed and assessed by others, sitting silently
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in so-called "discussion groups" while the tutor expatiates dt length'
on packaged information already delivered in lectures. /his ;-ould be

undesirable even if the preeentations were of a uniformly high
quality but far too often they resemble those reported by .Charles
Darwin (a Food example of the survival of the fittest, surely) 1- his
autobiography:

The instruction at Edinburgh was dltogether by
lectures, and these were intolerably dull, with
the exception of those in chemistry by Hope; but
to ray mind them are no advantage( and many
disadvant4ges in lectures comoared*with reading.
Dr. Duncan's lectures on Matoria Medica at 8
o'clock on a winter's morning arsqmething
fearful to reaember. Dr. Munro made his lectures
on human anatomy as dull as he was himself, and '

the subject clisgudted-10.

Such techniques of teaching. conspire to deny studerts the opportunit
to practise a variety of important skills in the exploration of the
intellectual content with which a course purports, to deal. We'there-

fore need to seek ways of making such opportunities manifest ani at
the same time so engage the interest of students that they will be
prompted to take advantage of them,

3. Courses should be structured in such a way as to recognise
differences between students and to allow them the peychological,spa4
-within which to explore the subject-matter in a manner which meshes
smoothly and productively with their own current level of understand-
ing. The majority of our courses Are highly structured and reflect
the almost total power of the teacher to control virtually everything
which happens o ing the life of a course. This structure. derives

from the current understaneang of the tennher rather than from diet
of the students. :t is also founded upon the assumption that
students, as learners, are very much alike and are learning'much the
same things. We know however, that this is untrue. in a coerse with

fifty students it is no exaggeration to claim that Laity different
courses -- admittedly with a good deal of overlap -- are in prosre s
as each learner responds individually to what is happening4and
attempts to construct his or her understanding ,ef what it is all

about. We should therefore seek to reduce teacher control over
courses and create structures which recognise the individuality cf
learners thereby offering more diverse and richer learning opportunities.

4. Learning should be fun,in the sense that it offers an.immediately
enjoyable an ,ewarding experience through ..hich the student progress-
ively'comes t, master complex and cheleeging material and feels a grow-
ing degree of competency in the basic skills of communixation,
argumentation, hypothesis fordelatios, problemeso:ving, interpretaton
and judgment within the chosen field of study. Much of whet we ask
students,to do is of a boring, routine and trivial character in no way
apt for the development of the intellectual powers. Small wonde&,that
they often respond by simply going through the motions of satIsfying the
appearances in order to meet the minimal requirements of certifi:ation
without any ooaningful engagement in what they are doing and without
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learning very much of deep or enduring significance in their own
liven. Recently Iwas_teikengweeeelegreeeeeeeelemeemee standing

wan eontemplating enrolling in a master's programme. She maid:
I'm not sure what to enrol for. Yousee, it is two years since

graduated and I can't remember what ccureee I an interested in."

When designing courses we should therefore constantly strive to create
learning- environnetees ninth engage stud:ante se a eanherettleh tee deep
personal meanie; for them, rather than beetg overwhelmingly concerned
gith "commeringrAremnd" which it only eeanengiul tie ourselves as
experts in the field. What matters educationally is the ground trav-
ersed by the student, not by the teacher.

S. Teaching Should focus clearly on knowledge, skills, attitudea amid
values which are of enduring significance to the learner. One of the
most eeriking featurei of our universities and colleges is the enor-
mous commitment of time, energy and other resources to instructicual
activities of various kinds. Beedeede of millions of dollars and
ciounteese hours of steff and stveent,tine are'expended in teaching and
lemming. yet the entcomes are.xemarksbly modest except when measured
in such crude terms eta output of graduates. The University of Sydney
hasrecentlycalthrated the production of its 100,eeeth graduate, tut
what have all those students taken away with them which has had a
eeeeeficant effect on their personal and professional lives? It

would be a =atter for congratulation indeed if it could be shown that
there was a high correlation between the vast expenditure of teaching
effort and significant learning of lasting value.

enfoctunately, this relationship has yet to be demoestrated. Teachers
are only too ,familiar with the melancholy fact that almost all of what
.R learnt is quickly forgotten. Seca years ago I was involved in the
task of inter/It:2wpm applicants for entry to a master's programme who
had all couple a post-graduate dip1 in the previous year. very

Ae°8
few could g e seeven the west cursory attbeet of the courses which they
had taken scexcely any could name the set texts which they had
studied a iew meths earlier. I sow learnt to abandon such ember -
. canine geamtions despite their obvious relevance to the poten0.12ete

for future learning.

t caws maims/tie to assume thet little remains oectarlier earning

. -4ch is capable of exerting an energizing influence after a greduct-

tIon cerenony has been concluded. The natuie of this resi Although
it pat be confessed that we know astonishingly little abo t it -- one
of the blec% boleti of toduzationme reeearch -- appeal% to a mixture
of attitudes, values and intellectual dkilleedeveloped to widely
varying degrees. If this is the case, and if this residue is what we
value most highly out of all twee: things which we attempt to teach,
then we should design our courses no that they locus me eh core sharply

on both enlarging it and enhancing its quality. we should also seek
to se: i its ehaxacteristice retnifest while a =tree is in progxess and

not be content with auch evar:mns apt "Leter in life feu will .

appreciate the significance of what'I an teaching you."



So much, for an outline of the principles. If we invoke them to
examine what goeq on in our institutions -of higher education evfn the
most hopeful defender of the status quo must surely admit that sil is

, not well and that we could, and ought, to be doing thingS' tether

differently.

I now turn to My own experience of trying to embody them in a course
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whieh has admittedly, been free of some of the constraints which we
frequently cite as excuse? for coatinuing to act as we have in the
past. This ccexse had the following features. Its structure was at
a relatively low level. What is meant by that can perhaps best be
made dear by describing courses which exhibit a high level of struc-
ture. In these the teacher does ali the work and takes responsibility
for everything which is done by way of syllabus construction,
preparation of material, control of classroom processes, setting of
assignments and the determination of assessment procedures. By
contrast, a course with low structure places a good deal of respon-
sibility for these tasks upon the students and xhe power of the
.teacher is thus greatly reduced. It would-possess what Aristotle

to med "autotelic" characteristics.

The teaching format was that of small group discussion, with presen-
tations by students on topics in which they had a personal interest.
The teacher tried to avoid acting as group leader or as an authority
figure who knew all that there was to knco about the subjectematter.
This created space for individual and group initiatives, or the

practice of a variety of skills, for the expression or emotions in
relation to classroom events, and for the exploration of the meaning
of what was being learnt.

Needless to say, a nuuber of difficulties were encountered. For, the

-teacher there was the problem of adapting comfortably to an

0 unfamiliar tole. One is constantly tempted to play the expected part
of didact, to exercise power and authority in a manner which has
negative effects upon learning: to interrupt, to pre-empt or short-
circuit what the students are struggling to do, and to worry about
that oldbogey - covering the ground.

Students have related pyoblems. Most are unaccustomed, after an
unvaried diet of conventional courses, to taking responsibility for
their own learning and sometimes resent being as'ffl to do so: sitting
in lecture halls really is more relaxing even if not very productive.
Their group process skills are often extremely rudimentary because no
one has taken the trouble, or thought it sufficiently Important com-
pared with "covert..qg the ground", to foster their development. Many

expect to be provid)ed with a neat package of knowledge which has
been carefully prepare. by the teacher and elements of which however

inadeqc ely grasped, can be served up in assignments and examinations.

They feel une y in the presence of uncertainty and aMbiguity, prefer-

ring what r-cut and pre-determined. Few are accurtomed to

reflecting n what they are doing when engaged in a learning task,

and almost l are (quite naturally) ,:eluctent to share their feelings

about classroom events an&the impli::ations of their It:notional res-

parsestfor both their, awri learning and that of others':
'

A
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In combination these constitute a formidable set of difficulties, but

_given goodwill and a willingness to persevere beyond the trauma of the
first few meetings and some skill on the part of the teacher, many
students come to appreciate the value of this mode of learning. I

quote a few of the comments made at the end of the course in 1979 in
order to illustrate this.

This course has given me the opportunity to
reflect on my own learning strategies and to
be more sensitive to the learning strategies of
other students. The interactional, mutual
enquiry approach coupled with the humour provided
me with a learning experience that will always be
valued.

This course has been most valuable for me because
I have been able to evaluate my own views of
teaching in a free, open atmosphere. I have seen
that it is possible for a teacher to be quite non-
directive and yet have a profound influence on a
learning situation.

I have realised the indivisibility of knowing,
feeling and doing and that without feeling and
doing, knowledge is useless to me.

I felt I couYd contribute as much or as little as
I wanted in each session without feeling I was
monopolizing or pulling my weight. I cleared many
of my thoughts on education' generally, and my place
in it. I am still processing the inputs on
assessment, curricula, and other matters.we discussed.

I have deliberately cite/ only positive comments, although not every-
one found the course to be a congenial experience, because I wish to
conclude on an optimistic and encouraging note. We all pay lip-
service to the principles outlined earlier yet often fail to incorporate
them into our ceucational practice. If our educational ideals have any
personal meaning for us, rather than merely being banners waich we wave
at the pliblc to whom 'e are nowadays alleged to be accountable, then
it mAy help us to teach out towards theit if we always bear in mind that
t's.lr courses e,:e intended to be for the benefit of our students rather
than ourseiv . '

j I `erascarrowiarwrara...;.,:agm



Independentsiu _

Independent Study Contracts (ISC's) for undergraduate students were
introduced at Murdoch University in its first year of operation. This

paper outlines the philosophy behind ISC's, discusses their practical
application and reviews the range of studies undertaken.
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Involving students in planning, teaching and
evaluating their own programme

M.P. Fogarty

Pols paper describes a program; that hes been lee 3 to Involve students on .t planning,
teaching end evsluetion.

tpitielfy, general objectIvee ten/ booed content area, are tat tact?* lecturer. Them entering
NOW100,1 era alliild and thls Includes or snalysle of pre-test molts by the lecturer in
consultatIon ulth students. The findings are used by the lecturer and studonts to re-specify
content and to sat specific objestivee. The content Is atomised Into nodules nitsi a stueent.tion
(those of fair Perife befog retotiallble for the leolonentstfon of tech leshelt. thus IS. MAIMS
SS* responsible f irei deternlastion of stretegles, the orgenIsetion of grovel. soOtililocstico ato:
dose. the ellocstl el spsca end the selection of resources. tech sodyle takes a fortnight to
couples. (ter ho rsllltper votkl. !valuation end subVsonently fecdbebb rare be eetPratii axe
sealant eaeaaeaelt *a curers evaluation. the forger Is eain14,110 responsibility of the lecturer,
b,% Chstedb sore StwOnnt Mut- The letter includes an etcountapii.ty scups. teat layettes the.. .
lecturer. it, ti end consultants.

1The evolvenne duels ulth nodurn dyysionnents .n eous.000m end, in eff t, et:snots 'to efectse
vtlat li pf0,404..

1. rffetoodnon

This paper should be considered under the Cm:armlet topic, "Etrueturod
Courses and Stt'dunt Choice.'

My first attempt to design a programme that involved stuawnts in its
planning, teaching and evaluation occurred in,074 and, to a largo-
degree, was in response to student criticism that though the programme
I was teaching was part of the subject, 'Modern Developments in Primary
Education" and discussed progressive aspects of education, educat'onal
change and current lames, theme was little in the manner in which it

was organised and taught that was 4movative or progreenive. in tact,
it was vary traditional.

while I believe thatOrogrammes at tertiary level need not necennar.ly
"practise what they preach" about primary education, the tar being
entirely different fields with vastly different aims, clientele and so

nevertheleso took the decision to modify the programme no that,
far as possible, it mould attempt to teach by example.

*Modern ilmvsloymasts in Primary Education" in a COrm subject offeror
in the third year of the north Brisbane College of Advanced Education's
Diploma in Teaching warren and is compoved of strands. Ore of them in
designated "Tradition and Change. in Educacicm" and it is in this pro-
grams° that I have attempted, where poseible, to practise what it
preaches"

The program a in its original form en doncribed in Professor Cliff
Turney*s book, "Innovations in Teacher Education" under the nub - heeding.
"Methodological Exemplart".2 Since thi publication of this work, the
programme has undergone modifications as a result of feedback from
studentl,'

I
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The air of this paper in to describe the above progra=e .n the hope
that it will be of tinterest to and prompt other tertiary teachers to
dezeribe programmers that.they have found to be effective. While the

programma;las a whole, may have limitations relative to direct applic-
ability, I hope that it may serve as a focussing activity that will
provide ideas for tertiary teachers interested in designing programmes
that fall within the ambit of 'methodological exemplars."

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

Tbe starting point for re-designing the programme was Gerlach and

Ely's2 Wsteratic Approach.

This meglel has since been varied/ and the modificetlues include:
e.114 addition of the word, "General" no that the lower
left-hand square is re-designated 'Specification of
General Objectives"; add

(b) ,two squares have been added after the one designated,

'Assessment of Entering Behaviours." These are headed,

"Mn-specificaceen of Content" and "Specification of

Specific Objectives". See Diagram One.

An the tore "tnvo),4ment° implies, the responsibil..ty for the progianwe

is not "banded over to siudents. It is a team effort involving
students and lecturer with the latter reserving the right of final

decision.

Theprocesees involved are allocated or .fired in the following'oanner:

(*) specification of ,content and specification of general

objectives - lecturers

(*) Assessment of entering eehavlours - lecturer with
student consultations

(c) re-specitication of content and specification of
specific objectives - lecturer and atudent..

(d) 'determination of strategy, organisation of groups.
allocation of-tene, allocation of apace and
pelectien of...resources - students with some lecturer

comstatiolls
fe) evaluation a1 performance - students and lecturers and

(f) Analysis of feedback lecLurer, students and consultants

external to the programme.

3. GEHEPAL CBJECTIVES

The general objpetiven of the programme may be summaxieed an

(z) tesprovida etudente,with the opportunity to investigate
current educaticeel innovations and lasueo that m..y exist
in, eventuate in, influonee or atfeCt Queepsland primary
school::

(b) to provide is dents with a background' knowledge of current
-educational suaa no the_ As teachers, they may engage
in erinctive educational (1%4. aaionl and

(c) to provide atudonta with the eaortueity to participate in
the planning, teaching and evaluation of their own

prperomme.
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4. CONTENT

The lecturer selects content
1

relevant to innovations aed issues in
education with, where possible, emphasis on school organisation. It
has been arranged into seven medules:

(a) traditional schookorganisation and the back to basics
debate:

(b) individual differences and school organisation including
such areas as open education, tears and co-operative
teaching and school architecturp;

(c) the cosmwnity in education:
id) educational accountability;
(0) deschocaing;
(f) moral education: and
(g) schools and the law,

S. PRE-TEST AND RE-SPECIFICATION OF CONTENT

During the first session of a semester, a pre-test id administered.
This is an objective test and questions are framed on all seven
modules. The aim is to assess group knowledge thus highlighting those
areas in need of most attention and those in need of least.

This is a prograrene takeh in the 'ehird year of the three-year Diploma
in Teaching Course and it is possible that after two years' study of,
education and experience of practice teaching, students, incidentally,
may have gained a sound "working knowledge" of some areas of content.

11

The results of the pre -test are analysed and at the second session,
they are siscussed with the students. On the basis of this discussi.1,
the content is re-specified. This may result in certain aspects of a
module being emphasized and certain aspects being de-emphasized, for
example, with module (b) it may mean that an area such as "sehopl

may be eliminated as students are adequately conversant
with this topic. It may also mean that a complete module is eliminated,

well versed in traditional schoolorganisa-
tion and the back to basics debate, the content of module (a), as a
result of their practical experience

6. 1NSTRSCTIONAL APPROACH

schools.

t

A module takes approximately a fortnight to complete 4nd eecause the
programme occupies only two pours per week, it has been decided that
content can be most effectir ly treated in seminar sessions. Three or

, four student become responsible for the presentation of each module -
of course thils is directly related to group size.

An open approach to seminar presentation is adopted. In consultation
with the lecturer and bearing in mind the results of the pre-test,
student teams set specific objectives for their module.

8
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Teams then become responsible for determining their own strategies,
organising students into groups if necessary, allocating time (within
the four hour_limit), allocating space and selecting resources.

Students are expected to emp.,y team and/or co-operative teaching in

module presentation. Diagram Two outlines this approach. The role of

the lecturer is that of 'adviser. He should be consulted on at least

one occasion before the module is implemented. This is to ensure that

strategies, organisation of groups, time and space, and the selection

of resources are suitable. The lecturer also checks that certain basic
infymation is included in the subject matter. Otherwise, the presenta-

tion is the responsibility of student teams.

To assist those students not involved in presenting the module to make
the best use of seminar discussions, summaries of each module are
"handed out" to them one week prior to the presentation of the module.
In this way it is hoped that all students will be prepared for each

session. The "hand outs" are really study guide's and Follow an agreed

format, namely the listing of main points, minor points and

biblicjraphy.

EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK

Evaluation and subsequently feedback may be categorized under course

evaluation and student assessment.

'Student Assessment

Student Assessment involves:

(a) student participation in seminars - the lecturer
maintains an anecdotal record;

(b) module presentation - student\teams are evaluated on

knowledge of topic, instructional approach and
effectiveness in achieving specific objectives;

(c) independent study - presented as an essay of
approximately 1500 words. Each study must receive
lecturer approval to ensure that it is compatible

with course objectives; and
(d) objective test - on the completion of their module,

students may submit questions for inclusion'in the
item bank from which the end of semester test is
formulated.

Course Evaluation

A modification of one educational accountability scheme is employed as
a means of course assessment. This is themodel put forward by Demont

arid Demont" and contains four components:
(a) a primary accountability agent;

(b) an internal review team;

(c) an external review team; and
(d) programme refinement.

90
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The primary accountability agent is the final decision-maker for the
programme, the one who is ultimately responsible. In this case, it
is the lecturers 7

The internarlreview team analyses the input-output relationship., In
this programme, it attempts to assess how effective each module/
presentation has been. The review team does not have permanent members.
Each fortnight, the student team that will be presenting its module
&zing the following two weeks becomes the internal review team.
Reiiew teams record their assessments under the headings:

(a) effectiveness-in reaching specific objectives;
(b) ,suitability, efficiency and originality of

approach and preseniationC
of audio/visual aids; and

(d) relevance and,practicality of content for
future teachers.

The external review team periodically checks the in-house review: The.
members of this team must be external.to the programme but nit neces-
sarily to the division, department or institution. The external review

,team, in this case, is composed of lecturers not involved in the
programme.

Progratee refinement is initiated during the final session of the
semester when students discuss reviews and make suggestions Tor improve-
ments. The lecturer then exaiiines these further before effecting any
changes.

8.

Programme reviews cannot be ends in themselves.
To be justified they must make some difference
in the 'way of life' cructured by a particular
programme.

COMENT

The modified accountability scheme has been in operation for a period
covering four semesters and internal reviews have, in the main, shown
a high degree of satisfaction With the programme and success in achiev-
ing specific objectives, While I regard this as significant, I never-
theless acknowledge that studeft satisfaction need not necessarily be
directly rel4ted to,the mot efficient and/or the most effective means
of conductin4 a programme.\
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In the eye of the beholder: .

(results from a New Zealand survey of education
students' views on postgraduate research
supervision).

D. & K: Batterthy

for the last tow years. about 1.040 students annually hay; been awarded post-graduate degrees by
universities In NOM 2110419d. A proportion of theSs degree recipients, through a dissertation.
Meals or research project, have probably atteeottd to make some 'original contribution to
knowledge' In their respective fields of endeavour, Not surprisingly. the prefaces to most of
thee, contributions to knonledge contain sons mention of that Iniulteble figure called the
'supervisor'.

In this paper. ve focus our attention on this person. and In particular. on some of the basic
Questions relating to the role of the supervisor of post-graduate research. Vila* do students
thine the role of the supecvigir should bif Now does this 'ideal' role match up in reality/ whit
oh) KIN of this*, suogrelsion-related causes of satisfaction and dtssatisfacttoneaparienced
err students? Data for discussion will be dreen Iron a survey of educat.on post-graduate students
from universities In the North Island of le. Zealand.

INTleXtICTION

For the last few years, about 1,000 students anually hove been awarded
post-gradua.!. degrees by universities in New Zealand. A proportion of
these degrge recipients, through a dissertation, thesis or resea=h
report, have probably attempted to make some 'original contritation to
knowledge' in their respective fields of endeavour. Not surp-.singly,
the prefaces to most 01 these contributions contain 50=0 mention cf .hat
inimitable figure called the 'supervisor'.

Curing the last two decades, the supervisor of post-graduate 1arch
has been the focus of a numbet.of investigations. For instance, in 196.$
the Robbins Committee singled out supervision of research students is
British universities as a major problem area

... the evidence of our student survey provided
disquieting confirmation of a general impression
that the universities do not take their
responsibilities seriously enough. Apart
the general lack of training and seminars, there
is also the problem of the negligent supervisor
--- (Committee on Higher Education Report, 1963,
pare 305).

In the sixteen years since the Robbins Report, t,titt . (1)73), Chapman,
(1974), Rudd (1975) and Welsh (1979) among others, have variously
reported that exploitation, neglect and poor supervisi.41 are still
significant factors students confront in their post-graduate study.

88
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Indeed, in a seminal paper entitled, 'The Morphology of the Supervisory
Role', Glasner and Hugford (,19781 state:

Everybody knows that there are complaints ranging
from students who find their progress obstructed,
to those whose work is neglected, to those whose
work is stolen for publication under the name of
the, supervisor. (Glasner and Hugford, 1978, p.216).

To date, evidence to support the claim of Glasner and Mdgforo has been
in the form of survey and interview (Pita drawn extensively from samples
of post-graduate students and supervisors the general fields of arts,

social sciences and sciences (Rudd, 1975; lielsh, 1978). Little research,
however, has been undertaken on post-graduate students' views of super-
vision within some of the various disciplines bf these broad areas.

This paper focusses upon research students fi&I one such disc pline:
Education. In particular, the discussion-will highiight the /Jews these
students hive of supervision, drawing data from a silryey of education
post-graduate students enrolled at universities in the Norr 'sland of

New Zealand.

PROCEDURE

,During the second term of the 1979 academic year, 'a questionnaire vas
piloted at the University of Waikato with a sample of postiegraduat6
education students pursuing research foi a thesis or dissetation. This

questionnaire. was designed to gather information on the students and .
their views on the characteristics of their chief supervisor, the type
of supervision they had received and their satisfection/dissatisfaction
with their supervision.

,14

In Septeneer 1979, an amended version of this questionnaire was mailed
to 73 education students' who were undertaking supervised research, and
who were enrolled in masters and doctoral degrees at the three other
North Island universities in Now Zealand. Exceeded from tne survey were
those students who wee till-time faculty members of the universitiee.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The response rate of 68 per cent (14.60)2 is quite encouraging for a
postal questionnaire, and can be taken as an indicatie6 of relatively
high student feeling in this area. Further, this response ratesuggests
.that the data gathered is probably representative of the current practice
of supervision - from the viewpoint of students - iven to masters and

doctoral students in education at e universities sampled.

Those Supervised: The Studante

The ta-sground information on the questior .ire respondents can be sum-

max, id as follows': 29 males and 21 female .:Aufnad questionnaires. of

these 80 per cent were enrolled in waste. eegrees (M.A., M.Ed. or

M.Phil), while the remainder were doctoral candidates. Approx mainly

half of the masters an doctora. 4tudenta Were enrolled full-
\
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The age of the respondents was witin the range 20 years to 50 years,
with two-thirds of theerbeingeinder 36 years of age. Twelve per cent
of the sample had been enrolled for their current degree for more than
three years. Six per cent of the students did not expect to complete
their degree before the end of 1980.

Approximately. one in every -we students indicated that the most Important
factors involved in their decekeen to study for a higher degree were
future prooptioneemploymenteveort_eities (44 per sent), and interest
(42 per cent). Most of the students in ex esti of 84 per cent -
preferred future employment is the fleet, ofeeducation (e.g. teaching,

'lecturing, naydhological servicov ueiversity research).

chile it is difficule to genernlire from this date, it is of interest to
note that a higher percentage of- females than males was ender the age
of 36 years (30 per cent vs 5O per cent), was in the 31 - 35 age group
(43 per cent vs. 24 per cent) and were fun-time students (62 per cent
vs. 35 per.cent)es This could suggest several possibilitses. First, the
percentage of eebales who enter fuli-elme employment upon obtaining a
graduate qualieication is probably less than that for males, second,
there seems a greater likelihood of

. woman enrolling in, and probably
completing a masters or doctoral dsgree in education before she reaches
the age of 36years: and third, 'J high proportion of feeales in the
31-35 years ago group ray suggest: (a) this is a likely age group for
women graduates to return to university study after a break for child
rearing, and (b) '-'at this oleo could be an age group in which females
are more lrze:, to undertake a post- graduate degree as a prerequisite
for employment and possibly prometien. Support; for this latter
proposition can be seen en that over one-third/of the females indicated
that their main reason for eeberking upon post-graduate study was to
obtain employment and promotion; and second. 43 per cent of females
preferred future-eeployeent in areas (eee.,'university teaching and
psychological service) wnich normally require i post-graduate
quneification.

- -
The male stulenea in the sample, on the other hand, thewed no clear
preference ee eny one type of future employment. eurthermore, the
Beall proportion of males who were full-time students (35 per cent),
coepled with the largo percentage in the 31-45 years sge group (70 per
cent) sea= to confirm two longstanding beliefs. First, =ales are more
likely to be in full-time employment when they erbark upon a masters or
doctoral degree in education. Second, and following on frem this, males
possibly look upon a post-graduate callification in education as a means
of obtaining promotion in their current position, and to a lessor extent
employment in other fields of education.. Indeed, for approximately 50
per cent of the males, future promotion/ employment was the zain.factor
in their decision to study for a higher deeree.

Enrolment and Choice of Research Topic

The data *howled that the majority of students acted on their own initia-
tive to enrol for a higher degree (73 per cent), chose their general
field of roseerch (80 percent) and selected their own detaieed research
eop4cs (64 per cent). The data also indicated that the sale respondents
tended to be more soil - initiating in enrolling for higher degrees
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I

compareawIth the females who tended to receive encouragement, partic-
ularly from staff members.. Once committed to enrolment, the female
students showed more autonomy than the male students in choosing both
the general field of study and the detailed research topic.,

.

Characteristics of Chief Supervisors

Ninety per cent of the questiodnaire respondents had mare chief
supervisors. In mostcases, the et:J.:if supervisor was eithe- a professor

' (36 per cent) or a senior lecturer (38 per cent). While 50per cent of
the female students were supervised by a prOfessor, only a quarter of
the males were supervisediSy a person of the same status.. Further, only
15 per cent of femalesswere supervised by a senior lecturer, whereas
more than half the male students had a senior Lecturer as chief
supervisor.

It was of interesttto note that all the male students were supervised
by male supervisors, and that about one quarter of the female students
had female -chief supervisors. This imbalance, which is not surprising
,considering the relatively few female educatiop .ecturers in univer-
sities, may in fact reduce the likelihood of research being undertaken
in certain areas of education (e.g. women's studies). One female
student, for instance commented that she had a 'burning interest in
women in schools'. However, no one in her 'male dominated department
had a knowledge or interest in the topic'. .

When asked whether their supervisor was an active researcher, three
quarters of the students replied in the affirmative, while the remainder
either said 'no', or were 'not sure'. On this issue, Welsh coomenta

that 'there is much more likelihood that the eetisfied student will be
supervised by an active researcher tt by a staff =ether who is not

active in research' (p. 79).. While this may be true in some canes
evidence was collected in this survey to indicate the contrary. at

is, the active researcher nay have little time to spend with the s udent
and hence cause same dessatisfiction on the student's part. For

instance:

st,

The variability of oy superVisor's avallebility
during 1979 was due to his heavy research commit-
ments. Because of his restricted tine available,
I chose not to discuss organisational problems,
and instead focussed on theoretical and experi-
mental ideas. ilowever,I had difficulties in
obtaining equipment and arranging subjects,
which in the end versoly affected ay experi-

aental resu. T is may have been avoided by

the greater a -ability of mg supervisor.

(Male-Masters-rit)
s

A related question revealed that only about half of the male students
and two thirds of the female students had research interests which were
closii to thoee of their supervisor. In some instances it was found that
students valeed the opportunity of not having research Interests closely
allied totheir supervisor, as one student commented:

9J
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I have crkod independently, choosing a
theoretical topic removed !ram most of the
interests of the staff. This situation has
worked in my favour as I prefer to think that my
conclusions are my own. I feel that I have become
rare intellemtgalh, autonomis as a res4lt.

(Female-hasters&F/t)

A greater number of students, however, expressed some dissatisfaction
with being supervised by an academic whose research interests wore
removed from those of the student. In this regard, the following were
typical cements:

"VI

I have friends in another department who discuss
my ideas with no and encourage me, so I don't
really mind being dissatisfied with mgSupervision.
I just wish he knew a bit more about the topic.
Trouble is we have very different approaches and
our whole outlooks don't gel ...

(Female-Masters-FYN

My first topic was not well known to my supervisor
and I gave it up after much floundering and little
guidance.

(!late - Master = -P /t1
4

,Personally, I've f d supervisors 4n year I hope-
less.. My chief su rvisor was a senior lecturer
who was not with it. The second supervisor I had
was newly appointed and wanted a project similar
to his Ph.D.

(Hale-Dockoxel-P/t)

The Ro the Supervisor: The Students' View

Two questions asked of the students were: What do you think the role
of the supervisor Should be? and, How well has your supervisor
fulfilled this role in 1979?

The first question, which required an open-ended response, prompted a
number of comments like the following:

I think a supervisor should be a person who is,
as much as anything else, a morale booster and
gives encouragement. S/he should be interested
in the student and the topic, 4 .4 able to
read what the student has writ ut once
every 6 weeks and cocment fulls (ndt t

grammar etc., though that is important, too).
A supervisor shpuld try to keep up with the
main reading the student is doing. Alec,./MINFI 4-2

conversation is vital - c'nstant copersation
and discussion the student's'idgas, arguments
and progresi (et t once or twice a week).

(Fatal Cars! /t)
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I would prefer if the supervisor could possibly
,help in defining the parameters of a particular
research topic. 1' see the role df a supervisor
es a guide, helper, critic and evaluator in the

.areas of defining, organising, searching and
presenting research Arterial.. What I don't like
to see a supervisor'do is Co persuade a student
into his own favourite area of research (against
a student's wishes or capabilities), or refuse
to break out of his own narrow conceptual frame-
work when guiding, helping, criticising and
evaluating his student's

(MaleetiasterseP/t)

Contact with Chief Supervisor During 1979

A content analysis of all the students' statements revealed that,
among other things, students thinY the supervisor should counsel, advise
and guide (56 per cent), be a 'pod source of ideas (26 per cent), be a
constructive critic (22 per cent) and give encouragement (18 per cent).

Welsh discerned a similar set of expectations and conoluded:

The student expects professional expertise on
the part Of his supervitor ... He expects his
supervisor to have the ability and knowledge
tooifee informed guidance and advice on his
research topic, to criticise constructively 4

The supervisor must be possessed of certain
personal qualities which allow him reality to
show interest and enthusiasm for his postgradu-
ate's work ... The supervisor should also be
efficient in the organisation of hig supervisory
duties. The student expects his supervisor
willingly to spend time with him, to be read!ly
available or at least contactebleif and when
the .need aieses. (Welsh, 1979, p. 28). ,

When asked how well their supervisor has fulfilled what was expected
of them, most students indicated 'fairly well' (44 per cent) or 'very
wall' (40 per cent), wnile a few students (16 per cent) responded 'not

at all'. This issue was explored further in the questionnaire when the
stsdents were asked whether or not their chief eupervisor displayed the
following supervisory qualities during 19791

Good Source pf ideas: One third of the students said that theie chief

eupervisormas a good source of ideas. At first glance, this may appear

an unfavourable situation. Saweeer, only 26 per ceqt of the students

expected this to be a quality of a chief supervisor.

0
Gives Encouragement and Gives Constrtktive Criticises . Approximately 70

per coat of the respondents indicated that the chief supervisor displayed

one or other of/ .hose qualities in supervision. 'Only about 20 per cent

of the students had expected these to 13e characteristics of a supervisit.
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rs Interested in Student's Work and Is Willin to Listen and
Discuss Work: While only 10 per cent of students suggested that these
qualities should be evident in supervision, more than three quarters of
the reopen:Onto indicated affirmatively that their supervisors displayed
these characteristics.

Contact with Chief S rvisor Durk 1.9279

When asked how regularly they discussed their research with their chief
supervisor during 1979, more than half the students indicated 'less than
monthly' (54 per cent), while the remainder said either 'weekly',(24 Per
cent) or 'monthly' (20 per cent). Hale students were found to meet vIth
their suptkvi,aors less frequently than fe e student's. However, this
may be due, in part, to the relatively high rcentage of full-tity
female students (62 per cent).

It was also noteworthk that only about 10 per cent of the students,
indicated they had supervisors who were not readily contactablu.
Furthermore, relatively few students thought that contact with their
supervisor during 1979 was 'not really useful' (12 per cent), nor ade-
quate for their needs (16 per cent). Written comments from the students
also suggest they were generally satisfied with the contact they had had
with their supervisors,. However, some of the students, mainly those
pursuing their degree on a part-time basis, commented that they experi
enCed elAcial problems in this area:

I have been faced with pressures of learning to do
a job as well, and thesis time has been at a premium.
Hy supervisor has also been busy with both personal
and professional things. There have been frustra-
tions in terms of my feeling that I have had to do
many things on my own, but those have to be coun
terbalanced by satisface.on of achievatment, albeit
slow, and learning by doing i.e., learning about
iesearoh.

(Hale-hasters-P/t)

aa genorally as happy as my 'part-timn' circum-
stances allow. the lack of contact I've had with
my suelvisor, is my fault rather than his: The
distance factor, my family anditeaehing coAmitments
are far greater barriers, to effective research than
a poor supervisor would be, Z'm sure. Py.suporvisor
has given as much help as be has been able to.

(Female-Basters-Pit)

As Z live some distance from the university, it
naturally limits the number of contacts. However,
these oontaccs are usually mutually' agreed appoint,-
Fedts and because ; have to travel some ways. Zfeel
that the supervisor should make a more positive
contrinutiOn rather than just respond to my queries.

(Hale-Wasters -P/t)

. &01
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Type of Supervision Received in 1979

The questionnaire sent to the students also explored the typo of
supervision they received, and would bale preferred to receive, during
1979. T9 this end: the following directions were given in the
qUdationsaire: .

There appear to be two extremes of supervision;

close - supervisor gives step by step
inistruetion, constant direction
of student's research and had
constant contact with the student;

remote- little contact with student,
little attempt to direct research.

'ost supervision prozably falls somewhere beteeen
these two extremes. In 1979, what type of
supervision have you received?

The students were asked to indicate their response. to this question on
a five point Likert Scale.' A similar procedure was used in the follow-
up question where the students were ticket: Whet kind of supervision
would you like to have received?

An ssnasfs of the responses to those two questions showed a consensus
among the male and female students that the type of superViSion received
during 1979 was mere. remote than they would have prefe:red. However,

the 3.0 (ed 0.79) moan response for all the students for the typo of
supervision they would have preferred to receive highlighti that, rather
than a preference for close 3t remote supervision, most students would

'favour aspects of both.

While it is statistically convonieht to discuss mean responses in this
context, there is a danger in overlooking an important issue: the

individualism of each student and supervisor:

4
%Different people would like different styles of
sufervis4on. Supervisors should make it cif*
right at the start what their style is. I knew
my supervisor well enough to know that his style
would suit me.

{!hale-Haeers-F/t)
,- -

Supervision has to vary with the aglity of the
student. t have .sup ervised a ft.A. student and

while X would have preferred to provide less
close supervision, in the interests of the student
and the-research, I found myself giving much more
speclfic help than I would him preferred.

(Malo:-Doctorak-Pits this -

respondent Was a sviversity
lecturer, and as such was
excluded from the sample)
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A number of other etudente alio discussed the style of supervision they
received. lhter ails, they commented:

My rupelisor has had a law-key approach and
left -it up to me. Doing a thesis part-time
has suited my style of approach and has enabled
no to work at- it consistently.

(Sale-Nesters-P/t) 6

Results will determine whotner my_supervision
lhould have been closer. At present it would
apeear that Cy supervisor considers that
function well enough with minimal direct
supsivision - at least-I hope that this is his
position.'

(Male-Masters -P/t)

My supervisor has explicitly adopted the
approach that the Ph.D. candidate has the
entire responsibility for setting up and
carrying out the research - a technique which
he explains was used when he did his study
far a Ph.D. T#Is techniquecestain2y her the
potential for assisting tne Edalt., student to
develop independent work habitfl - although as
I have been accustomed to deciding my -own fate
I am not sure that it wins the right technique .

for op. I find a Rogation :1Ih Huh" a little
annoying when I come seeking an opinion. At
the same Mfg* I cen see the danger in being
wet-nursed - and my supervisor has at least
pointed out when he felt 1: was dangerouol6 off
course.

. (Female-Doctoral -P/t)

Satisfaction with Chief Supervisor

How Important is your-chief supervisor to your research? Forty per
cent of the students thought that their chief supervisor played a 'very
itgeo

airly i
t' role, while a similar percentage of respondents replied
mportiutt. (44 per cent). Sixteen per cent of the students

. (lf pet cent of the males and 19 per cent of the females) ind-,cated that
their chief supervisor was of no importance to their research. Virtually
the same percentage of students (18 per cent) expressed a desire to
change their chief_supervisor. In this instance, the percentage of roe-
,pondents comprised 21 per cent of the male aft/dents and 14 per cent of
female students. It is obvious, then, that about 82, per cent of 'the

students had no desire to change their chief 'supervisor Oven though
their supervisor was not important to their research.

..,
.:. . .-

.

Those students who desired to change their chief supervisor were asked
to state thei4 reasons. The following are representative pf their

- remarks:

fi



needed more direction and guidance at the
beginning of my research. I was left ^o flounder
for six months.

(liale-Masters-P/t)

(a) -He As always busy on Ads own work.

(b) I net him once every two woks and this
- is not enough. .

Otalo-Mastors-F/t)

feel that my supervisor could be batter prepared
and have more to contribute when we meet for
discussion.

(Hale-Masters-P/t)

Hy chief supervisor is useless - "you have a split
infinit. v on page....24r, etc.

(Male-Doctoral-F/t)

The 'Sad SuperOisor
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In the fine section of the questionnaire, students were asked what
they .ul4 do it they were being 'badly supervised'. About half the
s ant said they would see the profdssor or head of department (24
per cent), or discuss the Preblom with their supervisor (24 or cent).
Sem of the students mentioned various other procedures they would
adopt, including: A

Seekihg advice el ere about research

Seeking another supervisor

Ask God for assistance

Revolt'

. Talk to other post-graduates 10:

. Change area of research

Eighteen per cent of the students admitted that th&y would 'put up with'
bad supervision. Some reasons were

It seems that there is nothing I could do'about
it. It is too late to e) anything anyway. I am
running out of time. I Just hope that I ran
finish it as soon as possible and then forgot the
whole thing.

(Hale-Misters-Fit)

X tend to accept the supervisor I've got and put.
up.with it.

(Male-Doctoral-11/0
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I sight discuss the problem with the head of
departmet. However, I'd probably try and
.cemprocire and do my work on my own to the best
of my ability.

(Fm'asle-Hasters-P/O,

Although it would be desireble to have a supervisor
who is familiar with my arab of research, the nature
of my work does not necessitate close suparvisionyTh.
Also at this stage, I put up with it because it is
unrealistic to think of changing supervisors.

(Hale-Rasters -P/0

At the Ph.D. level all a student can probably do
is seek advice free elsewhere. .In extreme eases
you would seek another supervisor, but unless it
was on grounds of research incompetence, it is
doubtful whether you would be wise to complain.
I'd probably grin and bear itt

(Hale-Dastoral-P/0

I would do nothing becauae my supervisor marks
my thesis.

(Female -Masters -P10

General Comments abogLAvervision ,

The concluding part of the questionnaire was made open-ended to faci-
litate general*cossents from students on their supervision. Many of
the respondents took advantage of this opportunity, A number or their
co=ents hive already been used in anecdotal form to clarify issuhs in
previous sictions of this paper. Others are Included here to cover
miscellaneous topics put forward by-students, such as thoughts about
the research programme; university 'politicking': and, hewrty praise
for-the effort:Lot some supervisors.

Sone masters zed. doctoral studentmcoemented that' the rciletively

unstructured nature of their programme 4Cts as a hinderanco to motiva-,
tion, and in some instances can cause considerable stress, Added to
this burden is the frustrating lack of facilities students can
encounter:

I think that the university does t really
support a Ph.D. programme in' to of facilities -
for example, as a full -tire at eat could have
no room and Ph,D. students are not allowed to have
access to library Carrels. The journals.- or lack
of then - are a disgrace. Computer access is
limited.

(Female-Doctoral-TP/0

Remarks on staff and university iltics were Wholly respondent ini-
tiated, and as such, realised a daenalon of strong student feeling.
Ong masters student remarked that:

lo
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My chief .supervisor is only interested in students
completing a thesis 'or universieg and departnental

.

political reasons.

iremale-Sester s-Pitl

Another regions() was:

Politics within a department cost re the let year
of ay course. Hy energies were expended. trying to

keep ny supervisors happy. My two supervisors
never met ne until the beginning of the second,
Rear and then it only came about as j result of the

. head of department intervening.-
(Male-Doctoral-P4t)

One other doctoral student also commented about university. poilitics.
1.

All research is vetted by a Graduate Research Board
which gives the impression of meddling more than
'facilitating co-operation between the university
aDd the community. Also, the saNe power structure
which exists on this conmittge also is evident in
the department and Afmately on the orals and
examination committee. This means that students
would be very unwise to cot:Wain.

(Fenale-Doctoral-P/t)

99

Pinallv, the following statements reflect the effort of some supervisors
and the value some students place on the supervision they receive:

I.

Because mg thesis consisted of a philosophical
critique rather than an empirical research project,
the nature of the supervision f required was some-
what different from what would normally be the

case. In terms of the supervision required the
quality provided was first clash.

illble-Basters-P/0

My supervisor is excellent - tolerant, encouraging,
helpful, very knowledgeable, easy vl get along with
and genuinely interested in my work.

(Rale-Doctoral-F/t)r

Ow
I an very happy with mv aupervltot. The relation-

ship is one of =friend', his advice is constructive,
and he goes out of his way to assist,-e.g. establish
contacts, on the spot liaison with computer staff,
etc..

(Male-hasters-P/t)

1 LI U
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SUMMA AgD CCNCLOSION

Some findings of this su:!Xy were possibly predictable. For e le,
future employment and pi tion pportunities figures prominentl in
students' decisions to s for a higher degree, students us y acted
on their own initiative enrolling for a masters or doctoral greet
most students had as their chief supervisoli a male senior lect er or
a sale.professor; and,.most students were of the opinion that iz
chief supervikor VAS important to their researa.

Other resulti ,.roved interesting, sUCh as, the relativtry high ropor-
tion of female students who preferred future eeployeent in seal laminated
fields (e.g. university teaching and, sychological service); greater
autonomy of faltales over males in choortihg'a general field of search
and in selecting a detailed research topic: and the fact that nearly one
in every five students would like to change their chief super tsar. .

Several of the survey findings, however, were surprising. Ho e.than
theirhalf the students net with the chief supervisor less than.o ce

month: most students indicaeed that they received . type of a pervision
which could be classified as being more remote than was preferred, half
the male students and one third of the females had research interests
which were not closely aliied to those of their supervisors: and, if
faced with bad oupervision, ono in five students said they would 'put up
with it'.

Discussion of the above findings in this paper,has primarily conceetzated
ee a comparison of.the data relating to differences which exist in the
aeons. v.taine Of I

students with more than one supervisor 08 per
cent of respondents had two supervisors arid 4
per cent of students had three supervisors)

. part-time and full -time students
students from various age groups
studentalOo have been unrolled in their
current-Sigher degree for Offering periods
of time

. masters and doctoral students

Another shoAtxxmlng is tilpt tree survey dita referred to is affected by
thr attendant limitations of the one-shot questionnaire, approach. In
addition, coding and quantifying this type of data can often lead to
.stereotyping, whereas the students themselves plated clear eophaeis on
the notion of individuality and its importance for supervisioh.

Nevertheless, the findings of this study do raise a number, of issues,
two of which deserve immediate attentions What are the catalysts for
the motivation, eatisfaction and commitneet of higher degree students)
and, what effect dots supeevision - or non-supervision - have on
students?

Underlying both these issues in an even more-fundamental question. What
is the policy of uesversities on the purposes of higher degrees, and the
procedures students, supervisors, and indeed, universities should adopt

1 7
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ro =get those purposes? This question will probably remain unris$, 1 'ed.
because. as one studentratated,(

if the powers that be cannot agree as trim
r:rpovos of the (higher) degree - e.g., la a :h.,
4dentificdtica of excellence, the encouTageoent cf
excellence, the certification of coopessnce. the
certification of attendadce. the prodjRlon-of
academic papers, or whatever? - ft is too ouch to
expect the twee= to layedown agreed procedeivs
for achieving those purposes.

fha1 e-Doctoral-f1 t7

a

In the light of this survey, the ramifications of the above remark lead
one to concede that, at present, there may be some truth .r the state-
ment: 'the questios, °who supervises the 'super' sore''. t..1' not been
asked',

Foamy=

Thesestudents were drawn rrom those listed in
and Diploma Studies 1979. NEAREt Wellington.

In rra,re,r Degree

This response rate dons not take into account that acme of the 73
students may not have received a questionnaire for vailmJs reanctle
(e.g. otudalt overseas). questionnakres were llatributed by
departmental secretaries in each univer,lity,

.
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Studerit learning skills: Attitudes of Australian
academics in universities and'QAE'S

J. Bowden andi; Anwyl
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An important aupect of etuden capacity to learn offeciently is the
skill they poems in making use o aerailable resources - reeouxces
which range from printed materials, lecturoe and the teachers themselves
to personal - resources such as energy, efficiency and motivation. This
paper focuses on the perception of Australian academics of their role in
assisting students to develop such skills.

Over the that two decades there has been a high level of concern about
the quality of teaching in tertiary institutions and its relation to
student attainment. Statements in the Report of the Williams Cempeittee
iEducation, Training and Employmeet. 166-171) indicate that eech concern
continues, and that issues such as student Attrition rates will be the
subject of both educational and public debate in the coming yearn.

Thure is a need to look.not )1.1St 8., the quality of teaching however.

The efficiency and effectiveness of students' appcoachea to learning are
Alba 1..ortant and research in thin} arse has undergone a devoloemont
recently. rntvistle and Mounsell report that investigations into how
students learn are placing less emphasis on research by experimental
psychologists, and that more attention is being paid to studies of
learning in the institutional setting. InvestigatOrs are concerned to
discover what approaches to learning it .. tertiary institution are
seccessful for students, and whataaart of environment enhances their
capacity to learn.

4' oak
The rol-int tertiary :leachers in helping students acquire skills in
learning il not clear. It is arguable whether academics have any
responsibiliey to go further than merely providing the teachingflearning
resourceql.whother they have an obligation to assist their students to
use the available resources wisely anti wall. Abroad, Donald Sligh at
Exeter and Marcel polds4hm at Lausanne are two renowned scholars
involves} in the developmen. .1 students study skills at their respective
institutions. In Australia, there are several programmes of. this eort,
and it is an activity referred to by the Williams ecunmattee (Education,
Training and Deploymelet:'199)

More effective learning could improve graduation rates.
Many techniques of learning are not adequately developed
at' school. Many students profit from instruction in
the use of libraries and Laboratories, on ways to tote
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lectures and texts, memorise essential and useful
inioxmation and prepare,and prisenressaye.

The Report thenegoes on to-recommend 'an extension of the practice in
eme universities of allocating each first year student to a general

The definition of learning-skills may be extended beyond those points
mentioned by the Williams Cocmittette For instance, the Learning Skills
Prejeceat the University of Melbourne ()(U-LSP) has in addition
cephanized Skills in time-manaeormant, decision-eaking, management:of
=certainty and tension, and pacing of study effort throughout a course.
Seca of these go beyond the strictly academic Skills referred to by the
Williams Coemittee. It is not Surprising that student counselling
=1th are playing an important role in the developoent of malk., learning

skills programmes in this country.
.

In the light of this, it is important to ask whether such programs
have exass-roots support among Australian Academics. Their attitudes

, ars etched in this paper.

'The ?ere: draws prirarily from our national survey conducted as 1978
titled 'the social and educational role and values of Nestralian ,

academics'. The data were collected he mailed questionnaires which
ware distributed to acerlerAc staff in ten universities and thirty
colleges of advanced education (CAEs) to all states of Australia.. Some
2,150 completed questionnaires were received representing a SE per cent
response rate. The saeple was stratified according to faze of institu-
tion (based en numbers of full -tine teaching staff, lecturer and ebove).
After allowance for over-sampling in soa"-r states, a nationally
representative file has been epeablished eeneisting of about 60C vari-
ables for 1,731 cases. Analyses reported here have been conputed on

this data file. Differences between leroupts are reported only if they

are significant below the 0.01 level.

In the Survey, there were three qemstions dealing with student study

skills. Rlispondents were asked whether tertiary institutions have a
responsibility to teach study skills to students and, if so, whether
such a responsibility rests with the individual academic or with a
special unit or person in the' institution.

Consider the first question which is 'Do universtties and colleges have
a responsibility to teach study skills to students (e.g. note-ta!ting,

reading skills)?' Respondents were asked to cent on the two types
of instetetion independently and the views of university and .:AE staff

have been separated here. Table 2 shows the percentage of all rep-
pendants to each proposition who agree that uaiversities or CAEs do
have a responsibility. (The numbers who did respond to each part of
tha questirn are given in brackets after the percentage figures.)

Overall, the eajority of both university and CAE academics recognise as
institutional responsibility for teaching study skills although CAE
respondents tend-to be more likely thee university etaff to support this

view.

01,
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Appears five the 'figures in Table 1 that some university staff may
adopting are elitist stance. A greater percentage of university

is assert that CAEs have responsibility in this area than
the percentage eho race-vise a university responsibility (74 per cent
comparedeeith only 64 per cent). However, further analysis is required
to test this hypothesis because of the different response rates to each

. 'pasha lb* question. Hence in Table 2, the responses of only those
scadesics fed answered the cessation both for CAEce;nd for universities
areeincluded.

The data shoos in Fable 2 indicates that the vest majority of both CAE
and university-respondents *spree's the same view of an institution's
reesoneibility to teach study skills for both sectors. 7be only major
emcePtion are tEe 11 per cent of university reepondents who adopt the
elitist position &Scribed above. They are supported by only a
handful of CAE staff.

e,
The positiVe attitude of Auetrallan academics to study skills pro-
greemes as *hewn in our survey has been borne out in an evaluation
study currently being carriseout on the HU-I.SP referred to earlier.
Rightly or wrycily, many University ef'Helbourne academics have
laseated the quality of preparation of studentl in secondary schools.
They have taken the attitude, however, that they have a responsibility
to teach study skills if the students selected for tertiary studios
lack then. They hay* suggested that in any case - mAny of the skills

-acquired to make best =sof the opiOrtueity to participate in tertiary
-education eke aired oak gradually and that, especially when new
disciplines are studied at a tertiary level, new study approaches and
new learning skills need to be developed.

They also suggeet-that new approaches are iiquired to frrillaz subjects
-and they stress -the need for students to develop an independent
appreech to learning when they enter tertiary courses from Higher school
Certificate steilies Oar, as in the case of nature age students, from a
variety of backgroundi). This independence is often-something wbicA
neat be learnt and It issigeificent that a majority of acadeeicein our
survey see an institutional responsibility in this eve;

To .say Le is the institution's responsibility to teach these skills does
not of =urea specify just who should take the active role. Respondents
to our survey wereusked wheee responsibility they thought it was. The
specific questions were 'Do you think it should be your responsibility
to teach your students study skills?' end 'Should teaching of study ,

skills be the responsibility of a special person or unit in the institu-
tion?' The figures in Table 3 show that opinions vary.

About two-fifths of university respondents and half the CAE respondents_
believe that individual academics have a responsibility to teach study

skills In interviews carried Oct as part of the KU-SP evaluation, it
was found that academics perceive a variety of learning skills being
necessarily intertwined with the knowledge content of their discipline.
Undochtedly.thaY see theirpaching responsibility not just being the
tievelommatofespertise ire students to handle the information as well.
May of they however see a further spectrum of skills, which are more
general and are corvoh to 4 range of disciplines, and which a special

a
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unit in the institution, or perhaps in the faculty, eight address.
In our national survey, just over half the university respondents and
nearly texe-thirds of those fron.CAEs believe there is a place for a
special "study skills unit or person in their institution.

It is interesting ttlat in universities only 35 per cant of professors
believe that a special'unit has a responsibility in this area with 55
per cent of them seeing study skills as an individual academic's
responsibility. The corresponding figure fox respondents with lectarez
status are 64 per cant and 44 per cent. This divergence of view is
also apparent between senior and junior staff in the CAEs. It is
interesting that in many instances, when departmeets embark upon study
skills programmes, it in the junior staff member who is most cormonly
called upon to act. The survey data indicate that this eay be a
potential mute for contlict.

Itahould not be assumed that all respondents who agree with the
proposition that study skills help should be provided by the institution.
would vent to assist all students in this way. In the MU-LSP evaluation
it was found that scme Melbourne university staff believe that no such
help should be given to students who are failing. They see the
'institution having a firm responsibility.to help able students achieve
even more but indeed trice a ',sink or swish' attitude to less able
students. There are others who take the latter approach to all
students. It is therefore worthwhile considering some other attitudes
of academic respondents to our survey in relation to their view on
study Skills.

Some preliminary factor analysis he- been carried out A selected vari-
ables from our survey. factor which emerged contains six of these
variables. Listed below the'siX stateeents with which respondents
wore asked to agree or disagree (on a five-point scale).

1 Most erehesis in student assessment should be given to
traditiceal, final, unseen examinations.

2 cumulative assessment is the fair- st form of assessment.

3 Academics should deleberately involve students in determining
assessment policies.

4 It is unrealistic to expect acedericseto respond very such
to students' individual differences.

S Academi6 should concentrate on gifted rather than average
students.

6 Academics should emphasise with students their role as a
knowledgeable authcitty.

The variables coiresponding,to statements 2 and 3 are positively
correlated and they are both negatively correlated with the remaining
variables. Agreement with :state:meets 1, 4, 5 and 6 and disagreement
with statements 2 and might cause a tertiary teacher to be described
as a traditional or conservative academic on teaching/learning issues.
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It might be argued that such an academic would not be favourably
disposed towards provision of study skills assistance. In feet the
survey data show that those who do not believe their institution has
sucn a responsibility are more likely to exprestra conservative view
to the above statements than their colleagues who believe tertiary
institutions should provide study skills help.

In addition, those who practise more traditionaltbecheng methods (as
evidenced in other items from our survey) Such aa-uSing lectures
tegylaely, rarely codifying them from the traditional format, and
rarely using unconventimealsmall group teaching methods, are also
lesslikely to hold institutions responsible for study skills
assistance .to students..

Generally, use of unconventional teaching methods is time-consuming
and it is not surprising to find that the sane bide is found in a
question asking academics whether their main interests were in
teaching or research. Those whose interests are in teaching, to
whatever degree, are more likely to believe that institutions have a
responsibility to-teach study skills than those whose primary
interest is in research..

There were in our questionnaire several additional questions concerned
with the activities of staff development units. The responses to
teem correlate with those on the study skills question. Those
academics who have participated in some in-service courses are more
likely to express agreement on the inatitution's responsibility for
study skills than those who have not. The same is true on the level
of agreement with the six statements listed below. 'those six
statements were associated in a second factor in our preliminary
factor analysis.

1 All universities and colleges should have teaching units to help
staff with teaching problems.

2 Teaching units should have to be consulted about all new
curriculum developments.

3 Teaching units should monitor assessment practices of departments.

4 All university and CAE teachers should he compelled to undertake
a course in teaching.

5 All university and CAE teachers should voluntarily undertake a
course in teaching.

6 Promotion for teaching should reqelre assessment by teaching
units.

/here is coesiderable variation in agreement among these various
etatemente, especially between those implying compulsion (which had
less support) and those that did not contain that clement. However
those academics who believe there is an institutional responsibility
for study skills teaching express greater agreement with all state-
ments than do those Who do not recognise such a responsibility. In

113



addition, those who favour!that the study skills teaching be carried
out by a special unit in the institution show more positive attitudes
to staffdevelopment as well. This is hardly surprising.

What has been shown here is that a large majority of Australian
academics believe that both universities and CAEs have a responsi-
bility to provide study skills assistance to their students. CAF
staff are ricxe likely than those in universities to express such a

belief. Academics' attitudes vary as to whether it is their on
individual responsibility or whether the study skills assistance
should be given by a special Person or unit in tte institution. The.

latter is favoured by mord.jultior staff and the former by senior

=aim:flits.

The survey analysis also shows that Academics who have Conservative
attitude's on teaching/learning issues, academics who use more tradli

tional teaching methods, academics who do not seek from4staff

development units and academics who have more nega ..40 attitudes to

the role of such units are less like* tobelieve that their
.institution has a responsibility to teach student study skills.
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Table 3

W21thciniher;resotcillsilea.

CAE
respondents respondents

'.Both individual and

dOecial unit

individual academic only

Special unit only

Neither e

No information

.(N818)

52

14

23 0

37

20

6

(N913)

21

27

39

9

4

1
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INTRODUCTION TO PART 11; f

Courses in higher education whiCh lead directly to profes bona)
qualifications, such as medicrne, e'eterinary science, de stry, archi-e
tectOre, engineering and accounting create greater probl' s for course
planners than broader based programmes. in traditional afe , science or
economics faculties. ,Many of the arguments advaaceyne art about
students' freedom to choose What they will earn leit,they bell be
tested cannot be readily sustained 411'd faculty whceej arning outcomes
are specified by the profession whsich win absorb Oraidwates of that
fatuity. It 13 therefore helpful to have two pap0s1 om people with a
Close knowledge of changes In medical education, fht irst from the
University of Newcastle, NSW, which adMitted t students to an
entirely new experience-based programele in 1978:ip thn other from the
University of Queensland where in 1979 a now proee was introduced
within an existing Faculty of Medicine. Detweenit se Iwo papers are
one which describes the problems of maintaining ndards for entrance
to the engineering profession and one which 9404 s the effect of
state-wide accreditation procedures on courr igners.

The opening paper, by G.I. Feletti, points ,uti e futility o( limiting
access to a profession on statistical grout) lione and presents a sase
for criterion based assessment in profess lie acuities, giving
examples froM the 'mwcastie medical tour also demonstrates the
importance of4preiloing students with regt,:ie `.nd detailed information
(feedback) about their progress.

.-e
E. Stokes traces the history of professiane accreditation in a number of
fields and shows that with the proliferation of tertiary institutions,
all aiming to satisfy the requirements of a professional body, original
approaches are likely to be discouraged. Under these circumstances,
claims Stokes, course planners try to please members of the accreditation
panel rather than shape their courses to the needs of the profession.
This hypothesis is further supported by R. Wellard weo gives an overview
of six case studies deicTiblfig the development and accreditation of
courses in Victorian CAEs.' He comes to the rather disturbing conclusion
that present accreditation procedures do not fulfil their original pur-
pose but result In a type of "-academic eetrepreneuralism".

The final paper by C.A..Cciditz and M.G. Sheehan reporrs on .' survey of
medical students' assessment of the degree to which first year courses in
the re-structured medical curriculum in Queensland contribute to the
qualities sought in a medical practitioner. They conclude that students
are more likely to be influenced by the style of instruction than the
Content of a course when Judging its relevance to their future profes
stone! needs.

113



Undergraduate medical examinations: a
conflict of interests

Feletii

n s paper cut Ines the probTems Teclid b 11;0, .U1111--E4T-Ttv-PT=enrs-Tirca-cemir-q-ant-a...

programa* dedicated to educations: and cartificetlon P310%. lha initial programme nda appropriate

use of a structured stouence of fornative assessment, enabling students to monitor their omn

ProgroSse it alto Orovidad 6.1.11,41 Opportunities for Students to denonstrate that, competenc at
!...sundatiee lot certification) AfteliheAtit. The ?acute, actively guided students with their tonedia.

*ion brother-el and specific arses.

Evaluation of the initial programme by both students and faculty led to a Joint Proposal for

bonne and effective assessment progremne after four terms. fea4bac% on the latest nodal is

encouraging. Sammie there reran fee unresolved difficultiet.

a iota
vary

The title of this paper points to an apparent conflict between the
education and certification roles demanded of examinations. The
nature of any such conflict is of particular interest to the new
medical school at the University of Newcastle, N.S.W. From its

.curriculum-planning stage the; school has sought to integrett student
assessment_into its basic educational philosophy'. However, before
eutlining its Leplementation,it will be fruitful to re-discover some
of the*general dynamics of examinations. This is perhaps best done
by a series of questions.

What is required of examinations for certification_yureoses?

-The Concise Oxford Dictionary claimed that to certify: (of doctor) is
to officially declare (person) insane. Wittingly or otherwise, it did
not specify 'the person'. A mere applicable version was: to declare
by certificate, which is "a dobument formally attesting a fact
especially in fayour of the bearer'. This definition raises two issues
- both of are well-known to educationalists.

One issue involves the way we certify professional Ir.atus, and two
examples will highlight some of these emblems. A recent directive by
the Examining Board of a certain State-basSd professional group
outlined a change to standard-scores for describing final year students'
performance on a comprehensive multiple-choice examination of
professional knowledge=. From the information given one could deduce
that the Board would anticipate an annual gra4ation (or certification)
rate of about per cent of candidater.',(Thai suggested cut-off score
was one standard deviation below the States pc:pkation moan score.) On

the basis of this examination alone (which kaies additional questions
about its validity and reliability) some IS per cent of the three-year
trainees will automatically be denied professional status in a given
!fear. Only recently has that examining board attempted to include
assess:sent of practical skills in their formal State-registration
examination. The problems mentioned here are not exclusive to that
profession. Howev...t. this example highlights difficulties implicit in
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any system which certifies professional status on the basis of
statiSitical criteria alone, rathof than the achievement of pre-

, determlned comp:stances. This particular certification issue is better
known the-argument for competency- or.criterionebazed ?armament in
prefOe to norm-referenced aisessmene. 0o'

1 1

The sec .dexample is drawn from the medical curriculum offered at a
progre4iive canadiariuniversay'. Its medical students are not
required to attempt any formal rixamination during the. entire course.
The onui aced on each student is to generate self-improvement by
frequeS: pference to peer-group evaluations and feedback on formative
lissignms from various tutors and academic supervisor. These daps
form thO,basis for the faculty's recommendation for graduate status and
hoapitakinternahip. However ultimate responsibility for allowing
graduate4 from any medical school to practise medicine in Canada rests
With a 410nal registration board. The Licentiate of the Medical
Council of Canada (LMCC) examinations are a'formidable set of (six,
three -hour multiple-choice) tests of medical knowledge. In common with
the example given earlier, no attempt is made to examine clinical or
practical skills.

-44

The tragedy of this si'uation is that medical graduates from this
Canadian university are competent problem-solvers who, in the inter-
vening six weeks between graduation and LMCC examinations, must devote
frenetic energy to the acquisition of medical know edge and to becoming
adept at answering multiple-choice questions. To their credi.. they
reportedly perform no better or worse than graduates from more
conventional medical faculties in Canada.

These two examples highlight practical difficulties inherent in systeas
currently used to certify professional status. In the first example,
the granting of graduate status and professional certification were
identical processes based on the slime examination. It raised the
problem of norm-referenced zertification, since this tended to ignore
consideration of'the desired skills. Initiatives in competency-based
examinations for final-leer medical students have been successfully
carried out in Adelaide Tqe second example highlighted the
difference between graduate status and certification to practise
tedicine. Students faced unrealistic .pressures as .a result of the
mismatch between the two requirements.

There is a second issue concerning the certifying role of examinations.
It relates to their specific reliability and validity. Using
traditional medical examinations as a guide one might be forgiven for
assuming that knowledge is the yardstick of-professional competence.
However knowledge, particularly in the health sciences, has two mortal
characteristics. It has not only rapidly expanded within thp last
decade (which makes its sesessment highly idiosyncratic) but it is even
less immutable than ever before. Hence tarts of knowledge alone may
not be valid measures for certifying professional status. The atility
to continually modify one's skills, knowledge and attitudes in solving
new problems would.seem more realistic and professional tnan acquisition
and stereotyped reproduction of the attributes themselves. of course
the reliability of any certif cation process is fundamental to 'attesting
the fact" about a parson's ovetences. As the distinction made between,
the characteristics of prof sionalsiand non -professioi, 'a become,
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clearer, it should also lead to_the development of core reliable and
valid procedures to certify profeseional status. re

What is the educational role of assessment?

Again, a fleeting reference to the Co -..e Oxford Dictionary showed
that to "educate: is to train mentally and morally: to train (person).

V3 do*, In educational jargon, this is tantamount to describing
knowledge, attitudes and psychomotor skills. These three az:poets form

the basin of many competency-based educational programmes, and the
undergraduate medical curricula= at Newcastle University is no
exception. Preeatated learning objectives are defined for individual
clinical problems. At the end of each academic term, each student is
assessed on his demonstrated competence in integrating these objectives
to solve a variety of unseen medical problems. In designing a
comprehensive assessment. programse whicA reflected the Ficeity's
general educational philosophy, the following principles or roles
emergee.

Any student .assepsment should:

(i) provide students with opportunities to
demonstrate application of knoteledge,
attitudes or skills whore appropr4ate,
and not justthe recell of information:.

(ii) test for problem- solving and problem-.
management as the most'important
applications. besides the use.of the
underlying sciences in justifying
derielons:

(iii) allow students who can complete learning
tasks earlier to proceed with elective
studies (to follow their own interests,
and promote independent learning), but
at the sae* time

(iv) allow the-other students more time and
guidance to achieve coepetence without
the problem of intervening (new)
learning teaks:

(v) provide rapid knowledge of results, with
an emphasis on diagnostic information to
allow students to monitor their own
progress and plan remedial studies;

(vi) be an open system, where standards are
known, and where the required levels of

..coepetence are stated beforehand:

(vii) encourage assessment of their own and their
peers' performance as a means toward their
own further education through observac.51,
discrimination and decision-making;
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(viii) encourage students to carefully evalusto
this and other aspect of the educational
progra=e, towards it futiare skills in
adapting, to and fostering change
responsibly ( , R. 174)..

1 s .

The.rapid development of the Facultys assessetal. programa° during its
first year of operation in now well4socumanted .. By the and

of thir# tereC(1978) the Assessment Sub - Committee had prodoced a
working nodal of an anseaerent programoo whi seemed acceptable in theCacAlain to students and offered,a reasonable =is° between education
and certification! roles. gowever, no two y are over the eame: .-

Term 4 (1979) vas particularly strenuous (but stimalating) for students
and precipitated a not of recomendatians from than about changes in,
the timetabling, format and regulations governing asseseent. Basidrily
they felt a strong iebalance betasen roles duo to unnecessary
certification strictures on their development. s't

What was the conflict of intermits between the two role*?

A conflictvas poutisli from two 'Ands of situation. 040 was that both
education and certification roles were sufficiently vague or poorly-
defined idriN0,0002200t to preclude any satisfactory resolution. This
alternative vas considered'highly unlikely in view of the pre - stated
philosophy on examinations in this educational progra=e The other was
that each role was clear, but mutually antagonistic - in timing or
function. A mid-year (1979) review of the separate roles of assoaenent
vas also cede by the Assessment StibsCammittee and the following features
*served in relation to the earlier-mentioned education roles (i)-(viii).

First, students were dissatisfied with the relatively low proportion of
items testing explication of learning. They felt too many iteo, tested
factual. recall or basic pattern recognition. Aseessors admitted it was
much harder to construct items testing proSlet-eolving (application of
learning) than those of medical knowledge. Some felt unsasy about .

providing and accepting broad nodal answers to the forte: items, while
other assessors insisted an setting items mainly tasting knowledge.
More appropriate guidance in item construction vas an obvious solution
to this conflict. For those students whose problem-solving skills were
not evident on the written essessment, the conduct of oral supplementary
asseseronts with two examiners vas seen as an effective way of resolving
earlier doubts op each student's competence.

Second, tests of prtblen-solving and patientsnanagenent were notably '

more difficult to construct for first-year students. Reasone for this
were more in relation to curricplar orientations and the disparate
choice of clinical problems (particularly in the introductory tern
than to theoretical odocational issues/. Another conflict in the
assessaent of these aspects arose duo to the Faculty's pre-occupatson
with clinical problem-solving. Assessor* with basic sciences backgrcundi
often argued that problem-solving could also be examined, and, with: nom,
rigour, within their particular disciplines. Although there were
adequate opportunitimnfor this via formative astatesment there as no
legitimate way of ensuring that etteenti would atterpt than. This
conflict essentially remains unresolved, altbmigh the introdsction of
computer -aided instructign as a curriculum resource nay provide the

. 4.,
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necessary stimulation for students, and data sources for core effective
and becatier problem-solving asaessments.

Third, there was no difficulty in allowing students who cccedeted
learning tasks either in ehe term to proceed with elective studies for
the remaining period. However a real prtibl= emerged in .elation to
the rest of en intake, which was caused by thl indirect proem= on
those, students to etteept the first assessment whether they were ready
or Dot. Even with the diagnostic and remedial support available to
each etudent on the basis of this assensment, the fortnight's grace
before thisecond asees=ant for that term turned into a tense period
of recuperation. Holding second assessment immediately after the term
vacation did little to alleviate the clauairophobic atmospee're.. In

brief, the tesetabling of assesseant was jeopardising the education
roles. This conflict vas resolved by allowing students to carry" any
felled assessments over the remainder of the year, and by replacing the
single, written second assesemeet with Multiple attempts at oral
deferred assessments when the student felt ho was able to demonetrate
his competence, However a different conflict may Dow be created.
Students ray choose to egeore their "failed* terms until the and of the
year - at which stage they face the formidable task of regenerating
greater numbers of coopetences. Alternatively, they may worry
excessively about repatreateng the failed terns) - to the detr.i.mant of
their concurrent studies.

On the fifth educaelonaii: c, e meetioned for asses t, concerted

efforts have been mach it 3e assessors etc identify specific areas of
deficiency in performs: The overall judgement of each students`
competence for a term Is not based on a rigid, pre - determined percentage

of natinfactory item responses. It is leaped (albeit are wavingly) on
the assessors' judgement oi the likely hindrance to the student's
subsequent progress caused the identified deficiency. 'Both student
entaees beim accepted this procedure quite readils They are reecrnendtd
tq review thole examination scripts and the agsessots' pacific coements
in their cwn time, or together with tkot iazulty berber identified to
assist their rerediation.

The sixth role proved to be a vary important s...41: to students in relation

to the traditional bysufication surrounding the masking of examinations.
Faculty felt that the best way to resolve this long-standing conflict
was to introduce a formal meeting between assessors and students each
tore. This period was scheduled originally as an opportunity for
student* to participate in, and discuss the mode: answers give- for,
marking examination scripts. Any alternative arise:ire to item considered
acceptable by the panel of assessors would be noted prior to the actual
marking. Similarly, any items judged ambiguous by.ptudents night be
deleted for marking purposes.

The'seventb principle was closely linked to the sixth in practice. The

Faculty het) attempted to convince etude= on the virtues of the
aseeasment Review session - but with moderato success. Suffice to say.

the original staff-centred organisation of these sessions was too
idiosyncratic on the panel of assessors and the personality of its
chairman. The students wanted to conduct the session themselves, free
from staff influence. The changed format has been highly successful for
both intakes and ironically, is far nore commensurate with the original
programme objectivei relating to self-evaluation and peer review.
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Briefly, the eighth principle continues to cause a confl of interests.
Formal student evaluation sessions conducted by a non-faculty remher at
the end of each tern have varying levels of patronage. The first intake
has tendsurto avoid foreal sessions, but these students wore
iestr=ental 4riretc=enclingchangee to the asiesmment programme and
regulations after their Tarts 4 experiences. The conflict with Faculty
,interests is that it is difficult to get representative dSta from this
intake which will pr tote other changes to the educational progra=
for sUbacquent intakes. However, in view of their allicime position in
the Faculty this may be equally beneficial until the system has had a
chance to operate properly.

' In summery, this paper has identified soma of the essential features of
thd certifying and educating roles which can he expectedibf examinations.
In each of the situations described tlye conflicof interests between
these roles in the medical Utility at Newcastle-has been resolved by
open eedirs2Patructive criticism for change. In proceeding with these
changes t has been invalghble to refer to the clearly-defined educational
ptogramme objectives of the Faculty.. That the innovative natare of The
eases:mm.24)&1 continues to survive is a tribute to-the flexible,
problem-soli-ing approach made by both students and faculty.
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Professional accreditation

E. Stokes

rent professionsreeuirs those who wish to lolothe profession to undertate a course of study in an
*cadmic institution. folfoted by a period of practical emperlsocit. to some professions senoloates
are assn rs3+:ire+3 to sit for separate smailmations set -by the Profession or by a controlling
statutory body. In-the former use the Profession or the statutory body accredit courses of study.

in the-monis of occreditation there is consumicatIon between the profession and the teaching
institution *Area can prows vs be beneficiat en the teething lostitutien. The piper *111 etemine
this relationship.

is recant year*. 10 addltitm to the traditionai relationships Peewee the teaohlog inutitutions smd
the professions, a number of statutory occredizet:csn bodies hays been estsbligvhd. Cont./11/y the
approval of tyrst_kodies Is 'moulted before government fiords are allocated to a course of study.

The compTssity of the resulting accreditation procoss,and the conflicting requirements thatme/ be
estabiltded deserve close smosination. A mint his teen reached were the process 04, to d4tsri
POW to Vu idscstionl process.

The reasons for ooletalPlog an accreditation each vita for professlonel courses will me examinee
and en endeavour will be gads to ettablisft guidelinds for the process which will preserve pro-
fsssiomal standards buts allow ed.:cation/1 joseration to tale pleas.

1. PRE7i1V3LE

In this paper the accreditation of courses of study which grant
ad:a:mien to well defined professions is discussed. The discussion
leads to eotie principles which may have application in more general
accreditation systems. However, th; accreditation of courses, other
than professional coprses, is not specifically discussed.

2. HISTORICAI.PACEGRCL4nD

The early history of the Hedical Profession gives some insight into
the origins of the current practices el' professional accreditation.
In England, in the reign of Beery VI, Gilbsrt Rymer appeared with two
surveyors of the Faculty of Physic and two Masters of the craft of
Surgsry before the Mayor, of the City of London s seek authorisation
for a professional organimition. Their rules were meant to ensure
that practitioners were properly qualifiecisard were rewarded Imeasux-
ably after the deserving of their labour*. They were also to treat
thepcorand needy free of charge and search the shops fcr quack
remedies and pour them in the gutter. It is doubtful if the petition
vas ever granted and the Physicians vent on to higher status whilst
the Surgeons lost status and became associated with the Barbers.
They were nokagain'enited one profession until many yearn later.

In 1518 Henry VIII granted a cbartet to the Royal College of
. .

191yeicians, largely due to the efforts afffbasas Linacre who had been....a'
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educated at both Oxford and Padua. The subsequent Act of 1522 stated
*that it was necessary and expedient to provide that no person be
suffered to exercise and practice physic and only those persons that
be pcofound, sad and discreet, groundedly learned, and deeply studied
in ;4810." No persoa, except a graduate of Oxfoid or Cambridge,
should be allow:WU; practise physic unless examined and approUed by
this College. ,The College also had oversight of physicians and the
scrutiny of medicines. (1)

The systems of education for the professions :trash-1.41y evolved over
the years with cur present systems large,ty evolving over the past 150
yeart. luttaefprofesaions, prior to the development of formal
prd.fiatsioosl education, candidates for the profession ware articled
to practitioners who were responsible for developing.both their
theaticai and practical knowledge. After the completion of articles
the candidates were admitted to practice. Inmany,cases good social
connections were more useful than academic competence. The community
gradually became concerned about the cowetence of professional pecp1
an:dente effective systems of regulation were set up.' These
generally consisted either of statutory reqUirements leadidg to
registration, or of tighter control of entry standards by the prof-
essions themselves. Statutory control is exercised in Australia in
the areas involving health, public safety and law. The statutory
licedsing previdions are generally' the responsibility of the states
and may require candidates to sit for exmmtdations set by the
statutory authorities or alternatively the authorities may accredit
certain academic courses. The professions, liggise, may set their.,
own entry examinations or accredit academic courses. On the whole,,
there has been a move, over the years, away from formal entry
ensminations to accredte-ng of courses conducted in Universitteg ana
Colleges. .

Almost all profedtiqns.now require entrants to undertake a formal
course of study in an academip institution followed'by a period of
supervised practical training. In some professions this initial
period may be followed by further study and experience fo gain a
specialist qualificatic.n. With the rapid rate of development of
knowledge and practice zany professions have became concerned about
the ability of their mashers to keep up to date. This has lead to
..onsideration of compulsory continuing education as a requirement
for professionals to retain theireecreditation.

The use of qualifying examinations, set by statutory or professional
bodies, has often been,critioistd on educational grounds. In

Australia these ,eamainations provided a means of entry to Many prof-
issions for over a century. Candidatei studied as best they could
and than sat .for the gealifying examinations.

Professor W.C. Xcrnot, the first professor of engineering at the
University of Welbournelbas a partlealarly trenchant critic of such
examinations. (2) In 1898 Kernot wrote

Examinations, unless conducted with great care, may
do harm and even with the utmost care will some-
times give fallacious results. I confess I do
not like exaninations.standing alone so to speak.

711i1OMI
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All-examiners have their poculiaiities, their,
pethdeCtea and their favotiriteriays of
looking-atthem.: Asystem of cramming springs
eke'. and all tfielittle idiosyncrasies of

- examinersere imuilY-obeeryed by-the cramners.4"
l'he,restilt is that a geoda-aireinerii=edwill

faiVnd aVeri inkeriern-judici Isly cram-
_

Goat 'iedgeent is'needeT to,
mahe a sound-examiner. I question. whether any
one- can-really be a proper eXaminbr,Unless. he
has had largeteaching-me0e4en'ne, and is able

fully -inter, into the difficiiiiies and don-
. fesions-ofaabadofbeginners. Thegopisexaminow_:.--/'

le tedadesanded, oympathetic, anxious to discern
the points of. merit, to sift the wheat from the
chaff. Ha aPprociates-the trouble of the
.learner,' and allows for the haste, excitement
and generally unfavourable condition under
which examinations are held. Such a one is a.
treasure, for ho is rane.
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Kennet was a perceptive, innovative and farsighted man mith a refresh-
ingly soup] Itiew4of the principles of good education. He did not live
at peace with the bureaucrats of his day.

During the period of development of formal accreditation procedures
the mechanisms used to accredit academic courses have ranged from
simple acceptance of courses to elaborate accreditation procedures.
At the one extreae, virtually no fUrmal control has been exercised
over teaching institutions; senior academics Jaave.served on statutory
bola* and councils of professions, providing an effectiie bri4ge
betwein the teaching institutions and, the bodies concerned. This
practice follows the tradition established by the acceptance of
Orford and Cambridge graduates by the Royal College of Physicians in
the title% of -gent..., 'VIM.

Stith the pioliferation of teaching institutions in recent years more
fomaal ngcnent i'have been ad4iedi, These arrangements have
(jeexefl irequired'flie teeO'hing:'institutiala tormake formal submiss-
ion and undergo inotbctitin`by an accrediting panel.

In extrene cases accrediting bodies have prescribed de i1ed ha-
buses -which teaching institutions are required to fell . I is
suggested that this litter practice is educationally able in
that it limits the freedom of teaching institutions to man effect-

,

ive courses.

A- 3. THEIVAREHTPDSITION

With the rapid development of tertiary education since the publics-
tien of the Hartileteport in 1964, a number of controlling bodies
havil been established at state- nd coomenwealth level. In the
Universitiee these bodies.have-sellsereed th'emselves with course
viability and distribution of funds. In the Collages of Advanced
Education they hive also concernei/themselven with the detailed
accreditation of courses

*-1
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The recently amenclted Victor4an Post SecCndary Act provides for thb
Pose OiC4d4ry Sueationstissien_tojwpt.eydrof:a11,60,cougses,ard

inindnints to existing courses in both. the Una-VeriA4iesi,anat.77.

S.4118,4S,WAavaneed.EaUcation in Victoria- It also brorDienfOtan .

AZOr:eaita:tiOn.,Eoara to accredit 'Ociurses in thetollegeslinliv,the '

Eeikiiiii60-die Wthat a College in.naii4e of_adequateWoontrolling
tii414401*.itlan4*(yet:itne,ourses.; ",

this =arrangement in Victoria will be viewed: With
3iteir sit`: by those who -are reePonalble for the design of courses in

the4refeasions. '

*heent'C40i:ttee,0 incini0, into the EngineitAng profession in
e-United.R44*:(The-iinUfaton'Committee) (3)-hat,proposed .

"Citernal'.aoureaitatienby a, statutory national authority to ensure
410,0iindarasand aentinuingreievande% The provision is to
apply ie'both'UniVersities and Polytechnics offering. professional
*fpgingerinii courses. The reecomenaation,was grudgingly, accepted
by the Vico Chancellors andoperly'rejected'by the Staff Associations,
The Finiiiiton cceapittae was concerned about the decline in the

econoein power of,BritishmanifactUring.industry and saw a need for
considerable retorts of British-engineering education. The accredit-
ation model prOposed was essentially based onone currently used to
accredit engineering courses in the United States of America which
is operated by the Engineering Council for Professional Development
(EC PD).

professions endeavour to control the standards and conduct of their
members in the following ways(

i) by controlling the basic education and initial
practical experience of candidates for the
profession.

ii) by the enforcement of a code of ethics.

iii) by the provision ofjearnersOciety activities
to allow.coccluuy3e of ideas and to keegIsembers
aware of newdevelopments irfprofesaionfil.irtctice.

iv) by supervisiOn of arils of practice.

In. general, Whenever the competence of a profession is questioned,
an endeavour is made to tighten the control of the profession over
the education of candidates for the profession. Thii is generally
easier to.achieve than detailed supervis on of the conduct and skill
of the practitioners.-

kpoint has now been readied in prefieni tdu ation where the
coupling of ,professional accreditation h gener accreditation
is gesulting- in a complex bureaucractidprocedure ch may place
conflicting demands upon the teaching- institution. There is a risk
of acatiemics'Aesignit oograis to satisfy, their' perceived view of
the gequitkp'fintialt6toUting bodies and the idiosyncracies of
those who serve on the bodies. In the long, term thin-ie likely to
inhUbiteducational innovation and lead to stagnant courses.
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The stops which havdto bd.
engineering course in a. Vi

,If'the.coUrse,being accred
,ce0Uitteee may, e inJ.,ted

,thd issues.
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followed ta-Mtain accreditation of an
Tjan Coll eare shown in Appendix A.
ra4tes. lisy'isaues further sub-

-- --
o the syatemtd deal speaiiically with

-a 1: - .
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The proceas.is rather lIke.a:gaMe of makes and ladders played on a
1:41.0.14th.Seekes and mo4ladders. 'never goes forOlkd any further

than bardbserves and One mai tt.:*imes go.backward.. A point' has been
seached mbere*ehe cost and educational effectivenesi of the whole
pioceis needs to be critically exiMined.

4. THE NE FOR ACCREDITATION

At the outset it must be asked what accreditation procedures measure
and control. It is interesting to note .that even though the presti-
gious privately funded engineering schools in America rarely seek
formal accreditation their graduates are eageKly sought after.

a

Accreditation may enure that the right environment is present for
good education to occur, it is doubtful if it can ensure, absolutely,

that good education will occur. There are, nevertheless, sound
arguments for ensuring that an environment is present in which good
education can occur, particularly when the institutions concerned

are in a state of transition.

In this paper it is proposed to restrict the discussion of the need
for accreditation and the form which accreditation may take to

professional courses.

As a foundation for the argument, it is suggested that the following
propositions are a reasonable concunus of public opinion upon which

to base such arguments.
.5

i) In a publicly funded education system, which is.
competing 'for fundi4with othev desirable community

aCt4,iges, it i3 decessaiy.to ensure' that the
-s offered ardneeded by the comMunity on

itarien or cultural grounds.

ii) The community has.:4;right to expect that people
offerinutheir se'icas as prnfeusiouals have

. roeeived a iatisfaqtcfreduOtion and achieved
a prescribed level of competence.

I
iii) ,Aev stuoznt entering -a professional course

has 2% right to expect that he will be taught
current and relevant material and that he
will, find himself in an environment in which
he Can develop his latent abilities to the
full. He should also-expecttp be taught in
a manner which will, ensure that he can cope
with change during his career.
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The first proposition is concerned with the viability of courses or
artaeof study and will not be pursue' in this paper-. The second
notthird propositions farm the basis of arguments for a system of-

editition.

It is moat impoirant that arguments. about viability and accreditation
mi;.Olear2y distinguished. The mininum,keguirements for accredita- -

tIon; fiewekers'do,scit the 1:lira-of resources required in arguments
aboutmour:Wiiibility.° Viability is concerned with community needs
aid economics,' acereditiltion is concerned with quality of education.

5. Tai 1" RMLLS1eS of iccromavaioN

The determination of the Standards of professional practice in a
partiellar profession is a complex issue which is largely arrived at
by concensus within the profession. As a result of new discoveries,
what was acceptable practice ten years ago may not be acceptabae
today. As the skill of the professional increases so do community
exie.ctations. In an undergraduate professional course the following
elements may be found:

Fundamental knowledge which is well established or
subject to Ea slow'rate of change, (the fundemental
principles of mathematics).

Knowledge, which has a degree of uncertainty, which
may be rapidly changing bUt which represents the

wheat material available it the time.

Skills, both intellectual and manual, which are
needed by the practitioner in his everyday work.

Principles of professional conduct (ethics) and
other material which enables the professional to
interface with the.cammunity at large.

It will be recognised that there are tangible and intangible elanents
within this list. The intangibles are very difficult to measure,
even for staff who are constantly in touch wi3O a body. of students.
It may be virtually impossible for an accreditation committee,
cZaisting of outsiders, to measure them. For example, how does one
m sure if an engineering or architecture course is likely to pro-
duce creative designers?

It is also interesting to note that both academics and accreditation
cccmittees are not held responsible for the incompetent or unethical
practices of their students in later life.

/II

t is possible to draw up a list of items which an accreditation
committee may reasonably examine. The list will include:

The course rationale.

Formal syllabuses, including prescribed reference material.
Formal examinations and other assessment procedures.
Laboratory work:field work, clinical work.

3(L



physical facilities, equipment and library.
Ancillary services.
Adequecrof staff numbers.
Adiquacy.ok snip/art staff.

.(oarificatiens, experience and activities of Academic staff
Q.g. qualificatiOna

published work
research interests
proteisional interests
community ink/a/velment

teaching ability
educational innovation
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The accreditation ccer=sttee may talk to staff and students to gain
impressions of attitudes within the teaching d6partment. Another
possibility, which reqUires the course to have run -for a while, is
to*look at the careers of graduates from the course. The method is 1

used by the community and often reflects in students showing a
preference for well established prestigious teaching departments. It
does have ti/Stie difficulties as a formal accreditation procedure, not
the least of which is the time taken tp obtain feedback. Beyond this
point there has to be a reliance on the fact that Competent profess-
ionals, conducting an arademic course, should be capable of exerci-
ing a degreeiof independent judgesent'in the design of a coarse.
They should also have the freedom to make rapidvadjustments to a
course to meet developments in knowledge or practice. It should, in
fact, be a requirement of accreditation that a mechanism to effect
change is present, in the teaching.adepartment.

Competent academics, observing students over a three"or four year
course, should also be the people best able to determine if the
students have gained the knowledge and competence necessary for th_m
tp ener the initial period of professional practice. After a period
of supervised practice it is then for the profession to finally
decide whether the candidate should be admitted to the full ember-
ship of the profession.'

6.. 14116 SHOULD CONDUC ACC. EDITATION?

It is submitted that accreditation should be conducted by a single.
r/roperly conutituted body at reasonable intervals of time. In a well

regulated course it should not be necessary to reaccredit at less
than three to five year intervals.

For theyacademicgstaff, the most valuable functions of a formal
accreditation procedure will be the establishment of aims and
objectives for the course and.the careful planningeof the material
of the course. A course needs to be planned by the staff who will
teach the course within the teaching institution. The planning groue
may then benefit from discussions with a critical, informed, yet
sympathetic group of people to ensure that the aims of the course are
realistic, the material relevant and,thit educational met:Jods sound.

1

Such an accreliting group can Ileo wahine the routine matters listed
earlier and assist the course planners to maintain proper standards

3s
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relative to other courses of a similar nature.

With the need to maintain the confidence of the community in the
ccelpeteAce of peofeseio_il people, it is desirable that each profess- 7
ion plays s major role in tLe accreditation of Courses of study in
Its area. The judgements about suitability and relevance of the
material in the course must be made by the meMbera of the:' profession.

'wo is alSo a need in Undereeaduate education to ensure that the
courseeis based on a sound philosophy of education. This will largely
be concerned with the role of the professional as a onmber of society
and will ensure that the professional can see his work in the context
of the noels* of which he is a member.

finally, there it a need to ensure tnat the educational methods used
to teach the colas_ are sound and that adequate resources are
available.

This points to an accrediting panel consisting predominantly of
members of the profession, both practitioners and teachers, together
with people who can look at educationel philosophy and method. The
group must be prepared to discuss the course freely with those
responsible for its design. It must also be prepared to acknowledge
innovation and progress.

In this way a reasonable measure of zonteel over standards can be
maintained without maintaining a weighty fhreaucratic process that
yill ultimately stifle innovation and development.

7. SUMWNRY

i) --The community will continue to demand control over
the standards of education in professional courses.

ii) The setting of proscribed syllabuses by a central
body_ is rejected as being educationally unsound.

iii) The.grantiiig of couplets freedOn to the acadeeic
inetituion to design and conduct its coureeswitn
the students then being required to sit for an
external lizonsing examination, is teen as providing
inedeonateesaesement of the candidate and the

.possibility of unsound education.

iv) The be comproiise is obtained by allowing a temehing
doeartmpnt to design its courses and examine its
studerte. 'The course should be accredited by a
single competent'pauel, consisting of memberr Cf the
profession ard people competent in educational
philosophy and method.

v) The accreditation panel should determine that. the
philosophy and modus operandi of the course 'are sound
and that adequate staff and resources are available.
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-vi) In the last resort the standards of education
depend on the profesnionil competence, scholar-
ship and enthusiasm of the teachers.
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Influence of accreditation, procedures on
academic course planners: Observations based
on a study of six courses in Victorian CAEs

R. Wel lard
the CtOrtil etcredltatIon system for C.A.C.'s Is widely regarded as having provided a high level of
inference of tciedeeic credibility and quality in new courses. Nevever t study of the decision
*Alms In six courses epproned through the Victoria institute of Coileges and the State Coney. of
Vittorio relied leportant questions about the infldence c4 formal edelnIstrative peocedares on
ecedealc Staff who were involved planning courses. These questions concerned the tine taken and
sequenv.1 vrvierious phases of Mira! development and,foreei accreditation. the relative Interplay
of 000414f0O41 sad ebelnIstriltive considerations In 4eclalon aoktft9. he InflueACe of adelnistrative
Pieced:es on She types of decisions nadso the motivations of *cadet staff In most planning.
and the feasible .tracts of different cornet review procedures on t quality of imdleventation.r
1. NATURE Or THE STUDY

The study rocused on the nature of planning decisions made in the
development of new courses for approval in Victorian Colleges of
Advanced Education. Six new course developments approved in the years
1977 and 1978 were selected as case studies. Data were collected on
these courses from the point of initiation of the d4Welopeents through
io the point of final approval by the Victoria Institute of Colleges
(V.I.C.) Or. the State Colleca of Victoria (S.C.V.) and was obtained
from siestas of eeetings, course documents, eorrespendence and from
interviews with principal participants in the decision caking.

2. 1BE SYSTEM OP COURSE ACCREDITATION

It should be noted that in Victoria recent developments in the co-
ordination of post-secondary education have included tho establishment
of the Victorian Post-Secondary Education Cot:mission (V.P.S.E.C.) and
the progressive transfer of V.S.C. and S.C.V. responsiblities to this
body. In November 1979, the V.I.C. Council resolved that responsibil-
ity for all course approvals for 1982 and thereafter, be transferred
to V.P.S.E.C.. Pacent legislation, passed by the Victorian Parliament
this year, has provided for the appointment of an 'Accred...ation Board'
to investigate courses and advise V.P.S.E.C. on their accredita-
tion. As a consequence of this, course accreditation procedures appear
to be :n a state of flux. A critical review of strengths and weak-
nesses of the system is thus very timely.

The and S.C.V. had evolved broadly similar adMinistrative pro-
cedures to be followed by colleges in planning new courses for
accreditation. These procedhres established review mechanisms for an
initial course proposal and a subsequent final course submissicn and
set down requirements fel the content of course proposals and course
submissions. Each authority had a governing body which delegated

responsibility for carrying out accreditation procedures to a support-
ing cosraittee structure. A course whicti received,approval of state
authorities normally would be submitted to the Australian Council on
Awards in Advanced Education for national registration of the :ward for
the course.
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Houston and Harean (1979) cited numerous criticises of thi course
accreditationprecesi. These included:

a

*
*

Lack of uniformity in procedures

Utisatisfactory composition of committees reviewing
course submissions

Unclean and/or inappropriate criteria used to Judea
subiiisions'

Confuzioo over the nomenclature of awards
Excessive demands placed oft collegerresourcep in
preparing suheissions
Time delays in gainihe approval

In spite of these criticisms, by and large the benefits of the systed
were widely aperecibted according to Houston and Harman. Strengths of
the systmainCludeds

Reasonable assurance of the ace4a-eic credibility of new
courses

Encouragement of outside involvement in course development
and the activities of Colleges

Assistance in the maintenance and improvement of educational
standards

-Findings of the present study provided confirmation of criticizes
regarding time delays and raised a fluster of other issues in relation
to course accreditation which warrant closer investigation.

3. PLANNItio TIME

There was considezeble variation in the amount of time taken,in planning
the six courses se. .cted as case studies. ) The total planning period was
between 23 months to 72 months in the six courses. The proportion of
this tic& occupied by the formal decieionemaking process through the
committee structures of the V.I.C. and/or S.C.V. was between 20% and 50%.
Five of the: six courses contained phases of decision- --...eking in whAch

detailed coarse development proceeded at the individual colleens even
though the process of-formal approval of initial course proposals had
not been cempaeted at the V.I.C. oeS.C.V. This can be attributed to a
combination of thiii-fAttors. Firstly, there.were Limo lags by the
V.Z.C. and S.C.V. in undertaking and completing the process of foreally
reviewing initial course proposks. Secoad1,y, these appeared to bk. a
deliberate effort on the part orsoire college course planners to main-
tain the momenium of the centre* development rather than await formal
approval of initial couyu proposals by the or S.C.V.. Thirdly,
in ;he case of two of the courses, it is likely that the colleges
course planners acted on informal advice and proceeded to full develop-
mat of the °aurae once their initial course proposals were reco=ended
by the first committee of review within the V./.C./S.C.V. ccemittee
structure.

s
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The V.I.C. and S.C.V. both provided annual time deadlines fair colleges
to submit initial course proposals and full course subcissions. These
deadlines were intended to provide adequate tiro for the forral review
of proposals and submissions to occur. However, these ,deadlines were

b. not adhered to when the six courses were being developed and in soee
cases time delays in the formal processing of course submissions nay
have has deleterious effects. 14 to eau evidence: eh at eatiege =urns
planners felt relatively powerless to influence events, became faun-.
trated and increasingly questioned the, objectivity and wiseom of.
V.X.C./S.C.14. committee asebers Tin& delays meant that further det-
ailid course planning in preparation for implementation of courses
tended to be brought to a standstill in she bases. Houston and Harman
(1978) indicated that colleges often argued that they were unable to
respoad quickly to identified cocmunity needs because of the time taken
to formally process course submissions. The study proyided clear evi-
dence that the period between developing an initial propoeal and gaining
final approval of a full course submission was often a very lengthy-ene.
Over such periods of time there could be substantiel changes la educa-
tional and comity needay

. 4. TINMIttWIL--VERSUS AOKINISTRATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
IN DECUSION.M.114 '"

The findings of the study indicated that another important area of con-
cern was the relative interplay between educatia.al eassideratamns and
administrative considerataans .in planning the six courses.

AiStnisriative pioceduseu and guidelines existed in relation to

CO The broad phases of course planning
(ii) Theoformat of initial course proposals

(iii) The format of fell courwa.submiseions

(iv) The tine deadlines formaking submissions

Pecauso the format of initial courpe.proposals was pretcribed there was
evidence that course Illanners made decisions on detailed course matter
to comp:y with format requirements, rather than oh the basis that the
decisiong ea.e intrinsically important in planning courses.. Thleealso
tended to be true in relation to tRi full course submission. Whilst
course structuxe and decent decisions appeared to be intrinsically
important to course planners, decisions on need tended te be directed
towards justifying,the course t6 the V.I.C./S.C.V. and other decisions
were often superficial in nature to comply with format requirements.
Initial course proposals typically did not contain any detailed evidence
of propobals in the light of than initiatin; college's educational aims
and existing and proposed courses in other colleges.

Administrative procedures otrongAy influenced both the typo and aegear.ae

of decisions cede in planning the six courses. in five of the six

courses, decisions made in the formal reviewing of the initial course
procoa4.a and full comsat eubmisafons, accounted for between 40% and 53%
of the true' pldhning decisions recorded. A substantial part of those
formal decigions related to the initial course proposal orafull course
submission as a whole, rather than to detailed course ratters. This

4 13



meant that a large, volt: of duplicated documentatien passed through
formal committees, and want not subject to detailed scrutiny. In soca
of the courses, there weze detailed course matters about which no decl-
aims were sass over the entire planning period. These matters included
teaching methods, &easement nethods, evaluation. and administration.
The formal reviewing process failed to identify these missions:

The requirement that initial course proposals and full course steeds-
eians be developed according to pteacribed guidelines seemed to produce
a noreing effect onekcisionemakizgbyemecluding

or minimizing con-
sideration of divergentr creative solutions. Between the phases of
formal decision-making whieh tended occur has long cycles, there were
formal decisiond developing, appraising and amending detailed course
matters in.i meaner aptly described by Eiret and Walker (1971) as
Iseziel analysis and piecemeal alteration'.

5. MOTIVATICUS OF CCUME MANN=

The study revealed that course' planners in the six coutsea in general
worked extremely hard in attempting to develop courses which reflected
the collective wisdom of-. other staff, course coomittees and representa-
tives from industry and professional groups. Noreithatitedieg this,
there was in a number of the courses, evidence of what eight be termed
'academic antzepreneuxalise. In some cases, courses were initiated
partly in response to the V.I.C. easter planning process which invited
proposals from colleges. Proposals were developed and submitted without
such regard for the demand or need for counsels. (Factors such at the
academic plade of the =liege and the expertise of the staff scored to
be of greater importance.) In one case, a stiff ember was specifically
appointed in the initial phase of planning tcrdevelop and eventually
ispleent the course. Planning was based lcrgely on the convicttco that
than was an approprieto area of development by the college rather than
a demonstrated need.

The U40 of wade data provided :exther evidence of 'academie entrepren-
euraliem!. In no course was needs data collected in order to genuinely
question whether the coarse should be developed. Needs data was typi-
cally collected in the full course development phase and consequently
eouzie planners had made a conei4eraile investment ac 'ace and energy
in planning the course. able may explain why needs dataverecoanly
directed at justifying the course endwersaavele interpreted in the
most favourable light rather than Ojectively reported,

There was evidence of the existence of vented political interest in tee
formal processing of two of the courses.. One course was subject to a
protracted period of review by the V.I.C. Lialsee Committee on Sub-
ProfesSimal Courses. This apseared to be a result of political con-
flict between T.A.F.E. authorities end the V.1.C., an such as any
batters of concern with the'cicurze itzelf. The other course experienced
difficulty in gaining a recomandatioe for approval from a V.I.C.
Oa:It/Ade occeritiee. There vets evidence that this commettee's attitude
vas influenced by the views of a =ether tali;e wee Iron another V.I.C.
college which bad strong involvement in similar courses. The initiat-
ing college on the other hand had no representative on the commIttee.



6. FORMAL AND ME* OP IMPLEMENTATION

Mauston and Beeman (1978) indiezeed the general nature of a problem
which mains largely uaanswerable unless research is undertaken on
the impterentetion of approved courses. '

4F * A coarse proposal may ,be judeed to be of high
quality; appropriate staff, facilities and
resources may be available; but thii doesnot
attematically guarantee high Tiality.of out-
camas. (p. 65)
1

In contrast to thoee of the S.C.V. procedures included provi-
sion for a =hp= detailed review of course submissions by accredi-
tation sub-cammittees. Consequently; in taeCaze of one of the six
courses, selected because it was developed within the S.C.V. eystem,
there wee considerable aeandment and further develcpment of detailed
course matters conteined in the full course submission before it was
finally approved. Thia level of detailed review and amendment did not
occur during the for al processing of any of the other Vel.C based
courses. The difference petveen the V.I.C. and S.C.Y. in this respect
eight be expected to produce differences in the quality of implementc-
tien, however, little is known about this fundamental question.
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7. CM:LOD= DISCUSSION

The findings of the study provided evidence that administrative proce-
dures had a pervasive influence on the planning process, in that they
tencied to circeescribe the influence of educational consideraticas by
placing **basis on foreal requirements.

It is interesting to *emit's° what the planning/process might have
been if the central purpiee of en initial course proposal was tr ocean-
atrate that a need existed and if there sae a relative freedom fro=
formal guidelines, admieletretive ties requirements and formal committee

structures. It is possible to argue from theoretical models of planned
change, that identification of the need for prograemos is an important
initial phase of planning, tss g Zaltmen, Florio and Sikorski, 1977).
If this was the prime task which course planners had to undertake before
proceeding, it is likely that further detailed course development would
be each more solidly grounded on an effective information base. Rela-

tive freedom from administrative constraints after a need Ws doom-
strated, could permit course planners to base their decision-making sore
strongly on perceived educational considerations. Planning might incor-
porate a sore systematic decision-making process which involved problem
dlagneeie, creative consideration of alternative educational strategics
and models, and provision for evaleatien of implementation.

This sort of speculation raises Important questions about the ercfes-
atonal attitudes of course planners. /f they were able to develop

courses within the context of relative freedom, ce.eve planners would
need to demonstrate a high level of aoadenic reeponsibility and

1.39
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professional competenct. Whilst the stud*. revealed isolated examples
of 'acadesic entreproneuralismt And veste. .terect, the general
quality of the deeisior-making process Supports the view that provid-
ing greater freedom from administrative procedures and guidalines,coeld
result in course planning which is more strongly grounded on educational
theory and practice.
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Fiist year medical students' autonomy Its
impact on response to courses

G.A. Colditzh M.G. SiOehan

As en iniegrel component In the introduction of a new curriculum by u4 faculty of Medicine at the
university of tueoftsleod, an evaluation of the curriculum by a fecul.% sub -commiette was cemented

In 1979. A set of characteristics of a cempetent medical practitioner, agreed upon by the evatua-
clan committee, ,ens sub3Ivided into those mhich can be developed through courses bated on didactic
Instruction end Uvula selch can be developed through less formally structured courses. Subjects

mere rated by students, at the completion of each songster, for the extent to which each encouraged

or discouraged these cherecteristIcs. Tee ceases. "Introduction to $ealth end Society" and
.nrreductory **Mai Sociology", were rated more highly than other subjects as encouraging these

characteristics, that ism curiosity, ability to initiate self - directed activity. abilite to be
supportive end 4ftpurC9102: ability to make decisions, 10111f-ramfidt*.o. apathy, add ceprocity to

perticipAte In one's cum education. The more traditional preclInIcal subjects of Physics.
Chesistrs. Zoology and Introductory Cell Riology were rated most high., for eneouragement.of
retentive memory; attention to de411r and punctuality, neatness' and orderliness.

furtlesseirr, when the 414*doSic performance at students iutheir elective subjects "as compered e:th
their perforpenee -)n the set course ?objects. It is (*.A that students sttelred significantly

hider grades in the elective subjects. implication of thasi'findings in relation to student

(reire endeeeforeence within professional courses will be discussed.

ummucnoN

It is apparent that the, Attitudes of all staff involved in health care
delivery are basically responsihlifor all that is good or bad or
controversial in modern health care. Consequently, the role'of the
Universities in promoting And influencing the attitudes of medical
graduates is crucial. George Miller J1978) hear recently stated, "We

say we want sensitive, thoughtfuWanalytic, ie4ependent scholars,
than treat them like Belgiangeese being stuffed for pSt4 de foie gran ".

Likewise, Hilliard Jason (1979) hall stated -

We still have not acknowl6dged that the basic education,'
in our profession does nothing to fosterea lifetime of
continuing growth and deVelopeent. Indeed nearly eeery-

thing that happens during emir made education mitigates
... the development of those skills and attitudes most
neceasary for a lifetime of eontihuing self-education
and productive learning.

Statements such as these in the liteepture led the Faculty of Medirgine
Curriculum Evaluation Sub-Committne, established to evalJate the under-
graduate medical course at the University of Queensland, to include in
this evaluation a study of, the extent, to which the vario. eoursea
taught within the Faculty were encouraging the development of character-
istics considered to be those of a coMpetent medical practitioner. The
Evaluation Sub-Committee, after a review of the literature and consider -

able debate, agreed upam a set!of 13 characteristics of a pocapthent
medical practitioner (Table 1). Students entering Medicine 1 in the
first week of the 19/9 academic year were circulated with the list of

te
.4'
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15 characteristics as were all Taculty academic staff: The five
it** seleCtiedbythe Faculty as he most itpOrtant are set out in
Table 2. it is oteota that four of the five characteristics selected
by the students corresponded with those chosen by the Facility staff, -

the -OnlyeexCeptibeing that the students replaceeehe staff selection
of capacity for eipathy with ability to be supportive aad encouraging.

the iiedieine2IMonrseas intredwekOill979.felloiing the curriculum
dirtaiiti;:ihricts and Cell biology were

4.4ifir**:a414ir: lectures and. set_piatical. classes with assess-
g!eret- POWS rp,t recall of-Material, , delivered in lectures and .

ClOSSei. WoueWe'rt-SoCielbijieinid intliedUCtimaixeSialth and Society
were taught and aseeseedWitheiMPheidteaa student in

-sislinardeind Stideits ogre given a free choice of
topics for seminars and Zr e Much assignment work, as yell as being able
to Mace the eatei Coierelthe meterial. this is in cone
.temsitekth the tutorials in Physic*, ChaMistry and Anatomy, ?filch were
still teacher-centred aessione.

TUE reettlATIOR

The data reported have represent &small sag:Pent of the overall evalua-
tbee data (Sheehan and Coldite, 1980) obtained by means of question-
naireeehichweie circulated and Coepleted by the students in the last
week of each semester ,prior to-their exams. A covering letter from the
Dean stressed the confidential nature of the students; responses.' In
addition, an effort was:Made to have the questionnaires ce-elieed prior
to the exams in order to remaie the bias phich would have resulted if
students concluded their questlotulaires after knowing howvell they had
dome in each of the courses. deeehundred and thirty-four of 239
students in the year completed the questionnaires . first semester, as
dps 230 of,240 students in second sementer.e.

STS
When asked to indicate uhethe'l each subject encouraged, neither
encouraged or discouraged, or discouraged (mph of the 15 character-
istics of d corpetent medicalpractiticeer, only 2 subjects were rated
by more than 25% of the students as having discouraged any of these
15 characteristics. In both first and second ied6ster, Physics was
regarded by the students as discouraging curiosity. In addition, both
Chemistry and Physics in each semester were regarded as discouraging
interest and attention, and self-Confidence.

With regard to subjects for which 25% or more of students felt the
qualities, of a CeMpetentmedicel peactitioar to be encouraged by the

, the results al the studentaleratings of the various subjects
set out in Table 4 (tenteeterel) anti _Table S (semester 2). in the

te first qemester in tertiary education, all the subjects were
Wades encouraging the se dints' participation in their men

14.' 2
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education, yet in second semester, Chemidtry and Physics were not
rated for encouraging this quality. The lectureebased subjects
(Chemistry, Physics and Cellular Biology) were regarded by students as
encouraging flexible thinking, logical analysis, retentive memory, and
attention to.detail. In contrast with this was the response of
students to Health and Society in first semester, and Introduction to
Medical Sociology in second semester, these subjects being rated by
2c% or more of students as encouraging supportivenoss, empathy, and
personal integrity, while they were not regarded to be encouraging
rapantivh,memory( attention to detail, 4nd punctuality, neatness and
orderliness. The rating by students for the Gross. Anatomy segment of
the course as encouraging loyalty to the profession of Medicine, may
be explained by the fact thdt in this course students were being intro-
duced to the basic skills of physical examination under the guidance of
medical practitioners.

Allen Miller (1979) has recently stated -

Fortunately for higher education, there are fewer
examples today of large first year University classes
where all students.listen to exactly the same set of
lectures, read the same text books, write the same
essays or perform the same laboratory experiments,
and sit for the same final examination= Many of the
changes in teaching methods adopted in recent years
are described as attempts to suit to ng more to
the needs of individuals than to s average student.

As may be evident from the earlier table displaying the teaching
methods in first year medicine, we would argue that the lecture -based
courses in,first year (C)mnistey, Physics, Cell Biology and Zoology)
are in fact still very much aimed at the "average student". In con-
tract with this is the teaching id Introduct to Health and Soolety
and Introductory Medical Sociology whore the tudents are learning
and assessed primarily through seminar work, the peminars being run
primarily to meet the perceived needs and choices as made by the
students.

While curriculum per se, may be divided into the style of instruction
and the content of the material included in the instruction, we
believe that the results obtained in this study to date are a con-..

sequence of tne style of instruction rather than the content. In

support of this is the fact that students rated the Sociology course
as having a heavy workload, having little relevance Medicine, and
being of little use as a background subject for further medical
studies. Thus, any positive response in terms of characteristics
which were encouraged by the Scmiology course could not be described
as simply a flow-on from a positive response to that subject. In

fact, for each of those qualities just mentioned the Cell Biology
and Anatomy courses both were rated more highly than the Sociology
course (Sheehan and Colditz, 1980). We have concluded from these
results that the subjects in which students are given the freedom to

A
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pace the rate at which they acquire knowledge, and choose the areas
in which their seminar groups would work, halve reselted in the

students developing the characteristics which the Faculty staff have
considered to be the most important chat'acteristics of a competent
medical practitioner. However, several questions arise from this
Study. Firstly, with only two hours per week being speni in each
semester on these Subjects Which are encouraging those character-
istics, we could ask whether this is in fact an appropriate amount
of time. IUrthermors, if it is not, should more time be spent in
these subjects, or should tho other subjects in first year modify
their teaching stylea in order that these characteristics be
encouraged?

The results of this study have bean passed on to the Faculty
Curriculub C6cmittee and we await their deliberations on possible
modifications to the first year course as a result of this data.

We wish to thank the members of the Faculty Curriculum Evaluation
Sub-Committee for their assistance with thig study.
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TABLE 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF A comprrarr MEDICAL PRACTITIONER

"e"...

Curiosity

Flexible thinking

Ability to analyse a situation or problem logically

Ratentivo mamery

,4eTtion to detail

Punctuality, neatness and orderliness

Ability to maintain apish ievel.of interest and attention
over an extended period of time

Ability to initiate self-directed activity

Ability to make ch. 'ons

Self-confidence`

Capacity to purticipite in one's own education

Ab1litl to be supportive and encouraging

Capacity for empathy

Personal integrity

A high level of loyalty to the profession of Medicine

TADLE 2

MOST IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS OF A COMPETENT MEDICAL PRACTITIONER

FACULTY RATING IN ORDER

1. Ability to analyse a situation or problem logically

2. Personal integrity

3. Flexible thinking

4. Capacity for empathy

5. Ability to make decisions
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.=ILS

MSDICINH 1 1979

Tido semmstezi

.4,

CO U R.S`B

Ono semester

30

Lolturea

.Practicali

ilr.Ox alas .

Seminars

3 3 3 2 A
21$ 3 3 3 4

1

Total weekly'
contact holly's 7 G 2 '2

AssesmaSnt
AMtilod

(column percentages)

Lecture material
recall 00 SO Cl 100 50 40 30

Practical work %0 20 20 50

Seminar parnicipatian 40 40

.Written assignments 20 30

CH - Chemistry

PH,- Physics

ID - Cellular Biology

ZL - Zoology

AN - Anatr7

SM - Health and Society

SO - Sociology
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SUITECTS WHIP1211121V4EBE2EMEMEJSESEUEIEE2DUE

, EIXOURAGED BY COURSE

':thuleiity

Flexible thinking

Logicsi analysts

Retentive memory

Attention to detail

Punctuality, neatness, orderliness

Interest and attention

Self - directed activity

Ability to make decisions

Self-confidence

Participation in own education

Supportiveness

Empathy

Personal inte4rIty

Loyalty to profession

CH - Chemistry

PH - Physics

ID - Cellular Biolog

SEHETTER

CH PH

fe.

*

ID

a

SM

a

ZL

a

a

a

a

1

a

. Ski - Health and'Soeiety

ZL - Zoology
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TABLE S

SUBJECTS FOR =CB 25% OR MORE OP STUDENTS FILLTUTIV TO BE

ENCOURAGED BY CCUFAZE

Curicisity

-Flexible thinking

Logical ,analysis

Retentive memory

Attention to detail

Punctuality, neatness*
orderliness

Interist and attention

Self-dLiected activity

iarticipation in own.
education

Supportiveness

'Empathy

Personal integrity

Loyalty to profession

CH - Chemistry
PH - Physics
ID - Cellular Biology

SEMESTER II

CH PH 1k SO AN AN
(E&H) (GROSS)

SO
AN(EfiN) -

AN(Grosa) "-

14.8

a

a

a

a-

Sociology
Anatomy (Embryology &
Histology)

Anatomy (Groan)

11.

a

I

owe
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P A R T IV

INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON FREEDOM

I;, Change I! disturbing: A rationale for innovation

T. Ears

18. Can-the university teach environmental

J.J.T. Evans

19. Australian university teachers' percep ons of reward structure

J.M. o=

20: The rise and repose of an academic issue -
A faculty at work

21. Sources of political power in academia

B. Martin

'22. A framework for selecting educational method
in work organisations

-

J. Martin



WRODUCTION TO PAF.T IV

Academic freedom is not only restricted by government commissions.
student pressure groups and professional organisations, it may be
inhibited by academics themselves. Contrtisutors to this part draw
attention to some of the ways teachers and administrators in higNer-
education rest. let the activities of their colleagues end discourage
IP-eeetiog.

J.

T. hsre refers to !we af the literature on organisational change and
eiscue'es the relative value a strategies which have been proposed for
initiating change. He claim that Innovation Is difficult to impose
but must arise as a result of foe -- within an institution.

The theme is examined from a different perspective by J.J.T. Evans who
questions whether universities, with their strong emphasis on special-
isation and departmentalised knowledge, are fitted to teach such a broad
field as "environmental studies. He presents evidence to support his
contention that failure to give inter-disciplinary (or, as he prefers to
call them, holistic) programmes full departmental status places such as
programmes, and the staff responsible for them, in jeopardy.

The paper which follows is an empirical investigation in which J.M, Germ
questioned a wide sample of academic staff from Australian universities
about their oereelitions regarding the most important 'factors influencing
promotion. His survey clearly indicates that Australian academics
believe that p DmOtien depends much more on activities relating to
research ratter than teaching.. This perception undoubtedly influences
their allocation of time,to different tasks, possibly even in univer-
sities, such as the AMJ. where applicants for promotion may request the
promotions r:mpittee to allocate a greater weighting for teaching than
for research, if that is where th6 applicant's efforts have been.

Unfortunately the paper by L.N. Short was not available in Lime for
incluslOn in the present publiCation, but as the ab,traet shows, the
paper describes restrictions on Inncivation in a relativ:Is! open Arts
degree due largely to inertia and constant arguments within the Board
of the Faculty.

S. Martin takes up the issue of control of academic freedom by describing
direct and indirect influences wielded by powerful political and indus-
trial groupsbutside higher education. These forces, he claims. influence
the attitudes of "successful" academics, i.e. those weose worth is ack-
nowledged by the institution, and the "successful" acadeefes are then n

a position to sui.press academics who do not conform, .

The last paper it section, py J. Martin, examines the influence of
institutions on learning from a different perspective, one which is more
Positive than most other papers in this section. He is more concerned
with in-service training programmes whereas the majority of other
contributors deal with-formai courses in universities and colleges.
Nevertheless the arguments presented in this paper could well be applied
to all adult learning, namely that the learning programme should take
cognisance of the environment and context in which the learning occurs,
and that where some choice in activities or content is possible, it
should be possible to match learning programmes to students' needs and
Inteests.
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Change is disturbing: A rationale for innovation

T. Hore
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A professor of social policy (Klein, 1979) recently argued that we
need to develop a political economy model of academia. He argued
that the university world is becoming inczeasingly like the com,
petitivu, individualistic market ecceoey of early capitalise. This

competitioe is between iz iividual acedemics for promotion and
resources, between departments and universities. He agrees that the

analogy falls down In that there'is no academic equivalent of bank-
ruptcy, so, aellein puts it *... coepetition is ter eyed by the

knowledge that even the unfittest will somehow eury -tve (p.307).'

in drawing his caricature he hopes that he; academic colleagues will
otiercems their horror at this acenezio and consider futuxo _tensions

and problem.

Despite the fact that Klein was discuesiro Britinh universities, the
points are apposite fee. Australian conditions, for, given a stagnant

future in terms of resources, institutions will reaet at different
points along the ccotinuo= between aggressive marOeting at one end to
immhbile entrenchment in the stasus quo at the other, Klein uses the
phrase *institutional sclerosie for the latter.

Realistically, most people looking at the corpus of Australian
academics would see a body with hardening arteries, a body and a mind
at ready to exercise itself on how to adapt to changing conditions.

tit all know what happens to organises which do Dot adept. so inves-
tigatis.s of how change nay be brought about are critical at this
time. Questions like °What axe the preconditions for change?' and
'whet are the aids and hindrances to changer'

An fax as 1 can see there is little literature on cape studios of
innovetien in higher education. however there is one book called
Innovations and innovation processes in higher education (Berg and
MsLezgren, 1077) Which atteepts to conceptualize the processes of
innovation through case studies of educational change in Sweden.
Since Australian universities are likely to be forced, like Sweden.

to closider change through factors external, to the institutions thee:
selves, such as federal financialtmamipul&t.fihn, demographic teeters
or shifts in public attitudes, this article- draws on Borg and
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Oeteroten and highlights the characteristics of the tryst= of higher
education of innovation processes and of possible change strategies
so.that the.disturbance which change, by definition, must cause can be
recognise-I and tolerated.

Secauee of all systems' desire for equilibrium there is a tendency to
protect the ayetem or parts of the system against innovations which
force deviation Iron the existing petterns. Given this protection
how than can innovation even occur?

EXIERML FOR

In the Swedish case, the govaineent forced changes in higher educe-
timn institutions which were successful in acne places and
mnsuccessful in others. Successful because you can order people to
moot acmething new, but unsuccessful bereauee you cannot order people
to create something sew. Pot exempla, you can order academic staff to
clock in and out at 9.00 4.14. and 5.30 p.a., as they did in Holland,
but you can't order seaf to be more constructive or createve in the
hours they spend in the institution.

In order for innovation to occur the system 1=13t allow'change to take
place, change which deviates from the spite= norms. In the Swedish
etudy izmovators were tharactexieed as 'oppositional, atypical.
marginal use, and the cethoes suggested that they may belong to a
subspeomietich is different from the supersystem or from other sub-
system in the supereyatem. (A batter description- of teaching/
research emits and their staff may be head to find).

COMMOO esnee wtuld indicate that to promote innovation there is a
need to we.Aen the restraints and strengthen the support or both. A
lot depends on the level of threat or conflict within the system, :lee
tied to thin is visibility. High visibility can alert the opposition
into =bill:Ave restraining forces, but obviously innovation cannot
take piece with no visibility at all so Berg and Ostergren talk about
"naiective visibility". This occurs by allowiag the innovation to be
made visible only to earthen subsystem, playing down any diverges'
aspects to trahaystes expected to impede.

Three other aspects see worthy of wenteoe. These are Oman-HIP,
LEADERSHIP and Vegarlet.

Direct ownexabip of the innovation beleegz to those who have created
the innovation. Indirect ovnerahip re:cited to those people who feel
themselves to be representative of a breeder change strategy of
which this irmovatisse is part. Whether the owners are leaders or not
depends upon the POWER that can be mob:U=4. If there is no power
that can oe mobilized, thole is no possebility that the innovation
will be realised. The were knowledge that power exists in the sestet'
may be mobilized rather than the power itself. His in."Tbe Boss has
not knocked the ideas or "The vice-Chancellor :u interested in this
idea" syndrome.
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Acknowledging that few of us have power in our various systems we
need to consider this latter strategy in order to harness the eer
of others.

So how does one atteopt to wing abou. change? Bennis, Benne and
Chin 11969) have outlined a series of strategies, same of which will
seem obvious to those people who have been working in staff develop-
rent or institutional research for some time but it does no harm to
receom4derthem. Bennis as al. susgest the following:

1. Resistance will be less if administrators, teachers, Board
members and ecememity leaders feel that the project is their
own not Of* devised and operated by outsiders.

2. Resistance will bM less if t,M project clearly« has whole-
hearted support from tap o fiT cials of the system.

.

3. Resistance will be less if participants see the change as
reducing rather than increasing their present burdens.

4. Resistance will be less if the project accords with values
and ideals which have long been acknowledged by Participants.

5. Assistance will be less if the programme offers the kind of
new experience which interests participants.

6. Resistance will be less if participants feel that their
autonomy and their security is not threatened.

7. Resistance will be less if participants have joined in
diagnostic efforts leading them to agree on what the basic
problem is and to feel its importance.

8. Resistance will be less if the Protect is adopted by contensual
group decision.

9. Resistance will be reduced if proponents are able to
espathizo with opponents; to recognise valid objections; and
to take stops to relieve unnecessary fears.

10. Resistance will be minced if it is recognised the
innovations are likely to be misunderstood and miss reted,
and if provision is made for feedback of perceptions es the
project and for further clarification as needed.

11. Ren.stnnce will be reduced if participants experience
acceptance, support, trust, and confidence in their relations
with one another.

12. Resistance will be reduced if the project is kept open to
revision and reconsideration, if experience indicates that
changes would be desirable.
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The trouble as I perceive it is that we (the change agents)tmake two
invalid assumptions

1) That the higher education system has a high innovative
potential e.g. that it Has within itself strong forces
towards innovation.

2) That re axe well-founded opinions on how change can
be br ght about.

We are wrong in both these assumptions.

The sort of a4vice which can be gilien to aspiring change agents is as
follows:

1. You need a thorough knowledge of the system, and the subsystems,
to recognise the power structures.

2. Change should be encouraged through data gathering and information
dissemination.

3. It may be more advantageous to attempt to reduce restraints
rather than harness driving forces.

4. Don't believe that high visibility is necessarily a good thing
for an innovation.

5. The implementers of the change should have worked at its design
and development.

The factors cited most frequently in explaining why change has not
taken place are (1) lack of morn!, (2) red tape (I pref.& "red
elastic" since elastic not only binds but also constricts) and (3) the
most difficult constraint of all: staff conservatism, inertia and
tradition. Halsey (1979) asked whether the cessation of expansion, was
a greater possible force for future change. In reply he said"I doubt
it"; because he felt that internal struggles for the re-deployment of
resource4 would "sap the effect ", at the 1st Pan-Pacific Conference on
Drugs and Alcohol (Canberra, 29 February, 1980).

Senator Baume's paper was concerned with bringing about change in the
area of drug use, but we can learn much from his analysis.

Senator Baume's central propositions were:

1. The degree of threat perceived by powerful people or powerful
institutions by recommendations of commissions or enquiries will
determine how and whether those recommendations are accepted and
implemented.

2. There is a maximum tolerable rate of change in society. Even
radical change can be accommodated if it is introduced by incremental
steps while even modest and moderate programmes will be rejected if
largo changes axe required in single steps as part of their
implementation.

1 5 5
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1!e saw three barriers to change which face a public enquiry or royal
coassion.

Threats to established interests.
Amount of change proposed.
Ideological orthodoxy.

In considering the most successfully implemented recommendations of
commissions and enquiries, Senator Baume 14.rceived that they

I. Are the least threatening
2. Upset the eXisting power structure the'Ieast
3. Endorse the values pf the decision makers
4. Endorse'the dominant ideologies"
5. Are least politically contentious.

Acknowledging Senator.Baume's experience in nursing several reports
on Social Welfare through the Senate, it-would be instructive to look
at the government response to the Williams.Committee Report bearing
the above five points in mind.

CONCLUSION

Higher education is vulnerable if it does not institute change from
,within, for external forces are present to bring change about without
systematic willingness.

Bringing about change in a university is about as easy as shifting a
cemetery but there are cracks appearing and the corpses are E'irring.
Berg and Ostergren (22. cit. p.I19) defineorucracks" as conflicts
within the system which are the preconditions for innovation.

7

These cracks can result from declining student nuMhers, increasing
mature age students or the age-grade structure of the academic staff;
but whatever it is, change-agents have to use those cracks to plant
the seeds of change.

But it is important to realise that the process-of considering and
implementing an innovation is inpany cases as critical as the
innovation itself, and therefore any measure of success of an innova-
tion should take into account ehe effects of the process. As

Tennessee Williams said in Camino-Beal 1953): "v

There is a time for departure even when thertKs
no certain place to go.

16
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414; ri the university teach' environmental
giiidiee

4

J.J.T. Evans
Those who advocate environmental studies in the university or elsewhere entertain varying concepts
of the field, which can be ranged along a continuum from what might be called a 'traditional',
through a 'systems', to a 'holist' approach. The contemporary university grudgingly supports
expressions of the second approach while It actively inhibits those of the third. I' suggest that

the ideal programme of environmental studies In current circumstances would be one based on a
dialectical combination of all three approaches, ty contrast, the universities' almost exclusive
reliance on the first and second approaches is positively harmful in that Jt encourages ill- '

'founded complacency.

M analyils of these three approaches in terms of a Kuhnlan paradigm shift from the traditional
to the holist end of ttk continuum provides an explanation of how ace why the university reacts
to expressions of the three concepts in the ways It does. The crucial issues are the structure
and operation of the university, its requirement of staff for concrete research output and Bateson's

concept of the double bind.
4

If the ,university is to foster intellectual innovation which is appropriate and adaptive to the
increasingly rapid and turbulent dvelopments in the outside world, it must acknowledge and respond'

" to Kuhn!,s and Bateson's-important insights.

INTRODUCTION

For the past seven and a half years, I have lectured in the Human
Sciences Program (H.S.P.) at the Australian National Univeisity
(A.N.U.). The staff of this Program are one of four groups who offer
programs of courses in environmental studies to undergraduates in
Australian universities.. Five universities, including the A.N.11.,
offer postgraduate Master's courses or diplomas in the field
(4-Fennqr, 1977; plus Murdoch University, started subsequently). In

'addition, quite a few Colleges of Advanced Education (C.A.E.'s) offer
undergraduate and postgraduate programs in environmental studies or
related, transdisciplinary areas like Park Management and Recreation.
My experience of teaching environmental studies during this time leads
me to ask whether the university as we know it is capable of carrying
out this task in a socially useful fashion. Whether not the
C.A.E.'s can do so is a separate question which T. shall oot address.

This issue is mad by the fact that those who advocate
environmental studies appear to entertain concepts of the field which
range along a continuum from .4hatmay.be celled positivist at one end,
through systems to holist at the other end. Environmental studies
of the first kind correspond more or less to the familiar academic
disciplines of Geology, Geography and Sociology. Use of the term
positivist can lead to unnecessary misunderstanding since, as Anthony
Giddens (1974, p.xi) has observed:

'positivist', like the word 'bourgeois' has become
more of a derogatory epithet than a useful concept,
and consequently has been largely stripped of what-
ever agreed meaning it may once have had.

However, if we can agree to accept Comte's original sense of the word
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A

its derogatory overtones, it ipecomes the most

Comte, , s.
-

e Inman mind passed from a primary stage of
theological interpretation through a stage of
metaphysical and abstract interpretation to a
mature stage of positive or scientific understand-
ing, based only on observable facts acid the
relations between them and the laws dIscoverable
from observing them, all other kinds of inquiry
into origin`, cause or purpose being pre-scientific..
(Williams, 1976, p.200)

Adw-Jcates of the systems approach aim to educate a new kind of multi-
disciplinary specialist with competency in land use planning,
ecosystem management and the like. Their ultimate aim is to generate
advocacy in the corridors of power for the quality of the human
environment. Proponents of the holist approach see the systems
approach as pre-occupied with thedevelopment of solutions to problems
which are no more than symptoms of the current, global problematique.
This third approach espouses the view that the problematique
constitutes an extremely dangerous situation which is likely to worsen
so long as its roots remain unidentified and intact.

I believe that the university can make a socially useful and valuaLle
contribution to meeting the problematiaue to the extent that it .

fosters all three of these approaches in concert. Soholarly activity
in the first mode is already well supported and can pertist alongside
new groups of staff with a responsibility for.Enviroamental Studies,
based on the second and third approaches. The three approaches can be
practised alongside each other in a complementary, dialectical relation-
ship. The very differences between the approaches mean that their
interaction is likely to be, highly prOductive in both intellectugl and
practical terms.

In fact, Australian universities in general give somewhat grudg.u.g
Support to environmental studies of the second kind, restricting them
in a majority of cases to the postgraduate level, while they effective-
ly inhibit those of the thine kind. From the holist point of view,
the university's contribution to meeting the problematique tends as
a result to be superficial and snort -term. Moreover, to the extent
that the academic world helps legitimate the notion,that the first two
approaches are adequate to society's current needs, it encourages
complacency which is positively harmful.

Others have used the expressions, shaIOw and deep ecology to indicate
conventional and radical approaches to environmental issues respective-
ly (Naess, 1973; Devon, 1979). Because I believe that all of the
current approaches Piave a role to play, I prefer to use words which
leave their relative values undecided.

PARADIGMS AND 'EPISTEMOLOGY

It is now increasingly widely recognised, from the systems and holist
perspectives at least, that the three approaches which I have
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identified correspond to patcerns of thought and action which differ

from,each other at'a fundamental level. In other words, the

differences between these-approaches arise from diferences in
paradigm or epistemology. It was Thomas Kuhn(1962) who first gave
wide Currency to this particular use of the word paradigm. He re-

interpreted the development of science in terms of'a succession of
explanatory models or paradigms, each one of which had given way
to the next by a process of revolution. Other authors sabsequently
extended this use of the word to provide an explanation of the
development of thought and culture as a single systemic whole.
Gregory Bateson (1972, 1979) appears to have been chiefly respcinsible
for borrowing the word epistemology from academic philosophy for use
in an expanded sense to encompass thJ critical re-examination of
systems of assumptic- underlying not only contemporary philosophy
but modern culture 'arge. In Bateson's words (1972, p.314), 'Tile

living man is bound within a net of epistemological and ontological
premises which, regardless of ultimate truth or falsity, become
partially self-validating for him.

It was Lynn White's famous,artiele 'The historical roots of our
ecologic crisis' that first drew my own attention to the relevance

of Kuhn's thesis to the pi'oblematique. "The eluding words of this

article epitomise its message:

Since the roots of our trou'ale are eo largely,
religious, the remedy must also be essentially
religious, whether we call Lt that or not. We

must rethink and refuel our nature and destiny.
The profoundly religious, ut.: heretical, sense of

l the primitive Francisca:s for the spiritual autonomy
of all parts of nature may point a direction. I

propose Francis as a patron saint for ecologists.

It is important to realize that White is an authority on the 'Dark'
and 'Middle' Ages in Europe and is therefore in lined to look upon
contemporary civilization against a background f its Christian

heritage. Fron a more current perspective, th meaning he intended by

'religious' mignt have been better rendered by the expressions world-

viaw or Weltanschauung.
t

The intuition that only radical change will resolve our problems .s

increasingly heard on all sides. On the one hand from the vantage

point of physics, the central legitimating discipline of the dominant
mode of thought in Western society, Fril3of Capra (1975) claims that
Relativity and Quantum mechanics together mark a radical change in
paradigm which has implications for the rest of science and for society

ar a whole. He maintains (p.324) that:

most of today's physicists do not seem to realise
tho philosophical, cultural and spiritual implications

of their theories. Many of them actively support a
society which is still based on the mechanistic,
fragmented world view, without seeing that science points
beyond such a view, towards a oneness of the, universe
which includes not only our natural environment but also

our fellow human beings. I believe that the world view
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implied by modern physics is inconsistent with our
present society, which'does not reflect the harmonious
interrelatedness we observe in nature. To achieve
such a state of dynamic balance, a radically

different social and economic structure will be needed:
a cultural revolution in the true sense of the word.
The survival of our whole civilization may depend on
whether we can bring about such a change. It will
depend, ultimately, on our ability to adopt some of the
in attitudes of Eastern mysticism; to experience the

wholeness of nature and the art of living within, it.

On the other hand, Dennis Altman concludes from a recent study of the
all too present realities of,Australian politics (1980, p.191)' that:

the social democratic vision - of which Gough Whitlam
and Don Dunstan have been the most important
representatives in Australia - is no longer adequate;
- in the end it cannot meet the crisis of capitalism
and ecology that faces all Western countries, and,'In
somewhat different ways, the wholl7global system. To
deal with this requires a revitalization of the anarchist
libertarian tradition, which has been reintroduced to
politics through .the women's, the gay and the ecological
movements.

James Ogilvy (1977, p.3) makes a similar point to Altman's with
epigrammatic clarity:

A gradual but' fundamental shift has brought us to
a point where the traditional solutions haye now
become the problem: politics and technology have
replaced nature in the role of alien environment.
The new problem: How to carve out'livable spaces
within the political-technological wasteland?

1

PARADIGM SHIFT

Let me hasten to admit at this Point that the explanation of phenomena
in terms of deep structures is prone to error for the simple reason
that the postulated structures are necessarily observed at one remove.
Yet, from Freud and Marx, through Ohomsky, Piaget, Levi-Strauss, Kuhn
and Bateson to Anthony Slden's (1972) and Ernest Becker's (1976,
1975, 1976) brilliant works of synthesis, the development of this
kind of explanation has undoubtedly been one of the most productive
streams of thought in the present century.

For the remainder of the preset. paper, I shalt, use some of the
insights of Kuhn and Bateson in an attempt La develop greater under-
standing of the current circumstances of environmental studies in the
Australian university system. This particular activity serves as a
case study which exemplifies developments that appear to be taking
place at the present time on a broad front through academia and society.
To begin with, let me propose the follaeing hypotheses:

(1) The dominant in:thence of the poetivist approach in relation
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to environmental studies reflects the dominant influence of
this approach in the university as a whole.

(2) The positivist approach arises from a corresponding, positivist

paradigm.

14 (3) The pr6grcssive emergence of the systems and holist approaches
during recent years reflects the early tgns of a shift away

from the positivist paradigm towards a new, holist one.

(4) People who espouse the systems approach have undergone more or
less a shift from the poSitivist to the holist position but
identify primarily with the fundamental features of one or

the other Of these two.

(5) The beginnings of this paradigm shift underly not only the
call for environmental studies in the university but also
a wide variety of other similar changes occurring on a wide
front throughout scholarship and society.

On the basis of this last hypothesis, I have made a preliminary
tabulation of the major features of the three approaches as they are
reflected on a broad social and' intellectual canvas (Table 1). The

items listed in the first and third columns of the table, respective-
ly, give the strong impression of constituting systemic wholes while
those in the second column encompass both sides of the fdllowing
important issues:

(a) the relative impdrtance in political systems, understood '

, broadly, of centralized authority versus individual participation,

(b) the relative significance of individual experience,

(c) the relative importance of ends versus means.

It is this difference between the columns that leads to'the suggestion
that there are positivist and holist paradigms while the systems
approach encompasses a series of intermediate positions between these.
On this foundation, let me offer Some other hypotheses:

(6) The holist paradigm is still in a pre-paradigmatic period of

confusion.

(7) Any gven academic who identifies with a particular column in
Tabyd 1 will tend to see positions to his/her left as limiting

es of a larger picture, while seeing positions to the right
more or less absurd or dangerous.

(8) May of those who have undergone a degree of paradigm shift
interpret the current problematique as the inevitable, if
tragic outcome of the positivist approach, to which a paradigm

shift of some *nd is the only response likely to lead to

adaptive outcoulea.

(9) By contrast, those who espouse the positivist paradigm, and
who therefore support the social structures and rules based
upon it, feel compelled to obstruct the process of paradigm

shift and its consequences.
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(10) 'In these circumstances, meny.advocates of environmental
studies fins themdelves in circumstances which closely
resemble the double bind, postulAted originally by
Bateson (1972),as..an 'explanation for the genesis of
schizophrenia. '

Suzanne Langer, writing durin9 the Second World War (1942), reports.
.her observations of'an even earlier phase in the emergence of a
new paradigm, when the outlines of this process were even less
clear' than. writes;'they are today. She writes

The springs oz Euxi,:ean thought have, run dry -
those deep springs of imagination that furnish the
basic concepts for a whole'intellectual order, the
first discernments,*the generative ideas of our
Weltansdhauura. New conceptual forms'are crowding
them out, but are themselves in the mythical phase,

--rife "implicit" stage of symbolic formulation.

A corollary of the hypothesis that the holist paradigm is still
I' 'pre-paradigmatic' is the likelihood that it will in time f011ow the'

example of the,positivist paradigm in generating a multitude of
research specialisms of its own. It is likely that Western indust-
rial society will develop structures in decades to come that mirror
the holist paradigm, though I do not mean to attribute any causal
agency to the intellectual transformation by saying this. We may also
anticipate that the holist paradigm will come after a period of time
to be challenged in its turn by yet another emerging para-igm, despite
the fact that the possible form of the latter is presently beyond
the reach of our,most vivid imaginings.

PARADIGM SHIFT AND ACADEMIA

Some of the foregoing hypotheses could be further investigated and
.

tested by structured interviews of appropriate samples of university
staff and studehts or other groups. Until this is attempted however,
the best available evidence in sypport of them comes froM observation
and the personal expekience of environmentalists who have worked in
various. academic institutions (Martin, 1980). I believe that some of
the palerns which emerge from these cases find a cogent explanation

the e pregoing hypotheses. As Val and Richard Routley (1980) have
wryly observed, 'participation in attempts at social change often
has the effect of revealing to participants, the structure of the

i.
society in which they live'.

The idea that there is a systemof assumptions and concepts which can
be called the positivist paradigm and the idea that this system exerts
a dominant influence on the contemporary university (hypotheses 1 and 2)
will, I nuspect, appear self-evident to a large number of those who
have thought about these things. It should therefore be sufficient
to give the nziefest outline of the ways in which the paradigm is re ,

fleeted in the contemporary university's struc:ure and operation. Let
me do this by offering a series of summary statements:

(a) Most of the universities in Australia are organised primarily
into departments which correspond to the various academic
specialisms. The departments are usually grouped into faculties
or schools on the basis of traditional categorizations like
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Science. arts and certain leading professions. The only two
ui&tersitjes which have departed to any significant degree
from this pattern; Griffith and Murdoch, are the two
universities whose future appears tote most uncertain at
the'present ti.s'.

(b) The different ape-ialimes ara elaborately organised between the
universities and other research establishments, bath withia
Australia and internationally, through associations,

.

conferences, journals,hohohrs etc. In effect, each specialism
constitutes 4 sub-culture or tribe with its own belief sfinem,
traditions, 'vide, great people, stock jokes, etc,

(c) The primary function of each specialism is to generate pebis.ahed
research results which have exchange value within the
specialism's sub-culture, although the overwhelming majority
of their may have little use value in society at larce(Wilden,
1972, p.xxiii)'. University staff a:a rewarded with tonere and
promotion by the department and with various perquisites and
prestige by the specialist sub-culture, largely according to the
quantity and perceived value of their research output.

(d.) The ideal forms of theory end research method are those of
conventional chemistry and physics.' The relative prestige
of a department with the university (and the size of its budget)
depends to a sign!ficant extent on how closely the specialism of
that department approaches these ideals. It is of course the
identity of these ideals and their hold on the university that
is most indicative of the dominant influence of the positive
paradigm.

(e) The universities, like the, specialist sub-cultures. are strongly
hierarchic and a relatively small group of senior staff dominate
all of the important decisions withinthem.As stated above, the
senior staff achieve these positron of influence largely throogn
their commitment to and success in specialist research.

(1) The educational programs of those departments with the highet
-status in particular is designed primarily to serve specialist
research by preparing brighter students for membership of the
corresponding specialist sub-cultures. The educational process
is therefore primarily concerned. with prot.lems and issues which
have arisen within the thedretical framework 9f the various
specialisms. In addition, the kinds of protkleA-6, most ttudied
are ones which exhibit both 4 high potential for solution and
maximum theoretical algnificince for the given specia:.sm.

Programs of environmental studies differ in a number of signficAnt
respects from conventional acadee.c activities and, these difference,
arise, according to my thesis, from varying degrees of shift towaros
a new, holist paradigm. The pivotal difference relates to the fact
that the pressure for environmental studies has c from a conviction
that academia should take a more active interest than has hereto-
fore in the mounting environmental and.ssoial problems that constitute
the global problematigue. Hence environmental education tends to be
'problem-centered' and therefore more or less tranfisciplinary, or,
trinspecialist in character; the range of relevant specialiems tuns
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right across
ri

the major orgarelsational sub-divisions or faculties of
the eraditimal university. Unless a new program of environmental
studies is given departmental or faculty status from the.beginning,
these characteristics can lead to administrative arrangements of
daunting complexity. Tt was the fate of the H.S.P. not to :1/4.ave such
status and this lay at the root of the various other troubles which
it has experienced over the years.

The concern of environmental studies with social and environmental
problems sets it at odds from the beginning with the preoccupation
of the specialist research traditions with problems that have a
high potential for solution and axe of theoretical significance. The
probleMs thrown up by society tend by contrast to be more or less
intractable and of little theoretical significance. Furthermore, the
environmentalist is frequently more concerned with his/her educational
role thee with research. To perform this role, the environmentalist
is likely to experience a growing awareness that .he /she needs to
supplement his/her own specialist education with a grounding both in
other specialisms and in social realities. A growing transdisciplin-
ary understanding combieed with immersion in ecological and social
problems leads inevitably, in my experience, to an ever deeper
questioning of fundamental intellectual and social assumptions.
Thoughts about paradigms and epistemology arise in an attempt to
find patterns at this level.

Marilyn Ferg-,on (19eo) has lust completed a etudy of a large samele
of Americans from many walks of life who have undergone a deepening
awareness of the need for change elong these lines. She found that
the lives of these people:

had become revolutiOns. Once a personal change
began in earnest, they found themselves rethinking
everything, examining old assumptions, lookSng anew
at their goals and values, work and relationships,
health and political power.

These various aims, values and pre-occupations all differ radically
from those of the conventional academic. To summarize, unusually
neavy administrative duties, the nature of the problems studied,'
the central importance of education and the exceptional need to
acquire new informatle. and understanding all mitigate agaiesc the
production of re-tear . rat:vita, let one ones which meet with approval
from senior representatives of the specialist sub-cultures.

When ey t.4wn position in the H.S.P. came up for tenure review, one at
least of the three committees involved disregarded three out of
my four referees despite these peoples' considerable scholarly
distinction. They interviewed the fourth, who alone of tee four had
once been a professor, and submitted my written work for review to
three professors of philosophy of their own choice. Only one of the
Latter had any sympathy for my aims and vrlues and he alone of the
,scores offered any praise.

RobertoUnger (1975) has developed a detailed analysis, which I cannot
reproduce here, of the ways in which the sociel pressures favouring
specialization act to inhibit exploration of the fatal flaws which
underly what he calls the liberal tradition, but which corresponds

_I. El 7
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essentially to wnat I have called the positivist paradigm.

It remains only to mention the deep dileitha posed by my final
hypothesis concerning the double bind. Bateson et al in Bateson
(1972) identify situations in which the body language of a signficant
family member, such as akparent, conflicts with their words. When
another, dependent family member, such as a child, is unaware of this
contradiction ar.d unable to escape from the interaction, one of the
hest strategies available to the child is to 'go mad'. The parent's
body language can be compared to the positivist paradigm, while
his/her words can be compared to the explicit commission to teach
environmental studies. Tt the extent that the person charged with
this commission undergoes a paradigm shift, he/she finds himself in a
situation which is strikingly similar to the child's double bind. In

other words, the institution's assumptions seriously obstruct the task
but it is impossible to engage in effactive;communication -imed
towards resolving this dilemma. This difficulty arises from the fact
that most of those in power,in the institution are more or less strong-
ly identified with the positivist paradigm and consequentll Lew the .

systems and holist approaches as more or less absurd or dan- _ous
.(hypothesis 7).

It is in the very nature of the argument which I have presented that
it will be acceptable to some but not to others. Even for those of
you in the latter group however, I hope that I have managed to draw
your attention to some of the subtle difficulties involved in the
provision of environmental studies and other related activities. I

believe that if the university is to live up to its rhetorical claim
to foster free inquiry, by encouraging intellectual innovation which is
appropriate and adaptive to the increasingly rapid and turbulent
developments in society, ft must begin to take a serious look at the
insights of Kuhn and Bateson and at their challengizg implications.

1 6S
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Australian university teachers' perceptions of
the ideal and actual reward structure in the
academic profession
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- AIMS OF THE STUDY
de--,

lass papot aims to contribute to a discussion of the Conference zhrlx
of Freedom and Control in Higher Education by the prnsentatien and
discussion of oono findings that pertain to freedom and control in the
Australian university acaderdc profeeaion. Ti.. paper Is concerned

with the nature of the reward structure in he profession, both the
structurr as it is and as it night be. The actual reward structure is
viewed -150 an actual control system or extansic cotivation operating to
possibly controt and deterTdne the attitudes and behaviours of university
academics, JZc ideal reward structure., an determined by the academics

the system tnat. would represent freedom acid intrinsic
motivation for themt, and is also viewed here as a passible determinant
of 'the attitudes and behaviours of the academics

The explicit aim of the stud is to compare university teachers'
perceptions a! the reward structure they ideally would lice and the
reward structure they say'exiets,bet,there are two implicit and major
aims stib6w44a in this study of the reward structure and .reedom an
control in the academic profession. One kri to consider possible teni.ens
academics might experience, as employees, trying to get on and get ahead,
in their profession, if control clashes with freedom, that is if
behaviours that are seen to be most ow least rewarded do not coincide
wsth behaviours thar the profession genevally, or its individual meebers,
believe should be root or least rewarded. The other at is to look
especially at the teaching function in the academic profession, to find
out how important it is, or should b , in relation to other calls on
the acaderica' time and energy, and, .replication, to find out how free
academics Dee tbemotives as being to attend to the teaching function,



when they are pos. 51y under the control of very powerful counter-
attractions or counter -motivations to the pursuit of excellence in

teaching.
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1. Esping

The data for the study were provided by a sample of 796 university
teachersarevresentative of all racks from professorao tutors and drawn
from ten departronts (Englfgh, French, History, Mathematics, Chemistry.
Zoology, Economics, Civil Engineering, Law and Medicine), across six
Austraaan eniversitiee, which together were representative of large
and erall universities, metropolitan and pravincial, old and new,
conservative and intievative.,, rull discussion of the sampling is
available in the report of a larger study from which data used in this
present study were taken (Gennt 1980a).

2. Instrumenfation

Thirteen items, as set OJt below, constitutad a domain of criteria that
might be used to judge the quality of an academic's work, when decisions
about promotions and salary increments were to be made. Academics were

asked to indicate, on a 5 paint ecale, first, their view of how important
each criterion should be (Items 1-13). Their'reepenees to this

tiestionine constituted a domain of perceptions of the ideal academic
reward atructuxe. this Jorain hereafter being referred to as Ideal

Criteria of Academic Worth. The academics were then asked ta indicate,

oh the same5apoint seem, their view of hose important each criterion
in fact is, in-the actual academic world- Mem 14-26). Their

responses to this second code of questioning constituted a domain of
perceptions of the actual academic reward structure, thin domain hereafter
being referred to as Actual Criteria of Academic Worth. The source of .

the 13 items was a questionnaire prepared by Gross and Grambsch (1968).

In the 5-point scale us of extremely high importance; 4 e of high

es i ortancer 2 * of low importance and'l a ofitportancer 3 e of ce
no importance.

Item 1-14

Item 2-15

Item 3-16
Item 4-17
Item 5-18

Item 6-19

Item 7-20
Item 8-21
Item 9-22

Tea eg p9rformance
P cations -

Honours received
Stuuent evaluations
other job offers received
Service tothe community
Total effectiveness in working with students
Ability to secure research grants
Statements of other staff members

Item 10-23 Ability to get along with colleagues

Item 11 -24 Research accomplished
Item 1.2-25 Research potential
Ices 13-26 Committee and other administrative service.

1 !'ti
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lutaiYals

Use of multivariate analysis of variance and discrieinant analysis
enabled a holistic coeparisen to be made of the two patterns of
responses to the 13 items, viz thy patterns of responses on the domains
being called, respectively, Ideal Criteria of Academic Worth and Actual
Criteria of Academic Worth. Dlicriminant analysiMprocedures also
revealathich of the 13 items most contribute.to the separatioe of the
Ideal and the Actual Criteria of Academic Worth. Supplezentingthe
imultivariate procodurer were simplsr ones, in which comparisons are-
made, item by, item, cx! tk respeanoslimhda by the whole sample, w1.en the
isivortance of pn item criterion was assessed, first idealy" and then
*actually". For each of two,key criterion items, viz. Teaching
Pirformance, Research Accceplished, xespentiv4iy, responses to the
item as an I a1 and as an Actual criterion were also provided for each
of the doper tal groups and each of the six status groups comprising
the sample.

I

FINDINGS MD DISCUSSICN

1. Findings

The findings pertain pridbipally to the nature and extent of the dis-
crepancy between the sets of perceptions of the Ideal .and of the
Actual Criteria of Academic Worth, respectively, and also to the differ-
ential rating bf particular criteria in each set.

She perceptions of the ideal and of the actual reward structure in the
academic profession differed in a statistically significant manner
(p < .00013.! which was defined by a dimension or discriminant function
arising free a discriminant analysis, in which the academics' percep-
tions of the ideal importance of the 13 items pertaining to criteria of
academie worth. were compared to their perceptions of the Actual imP9r-
tance of the name 13 criteria items. When it coma to contrasting the
ideal and the actual,' they are fouAd to differ ia such a way that the
actual academic World, relative to the ideal, is seen by the academics
to "Empha:sise researtt-., publications,.scholarly reputation and admini-
strative work, and to de-oaphasise effectiveness of service to students
'and the community*.

Table 1 is a direct and simple way of presenting ideal-actual differ-
ences. It presents the moans and standard aleviations for responses of
the whole. sample to each item, first as an ideal criterion, then as an
actual criterion, and indicates the extent to which each ideal-actgal
comparison is statistically significant.

The following aspects are worth noting:

(i) Most noteworthy is the fact that for all items except Item 10-23
(Abity to Get Along With Colleagues), there is a statistically
sign icant ideal-adtual difference, with significance levels of
P < .0001 for all the significant differences excep4 that for Item
12-25 (Research Potential), where P e .035.

173
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S, arising the item-by-item comparisons of ideal -actual, for the
sample, the situation is that:

DieWrating is greater th,,..Actual rating for:

r Teaching Performance. A*:
Student Evaluations
Service to the Community
Total rffectiveness in Working With Students
Research Potentiat

and

Actual rating is great C than Ideal rating for:

Psdolicakions.

` flogours Received

Other'Job Offers Received
Ability to Secure Research Grants
Statements of Other Staff (embers
Research Accomplished
Committee and Other Administrative Service

(iii) Table 1 shows the items as asterisked which most contribute to
the sep4ratix: ,r discrimination of the two overall patterns of responses,
i.e. the patterns of Ideal Criteria and of Actual Criteria of Academic
Worth. These items are:

Teaching Performance
Honours Received
Student Evaluations
Service to the Community
Total Effectiveness in Working With Students
Ability to Secure Research Grants

(iv) The four highest scored or most favoured items, as Ideal Criteria,
are in descending order:

Teaching Performance
Total Effectiveness in working With Students
Research Accomplished
Research Potential

while the four lowest scored, or least favoured items, as Ideal Criteria
are, in the order of decreasing favour:

Statements of Other Staff Members
Horeurs Received
Ability to Secure Research Grants
Other Job Offers Received ti

(v) The four highest scored items as Actual Criteria, are, in descending
order:

Pubjications
Research Accomplished

17,1
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*amuse Received
Ability to Secure Research Grants

while the four lowest, scored items, as Actual Criteria, are, in order
ef decreasing Acores

Teaching Performance -
Total Effectiveness in Working With Students .

Service to the Community. .
,

..

.

Student Evaluations

(vi) There is some interest in ,,the Standard deviations (variability) of

responses to paeticular items, whether as Ideal or' as ActUal Criteria.
Concerning the, perceptions of the Ideal Criteria, the items showing the
least variability, and therefore greatest consensus of academic opinion,
are, in order:

Teaching Performance
Total Effectiveness in Working With Students
Research Accomplished

Concerning the perceptions of the Actual Criteria, the items showing
the least *amiability, and therefore greatest consensus of academic
opinion, are, in order:

Publications
Research Accoaplinhed
Student Evaluations
Teaching Performance

TaMle , as has been seen, presents the item by item, Ideal-Actual coo-
saris for the sample of academics as a whole. While the major
interest of this paper is in responses of the whole sample, it might
reasonably be asked whether, if the sample was differentiated according
Go, say, depe,rtment or ststus, the nature of the Ideal-Actual differ-
ences would bps the name for the various departmental or status groups
as it is for the simple ass a whole. Rigorous analyses pertaining to
this question were not made, but some findings supplied in Tables 2 and
3 indicate an affirmative answer to the question, for tiro key criteria
items, viz Item 1-14 ( Teaching Performance) and Item 11-24 (Research
Acco4linhed). The .deal- Actual difference on each of these leers, for
each of the'ten dasartmental groups (Table 2) and each of the six
status groups (Table 3) comprising the sample, is in the same direction
as the direction of the comparison, on each item, for the whole sample,
but the extent of Ideal-Actual difference on a partinilar item is not
always ccnetant, department to department or status group la status
group.

The inter-departmental differences shown in Table 2, on Item 1-14 (Teach-
ing performance, as on Ideal and as en Actual criterion) and Item 11-24
(Rase. %Accomplish:L.4, as in-Ideal and as an Actual criterion) are of
cours Itereeting in their own right, as too are the corresponding
inter' :us group differences shown in Table 3. These interdepart-
menta. inter-status group differences are. fully oiscussed elsewhere
(Genies i,d0b), and are noted here Mainly as an aspect of the
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consideration of how much consensus of answering characterises
departments and status groups, when they report their perception of

the Ideal and ACtuel reward structure, as it concerns,ein partI r,

the criteria of Teaching Performance and Research AccoMplished. T
2 shows that there are statistically significant differences among
departments on Item 1 (Teaching Performance, as an Ideal criterion)
and on Item 11 (Research Accomplished. as en Ideal criterion),' but
that there are no significant departmental differences on either
Teaching Performance (Item 14) or Research Accomplished (Item 24), as
Actual criteria. Table 3 shows that there are statistic4lly sig-
nificant differences emeng status groups on Item 1 and on Item 14
(Teaching Performance, as first an Ideal then as an Actual criterion)
and on Item 11 (Research Accomplished, as an Ideal criterion) but
that there are no statistically significant status group differences
on Item 24 (Research Accomplished, as an Actual Criterion).

As has been noted, specie" interest in this paper attaches to the
place of "teaching" and some of its possible "competitors" in the
ideal and actual academic woilds. Tables 1, 2 and 3 supply informa-
tion relevant to this interest, as dons Table 4, which focuses on
"research" as a "teaching competitor and involves "research versus
teaching* ccmparisons for the sample of academics as a whole.

Soma striking findings are provided in Table 4, and axe worth under-

lining here:

(i) WAile 92.5 of academics rate Teaching Performance as being
ideally of high or extremely high importance, only 121 thought it was
rated of such importance in the actual academic world.

(ii) While 68.9% of academics rate Research Accomplished as being
ideally of high or extremely high importancd, 90% thought it wan
rated of such importance in the actual academic world,

ail) While 92.5% of academics rate Teaching Performance as being
ideally of high ,r extremely high importance, only 68.9% rate
Research Accomplished 0.9 being of suchoimportance, ideally.

(iv) While only 121 of ecedemics rate Teaching Performance as being
of high or extremely high importance in the actual academic world.
901 thought Research Accomplished was rated of such importance in
the actual academic' world.

2. Discussion

Tables 1-4 reveal a considerable discrepaecy between the Ideal and
Actual Criteria of Academic Worth, both overall and item by item, as
perceived by the academics in this study. The Tables Alec reveal
that, within the domain of the academics' perceptions of the Ideal
Criteria, the various criteria have very difforort ratings, and the
same applies withit the domain of the academics' perceptions of the
Actual Criteria. These facts, viz Ideal-Actual difference or dis-
crepancy, and differential ratings of criteria within each of the
Ideal and Actual domains, add up to a situation which appears to have
substantial implications for the welfare and efficiency of the
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academics, and more particularly and importantly, the welfare and
development of their students, for whom the university institution
exists.

In the face of the evidence that academics, in general, say they have,
that Teaching Performance rates pretty low as a criterion of academic -

worth in the real academic world, compared to such matters as Research
Accomplished and even Coomitee and Other Administrative .service, it
would, perhaps, be strange if an academic who wished to "get on", "get
ahead" and be promoted and judged successful, did not seek to match
his or her hehaviours to the actual reward system, as he or she saw
it, and to consequently de-emphasise the teaching role in relation to
other more rewarded activities. Evidence from virtually all learning
theory is to the effect that rewarded behaviours tend to be fostered
and increase in frequency and extent, while unrewarded or less rewarded
behaviours have a strong tendency to diminish in frequency and extent
and often to disappear.

Anytreduction in attention to the teaching role, (and it would be hard
to idelieve that the perceived actual reward structure with its relative
lack of reward for teaching did not at least make such reduction in
attention likely). has vast significance for the academic and even more
fo his or her students.

For the students, any reduction in the academic's attention to the
teaching rcle would seem to almost certainly mean a reduction in the
quality of teaching the students receive, and thus a reduction in the
quality of the experience their university education provides.
(There would however be another side to this discussion, which would
say that an academic cannot be a good teacher if not actively engaged
in soca of those roles which a simple-minded view would see as teach-
ing'e rivals, particularly research activities, but perhaps also
edmieistration activities).

If Teaching Performance does not rate well as a criterion of worth in
the actual academic world as perceived by academics, Student
Evaluations is seen--ae-retiog eubstentially lower. Thee to not the

place to debate the matter of whether or not St.ent Evaluations should
be used to measure ehing success, let alone the question of whether"-
they should be used to make decisions about the piamotions of academics.
But the low ratings of both of these criteria, viz Teaching Performance
and Students evaluations, in the actual academic world as perceived by
academies, could be interpreted, from the student viewpoint, as an
indication that the actual reward stru,_ .re the academics perceive is
not consistent with the enhancement of the quality of teaching a...! that
the reward structure doss not taco ver.., seriously any claims that might
be =ado, by or for students, that they are able to contribute to judg-
menteabout the quality of their teachers.

Turning to the academics, and the possible Implications of the findings
of this study for their welfare and efficiency, the first point to note
is that the discrepancy between the Ideal and Actual Criteria of
Academic Worth, both overall and item by item, As perceived by the
academies, indicates that the ideal and real worlds of academia are far

apart or the ecademice. This discrepancy is, a source of dissonance
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and maybe Of tension in the profession generally, or the lives of its
indi4idual members. Aspects of the academic role that the academios
ideally would want to see rewarded are undervalued, as they see it,
in the octual world, and some aspects are given more prominence in the
actual world than the academics would wnnt. To cope with any tension,
the academics could hypothetically forget the Ideal Criteria and
merely adjust their behaviour to be consistent with the Actual Criteria
and the priorities within it. But generally this is not possible,
apart from whether it would be morally proper, and there is some
evidence, in a ralated study (Genn; 1980c , that to a considerable
extent, in fact, the academics' perceptions of the Weal Criteria and
that behaviour appears to be somewhat at variance with the perceptions
of the Actual Criteria. It could be said, perhaps, that, for each
acadtmic, there is a battle between the perceptions of the Ideal and
of the Actual Criteria, or i battle between his or her intrinsic and
extrinsic motivations to perform the various academic soles, and that
in the battle there is pome real possibility of tension arising.

The Ideal-Actual discrepancy is not the only sol.rce of possible tension,
for academics. The academic profession include., at least the thirteen
behaviours or roles reflected in the criteria that have been involved
in this study. For most academics most of the criteria would be of some
importance, ideally, and so there would almost certainly be some
incipient role conflict, for them, in setting out their Tdeal role
priorities. Then there is also a given list, as it of role
priorities, as contained in the academic's perceptions of the relative
ratings of the Actual Zriteria, but the right of most if not all the
roles to at least be on the Actual list would generally not be in
question, either. There would be difficulty enough to cope with the
conflict involved, if the academic selected and pursued roles only in
terms of his or her Ideal priorities or only in terms, of what might be
called his or her perceptions of the Actual torities. But to have
to take note of two lists simultaneously, when many of tne major rn1 e4
achieve such discrepant ratings, between and withtn the :wo lists, and
when at least many roles on each list are of some importance, in their
own right, sounds like an exceedingly complex, overarching role and
task, and one ditticuTit Ebreliact and adhiEW VOrith e2ilfaittlt7:



TABLE 1

MO4146 ate' Standard Deviations (R.D.) for he Whole Sarple (N0796) for
the 13 Items Relating to Criteria of Academic Worth: Comparison of Ratings
of the "Ideal" and of the "Actual". with Statistical SignifIcance Levels
for Differences Between the titans. Itso b Item

ITEM

1-14 Teaching Performance '

2-15 Publicatirns"

3-16 Honours Received*

4-17 Student Evaluations*

5-Z8 Other Job Offers Received

6-19 Service to the Community

7-20 Total Effectiveness in Working
With Students"

8-21 Ability to Secure Reses-ch Granth*

9-22 Stateohnts of Other Staff numbers

10-23 Ability to ''et Along With Colleagues

11-24 Research Accomplished

12-25 Research Potential

13-26 Committee and Other Administrative
Service

MEAN SIGN/PICANCE
/(3M RATING ACTUAL ;ATING LEVEL. FOR
:.s -point scale) p (5-pcin, lcalo) DIFFERENCE BEMEN
(S.O. in brackets) fS.I in brackets) MEANS

4.441 ( .65) ,.47 ( .96) P < .0001

3.53 ( 4.53 f .731 P e .0001

2.65 (1.05) 3.96 (1.01) F < .0001

3.12 ( .98) 1./2 ( .85) F < .c1001

;.119 (1,00) 2.94 (1.18) P < .0001

2.71 (1.09) # 2.15 :1,03) P < .0001

4.30 ( .79)
i

2.39 ( P e .0001

2.36 (1.00) 3.61 (1 05) P., 0001

2.68 ( .951 3.32 (1.11) e < .T10)

3,03 (1 01) 3,03 (1.09) Non-Significant

3.88 ( .83) s 4.42 ( 177) P e .0001

3.67 ( .90) 3.57 (1.07) P ,035

1.88 ( .90; 3.35 (1.06) P , .0001



T2'.13LE 2

Departmental Responses to Teaching Performance as an Ideal
Criterion (Item 11 and an Actual Criterion (Item 14), and
to Research At.complished as an Ideal Criterion (/tem 11)

and an Actual Critertion (Item 24)

Teaching Performance:

1
;Research

/DEAL

rating
It 11)

Mean IDEAL
rating
(Item 1)

Mean. hCTUAL! Mean

rating j

(Item 14) '

1

English 4.64 2.65 3.69

'Icenth 4.60 2.'79 3.74

History 4." 2.58 4.07

mathematics 4 .3a 2.37 3,'/9

4.31' 2.35 3.99

Zoology 4,33 2.54 4 03

Economics 4.57 2 32 3.A6

Engineterina 4.40 2 48 3.82

Law 4.47 2.41 3,89

Medicine 4.43 2.46 3,6t,

Siatin"Cai Slq-
rtificance of Inter-

DepArtmantal
Differences

r."*

Ammo lishedi!

Meat ACTU /

rating
(Item 24)

I

4.6()

4.46

4 11

4,4"

4,38

4,47

4 37

1,4C

4,33

e * .0')16 0117 4tiqnafian

I e



TABLE ?

Status Grouo Responses to Teach.tna Performance as an Ideal
Criterion (Item 1) and an Actual Criterion (Item 14), and
to Research Accomplished as an Ideal Criterion (Item 11)
and an Actual Criterion (Item 24)

STATE'S GROUP

i 1
1

Mean IDEAL Mean ACTUAL !Mean IDEAL Mean AC:UAL
"acing retina . rating rating /

(Item 1) : it 14) i (Item 11) (item 24)

?eachino Performance: !Research Acco lisped;

Profccra 4.28 3.00 4,35 4,37

Readers 4.29 2.53 4.16 4 19

Senior Lecturers 4.41 2.41 4.00 4.46

Lecturers 4.48 2.49 3.75 4.36

Senior Tumors 4.46 2.31 3,- 4.38

rut,ors 4.62 2.25 3_60 4.4V

4
Statistical Sig-
nificance of later- P .0012 P ' .0001 0001 'Non-
Status Group inienificant
Differenms



TAHLE 4

How Important Are "Teaching" and 'Research". Ideally

and Actually?

(N a, 796)

177

PERC.MITAGE RESPONDING

OF

=MELT
HIGH IN-.
PORTANCE-

OF ,OF

HIGH IM-;MEDIUM
PORTANCE

'PORTANCE

OF
LOW IM-
PORTANCE

OF NO
IM-

PORTANCE

Item 1:

Teaching Performance
(Ideal criterion of
academic worth' 52.6 39.9 7.1

Item 11:

Research
Nccomplised
(Ideal criturlon of

23.7 45.2 26.8academic w-,,rth)

Item 14

Tedching rerformance
(Actual criterion of

3.6 8.4 13.6academic worth)

.3 .1

3,9 .4

4r!.1 ; 14.1

-t
i

Item 24! i

Research
I I

I Accomplished

of- ar,arleziclort)*1.1., 7 4

. (Actual-criteri41

I

,..,
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The //al and repose of an academic issue
A faculty at work

L.N. Short

In this paper Prefessor Short gives a detailed description of the lengthy
And inconclusive deliberations of the Board of the Faculty of Arts as it

examined structure of the Arts degree. Over a period of three years,
1970-1973, the Beard was unable to reach agreement on many issues, an*
there were conflicting opinions about the ::i.irpose of Pass and Honours

degrees in Arts.

It is suggested that the Faculty Board, because of its size and diversity,
wan ill fitted to cake a critical and rational analysis of the edacational
issues involved; and lacking control over Departmental curricula ane
teaching. was =al* to introduce order and coherence into the degrees
structure.

In a historical review of the development of Arts degrees in different
countries, Professor Short is able to trace the traneltion frail an early
fixed curriculum to the flexibYe elective system which is row common. He

believes that there is new a 'significant need for an analysis in educe-
tiomal terms of the .curriculum for general degrees of the University',
and that in spite of administrative inertia, which he so tellingly
documents, it should be done.

tt may be addod that many academics can see what is wrong with current
degree rageirecents, but they cannot in practice do anything about them.
And the reason that they cannot may be that there is no organisation
within which thiy an put their ideals into effect.

184
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Sources of political power in academia

B. Martin

It Is argued that the political power exercised by academic elltes can be usefully understood as
being based on service to non-academic elites and on disciplinary exclusiveness maintained via
specialisation and isolation of work from the public. Thls perspective on the power structure of
academia can he's to explain evidence such as the suppression of academics pursuing environmental
research and telehing.

al ,
In the liflOs and 1950 there were wide-scale sackings and harassment
of acedeciics, espe:ia/ly in the US, during the so-calIeJ mcCarthy.
era'. In Austral_ , many academics suffered in the aftermath of the
Petrov affair2. This erh had a strong quietening effect on potenti-
ally dissident academics. Yet, contrary to belief in some quarters,
political ,eliefs continue to play a significant role in appoint-

'

ments, prototions and sackings'. As well as political beliefs,
suppression of academics is often closely connected witp struggles
with organisational vested interests, and with disputes over the
validity of different types of knowledge and ways of acquiring
that is, with paradigm disputes. A mixture of political, organise-,
tional and paradigm aspects in suppression cases is quite common.

The author has made a study of a sizeable number of cases of
suppression of individuals involved in environmental research and
teaching in Australia and New Zealand. One conclusion, in agreement
with the findings of the few other investigations in this area, is
that the scale of suppression in academia is much greater than
usually realised". Furthermore, one, investigator in this area con-
cluded that "the most direct attacks on academic freedom have come
from the academic authorities themselves, and it is their gross and
arbitrary power which continues to constitute the mopt serious threat
to educational freedom"5. This situation points to the importande of
understanding how and for what purposes political power is exercised
by leading academics and administrators. The perspective adopted here
is that political power exercised by academic elites can be usefully
understood as tieing based on service to non-academic elites and on
disciplinary exclusiveness maintained via specialisation and isolation
of work from the public. Here only some general descriptive and
su.amary comments are made. Detailed examples, argument and documenta-
tion \are. reported elsewhere5.

POWERFUL GROUPS OUTSIDE THE ACADEMY

Those uho are high up within the academic power structure have
considerable interaction - for example in providing advice, planning
curricula, OoliciLing funds'and making &sae' contact - with people anc'
organisations outside the academic ,ccumnulty, particularly with those
in positions of power. The resultslof this interaction can be seen as.

185
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a quid pro quo. Frcm powerful non-academics, the academics receive
funding and some prestige. From powerful academics, the non - academics
receive help in channelling research and teaching into areas select-
ively.useful to the latter's interests, a process which in.plves
grant money, future job prospects and possible applications fo.
researCh7. .

i

The patronage of leading academics by powerful non-academics is
threatened when issues are taken into the domain of public debate,
since the legitimacy conferred by the ,stamp of unanimous scholarly

.:.1.
approval is undermined. For this reason there is a strong pieference
among politically powerful academics for patterns pf closed decision-
making. When issues are taken t the public by concerned academics,

;often this is seen as inappropri te or even contrary to proper
academic behaviour.

The perspective helps to explain cases in which academics who have
been outspoken abcu. environmental or other sensitive issues are
denied jobs, promotions, tenure or are sacked, or in which efforts in
these directions are made by corporate or government vested interests
and their academic allies. Such cases can arise in the areas of
forestry, chemistry (for example, over the issue of lead in petrol),:
entomology and political science, among others.

The influence of powerful groups outside the academy also helps to
explain the existence or otherwise of research and teaching in par-
ticular areas. For example, the almost total lack of peace research
or teaching in Australian universities can be seen as an accommodation
to the influence of the military and its allies in government and
industry. In contrast there are substantial academic prograMMes in
nuclear physics and nuclear engineering.,

In summary, academic institutions are not organised or run solely
on the basis of ivory tower scholastic criteria, but in no small
meascre are run on the, basis of the exercise of political power by
academic elites who personally or structurally have clone links with
powerful groups outside the academy.

DISCIPLINARY EXCLUSIVENESS

Many who rise within the academic power structure do so vil at least
a mcdexately successful and orthodox research career in a eairly
narrow specialisaxion. The bases on which power and prestige rest
within the academic hlerarchy therefore depend, partly on the status of
specialised research within recognised disciplines. This W.atus in
turn appears to depend in part on the discipline in question being
off limits or opaque to non-speiialists and to the public. Only to

the extent that the essence of the work in a discipline and its
specialities is either a special preserve of else not readily grasped
by outsiders is it posalble for members of the discipline to claim
exclusive rightS to judge the importance of ;cork in the discipline.

1,
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With this perspective, it is understandable that many academics in
traditional disciplines woPld be antagonistic to potentially substan-
tial4ac8dethic programmes which are either trudy interdisciplinary or
popular'with students or the public. This helps to explain why
universities such as Murdoch, Griffith or` the Australian National
University /nstit'ice of Advanced Studies, founded along interdiscip-
linary lines,,have reverted to relatively traditional departmental
patterns. It also helps to explain the lack of academic interest in
areas which generate public interest or participant involvement,
such as parapsychology or Alcoholics Anpnymous.

In recent years the environmental area hat been a source of research
and teaching which is potentially threatening to many parts of the
traditional academic power structure. By its nature much environ-
mental research is interdisciplinary. The r4sults of this research
often offer a challenge to existing policies and practices of govern-
ment and industry, and the area is one of high public concern. Such-
research thus provide a threat to the hierarchical academic power
structure

s
. Ir_ed, traditional disciplinary approaches and tradi-

tional hieiarchiaal organisational structures seem quite inadequate
bases for getting to the roots of environmental prDblems, as argued
elscmhere9. The same strictures apply to the achievement of suc-
cessful enviro nmental' educatio:.

4

A study of environmental programmes in US universities concluded that
two features were necessary, though not alone sufficient, for their
success:

1. Substantial or complete control of the
faculty reward structure and

2. Freedom to be innovative in introducing
course material, educational programs,
work study programs, and curriculum
requirements for degrees,"

These requirements obviously conflict with the maintenance of the
current academic power structure, hnd hence are seldom achieved in
practice.

Because the existing emphases in universities are predominantly in
traditional subject Areas, using traditional methods in traditional
organisational structures, there is an in-built resistance to changcs
in this prevailing pattern. such as offered by innovative inter-
disciplinary research akd teaching programmes in Areas such as the
environment, aliarmative technology, women's studies or partit..4patrx
democracy. Those uho do research or teaching in ouch topics often
find it hard to find jobs, got tenure or promotions, get grant money,
raintain proper 'Martirig .awls or introduce &aired innovations.
Those problems axe aometimes imposed is A mannbr which ..an be widely
400S, tic contravening academie principles; more often the di,,courage-

meet of interdisciplinary and sociaily challenging research and
teaching can be justified or tetionalised in terms of a commitmelk
traditional disciplinary norms of scholarship and service to thar
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interests of existing powerful groups. For example, economic geology
is accepted as all academic subject, while environmental geology is
virtually nonexistent.

In any case, it is most difficult to change institutions from the
usually narrow purposes for which theylwre designed. In the area of
energy and environment in the US, no h6listic study programmes were
established at'universities before 1971. Thus the programmes followed
rather than preceded the development of widespread public interest
and definition 02 the main problems", a situation which also applies
in 'Australia. This suggests that the generation of public interest in
issues 'and the creation of independent, citizen-oriented research
groups may have a,larger4impact on existing scholarly institutions
than isolated attempts/ar change from within.

Finally, it may be argued that many characteristics of the academic
community have evolved out of the community's history of interaction
with government, business and otter groups. For example, the
tendency of academics to avoid controversial public issues can be
interpreted as'an adaptive response to avoid alienating potential

sources of patronage. More generally, the process of professional-.
isation can be seen as a process of transforming special knowledge
and skills into social and economic rewerds12. The academic power
structure would seem to be an important component in this process.

oS .
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A framework for selecting educational
method in work organisations

J. Martin

In the 1970s the field of adult learning blossomed into an area of respectable academic pursuit.
However, there are still only a few vaguely defined landmarks to guide the practising adult
educator. The primary emphasis to late has been on understanding the characteristics of the adult
learner and then identifying the appropriate educational techniques to be used with these learners.

A third'factor, that ,f the environment or organisational setting, within which tie teaching is to
be carried out and were the learning is to be put to use, ha not been glen enough consideration
in determining approaches to teaching adults. This is somewhat surprising es there is vast liter-
ature on the study of organisation., most of which allows the adultleducator to understand the
characteristics of their organisational setting.

This paper identifies a framework for determining'approprlate teaching methods in terms of the
requirements of the organisational setting. The author's purpose in doing this is to provide a
framework for research into identifying more specific guidelines for eaching adults.

It indirectly raises a number of moral and ethical issues relating to the role of ad.lit educators
in work organisations.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper I want to look specifically at an appropriate framework
for matching educational method with organisaLicnal needs. The con-
cepts of training, staff development and education are considered
synonymous for the purpose of this discussion, however, I would be
among the first to acknowlodge that each have a different focus in a
work environment.

The reason why this framework is being proposed is that the practising
adult educator in work organisations in Australia over the last decade
has been bombarded with a plethora of information on the adult as
learner that in many instances has led to confusion, rather than
clarification, as to the most effective ways for carrying out their
function. This information explosion in the area of adult learning
has covered a wide range of characteristics of the adult learner, yet
little attempt has been made to build this information into a comi.re-
hensive model for the practising adult educator in work organisations.
The reason for this is that, theories of adult learning have been at
such a gesiral, abstract level, the practising adult educator has
difficulty applying these theories to their particular situation. This

has beet, compounded by the fact that most hypotheses and theories focus
on a particular aspect of the adult as learner and as such there have
been few worthwhile attempts to develop models that account for all of
these aspects.

One of the first steps in a, training and development programme is to

vonduct analyses of the organisation, that is, the group of people
vhora the problem is perceived to exist. These analyses vary in name;

185
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.organisation, job, task, although in methodology they are esset.-,.ally
the ;lamp. That main distinction being thn level of resolution of the
particular analysis.

The purpose of such an approach is to identify the performance
discrepancy, that is, the difference between desired performance and
actual performance, and this'traditionally takes an empirital:orienta-
tion. This orientation seeks information on the success Tor;th which
work is performed and is the basis for training and development
activities, as well secio-tlichnical, organisation and system changes.
Traditionally, the next step is to draft a tralA.Ing pre gramme bases on
those areas identified as Having the largest perforoa%ce-Biscrepaeli
that can best be overcome by training rathe than other organisation
development activities: t

,

The problem with this approach is that a crucial analysis is usually
left out, and'even whe'p it is included, has hot warranted the emphasis
I believe it requires. This analysis is identifying Lhe most
appropriate methods by which training avid development activities can
be carried out. This is amain theme of this paper, based on the
axiom that you cannot divorce what is learnt'from the way it is learnt.
Therefore in this paper we at to apply one of the more widely
known holistic models of the adult learner to a model, or framework,
for identifying the characteristics of an organisation. ThLs is done
in the belief that the organisational setting, or context within which
educational activities are to be carried out, is of primary importance
in determining the educational methods, or strategies, that are to be
adopted within that organiration.

In presenting this framework there art, several important assumptions
that need to be stated if it-is be a FL- ical guide to the training
and staff development officer. These assumptions are, firstly that
the organisation has clearly defined goals and that the structure of
the organisation is seen as effective - if not the most effective
possible,- in working towards these goals. A second assumption is
that the training and, staff development officers'perception of their
role is that it is to develop the human resources of the organisation
so that they can more efficiently meet the prescribed goals within the
defined organisation structure.

As I have already raid, a batic assumption is that the most appropriate
educational methods in an organisation are determined by the context
in which they are to be applied. Therefore, I will first outline that
part of the framework which identifies the nature of the organisation;
then identify an holistic model of the adult learner, and finally;
d'-,cuss the relationship between these two models, which is the main
purpose of the paper, highlighting the importance of the relationship
betvigen the two frameworks. This will include suggestions on areas of
further research and investigation in testing aspects of and applying
the model to 4 range of organisational settings.

UNDERSTANDING ORGANISATION

I have already stated that the study of the adult as learner has
focussed primarily on aspects of adult learning with relatively few
holistic studies of all aspects of the adult in a learning state.
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This is equally true to the study of organisations. Stogdill states
that the "unsatisfactory condition of organisation theory is evidenced
by the great variety of theories available".I He lists eighteen
different conceptualisations of groups and organisations and states
that the theories of organisation are not discrete, often with "two

or more of the different points of view combined".2 The basic

premises and orientations in theories of organisation as identified
by Stogdill are as follows:

1. Organisation as a cultural producN.t.
2. Organisation as an exchange agent with its environment.

?. Organisation as an independent agency.

4. Organisation as a system of structures and functions.

5. Organisation as a structure in action over time.

'6. Organisation as a system of dynamic functions
7. Organisation as a processing system.
8. Organisation. as an input-output system.

9. Organisation as a structure of subgroups.

10. Subgroups in interaction with the organisation. .

11. Subgroups in interaction with each other.

12. Groups as biological-soCial necessities.

13. Groups as cultural products.

14. Groups as independent entities.

15. Groups as interaction systems.
16. Groups as interaction-expectation systems.
17. Groups as collections of individual members.
18. Groups as summations of member characteristics.;

This list confirms the view that organisations are complex inter-
relations of people and things. It is provided in order to highlight

this fact and to stress that training and development officers should
be aware that their organisation is truly unique, requiring its own
particular strategy of training and development.

In 3 comprehensive paper on the comparative study of organisations
Burns, in taking a stzaightforwara, pragmatic view of organisations,
says "that it should be clearly feasible to list a number of attributes
of organisations which will vary quantitatively or qualitmtively
between different organisations, and which would, when ordered,
correlated, and contrasted, yield a simple classification of organisa-
tions that might of itself contribute to an understanding of them ".'
ass a result h6has constructed the following list of variables that

characterise otganisations:

Economic Dimension

1. Number of employees.

2. Capital investment.;
3. :lumber of cl'ents, customers, sutscribers (I.e. non-employed

members).
4. Horse-power ratio (or some o ler measure of proportion of

inanimate power to manual labor force).

5. Direct labor costs in proportion to total costs.
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Administrative Dimension

*. Proportion of managers and supervisors to total personnel.
7. Webber of administrative levels.
8. Ntibeer of different job'titles and distribution of personnel

. between there
9. Line-staff ratio:.

10. Degree of geographical concentration, f dispersal of resources,
personnel, and destination_of output.

U. Meth00, frequency, and direction of communication within the
Organisation.

12. Form of control exercised over staf! or mecbers.
13. Span of control (number of subordinates per supervisor)
14. itesponsibility (relative frequency of monitoring by superior

Institutional Dimension

15. Degree of specificity, in quantifiable terms, of goals and
output, e.g. profit, remuneration, hours of work, in
the case of businesses,. as against effectiveness of
hospitals as judged by patients, professional press,
staff, sponsoring body.

16. Extent (nuMber, comprehensiveness, particularity) of formal
rules.

17. Degree of specificat,on of jobs (ur some other measure of extent
to which performance is prograemed by central or higher
administration).

18. Specialised training regeirements, educational qualifications,
etc.

19. Cemplexity and duration of job cycle.
20. Degree of seeeentation (i.e. extent to which persons with

different job titles work in the same unit) or segregation.
21. Frequency awl nature of interaction with people and places

outside the organisation.
22. Visibility of :ndividuel's perforoance in coeparison to thateof

others in .:emisations.
23. *ariation (e.g. eehiguity, conflict) in requirements end assess-

ment of individuals.

The framework adopted in this paper is an extension of Barns' variables
that characterise organisations and is one provided by Burns and
Stalker.' They tee organisations as being characterised by a manage-
eent system that can be identified on a continuum besween what they
rpm mechanistic and organismic, or organic, organisation type. The
mechanistic organisation has the following characteristics:

(a) specialised differentiation of functional tasks into which the
problems and taske fazing the concern as a whole are broken
down;

(b) the abe'ract nature of each individual task, which is pursued
with techniques and purposeeLmore or less distinct from those
o f tY concern, as a whole; i.e. the functionaries tend to
pursue die technical improvement of moans, rather than the
accomplishment of the ends of the concerns
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(c) the reconciliation 'for each level in the hierarchy, of these
distinct pergorrances by the'immediate superiors, who are
also, in turn, responsibly for seeing that4each is relevant
in his own special part of- the vain task;

(d) the precise definition of rights and ebligations and technical
methods attached to each functional role;

(e) the translation of rights and obligations and methods into the
t responsibilities of a functional position;

114f) hierarchic structure of control, authority and communication,

(g) a reinforcement of the hierarchic structure by the location
of knowledge of actualities exclutively at the top of the .

hierarchy, where the final reconciliation of distinct tasks
and assessment orrelevance is made; 6

(h) a tc,.dency for interaction between members of the eoncern to
be eitical, i.e. between superior and subordinate;

(i) a tendency for operations and working behaviour to be governed
by the instructions and decisions issued by superiors:

(j) insistence on loyalty to the concern and obedience to
superiors as a condition of membership;

(k) a greater importance and prestige attaching to internal (local)
than to general :cosmopolitan) knowledge. expe:.ence, and
skill.'

At the end of the continuum the organic sybtem is typified by

(a) the contribetive nature of special knowledge and experience
to the comer, task of the' concern;

(b) the realistic nature of the individual task, which is seen as
sot by the total situation of the concern;

(c) the adjustment and continual redefinition of individual tasks
diroueh interact.ton with others;

(d) tho Shedd ng of responsibility as a limited field of rights.
obligations and methods. (Problems may not be posted upwards,
downwards or sideways as being someone else's responsibility).

(s) the spread of commitment to the concern beyond any technical
definigon:

4
(f) a network structure of control, authority, and communication.

The sanctions which apply to the individual's conduct in his
working role derive more from presumed community of interest
with the rest of the working organisation if. the survival and
growth of the firm, and less from a contractual relationship
between himself and a non - personal corporation, represented
for him by an immediate Superior;
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(g) omniscience no longer imputed to the head.of the concern;
knowledge about the technical or commercial nature of the
here and now task may be located anyshue in the network:
This location becoming the ad hoc centre of control authority
and communication;

(h) a lateral rather than a vertical direction of communication
through the organisation, communication between people of
different rank, also, resembling consultation rather than
commandt

51) a content of communication which consiss of information' and
advice rather than instructions and decisions;

(j) commitment to the concern's tasks and to the technological
ethos of material progress and expansion is more highly
valued than loyalty and obediences

(k) importance and prestige attach to affiliations and expertise
valid in the industrial and technical and commercial milieux
external to the firm.°

Both the mechanistic and organi: organisations represent the pure. ends
.of the continuum. Burns and Stalker regard the mechanistic type as
being appropriate to organisations functioning in a stable environment
while the organic system is appropriate to changing conditions. The
problem with this notion is that dLfferent rates of change are impact-
ing on the different subsystems * gn the larger organisational
system. This is compounded in of s tions containing highly
differentiated subsystems within them.

Lawrence and Wrath account for this aspe6t of varying rates of change
impacting on subsystems, of organisations in their work on the differ-
entiation and integration of these subsystems. Thoistate "that to
understar1 the environmental demands on an organisation we start first
by looking at how much differentiation should exist among the various
groups s0-within an organisations- -"This depends': they believe,
"upon what internal characteristics of each group must develop to
carry out planned cren*n with its assigned part of the environ-
ment".1° Handy sees differentiation as different parte of the
organisation having:

(a'l differing time horizons (long or short);

(b) differing orientations to the market
(customer needs or product quality);

(c) differiu interpersonal styles;

(d) differing demon of formality in the
structure, 1

In an organisation with highly differentiated functions ranging from
research and development to the assembly line, it would be imperative,
if 9-te organisation as a whole was to be effective, for .these highly
differentiated subsystems to be . ntegrated in such ai4ei. that the

195
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organisation can, synergistically, capitalise on the contribution each

has to make to its overall objectives. "When units are highly
aifferentiated it is more difficult to achieve integration among them
than when the individuals in the units haVe similar ways of thinking

and behaving.u" As a result Lawrence and Lotisch believe that "when
groups in an organisation need to.be highly dilfferentiated, but also
require tight integration it is necessary for the organisation to
develop more integrating mechanisms"." They also

believe that the basic organisational mechanism for achieving
integration ill the management hierarchy. This aspect is significant

in terms of Burns and Stalker's continues) for a highly differentiated
organisation that eequired tight integration would have the propensity
to adopt a management style More towards the mechanistic end of the
continuum.

The Burne and Stalker continuum does not address itself specificelly
to the nature ei interpersonal relationships, or climate of the organ-
isation, as it relates to4the structure of the organisation. rile CS

taken up by Morse and Lorsch" for example, who :lave investigaMd the
relationship between structure and climate.

In their study of two research laboratories with unpredictable research
and development tasks, one as effective performer and the other loss
effective, and two containing plants involving the ma .facture of
standardised items with automated high speed produ_tiot, lines, one
plant also more effective than the other, they "found that the more
effective units had a better fit between structure and organisation
climate than the mess effective units"." French and Bell's sursnary

of the Morse and Lorsch study fa shown in Table

,A significant conclusion frcm the Morse and Lorsch study is that it is

important for an 'effective fit between task, structure and climate"
to be made if there is to be "more feelings of competence, and
implicitly organisational effectiveness in organisations".1'

In looking at the relationship between task) structure and elimate in
terms of organisation development strategies French anti Bell believe
'that a number of contin/iicies may determine the best structure, best
design of tasks, or best, leadership style"." They conclude by saying

that '"the question is not which is better, an organic or mechanistic
system? but that the question needs to be posed in terms of contin-
gencies, for example:

1, That is the most effective mix of organic and mechanistic
characteristics for a given organisatio4 or unit and its

cutrent circumstances? Or,

%

2. Under what conditions is the organic system superior to
the mechahistic, and vice versa"."

The contribution by theOrists such as Morse, Lorech, and Laweence,
French and Bell - and no doubt many. others, too numerous to include

hare - have developed greater understanding of the nature of organ-
isations that can be viewed ha being on a continuum conceptually

' similar to that of Burn's and Stalker's. These theorists illustrate
the opportunities available te the training and development profes-
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sternal to take from the literature, frameworks, or models, that help
them to develop understanding of their organisational setting.

THE ADULT LEARNER - A TOTAL V7E1?

I have already made the assertion that most theories of adult learning
focus on a particular aspect of the adult as learner with the result
that there are few holistic models which account for all of these
aspects inter-relating in a purposeful way. This is exemplified.by
Kidd when -ho identifies "'concepts that have yielded useful hyzaothesee

ti for investigation",".such am:

the life span

. change in rola

"studentship" and "meMberehip".

maturation

adult experience

the self-learner

the signifiCance of *time"

"uld age")

These are valuable cancepts on which
investigation have been carried out,
and miss depending to a great degree
is in applying thom, on the basis of
to their organisational setting.

considerable research and
however, it is stilllargele.Att
on how skilful the practitioner
his or her rersonal experience,

An hcaistic framework for understanding tfa adult leafter is that
presented by Malcolm Knowles. He has identified a process for'facil-
itating adult learn mg_which pc: terms andragogy self-directed adult
learning. He oontrests on a continuum this andragogical.xocesa
against the traditional theories of teaching, or training, commonly
called pedagogy - the art and science of teaching children. Knowles
believes that adults, mature, motivated and experienced human beings,
are capable of being self-directed in their learning and that the
role of the aault educator is to assist the le.erner in identifying
needs, establishing a leaning program with the learner and assisting
in the evaluation by the learner of that program." A comparison of the
assumptions and designs of pedagogical and andregogicia methods is
.shown in Table 2.

The assumptions that constitute Knowles andragogy, pedagogy cont:..nuum
interrelate to give direction to the process elements of the learning
environment. He beLeveS that the differences between children and
adults begin. with the concept of self,

A child first sees himself as a completely depend-
ent personality. He seas himself in his firdt
cons ounness as being completely dependent upon
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the adult world to make his decisions for: him, to

feed him, to change his diapers, and to see where

the pin is sticking. During the course of his

childhood and youth, that dependence is reinforced
tie dedisitens are =mai for him in the home, at
school, in churcheeen the playground: and every-

where he turns. Butoet some point t starts

__experiencing the joy of deciding tftings for him, ....

self ... "Fe self directing.me

Hirwiet the point,at which this change occurs,
there develops in the humarebeingeideep
psychological need to be perceived by himself and

by others as being indeed self-directing. This is

the concept that lies at the heart of andragogy.
Andragogy is based upon the insight that the
deepest need An adult has is to be treated as an
adult, to be treated an a self-directing person,
to be treated with respect. Andragogy is
student-centered and problem oriented. 23

*
While KnOwles postulated the child, adult dechhtomy to give examples to
his pedagogy - andragogy continuum he has always felt that andragogical

assumptions apply equally to'ehildrve In fact, he has become more

convinced of this view in recent yeare.24

Knowles regards the aneragogical model as a process model in contrast
to the content models employed by traditional pedagogical educators.

He sees the differences as: "in.treditional education the teacher (or

trainer ..,) decides in advance what knowledge or skills need to be
'transmitted, arranges this body of content into logical units, selects
the most efficient means for tranemitting.Ws content (lectures,
readings ...) and than develops a plan for presenting these content
units in sone sort of sequence ... The andragogical teacher (faLl-
itator, consultant ...) prepares in advance a set of procedures for
involving the learners (and other relevant parties) in a process

involving these elements: (1) establishing a climate conducive to

learning; (2) creating a mechanismegor mutual planning; (3) diagnos-

ing the needs for learning; (4) formulating progrem objectives

(which is content) that will satisfy these needs; (5) designing a

pattern of learning experiences; (6) conducting these leaning
experiences with suitable teehnkues and materials; and (7) evalua-

ting the learning outcomes and re-diagnosing learning needs".
TS

The important difference between the andragogical (process) and
pedagogical (content) models "is not that one deals with content and
the other does'aot; 'the difference is that the Content model is w
concerned with transmitting information and skills Whereas the process

model in concerned wit). providing procedures and resources for helping,

learders acqgire information end,skill".26

This is a particularly important distinction which is of considerable

signicance in this paper. The power, auteerity, responsibility

fvectiens on the Burns and Walker mechanistic organismic continuum .

correlate strongly with the pedagogical notion of transmitting, or
giving information to other people. Information that is not

necessarAy, in their eyes, what they need to, or should know. This
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corresponds to mechanistic,organisation Characteristics. Conversely
the andragogical model is concerned with assisting peopld tr acquire
information and skill which they perceive as necessary for their job.
Likewise, this corresponds to.organismic organisatkon characteristics.

. 1.
I

A CONCEPTUAL FRAME;ORX FOR SELECTING EDUCATIONAL METHODS it: HOAX
ORGANISATIONS

The coneeptual framework for selecting educational method s in work
Organisations proposed is based on the relationship between the Burns
and Stalketwohanistic, organismic gm4 tiii.19nowlscom7virAgogy! pedagogy,
continuum. Iiiii'i=elitionship is represented diagrammatically in .

Figure 1.

The independent variables are those that relate to organisations while
the dependent variables re ate to "v. adult learner. -71s I have said
earlier this relationship, that is, educational methods dependent on
the content within which these methods are to be applied is a base.
.assumption in this paper.

.

Diagrammatically the.relationship betwolen these two concepts is a
simple one. The first tank is to analyse the organisation, which can
be asamell as two people working togethet"vr 16.41hrge diverse corpora-
tion - although training and develdpment professionals rarely. take on
groupe as large as this at any one time. This dnalysis should not only
be seeking information on the performance discrepancies, that ia, the
difference between desired performance ansi actualAperformance, it ghoul,.
also seek to analyse the nature of the organisation in terms of the
eleven characteristics that constitute the Burns and Stalker continuum.

0
Once the decision is made,as to where the organisation lies onithe
continuum une can relate' this to the assumPtion about the adult as

-*learner as per the andragogy, pedagogy continuum, then begin to
consider the appropriate educational method that may be used in that
setting.

An example of this relationship in action r could be where an organise-
.

tion was identified,as having characterlstics which allowed it o be
placed closer to' the mechanistic end of the continuum in ouch a way
that one could say jt was 75% mechanistic, 25% organismic. Taken as
simply an thin it tends to be a rather crude pict're of the overall
nature of an oeganination, however, in arriving at this position one
should have gained a more specific understanding of the reasons why
this assessment is made. That4s, what are the charactbristics of the
organisation in terms of the, criteria-that constitute the Burns
and Stalker continuum? : u this broad statement cf the organisation.
that is, 75% mechanistic 4 25% organismic, is inappropriate, or
specifically, nisleading, when the eleven criteria that charac-
terise this continuum are rly correlated and there is a significant
range between, variables the process of aggregating the criteria
clearly distorts the tr situation. For example, the organisation may
have at one extreme a h degree of specialised differentiation of
functional tasks with ich the problems and tasks facing the concern .

as a whole are broke own Characterising it as highly 7echanistic and,
quite feasibly, at t other extreme, communication vit-in the
organisation which ;mists of information and advice rather than
instructions and isions_yhich are characteristic ofithe organismic

1.
}
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end.of thg continuums. 4In developing theie framework .Burnt and Stalker

suggene that such diversity between characteristics would in fact be
rare.2

The next step is to relate the nature oft-the organisation to the

Knowles mantinam about the assumptions of the adult learner. In the
case above one could assume that.the'educational methods to be used,
in this organisation would be based on 751.ped2gogy and 25% andragogy
assUmptidns.

The Knowles continuum is a polarity with black and white at either end
and varying shades of grey between. The 25%/25% relationship merely

, gives the trainer a guide as teethe power trainees can exercise over
their programmes, The ratio above sueeericis a major role for the

' trainer in identifying needs, establishing learning outeomes and being
largely responsible for the structuring of what would tend to be a
more al programme re! eng on a significant use o7 traditional
pr, 1 methods. Conversely the :..nines could be expected to play
a tanded to be more on a micro scale, 'taxing responsibility

for or g their learning, needs in terms of the overall progneMed,

actively- participatingen discussidn'Snd syndicate group work and,
using their own work situation as the basis for,cese study material.

It is-recognised that 6identify characteristics of a particular
organisation in terms o$ the Burets and Stalker contineum is a difficilt
task," especially when one coesiders the, range of interrelating factors.,

manyeof which do not teadily lend themealmes to eepiricul testing and
analysis. An assertion in this paper in that although this is
difficult it is better to att'Anpc this task, regardless of how Super-
ficial and subjective At tee be, as ;vain be better than an off-the-
cuff decision which is certainly based on subjective data.

The methods by which this identification of the organisation is
determined is an important aspect of educational programmes for train-
ing and staff development officers conductgd by the School, of
Adminipteatiee Stlidies at the Canberra College of Advanced Education
And is thit oasis of my continuing research.

Acceptance of this relationship and more importantly, the dependent,
independent relationship of first assessing the organisations, then
selecting educationalemethods ehat are appropriate to the power
people have over their learning ;n that context raises important
philosophicdl'guestions about the rule of the training and eta:
development officer. In the introduction I said that an assumption`
in this paper is that the role vf the training and staff development
officer is to develop the human resources of the organisation no that
these resources can mote efficiently meet the proscribed organisation
goals, within the defined organisation structure. 1 would expect that
most managers would, on first reaction agree with the concept that
training and development is subservient to the or9apisation within
which it operates. However there is.a considerable body of literature
on hwean resource development which suggests that this view dots much
to stifle.growth and devilopment of the individual, and ultimately of
the organisation. For example,, Chris Argyris and Donald Schon who are
eminent in the field .of neo-human relationis.s believe that an
individuals growth and development is constrained by the organisation
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within which they exist.

Argyrie regards,rechanietic or4aninatIon structures as being raspons-
.

ible for many of the current problems thit exist within them, such as
low morale, apathy towards work; low productivity, high absenteeism
and turnover and littro concern for the .organisation. According to
Argyris, coven changes shout} take place in the personality of
individuals if they are to develop into mature people over the years.
He believes these changes. occur, on a continuum and that. the healthy
personality develops along the, continuum from maturity to immaturity.
The seven changes are showndiegrmmsatically in Figure 2.

e mechanistic organisation design Argyris believes the indiOideal,
fitted to the job; "this design is based upon four concepts of

scientific management: task specialisation, chain of commard, witty
of direction, and span of centrol"." Became° of the inability of the
individual- to seek and accept responsibility, to use and develop his
abilities in a way that is both beneficial to himself and the organisa-
tion he is restrietala in his ability to move across the continuum
towards being a more mature person.

IN46.e....t,raining and staff' development officer operating in a mec is

organidaticm, who has competent, mature individuals involved i his

pmogrammesihas to give considerable thought to the purpose ',this
activities. Is he simply providing a staff function that will help
equip line personnel with skills and abilities to carry out their work
or does he see his rolee including an adaptive function as a catalyst
for changes change which ne personally regards as being worthwhile in

e'er= of the organisation's structure, the way people work within it,and
the methods by which the organieation meets its goals?

If he chooses till& latter course of Action an ing our example above,
conductS programmes basedion assumptions about p ticipants that reflect
a 75% andragoly, 25% peagogy mix he is running risk of, to use an
old apalogy, taking a piece out of the jig-saw-pu ele,"changing its
agape through training, then expecting it to go back into the puzzle
and behave differently. What inevitably happens is that the piece is
forced to change back into the old shapceif it is to fit back into the
organisation structure, or even words still, the individual decides -

that he cannot work in the organisation because of the conetraints Oh
him and ultimately resigns from its ranks: -

SUai.MAPY7-
An unquestioning acceptance of the relationship proposed in thill paper,
this is, that educational methods used in organisations are dependent
on this contest can lead to a waste of resources on training and staff
development if consideration is not given to the appropriateness of the

. present organisation characturiatics and the capabilities, desires and

attitudes bf'ite human resources beforehand.

Careful consideration of this framework not only identifies strategies,
for educational methodso be aced in an organisation, it also highlights
the needy for the training and staff development officer to have meLch

1 4 ofider view of their activities appreciating the inextricable link

.,12Rtween organisational training and.development and other organisation
Meyelopment activities.

t\i't
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TABLE 1 f SYSTEM CONTIRGENCLES It FOUR ORGAUISATIOUS
.

Type of
Organise`-

tion

Tasks . Structure CUL:ate

.

Feelings

of Com-
potence

.

Organisation
Effective-
ness

.

Manufac-

turiig
plant

.

.Predict-

able
canufac:
turing
tasks

..-

.

Highly
structured
and defined
roles,
duties,
relation-
chips

Influence
concesta-.r

ted at the
top

'

.

.

Kigher Effective

.

'1

Less

structured
and d

e

Egalitarian
distriba-
tion of
influerice

Lower Loss effec-
tivo

,

.

Research

labor-
atory

. .

Uncertain
research
tasks

.

Low degree
of ntruc-
tura in '

roles,

duties,
and
rotation -

ships

Egalitarian
distribu-
tidh of
influence

Higher

.

Effective

More e
atrudture

Influence
tending,
to Con-
centrate
at the
top

Lower Less
effective

Based on material in John, J. Morse and Jay W. Lorsch, "Beyond Theory

Y", Harvard Business Review, 48 (May-June 1970) 61-69.1:
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TABLE 2 A toMPARISCH OF ASSUMPTIONS AND PROCESSES WY TEACHER-LALCTEG it At LEAPNIh, ANL ALF-LIRE.TTED

(ANDRACOGICAL) LEARNING"

-

. ASSUMPTICHS PRXESS ELEMENTS

out
\ .

PEDAGOGICAL
Teacher-Directed
Learning

MDRAGOGICAL
Self-Directed.

'Learning

E ements, PEDAGOGICAL
Teacher-Directed
Learnin.

ANDMOOCICAL
Self-Directed
Learnin.

Concept of the
-Learner

Dependent
Personality

, .. _

Increasingly
Solf-Directed
Organism

Climate

Planning

Formal Authority-

Oriented
Competitive Judg-
mental

Informal, Mutu-

ally Peipectful,
Consonnual, Col -

laborative,

Supportive
Redeeflearners'
Experience

To be-built on
More Than Uned

A Rich Resource
for Learning .4

Develops from
Life Tanks G ,

Problems

Readiness,to
Learn

Dictated by
Curriculum

Primarily by
Teacher

By Participative
DecIsion-making
By Mutual
Assessment

Diagnosis of
Needs

Primarily by
TeacherOrientation to

Learnine
Subject-
Centred

Task or Publem
Centred

tives, Curiosity

teacher-

.given the label
(meaning child)

do inod as to
.

self-directed
"Andragogy",

- thus being
adults (or

learn.

Setting Goats Primarily by
Teacher

By Mutual ,

NegotiationMotivation External Reveres linte71-nar
and Punished:late i Designing a

Leo..ng Plan'
Content Mita,
Course Syllabus.
lexlical Sequence

LearningProjettee
Learning Content
Sequenced in
Terms of
Readiness
Inquiry ProjecUI
Independent
Study Experien-
tial Techniques

The body of theory
directed learning
"Pedagogy", from
and agogus (meaning

and practice on which
is based in often
the Greek work paid

guide - thus being
children.

and praCtice on which
is coning to be labelled
aner (ceaning adult)

Learning

Activities

Transmittal
Techniques,
Assigned Readings

art and science of-teaching

The body of theory
learning is based
fro= the ..reek word
defined as tio.. nro

e4en better, maturing

Elir1,----ration

.

.

Frizarily by
Teacher

By Mutual MOODS-
mentof Self-Ool-
acted Evidence

and potence of helping
human beings)

1

w),
1.,
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FIGURE 2 2 CHRIS &Sal/MS 111KATURITY/MURITY CaiTINUtbeit
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INTRODUCTION TO PART V
9

A number of the papers in Part II questioned the extent to'which tertiary
teachers should control the method and content of learning for their

students. This part examines a similar issue, but from the viewpoint of

teachers rather, thin students.

In recent years most universities in Australia and New Zealand and many
of the larger institutes of Technology in Australia have established
education') reseerchand development units. ese units have a variety

of nate.and vary in their functionsOsut 'all eve the c n task of

seeking to improve teething and learning in the Institut! in which they

. arc established. One problem which these units continual) face is to '

decide the extent to which members of the units should attempt to per-
suade teachers In their institution to adopt particular approaches to
course design, teaching strategies and alternative systems of assessment.

'Each of the papers in this section discussescome aspect of the profes-
sional development of academic staff. In the opening paper, LW. Imrie
and H.G. Murray examine the situation in Hew Zealand, Canada, the United
Kingdom and Australia, ano derive certain principles which may be used
in any professional development programme which focuses on the teaching

role.

The paper which follows, by D. !loud, the abstract by G. Brown, the paper
by AeJ. Dare, and a second paper by B.W. Imrie and,H.G. Murray, all report
workshops held at the HERM conference in which participants took an
active part in coning to the conclusions reported here.

Each workshop had a distinctive emphasis; Scud's on the need for

developing skills of self-appraisal, thus avoiding problems of control;
Brown's on increasing the amount of active learning In lectures, thus
enhancing students' freedom to learn in ways which are most effective for

them; Dare's on the need for thoie leading profeelpnal development pro-
grammes to base activities much more on the experkeeces and needs of

participants than on their own preconceived ideas of how to improve
teaching; and Imrie and Murray's on the formulation of acceptable profes-

sional development policies.

The concluding paper in this section, by S. Kenn's, examines an entirely

different aspect of professional development, one which results from

membership of a course planning team. Kemmis describes techniques-which

have proved useful at Deakin University for helping trelividual academics

to work as members of a team. Under such conditions here may be a loss

of individual freedom, but the gain for all members the team far

outweigh any losses.

204
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Freedom and control in higher education
Who needs a policy?

imrie & H.G. Murray 4

The 410051tIOn posed In the t.cle refers to policy for the professional developeent of academic

staff Policies and professionalism are discussed with reference to exper.ences In Australia.

Canada. 1kw Zealand and the UK. A professional development policy is considered to be

eratAtivisite for in- service programmes for academic staff, for evaluation of academic

performance and career related decisions. Members of a profess on should ectibbt resPonsibil,fe

for the practice of the profession. rF

INTRODUCTION

t4

The terms 'faculty development' (Canada and the USA) and 'staff.
development" ( Australia, New Zealand and the UK) have been widely used
during the last.decada but more attention is now beifiggiven to
professional development as a more compiehensive concept which
includes all of the professional activities and responsibilities of
academic staff. In the USA, Bakker et al (1977) prefer proressional
development faculty development, as a more inclusive term,

Since it connotes concern for improving the
conditicns of student learning, awareness of
changes the role of the teacher, and
invol ent with the health of educational institutioes.

The answer to the question posed in the title of this paper will be
considered in five parts, with reference to (a) staff associations
(Australia) or associations of university teachers (Canada, New Zealand
and UK), (b) university councils or senates, (c) university departments
and heads of departments, (d) individual staff and (e) students. Before

doing so it is worth discussing some of the implications of profession-
alism and of policies.

POLICIES AND PROFESSIONALISM

For the purposes of this paper, it is suggested that a policy is an
affirmation of values, beliefs and principles as well as a statement of

aims, requirements and expectations. Fox professional development the

areas of professional responsibility arc teaching, research, administra-

tion, 'consultancy and liaison with other bodies. In the USA and Canada,

these areas are identified as teaching, research and service (to univer-

sity and to corraunity) (e.g. AAUP, 1975).

Professionalism, the practice of being ptofassional, is identifiable
when attitudes are consistent with performance at professional levels of

knowledge, ability and skill. Chisman (1976) dedribes an attitude as

21.0



consistent when thecomponents :f attitude - th, belief and action
tendency - are consonant with each other and wit ntended outcome.
It may be inferred that a fundamental principle or prerequisite for an
operational polity of professional development is that of personal
responsibility and accountability.

As such, individual professionalism is also a consequence of profess-
ional development in the sense that there is a continuing responsibility
forparformance standards i.e. an_accountability which implies evaluation
(Leiria, 1976). Furedy and Furedy; (1979) identify professionalism as the
behaviour of experts in the condubt of their calling or pXofession but
for professionalism in staff development, they quote Matheson. "You
don't have be an expert to be professional; professionalism refers to
maximising the potentialities of a situation."

Without denying any distinctions (fine or othertride) it may be more use-
ful to consider expertise as something an expert has with reference to a
body of knowledge (law, medicine, engineering and even pedagogy) while
professionalism lies in the effective application of that expertise to
the solutions of problems. In universities, solution to problems (and
opportunities) of development, often require considert.ion of people
(staff and students) as individuals not as aggregates for normative
generalisations - every person is atspecial case!

Professionals or Polarisation?

Certainly there have always been tensions between research and teaching
between the subject and the student, and between freedom and control.
Does the academic teach the subject or teach the student? Must there be
conflict between individual freedom and collective action or control?
Do universities make niggardly opportunities for research. and reward it
richly while demanding a great deal bf teaching aim reward it poorly?
Ironically this question was raised by Stratton (1965) as a problem of
university expansion at a seminar sponsored by the Federation of
Australian University Staff Associations (FAUSA). The question is still
pertinent although.expansion has ceased and retrenchment or steady-state
are now used to describe financial conditions of.university government.
Unfortunately steady4stAto is quite inappropriatS as a description of
the effects of so-called financial or cost-benefit policies on depar
mehts and on individual staff,perticularly tutors (Austraria), junior
lecturers (NewsZealand), teachidg assistants (Canada) and others on
fixed -term contracts. It_is relevant to the professicnal development okZ
academic staff (Roe, 1980) to Oinestion what may be lest by staff and
students if (excessive) cost-benefit requirements significantly diminish
personal relationships and the quality of university life.

DC academic staff consider themselves to be professional teachers as
well as professional historians, chemists and mathematicians, for
example? Although entry to the academic profession is by virtue of
qualifications obtained by study within an academic discipline, and of
experience from professional practice, the management as supervision of
research requike further professional development in addition to keeping

,up with the literature of thi discipline. Is it redundant to ask if
professors are also practising members of a teaching profession with

21
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eimaar professional implications :or study and performance? In all

such discussions it is too easy to polarise the argument, teaching v.
research, process v. prteuct, education v. qualification or,frpedom v.
coM.rol - the ipolarity between voluntary action and coercion 01,xt leaves
lity.le room for development (Mandeibaum, 1979). The aim of professional
development is to optimise (pontrol) for the -enefit (0-eedom) of the
indo vidual and of the academic community, the knowledge, attitudes and
abiLitiea consistent with profysionalism in teaching, research and °

adelnistration.

flPolicies and Models

The answer to the question "How do we get there from here?' (Franc'

1975) is (in part) that epolicy is required. One implication of polidy
is the strategy of implementation and Francis (1975) offers a three-
stage developmental model fc.r the "institutional process which seeks to,
modify the attitudes, skills and behaviour of faculty members towards
greater competence and effectiveness in meeting student needs, their towli
needs, and the needs of the institution" (p. 741.

1. The consciousness-raisipg stage during which
current attitudes are challenged in order to
induce heightened awareness.

2. Thutfocal-awareness stage durili which concentrated
attention is directed to substituting new attitudes
and behaviour patterns.for,eldr

3. The 221:111±ilistlemapstage duringw:fhichlsew
attitudes or behaviourN become fixmlyestablished
and no.longer require conscious attention.

This third stage corresponds to ele concept of professionalism as the
aim of professional developreq. In developing his model, Francis
(1975) acknowledges the influence of Lewin (1974) and Polanyi (19 41.
In the UK, both Newton (1979) and ilawkridge (1979) describe a mod 1

based on the work of Chin and Benne (1970) who suggest three bro
classes of strategies fox bringing about chaRge - towards professional-
ism. Newton's paraphrasing is convenient'for comparison with the above

model.

1. Empirical/rational strategies are concerned with-
ideas generated f 'research which are later

spread py reasoned ar nt.
A

2. Hormative/re-educative ategies focus upon

changes in attitude whic occur when people aro
encouraged to recognise and discuss their prob=
lams openly and to participate in finding their
own solutions..

4

Power/coercive strategies relate to the use of
power or authority to enforce change.

2 1 2
2h
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. WHO NEEDS A POLICY?

1. Staff Associations

The academic profession needs 4 policy for the professional development
of academic staff. For the purposes of this paper the academic profes-
sion has two aspects (e0 within a university by virtue of employment,
staff are involved in the regulation of activitif.s of the Institution;
(b) nationally, academic staff can be ra-of a professional organisa-
tion or staff association. It in this latter category which is implied
by acadmiielmofessice.

For etaff associations representing the academic profession, there is a
need for national (as distinct from institutional) policies of profes-
sional-development which identify principles of profennional performance
and of career development as distinct from traditional concerns with the
quantitativn aspects 0 salary increases and parity norms. It is true
that some staff associations ere actively involved in contractual matters
but +I se, too, are not directly concerned with the development of pro-
fessionalism. If there is' anational policy then its adoption, modi-
fication and implementation will be the prerogative of each individual
institution: This prerogative is, of course, the charge of the Council
(or Senate) of each university; also involved are the academic staff the
majority of whom are also likely to be members of university staff
associations'identified with national policy. t

The Canadian Association of University Teachera (GAUI') as no policy of
profeseioral developeont-but tea develeped_a_number Ited initiatives
These include the establishment of a Professional Orientation Committee
which later. became the Teaching Effectiveness Committee. Among the
publications of these comiltteestareA Report on Student Evaluation (GAUT.
1973) and "A Guide to the Teaching Dossier, is PAD aration and Use (CAUT,
1980). tAUT policy is also evident in the i troluction o.f. series of
CAT monographs, the first of which was edit d-by Knapper ...977), en-
titled If Teaching is Important. which ovidea a useful overview of
this aspect (i.e. instructional evaluation) of faculty development (Sim,
1980). The Ontario Confederation of University Faculty Associations ,

(CCUFA) commissioned a review of research on title evaluation of university
teaching (Murray, 1980a).

In 1975, the American Association of University Professors also pUblieted
a Statement on Teaching Evaluation (AAUP, 1975) which "confides itself
the teaching responsibilities of college and university professors, and
is not intended as the definitive stateinnt on reviewing and weighing al'
aspects of a faculty member's work" (p.-200).

The UK AUT has beentless active in such matters but uts party to a
national agreement in 1971 with the University Authorities Panel (UAP/
AZT, 1971) which considered procedure and criteria to be used in connee-
tioneoith the probationary period for academic staff. The agreement
indicated that universities should provide "helpful and comprehensivs"
teacher training for probationers, encouragement to attend formal train-
ing and the guidance of & senior colleague. Training should offer "co-
ordinated development throughout the probationary period". The AUT also
has representatives on the Co-oviinatingt6mmittee for the Training of

1,4
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University Teeehers (CCTUT) set up in 1972 as a reaul:. cf the Brynner

Jones working party's recemmendat4We on future provision fez the
training of university teachers (Pitt, 1980). (See nest section).

In Australia FAUSA (Federation of Australian University Staff
Associations) also does notpave a policy for the Professional develop-
oent of academic staff. Ho4ever FAUSA did publish a statement of policy
on ',High4' Education Researcfi Units' (FAJSA, :977) which included the

following ppints: 1

(i) FAUSA supports moves to improve the resources and process
of teaching, learning and research in the Australian
Universities".

(ii) FAUSA accepts that Higher Education Research Units have

a proper contribution o make to the improvement of

teaching and /earpin in'universities.

(vi) FAUSA opposes'any move to use Higher Education Research
'mite in the evaluation of the teaching performance of any
member of th* academic staff without. the consent of the
member concerned and then such evaluation shall be
cqnfidential to the said member.

The University of Queensland Academic Staff AssociaLion (UQASA) has
established a sub-committee "to look into acceptable ways of eva.uating
staff performance in their, contribution towards the various goals of'the
University - e.g. teaching and research, and thet the committee should
by =pass the particular issues of 'promotion' and 'tenure review' etc."
(UQASA, 1980). It is'likely that the development of the committee's

thinking and of subsequent discussion in the .university will be greatly
influenced by the report prepared by Hurray (1980b) an A Comprehensive
Plan for the Evaluation of Toachingtt_gui University of Quegyllpnd.

At Griffith University the staff has been concerned about the Intention
of the School of Hnmanities to establish "operational criteria to gauge

the effectiveness of faculty staff" (16 July, 1979). In response to a

request for comment from the Griffith University Faculty Staff
Association, FAUSA was concerned about implications for academic freedom

and tenure:

Federation policy states that procedures like the
initial granting of tenure, promotion reviews and
contractual responsibilities are sufficient to
allow a university the necessary degree of control
over its academic staff and that it would be most
)undesirable for a university or part thereof to

adopt 'procedures which are designed to control
those members of staff who perform their duties
poorly but which have the effect of interfering
with the traditional liberty of action of the great

majority of staff who conscientiously and adequately
carry out their obligations. (Wallis, 1974)
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In ano \context, it is encouraging to note that the Executive
,Committe f the Higher Education'Researc4 and.Development Society of

Austral (HEEDSA) has resolved (5 May, 1980) to prepare a policy for
the profe al development of academic staff and tc seek funds to'
promote iulka policy through a national programme of professional
deeielopre44\slprkshops,. ..ei,

tA`

\.wei4,
.In New Zealaraff the RUT approved the recommendations of a discussion
paper (Isiri ,..,;p7s) to set up a Standing to=aittee'oh Staff Development

44which was a -41 to prepare a policy statement on the professional
development epadendc staff (NEAUT, 1979).

1

It is obvious ht soma universities will manage professional develop-
ment better than there with or without an explicit policy. If

academic profen is more appropriate than academic employmert as a
description of vfermance_and responsibility, is it not also obvious
that staff associ4iions should have explicit policies for the profes-
sional development, f their members? Professional freedom should not
be left by default,', o tha centre). of individual institutional

governments. A net oral association policy has value in its unity of
common principles aims without requiring a uniformity of practice.

1

2. Universit Celine Is (or Senates)

The Council will be ed to refer to the body legally constituted as
representing and re sible for a university. It is such a body that
the NZAUT policy staWftent addresses when it wishes that (NZAUT, 1979).

UniversitieS-should state clearly their policies on
the professi4a1 development of academic staff. (p. 5)

Of course, a university is more than an institution, it is a collection
of people (staff and students) and executive responsibility for the work
of these people lies with various organisational hierarchies including
the Viee -Chancellor. administrative officers, committees and conveners
drawn from the academic staff. In the absence of peer determined and
approved policy a membez of staff may lack appreciation cf the con-
trolling mechanisms wh.0 affect professional development and career
advancerrent. Personal aetonooy is less relevant than professional
integrity for staff wbrking within the constraints of universities where
what is 'feasible' is often deemed more important than that which is
desirable. Some policy initiatives are worth mentioning.

\

Possibly the University of Strathclyde is the only university in the UK
which has a professional development policy comprehensive enough to
include syetematic procedures for the annual review of staff performer:cc.
As such, annual review has management potential for effecting improvement
by involvement of the individual (i.e. normative/re-educative
strategies - (Francis, 1975). :

In New Zealand, the Vice-Chanceriors' Committee specifidally requested
an "Inter-University Corference f Jigher Education Advisory Staff to

consider a report from their dileftes at a Conference on Pre-Service
Teacher Training, held by the Depa t of Education during August

1978. The delegates had renorted the Vice-Chancellors' Committee

41).Cri
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that "there hhd been, expressions of critical and negative, attitude
towards the Mannar in which the Universities are responding, or seen to
be responding, to their responsibilities as teaching institutions".

The Report (Imrie, 1979) of the Inter-University Conference to theVice-
Chancellor's Committee, recommended that it set up a standIng"rommittee
on academic staff development and that it invite the universities
jointly to convene a uniVersities conference to Consider issues related
to scademic staff development. The Vice-Chancellors' Committee seb-
sequently decided to take no Action on these recommendations.

In Canada, for example, individual institutions have policies which
incorporate such staterznts as:

The status oi every ar140=4c faculty on a continuing
appointment, other than a Full Professor or Head, is
reviewed annually by a Faculty Promotions Committee
and subsequently by the General Promotions Committee.
(Calgary, 1978) (underline emphasis added)-

The University of Calgary Faculty Association supports
the concept of such regular merit evaluations on the
basis that all persons should be accountable for their
performance.
(Vanderberg, 1979) (underline emphasis added)

A Simon Fraser University, there is triennial evaluation carried out
by the Chairman of a Department in consultation with the Departm4nt

Tenure. Committee.

It is relevant to note that the Vice-Chancellor at the University of
Queensland, who had administrative responsibility for the triennial
evaluation scheme at Simon Fraser, has indicated his intention of intro-
ducing evaluation of performance of academics as a way of increasing

efficiency, to be undertaken every three years. He le also chairman of

a working party set up by the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee to
consider certain aspects of the Williams Committee Report (1979) anch in
particular, Jr response to Recommendation R5.24:

that the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee appoint
an expert working party to formulate progra=r0s for
staff in theory and practice of teaching, curriculum
development and examining, and than later consider
whether satisfactory participation in such programmes
should become a normal condition of tenured appointment.

This recocarendation begs the questions of a policy for professional
development (which might include appropriately discipline- oriented pro-
grammes) and of a policy of evaluation of academic petformanci for all

staff. These questions Ure of interest to individual staff and to star
associations and apply just as such to the professional development of
administrators (hillett, 1978). Scholarship demands management (Hillett,

1978) and, in responding to the calls for greater accountability, staff,
and staff associations should move towaria a greater degree of self-

:management (Patching, 1979).

216
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3. Departannts

Institutional policies ere usually approved (and reviewed) by :management
boards of appointed professors ()rho are lieely to be staff association
meMbers) ano fheresentative Standing Committees. Implementation of
policy is, in mAt cases, delegated to detes. chairpersonb and professors
for executive act n-ithe faculties,' schools and departeenta of the
institution. If h policies are predominantly of a cost-benefit nature
to the exclusion of professional and personal expectations then depart-
ments need professional development policies which may sustain (oven if
intermittently) collective action to minimise short-toile individual
disadvantage for long -torn benefit (Mandelbamn, 1979). It in often
sociologically inevitable that &hem-term expediency results in long-
term disadvantage. .

In the subject department, policy is required tp provide cuidelints for
course planning and moderation otessessment as well as for professional
considerations of performance evaluation and career developoent. 'It is
within such Isar groups that a shared policy (even by its developeent)
can help to retold conflict between illusions of personal freedom (some-
Linde-evident as selfishness; and the pragmatism's bf profeszionar'conduct
and control. Patching (1979) reminds us of the caution that Karmel (197M
offers us if a policy is based on 'co-ordination' which is frequently
used as a polite word for control.

The Univetsity of Calgary Faculty Association statement quoted earlier
on the evaluation of all teaching staff poinis to the need for same
provision of training or professional development for more senior staff
not only teaching assistants and tutors. Departmental and institutional
policy should require periodic review of all staff and should ponder the
specific poiA made by Pitt (1980) about the training of university
teachers in the UK:

It is important that an opportunity for in-nervfce
training should be ptoVided not only in the form of
induction courses for newly-areointed staff, but also
for staff at different levels of seniority and length

of service. (p. 3)

vice-Chang llors should note that professional developoent icli.s the
imiDLOMMWI.t of all staff in the evaluation of performance and the main-
tenance of the ateedards of excellence traditionally associated with the

work-of universities.

4. Academic Staff

The individual member the academic profession, as an employee of an

atademictinstitution, also needs a policy which provides due recognition
and suppart, at different career stages, for prqfessional practice and
devolopmOnt. Unless each member of staff perceiees personal coemitoont
to department and institution policies (which are not in conflict with
national association policy) it is likely that corporatO effectiveness
will be diminished -.2CCOtir-Is irreversibly for soce individuals.

21
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A policy asid its leplementation irply that criteria will be teed to
evaluete individual performance on a regular basis, instead of only when
tenure and promotion decisions are cede with no feedback to eelp empeovy
perforoancer also that appropriate resources will be available when
performance requires Improvement. Freedom hen reality only if the
implications of control are perceived by the individual. without the
self-discipline of profeseionalism, freedom tor autonomy) can deeeeerate
into an "Idealogy ef anarchy" (Cohen and March. 1974). Profet*Ionallen
is more relevant to the ievelomant of the contemporary ertiversiti,
community than self(ishly}-determined individual freedom.

Accountability (the those of the 1979 RERDSA riinferen,te was coneidergd
as "external interference" (Ramsey and Uoulett, 1979) and as "watt.,.'
(Patching, 1979). FinanOil accountability is part only of oCadeakc
accountability which sterts with the profeksionaliam of each aresabeet..
The university academic as teacher is accountable through senoiarseip to
students and to subject for the dissemination of knowledge, the eniver-
city eicadareic as researcher is also accountable through ecboiareeir to
the discipline for the advancerent of knowledge. .A policy ofessioea.1'

development is needed so that individual eilities have to

develop without the constraints of cost-benefit conformity.

S. Students

As far an teacneng is concerned students certainly support the concept
of professional development for acadectic staff. .While, for brevite. meet
of this section viii descuservents in New Zeeland it is worth notleg
the NUS (1969) report which contributed to the setting -up (in 1 e72) of
the Co-ordinating Committee for the Training\pf University Teachers
(CCTUT) in the U. The-reportSurVeyed tertiary student &pinion on
teaching motto:IL as well as examinations and cede recomoendatione abeet
the training of university teachers.

in their quinquennial subcdssion to the NZ University -.rents Cceemittee.
the New Zealand University Studente* Association 11979) re=ented on the
apparent lack of support from official opinion for the develowent of
university teacher training. NZUSA stressed the need for oofe effective
measures to he taken to reprove the quality of university teaming and
recomeended:

While it eusealwayit be accepted as a principle that staff
development prograerea should be flexible and not be rigidly
imposed on teachers, the UGC should play a greeter role.en
encouraging such programmes.

Provision should be nada in the coming quinqeennium for the
expansion of higher education sdvieery centres at the
universities and such increased provision should include
finance to organise and teach study skills courses for
students who need this help.
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In a report an difficulties experienced by stud,. to with assessrent
(Powell, 1980), the UZUSA Reseerch Officer also rocs:monde teacher
training with peiticular reference to difficulties related to assenseent.
There is no doubt that NZUSA would support strongly the systematic
implementation of policies for the piefessional develepcent of academic
staff in tertiary institutions. NZUSA has always had close tics with the
Australian Union of Students and there Is no reason to believe that the
situation is different in Australia or that it_hes ecerovel significantly
in the UK since the NUS (1969) report.

As =embers (albeit temporary like Australian tutors and New Zealand
junior lecturers) of,the -eaversity cc musty, students would benefit
greatly from le aer..ee progra-mes for the profeseioea: development of
academic staff. There is no doubt, too, that students should be involved
in the development of appropriate policies and prograemee.

0:7("+C LUDING COMMENTS

If academic staff have any perception of themselves as members of an
academic profeealon then they should accept respoesebility for the con-
trol of the practice of the profession. Accordingly staff associations
have a duty to develop and promote pelicles which provide for and
maintain appropriate standards of performance and conditions of e; loytkr.t.

Self-regulatIon must be a better alternet.tve than external intervention
and control.

The Lepiecentaticr of'any national policy will depend oe the oembershep
.e each instituticfraccordeng to its needs and perceptions. aThe manage-
rent of professional developeent policy in a unieursity will then be
depend me cn,depextrental managerent and the involvement of all staff.
Since such management is a responsibility delegated to professors and
heads of departments, it is evident that etese 'manae.a. share respons-
ibility with each =ember of staff for inde;..,a1 career er erofesnional
development.

eference has been mada to the New Zealand AUT pe .cy for the Profes-
sional Dove /opera of Academic Staff in Universities. The implemeetatian,

of such a national policy will require en institutional policy to include
the following provisions:

(1) periodic review of the performance (teaching, research,
administration etc.) of all academic staff for
profesaimal developcont as a manages:ant functim of
departments/schools/

(2) eysteeatic student evaluation of all courses:

(l) eystematic peer appraisal of assessment procedures
and outcome° of all courses:

14) appointment and probation procedures enieh require
individual progreemea of professional development by
study, practice and discussion menaged.by Departments,
Schools or Faculties:

21



(5) promotion procedures,Which axe developed in conjunction
with representatives of staff And of staff oeoociaticoe,

4,4d uhic2i aPD evall!atvOr

(6) educational planning and management procedures.whtch
incorporate the &xperience of%cademic committees,
staff asdociattons end the seiVices of higher education

. research and development umitist 4
. a

(7) institutional evaluation of innovation and change together

' si periodic review of the wric of departments/Schools
A eaillof they work of major standing momoittees which have

responsibility for aspects of arofessicoal developEent.

In conrinition this paper affirms the need or policies :hich'will foster

professional development of academic dtaff and which will pr'ovii.e for

the corporate control of individoeCand,collective freedoms, by members

of the academic Profession.
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Self -appraisal in professional development
tertiary teachers -

The aim clAhe_workshop will be to explore ways in which tertiary teachers cen focus on the own

performance in given areas and make their own appreisaliof their own needs .for profession.,
development. A patticutse approach to this activity will be described and participants will be
Invited to 'mime in a condensed exercise to examine their own performance in an are, to be agreed
at the,time. it is anticipated that the major part of the time will be spent on the experiential
activity. but there wilt be opportunities to discuss wider issues and the contexts In which such

4X4rCI3411 an be used.

Ambers will be ilei:to4 to ensLre maxima interaction. Part.cipants should be prepared to reflect
critically a. their 0.n skills and be prepared to discuss these with others in a supportive

C01440..

This paper presents the theoretical input to the 4orkshct, 'Self -appraisa:

in professional development for tc-tiary teachers'. Participants took
part in a condensed version of the stages of self-appraisal to illustrate

the process.

INTRODUCTION

The need.for tertiary teachers to attend to their own professional
development is apparent in 1980 as never before. In Australia the

Williams Committee on Education and Training has recommended courses on
teaching for new entrants to the academic profession and the Australian
Vice-Chancellors' Committee has set up a Working Party on Staff
Developmedt which is currently sitting. In New Zealand, the Association
of University Teachers has, just adont0 a policy-fer.the professional
development,of academic staff. There is much concern about these mattes
-at the national level After many years of neglect and therh is the dAngqr
that national. initiatives might outpace the capacity for response on the
port of individual tertiary teachers, their institutions and the bodies
established within these institutions to assist staff In the improvement

of teaching.

It is necessary at this time to consider ways in which the development
of academics in all aspects of their professional role might besrbe.
facilitated.. There are many appiqaches to this, all of which can be

found in one form or another inrAmitralasiin institutions: courses and
workshopS, individual consultations, student evaluation of teaching and
various course toes approaches to course design and development. One of
the characteristics of these apProiChes is that they usually centre on a
problem' or specific.issuecin,teAching an4. learning: "the quality of a

lecture course 'a-lhei thnaing method Ora particular difficulty .

encountered.' ihey do not focus directly on the individual and his or
her own needs.
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Pbrhaps, in the past, it would have been regarded as tco threatening or
dhallenging tp face, the staff r direetly,with the notion of self-
OProiet,,ent bili'I believe that; is' i.e.:no"lottger--the".4ase and that if .

we are to'effectiver Ini the large problaS, 0 the improveient of
tertiary teachingliii geed to place the indlvidUil 141 the centre of our

, endeavours; ' .

4..

..

orattention,in professional
development I am not 'suggesting thai'others,sbOuid operate on him or her,

,bbi that strategies for devplopment,should relate to persons and their .

cencerns.ratherthen abstract'notions such as methods or subjects.

It is necessary that we start'prom the coneerns'apd,perspectives of
individual tertiary:teachers and provide means *hereby the individual
can reflect upon and assess'his or her own teaching and other activities.
Self-appraisal is Used as the guiding conceptas it indicates the starting
point for one kind of approach to professional development. In this
approach professional development, is initiated-thibIghhe critical study
and evaluation of current practices and current goals which then leads
to new practices and the're-appraisaI of goals. This approach is distinct
from that whAph starts from innovations and new course developments and
introduces Ofeessional development activities as a means of addressing
new problems on a group or Individual basis. Both strategies have their
place and the Chace of one or the other will be dependent upon local
factors, particularly the ethos of the institution and the prior exper-
ience of the staff. It is the aim of this paper to describe one strategy
for self-appraisal which offers the possibility of addressing the problem
which we have identified above..

This approach to self-appraisal is conducted with groups of peers. staff
who form a support group for each other's professional development and
growth (Kirschenbaum and Glaser, 1978). It can be applied to all aspects
of'professional development, not just the teaching role.

The idea of self-appraisal should be contrasted with that of appraisal
by others.... At present, the academic is responsible or.his or her own
teaching within a-Wy,broad framework and is resPonsible for the planning
and conduct orschSlastic activities almoSt solely. It Is essential
therefore for any approach to professional development with academic
staff to be rooted in this tradition of ..utonemy and self- determination
And to ackaowledgethe large degree of responsitility which is vested in

'''thestaffmemOr.:

Self-appraisal does not imply that all assessments are made in isolation
from others. In a sell appraisal process it is appropriate and important
that the individual corsiders the various sources of both criteria for
appraisal and observations on his or her own performance. The 'self'
component of self-appraisal refers to the responsibility of the individual
not the sources of input alone: individuals are responsible for using
information from themselves and from others and for soliciting those
inPutsyhich are relevant and useful in the teak which they have set
themselves.
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. A PROCESS'FOO. SELF - APPRAISAL

Many apaches to self and peer assessment in different situations have
be, rproposed (Boud,1980),,but feu are relevant for tertiary.teachers.

use4nappropriate,quantification or require a, fairly sophisticated
appretidtion of educational issues (Elliot 1978). One approach which
has .been Used-Wiiklanyk.different professional groups on a variety of

topics ih teaching and professional pradtice is"thar developed by Herog,
Kilty and-others in the Human.p6tential Research.Project at the University

of'Surrey. They-provide a fraMework for a process which can take place
in a workshop Setting with a, stall groilp of staff. The framework is

content -free: the partiCipents provide the topics on which they will
work and. the role of thevgroup leader is to.enable the group to address

those concerns which the members, of the group decide t address. (This

does not preclude the issues being suggested in,advan by other persons

but it is desirable for the participants to agree a__ gst themselves on

the matters on which they will focus.)
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The stages, outlined below describe ene version of the process discussed

in the HERDSA workshop. It is a variation of,the general model.by

Kilty (1978) and Heron (1977a, 1977b). Although the process is described

in terms of fifteen stages in practice many of these overlap and the order

of some'of them may be varied with discretion. In some olaces a separate
stage has been indicated in order to give emphasis to a point
which is important, for the conduct of the. ession rather than for the

model itself.

of *elf-appraisal group.

There are many ways in which a group can be forced. In a climate in

which professional development is a normal and accepted part of regular
institutional activity a self- appraisal group might be scheduled as part

of a workshop/programme. However, in the currant situation in Australian
tertiary institutions the response to this is likely.to be small and it
would be necessary.te incorporate this activity as an agreed part of.a
programme of educational devolcipment in a particular department or .

faculty or by providing a focus which did not initially emphasise the

'appraisal' theme. What is essential is that the participants
voluntarily, after due.consideration,enter into the activity.

The group should be small, probably not more than 8-10 in size and it
should meet in an informal setting:. probably not a usual teaching area.
An initial meeting might take place using a condensed ,version of the

stages which follow as a general orientation. to the idea of self-
appraisal, If the full version. of the process is used twnbalf day
periods should be set aside separated in time sufficient for-The

participants to monitor their activiiios in a real situation in the

interim.

2. Selestion cl..m_prea of oractico_Moureise.

Areas or topics can be elicited from the group or can be provided in

advance, as the focus of activity. The group might dedide to agree on a

common art* on which to work or indtviduals may select different ones.
It is probably simpqr in the first instance if a common area is

considered.
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practice.

The question wh ich must be addressed here is 'how would one recognise
competent practice in thiS area?' What stanSirds should apply? What
would':distinguish good from bad practice?' FOr example, if one were
considering criteria for competent lecturing one might list: Can the

. lecturer be heard by all students? Are all students attending'to tL'
lecturer? Is- the structure of the lecture cfiar to the'studente
One can distinguish minimal criteria from criteria for excellence.
Mi4ipial criteria, such as audibility, would be applicable to all
practitioners, but criteria concerned with demanding aims, such as
stimulation of independent ticl4c, might not-apply to all situations
equally. It Would-be expected that all lecturers would be able to meet
the -minim: criteria.

One way of producing a list of criteria for a common area of practice
would be by brainstorming: eadh person would contribute to a central
list which would not be evaluated until all contributions were forth-
coming. The list of criteria to be used would then be extracted by
consensus from the full list.

The stage of.generatinriteria is one of the most difficult steps.
Most people have difficulty wi'h criteriological thinking and it ts a
demanding task to dbtain a Usable list. In somasituations criteria
drawn up by others might be critically evaluated and used.

to e ua ue_iey of practice.

The aim :ere is to devise simple ways,pf checking 0 see if criteria
have been net in individual cases. Methods should be easy'to use and
within the scope of the participants. It would be no use suggesting
.complicated rating scales if special tr&ning were to be required for
their, use. The aim is not to produce measures which would stand up to
scrutiny in an educational research forum, but to devise methods which
have credibility to the participants. Eor example, in one workshop a
lecturer chose to evaluatfhis lecturing by counting the number of
students who were reading papers or who were otherwise distracted at
the adpidnt of a lecture. I- another wirkshop, a teacher evaluating
his accessibility to students kept a simple diary of what time he said
he was available, whether he was available or not at those tines, the
number of students who consulted him and the frequency of consultation.

5_;,infornall vats self copra sat.

Each individual the group makes a personal assessment of his or her
performince with respect to thb criteria chosen. This takes the fora
of an 'armchair' appraisal in which the person reflects upon the relevant
activities and the possibility of realistically applying the criteria and
methods. The aim of this stage is to begin the process of self-appraisal
and to begin checking to see if the criteria adopted and the methods
Chosen can be used in practiie. If difficulties are foreseen then the
process returns to stage 2. This stage would conclude the first meeting.

During t' time between the first and second meetings'each person applies



the methods to selected aspects of their regular practice: they
monitor their teaching or other activities using the methods which they
haVe defined. 'They keep u record of both their findings and their
responses to using the methods.

)(

izetigedo the.ltgtt of self-spnraisal.

Monitoring of activities will ineVitatI, raise awareness abOut -certain
problems and issues. As the exercise As e development exercise and not
a formal research project it is appropriate for changes to be made as
soop as the need for them and their nature are clearly identified. If
this occurs prior to the next meeting some attempt should be made to
monitor the changes iosee if they do have the desired effect.

p. Report on application self-monitoring ,proms ;snd procedures
adopted.

The group reconvenes to examine the experience of self-monitoring in
dilly practice. The purpose of this stage is to examine the procedures
used and not to report directly on the outcomes or findings. Each person
reports of their experience of attempting to monitor their regular
activities. .

Tne level of disclosure of outcomes and findings is dependent on the
level.of trust and cooperation in the group. The following stags may
be includqd if there is a high degree of mutual'bonfidencJ and/or an
experienced group facilitator present to ensure that sensitivities are
respected.

2411 rl19.1citlftitgaraisgl.

Including, effects of self-monitoring procedures on perforrpoce. Each
person who wishes to describes his Grher self-appraisal Including the
criteria adopted and the Azthoeis used to produce the evidence. At this
point no comments,are sought from the rest of the group.

10. Receive clarificatory questions.

The personwho has disclosed his or her self-appraisal may then Lhoe!..e
to receive questions and comments from the rest of the group. The

simplest and least challenging type of questions are those
,laitended to filarifY and elaborate on what is intencied. Clarificatory
questions weaftd be of the type, 'Can you explain what you did....
when....?' or 'How did you manage to observe....?'

Receive criticarotaiippestions Air/piffled _douots, negative
commonts...devil's ad---nture.

The person presenting the self-appraisal le7 then elect to receive any
comments from others which may help them make a realistic judgement of
themselves. He or she has the option of receiving feedback from the
other group members of any or all of the kinds eescribed. The need for
a facilitator to draw the attention of the person and the group to the
options available and to guard against the person receiving feedback
other than that which has been sought is clearest at this stage. It is

essential that no one is pressured into revealing information about
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themsplVes which they do not wish to disclose or arepresented
comments and opinions from others that have not been invited. The
entire process is predicated on the notion of self-assessment and
means that each person is responsible for what they do and say and
not have to be. subjected to the unsolicited views of others.

It is usually helpfil if the feedback from others at this stage is
deliberately subjectified. That is, comments and observations are of
the type, 'Hy feeling about what you have said is....', or 'Hy reaction ';$,

to....was....', rather than the spurious objectification of: 'You are....',
or *We can all see that....', or 'obviously you....', which translates
personal opinion into apparent matters of fact.

j2. Receive positive impressia.

This stage is required if the person making the appraisal elected to
receive comments from others. On occasions comments can be critical or
negrtZve in nature, and if this is the case there must be an explicit
opportunity far the person to receive positive and appreiative responses.
Not only can a predominantly negative feedback session be unhelpful to
the recipient, but it can also hinder others who nay then be more
inhibited in their own later presentations.

13. Revise criteria and methods.

Whether or not the optional stages 9 to 12 have been included in the
session, the group can move qn to revising the criteria and methods of
assessment in the light of the ascussion of the monitoring of practice.
If the group wishes to continue it may decide to repeat the cycle of
stages from stages 2, 3 or 4 as appropriate and continue to meet on a
regular basis until the needs of the members are met. It may also branch
out from a strictly appraisal function to encompass activities designed
to develop the skills and knowledge of the participants in the areas
identified as being rf Ammon interest.

plans.

After the group meeting individuals make personal action plans with
respect to changes in practice they wish to make.

IS. Self and peer accreditation. .

In some circumstances at may be appropriate for the group to end the
self-appraisal activities by individuals accrediting themselves in

various areas of their performance. This is described in detail in

Heron 197Th. The aim of this finalactivity is for each person to
formally announce the level of competence in a given area which they
possess and to formally indicate those areas in which they are and
are not able to operate competently after having the input of their peen.
In formal educational institutions self and peer accreditation is less
likely to occur than in other bodies and it is included here for the

'sake of completeness.
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FINAL COMMENT

If professions are to maintain their trad tional autonomy and freedom
from influence by governments it will bee increasingly ne tssary for

they to be able to indica publically the they are engaged in their own
internal schemes of accountability and sel .monitoring_ This applies

as much to the academic profesion as it'dot to medicine, law and others.
Whatever may be the current reaction of aca mics to demonstrating their
competence in teaching and other matters it Is clear that they will have
to establish their own mechanisms for self-appraisal if they. are not to

have external appraisal thrust upon them. There are many ways of
establishing schemes of self and peer appraisal and this paper has only
described one of them. It is offered here as one of the beginnings of a

wider debate which is needed on the professional development of academic
staff.
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Explaining and lecturing: control, direction
and freedom,

Lecturing is just one of many methods of teaching. However, whereas
newer methods, such as gams, tape -slide programmes or computer-assisted
learning, are planned and evaluated systematically, lecture methods are
rarely subjected to such rigorous planning and analysis. This lack of
attention to the lecture accounts, ip part, for its apparent relative
ineffectiveness as a teaching me

It is true that lectures are not usualy as effective as small-group
methods for solving complex problems or changing attitudes. Nor are they
as effectike as laboratory classes for developing psychomotor skills.
However, fict.res are at least as effective as other methods of teaching
for outlining a field of knowledge, for enunciating and applying general
principles ana for generating understanding. Perhaps most Important of
all, lecture:teen be used for generating enthusiasm and interest in a
subject. For if a student is motivated,/ ft n lecturer and provided with
guidelines, then the student will becoeo self-motivated and goal-
directed.

What some researchers do not point cut IS 'hat lecturing is an ocononical
way of tnarhing which has been in use for somoi 2,500 years. Ra.her than
bemoaning the deficiencies of lectures one should sews ways of improving
their effectiveness.

One way of improving the collectiveness of lectures is to introduce lec-
turers and students to the processes of teaching and learning that go hn
in lectures, Associated with these processes are various skills and
methods of lecturing, strategies for improving the preparation and struc-
ture of lectures and ways of helping students learn from lectures.

The workshop entitled "Explail.-ng and Lecturing" consisted of presenta-
tions, activities and analyses of brief excerpts of explanations and
lectures.
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Staff development workshops: rreedom and e .

conttol in theory and practice

A:J. Dare

Fha vle.$ la Ow 'spot *fist from eapernoot 00 fa:HUMPS for nchnsnic staff at MIT s.ne* tgT,
and frog personal COnettftetlre wort with StAff. Tha notions of -Nispousol theory and stwr sn
practice Ptbposad by Argyrill and Scrion an outlined and Ur giro ms Pat that taachatt 4104 tra.01,2,
weed Often haleifetlt model) Ste titer; to esporionce difficsIttirs through ,fttonetaante racoon the
00. The hommtletib,epOrOach IS reviewed. referring to earl Rogers and his onions of frte4On to

Cior9K14117 and his Kheory of Potion** contracts. and two praomit.oners. malcom Knowles

lercrit4nr/ aM contracting. and Kolb (amparlantlal learning and lesrn.ng altruist). The unman=
;Tout role of the ocadaiic Is only-sad aM the homes Qualities tying behind the iticede elm ateettol.
'the APProachas and procsairm taboo to AhlT wortshops to Promote humanistic inioss are tosofi.
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approaches will tos limited at fat as puttlyg theft asopusiethapr. unu pfaat,,A 0,aas then vas.

similar Proanlona for their own growth.

1. naRamnoti

In this paper I airs to share soon ideas about my involvement'with
staff development progra mmes for acaft-lic staff at the Royal Meltel.ree
Instiiuto of TechnoIpg; over the past seven years and some of the

doubts and tensions which I have experienced. In reflecting on the
nature of the relatiatuibap(which I soak to promote between myself ard
the participants in pregt.ices I as thinking particularly of the
Teach4ng Orientation *irks. Ap, a fow -day progysame for rocetrly-
aPPointed staff to the institute which we now run on two occasions
each yeast 25 such workshopahave been given by us since 1972. The

workshop is descrpod in ;).arts and Seery (1979) .

Since 1972 I have bete conscious of moving from a.
odidactie.

tech -

nically orientated approach towards a humanistic s person-centred
approach; the latter approach could a.so be describedes an atteept
to build an halt learning relationship. The impetus of this litilOVOI

came fit my involvezent with human malatconships werkabops, from
discussions with colleagues and from reading the works of Rogers
(1969), KoLb (1974 anti 1975) and knowles (1970 and 1975) as outlined

later. In US context of this parer. I an taking freedom to moan the

absence of coagulation and der -.lanai and the Rositive valwing'of

.theindMc.e.ality of others. t see control as the atenmpt to produce

predictable outcome in others "ed=ing the risk of change and
uncartenty.

parsontcentied or adult learning relationship is ti on characterized
by freedomryet I an alto very conscious of the drive for control which
arises from %titbit on andets also implied by cues coming fr6 the
organisation. The tension between freedom and control is sometting
which I am conacioussof and isl the subject of this paper.

232 A
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. MOMS OF FKMBIOOM AND CONTROL

40.

Recently I TM alerted to the wean of Argyris Sind Schen (1974) who are
concerned about the deaelopmant of professional effectivenesa. Theas
utak arcase from an American programce in 1971 to train educational

adminketratpre who would eaves schools and begin programmes of reform.
Their conceptualisatian of how profeasiocal effectiveness might be
cheracterized and how it might he achieved struck no as highly
significant: here it use zed to me was a node/ which entoapassed
huaanistic notions in a way which helped systematize an otherwise
anorphaus collection of ideas they also offered techniques for
achieving change.

$

AzgyrLo and Schon postulate two operational models or *world view's*.
The first model I in a conventional "hard nosed" view of life which we
acquire through socialisation rather than experiment or choice, Nodal
I makes a number of eiiitt.tiCeIS about the world and how to operate L-
its.,it ii a win/lose worlds rational behayioyz is the cost effective,
puld.4c testing of iserenvticas is intolerably risky and other people
behave according to theseawdel I assuepticas. The following precepts
weld be implied by Model I assumptions

L. Define goals and try to achieve them (unilaterally)
2. Maximise winning and minimise losing
3. anielee generating or expressing negattee feelings
4. retional

Modal I thinking is self - sealing: that ia, it helps create a world in
which et leas' acme of the assumptions appear to hold true. For
oxanpie, the drive to wan will prodeee winners and losers, refusal to
teat anseaptions mail tend to perpetuate tas,fantasy that it would be
intolerably risky to do no and so on. An Ariyrin and Saton rut it,
model I thinking cute a porton off from discovering the possibility
of a be ..lourelaworld in which model I aesumptions did not hold true.

Medal II is pot based on ansuayticne about the nature of the world; a
it is rather a process for tenting cut reality And for choosing and
responding. The governing variables of model II are:

1. Maximise valid it:fen:lattice (both factual and

interpersonal)
2. 'Maximise free and informed choice
3. Maximise internal omemitoent to decisions made

The implications of model :I are very wide ranging and aeclude such
concepts as individual responsibility, oharing, feedback and respond-
ing - the key concepts of the humanistic or person centred world
view. I new in' modal II a tray of operating 'which I would like to
adopt ane. a way in fact which I had already chosen. At the same time,

uhen I reflected on incidents during workshops where I had been
dissatisfied with ay performance as leader I realised that I had in
many cases adeated model I approaches. fence I found the ceeeeptual-
ination by Argyris and Schco useful: nodhl I implies manipulation and
contra: model II implies sharing and freedom.

'
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3. ESPOUSED IHEORXES Ara THEOnES-IN-USS

In their work with profestimals, Argexis and Schon sake use of case
studies gene **ed by the participants. Professionals describe in

detail incidents in which they felt dissatisfied with their level of
professimaliem, these cases are then =aired in detail in a group
situation, each case taking perhaps A number of meetings. 7rgyria and

Schap found that almost all the pxofeasionals who participated,
espoused model XI values, set when 104r case studies were analysed,
it NW clear that their theories -in -use, that la, the actual mettode

armee frrra-sai-ele-eammvttena. This incongruence between espoueed
theory and theme-in-use is the basis for their process of developing
profs sional effectiveness.

When I reflected aeon this concept I realised that I bad been
experiencing t6411.04 Iron this kind of incongruence, and I an assuming
that others who espouse model II type training and developcemt
philosophies will have also experienced this tenseco. It seems to me

to be inevitable that this tension should arise because of the likely
atx4ngth of nodel I type asnunptions and bobs; lours and the impossi-
bility of achieving a perfect state of grace in tares of model II

values. One question which arises is how to handle the tension in a
productive way; another is to what extent =oder II values can be
procated in an academic institution by wii-of staff develcceent

program:sea.

4. WHERE DOES THE ESPOUSED THEORY COME FROM?

Before dealing with those questions, I should like to review the
sources of the espoused theory of those like myself, who adopt a
humanistic or person-centred approach to staff development. Perhaps

the most influential source was Carl Rogers who first began. emeeting

on education about 1954. In 1969 his collection of essays, Freedom to
Learn, appeared and had a significant 'epees on many teachers. The

implications of what Angers said Were immense; reereading acme pas-
sages I am struck with the vastness of the tasks he suggests, the
tasks are exciting and at the same time daunting, for example:

I see the facilitation of learning as the aim of
education, the way in which we might develop the
learning man, the way in ebiCh we can learn to

live as individuals in proems. I see the

feAlitatica of learning as the function which
may hold constructive, tentative, changing,
process:, answers to come of the deepest-perplexities

Which beset um today. (P-105)

A change in the nature of education as suggested here, would still
constitute a revolution which would challenge most of the dearest and
untested asaueptions of our institutions, our colleagues and our -

selves. Rogers described the attitudes of the teacher who could

facilitate learning:
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Perhaps tie poet basic of there essential attitudes
is realness or genuineness. When the facilitator
is a real person, being what he is, entering into a
relationship wish a learner without presenting a
fruit or a facade, ho is much core likely to be
effective... it wane ho comes into r. direct personal_
encounter with the learner, meeting him on a person-
to-person basis. It =eons that he is being himself,

ip.106)

Again, the challenge to us to be zeal and authentic .s exciting: he
Challenges us to be alive. And it is also daunting: as a friend of
tine who has been active in human relations training for many years
said, he is constantly amazed by his ability and ingenuity in invent-
ing new ways of avoiding being present and real.

To sum:Aries., I believe that those of us who espouse humanistic
vales and try to apply them le our own lives and in our professional
activities have chosen a vay which is both laden with promise and

fraught with difficulty.

-s _____wirrar_Dazspovszo-pmcn----cas FROM?

The first source of practice comes from feedback from our own
experience. Over the years it has become clear to me that when we do
succeed in operating according to model II processes our workshops art
more successful, participants appear "to grow and gains we feel
pleasure and satisfaction from the style of involvement and the
quality of the relationship we build over the four days between us and
the participants. It might be thought that the conventeoeal academic
setting would be an unpxemising one in which to promote sharing,
openness, valuing of feelings and persoaal goal-setting but that does
not fit in with our experience. We have fouhd that staff de respond
to model II type processes: at the same time I experience a "freeing
up" and can more easily make available the resources that t have to
offer about the development of teaching and learning.

The second source of practice cocprises writers such as Malcolm
Knowles who has devised a system of contracting which offers an
administrative system for the adoption of model II values within a

formal course structure. (Knowles 1975) Knowles' system gives the

responsibility for learning and evaluation to the learner while
retainieg for the academic institution the functions of objective-
setting and standards, while keeping all issues open for negotiation

in a caring, supportive environment.

David Kolb's notions of experiential learning provide a conceptual
framework for the devising of training and development programmes in
which the teacher or traener in, again, a facilitator and organiser
rather than an authority and dispenser. (Kolb 1975)



It appears to ce that there is scarcely an area cr teaching and
training which has net been influenced by the hung tic, person.-

centred,or adult learning movement; it must therefore be that the
incongruence between espoused theories and theories-in-use is
widespread.

6. WHY DO NE WISH TO CONT ROL.

I believe that the drive to. control ourselves and others is a very

.,powerful drive. )y value system would like to think that this drive,

is not innate but a result of socialisation. If that is not so we bee
really engaged in a futile struggle in attempting to manage the tran-
sition from model I to model II.

If, in a staff developmentprogramme,we manage with model II processes,
we would work to establish a number of norms, including the following:
that people would take responsibility for their oen learning, access-
ing the resources that were available; that we would give clear and
accurate feedback to one another and not unilaterally "protect"
ourselves or others, that feelings, including negative feelings;
would be accepted as legitimate and valuable data and so on. We, as
programme leaders, would not take responsibility for the success of
each participant; therefore, we old accept the risk of perceived'

failure, dissatisfaction or eve lisengagecent from the yerkshop. We

would take to heart the implications of the maxim "You can't be where
you're not at."

As I list down these implications I experience two things: I realise

that at times it our workshops we really have opereted with model II
processes: I alto experience apprehension at the risks. In order to

reduce the risks we have adopted many eoclel I procedures, such as
attempting to engineer success foeparticipants so that they will
speak well of the progracce rather than denigrating it in front of

tt colleagues: reducing decands on participants so that they will

not eeel inclined to leave the workshop; smooth over conflicts and
hostilities so as to prevent "scenes ": withhold feedback so as to

protect a participant's feeling's., and so on. It is in the nature of

&ode' I behaviour that it is self-sealing; hence I have ho idea
whether those behaviours actually achieved their objectives. I assume

however, that these behaviours will be familiar to others who work in
erganisataens and who are involved with staff development programmes.

If we really belieee in our model, II world view we must accept that
the risks involved will remain fantasies until tested, that ii., the
risks ray be real enough but until we cove to model II processes ro
dual with then ue will never know. In order to take such risks I

believe that we, as leaders, need support in our own personal and

yrOfesaienal deeelopment. This is to me a key issue which we in the
Educe ion Unit may have acknowledged in our espoused theory but have

not part of cur practice.
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7a mkt.= vrni prestravcoNTRot mistoms

If i_an_attespting to facilitate the growth. of others I believe I must
be prepared to risk growth Myself, not necessarily during the work-
Sheba but at least concurrently with them. This notion is quite
_different kite that of the expert who has completed his training and
near Seeketeiess'on his learning to others.' Wes: have found that, by
epidlerge,*aff in Our Teaching Orientation Workshops are. prepared to
accept that there are nmestablished rules and reliable techniques in
teare,ihng,a0l.thattbsynetetioAiseever4ithintheselves and in their
,reietieeshipsWithMthere, a teaching, style which-Works for them.
Theitleef the workshop lender then becesim one of Sharing his
experience SuggeStingpoisibilities, encouraging participants and
previding resources:

During our workahope the emotional level is often gate high. Many
participants are apprehensive about starting teaching, ,i,ften they will
fact full teaching.loads in the following week. They are often
anxious about theeaperiential exercises of microteaching sessions
which form a major part Of theyarksficp. As leaders, we are often
anxious about how the workshop will go, whether we will be able to
satisfy the needs of this particular group, whether we are adequately
prepared and whether all onr arrangements are settled. During the
course of the workshop there may be tension between participants,
between a loader and vparticipant or between tueleaders. I think
it weld be. true to say that we tend to try to avoid tensions of this
kind and hence adopt model I behaviour, rather than using such ten-
sions as opportunities for additional learning, as in model II
behaviour. Since the aim of the workshop is to provide an orientation
to teaching, both in general terms and at RHIT, rather than tc provide
opportunities for peasonai development, perhaps are are justified ILA
avoiding confronting tensions and working through them. At the name

time, thiti constitutes a!denial of reality. iurthermore,"1 have

noticed that uhpn I have a strong desire to avoid something I art
often aenying myself the opportunity to risk and learn..

The practice of the Australian Institute of Human Relations (Victorian
Branch) ,provides OM possible way, of dealing with emotional data which

ate generated during a workshop. When the Institute conducts human
relations groups for the public, it provi4s "or the trainers a con-

current trainer continuation group led y a staff trainer. The

trainer continuation, group will coumance before the start orthe
pebAc,groups, continua at internals while the groups are current, and

provides an "unwinding" session .after the conclusion. The trainer

continuation group gives the trainers themselves the ooportunity to

pursue their own personal development, to deal with emotional issues
which have arisen between these and thetmiticipants in the groups and

to deal with inter-leader tensioos. This arrangement acknowledges

that trainers are theneolves peogp engaged in their own personae

.devnlopment. It also reduces the likelihood of the trainers taking
time during the public group for their own development.

v.*
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The site say have case artheEduosiAon Unit when we cceld bring cur
theory-in-use more into line with out espoused theory. and make more
provision for, our own on-going eevelopment, especially during, those
periods when cost of our programmes for MELT staff are concentrated.
We too might be able to provide for souse form of trainer continuation
programme. This might,take the form of a consultant which could work
with Ipit staff for a few hours before, during and after each pro-
gramme block. We might also take less responsibility for the outcome
at our programmes and take more to heart our espoused theory that
learning the personal responsibility of 'each participant. Perhaps

we could accept that in seeking to establish a learning environment
rich in resources and supportive elm& to encourage people to take
risks, we have offered enough.

In this paper I have attempted to share some of the concerns I have
about'humanistic or person-centred approaches to -staff development
programmest'f am interested to know whether ethers in the field have
similar concerns'and if so, how theyeher dealt with them.

a
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Professional deveiopriwnt of academie staff
A policy7making workshopfr#

The freedom to control professional development of acedalit -Staff IA tat ao-iI
Wet aro the principles of such policies: 804 do we ensure that such policies work?

the atlas of the scrkshop ins
(a) to scrutinise s.draft policy for the Professional kvelopeent of Acadenic Staff In

. Universities. proposed by the New Tatiana Assocletion of Acadenle Teachers

(b) to Identify the basic principles of such a national policy

(y) on the basis of these principles. to 'Wally the basic principles
and provisions of on institutional policy.

PROCEDURE

When participants enrolled for the Workshop, they received a copy of
the Workshop rile containing the seven reference documents listed in
the Appendix of this paper. This list was annotated for guidance of
preliminary scanning of the documents.

(14 The first session (Sunda,, 4 May, 2.00 - 3.00 p.m.) consisted of
a brief introduction followed by group work. According to dis-
cipline, three groups were formed - ProfessiOnal, Humanities, and
Science. Respective group leaders were Rod Wellard (Lincoln
Institute), JaCkin LUblin (NSW Institute of Technology), and
David Baud (University of New South Wales).

The first thirty minutes of the second session (Tuesday,,6 Hay,
9.00 - 10.30 a.m.) provides' each group with opportunity to con-
sider the statements cf th, other groups and to reconsider their
own statements bef.....a comi.g together for the final large group

debate.

The Workshop groups were in general agreement about the need for
policies so that professional development couldbe implemented in a
comprehensive and systematic manner. Policies'at the national level
would certainly provide a basis if not an impetus for the development
R&institutional policies.

There was approval of the initiative take: by the NZAUT in preparing
a policy for the professional development of academic staff in
universities. Some comment is made later about points of omission and
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of emphasid, but the Workshop participants:vere also interested in
those documents of the Workshop (Papers A and C) which provided the

context of the N1AUT policy. The other documents presented supple-

mentary information about concepts of professional development and
the crucial implementation issues of evaluation of staff performance
and thebrole of specialist higher education units.

The experience of the discipline-based Workshop groups represented
a model of the denaultation procedures required for both policy
development and implementation to be acceptable to the staff of

particular insitutions. In effect, tie processes of consultation and

discussion of policy issues are part of_professional development.

SOME POINTS OF EMPHASIS

The Professional Group stressed the importance of institutional
policy being based on specific statements of principle in relation to

(1,) Selection of professional staff - balanced consideration of all

major components, of appoint,. 'q, e.g., whore the job has a

major teaching component, then .qidence of teaching experience/
skills or a willingness to participate in teacher training.

(2) Training and development - there is a basic institutional
responsibility td provide adequate opportunities for teacher

training (or other as appropriate) and encouragement to under-
take such training. ",

(3) Institutional responsibility - reward systems should be

established in such a way as to'encourage appropriate profes-
sional development activity.

However, individual staff have professional responsibility to
maintain knowledge and skills and evaluate their activities

as part of an ongoing process of professional self-improvement.

All these points were approved by the Science Group and by the
Humanities Group - particularly the implications of an appropriate
balance and sharing of institutional and individual responsibility.

The Humanities Group also emphasised the importance of obtaining"the

support of staff associations for a policy, of professional development

of academic staff. In discussion, the point was made that staff
consultation Was essential, since not all Staff were members of staff

associations. Also discussed were the questions, "Who should promote
such policies?" and "What are the power blocks which prevent appar-

ently rational and reasonable policies from being implemented?" The

Humanities Group recommended systematic review of courses and of staff

responsible for the courses.

tIn addition, the Sc ence Group made the point that policies for

professional development shquld apply to all staff (including Vice-

Char-ellors and Principals). Professional development programmes

shouLd cover the entire probationary period and should be more thah a

2 .1 1.
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token'introduction 'astir" a few days. Pur.ter, schemes should be
developed to enable staff and institutions to monitor the continuing
professional development of academic staff throughout their careers.

With refeienca to National Policy, the folloistng points were made:

(1) The. Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) should support the
principle of professional development in its widest sense.

(2) The TEC shauld provide earmarked funds to foster special
projects for both professicsial development and its evaluation.

(NOTE: Later that day (Tuesday, 6 May) the HERDSA Executive
Committee resolved tC prepare a policy for professional
development and to seek funds from the'TEC to prepare a
national programme of workshops for the professienel develop-
ment of academic staff.)

IN RETROSPECT

237

The Workshop provided a valuable critique of the NZAUT policy and
through discussion, raised important points for consideration by
staff of Amstralian:tertiary institutions. Ideally, policies should
be a c6rpordto responsibility avoiding the implications of being
imposed by one group upon.anothtr. However, a policy has to be
initiated by some group or other. The advantage of a national policy
(FAUSA, HEHDSA or Australian Vice-Chancellors' Committee, etc.) is
that it can be used as an external reference to be adapted to the
particular variations of staff opinion in different institutions. If

professional development ',era ebbrevia_ed to 'prod', we would hope

tat policies would ensure the 'right directien't

The NZAUT policy has been aitn.ied in the fore presented in the

Appendix. Not all aeadoLic taff to New Zealand universities consider
themselves to be professions. to-as..." but the professional develop-
ment policy of their Ocfeseional association will enable their
representatives to seek improv,t,eat in conditions of employment
nationally and institutionally. It is nu... incumbeat on the membership,

particularly those who have major administrative responsibilities, to
implement the principles of professional develepment.
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A. FREEDOM AND CONTROL IN HIGHER EDUCATION,- WHO NEEDS A POLICY?
Bradford W. Darie. Sixth HERDS& Conference, Canberra, 1980

(This paper zonsiders principles and, practices of
profetsfonal developeont with reference to experiences
in sopa other countries, and discusses the need for
policies of professional development. At appendix
giSes background to developmnt of NZAU'I' policy -
Document 8)

B. ANA POLICY FOR THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OP ACADEMIC
STAFF UNIVERSITIES. Bulletin of. the Association of

:L1321LTliversitTeacINeZealand, 1970. pp. 4-5.

C. UNIVERSITY TEACHING AS A PROFESSION: IMPLICATION FOR STAFF
DEVELOPMENT MO PERFORMANCE. Bradford W. Imrie.

(A discussion paper prepared for the NZAUT which
resulted in the establishment cif a Standing Committee
on Staff Navelopment charged with drafting a policy
statement)

D. SOME FIRST PRINCIPLES FOR THE INVOLVEMENT -F HIGHER EDUCATION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT UNITS IN IMPLEMENTATION OF POLICY FOR
THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF ACADEMIC STAFF. William C. Hall
and, Robert G. Cope, .1.919. unpublished.

(Abridged version under title "Research and
development units ignored" in The Australian 4.9112".
Education Supplement, No. 16, 25 June 1980, p. 10.

E. STUDENT EVALUATION OF TEACHING AND ITS USE FOR DECISIONS
REGARDING TENURE AND PROMOTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN
ONTARIO. Harry G. Murray. TEDI Newsletter, No. 5, NoVember

1979. Tertiary Education Institute, University of Queensland.

(Student evaluation of teaching has been used
extensively in universities in Canada and the
USA. This paper describes experiences of
student evaluation,in a Canadian university and
comments on deficiencies for faculty development)
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F. A 60MiREHENSIVE PLAN FOR THE EVALUATION OP TEACHING AT THE
untdatsny OF QUEENSLAND. Harry £G. Murray. TEDI Report,
April 1980.. Tertiary Education Institute, University of
Queensland.

(This parer sets out to overeat° the deficiencies of
evanatioe policies which rely on single modes of
performance. appraisal. The plan described has con-
siderable significance for any policy of professional

*development.)

G. ~PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OP ACADEMIC STAFF. Ernest Roe.
IiD/-Newsletter, No. 3, July 1979. Tertiafy Education
Institute, University of Queensland.

(Reflections on the experissce of an international
working conferencb on tWireining and professional
development of academic staff - also'a reminder oY
Recommendation RS.24 of the Williams Report')
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APPENDIX

AR AUT POLICY FOR THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPHENT
OF ACAMMIC STAPT IN UNIVERSITIES

Co 6 Nev: bar the Executive provisionally adopted the statement on the
profeSpionardeuelopment of academic staff printed below. Subject to

notified amend:late, the statement will be accepted as AUT policy at
the Nay 1980 Executive Keating. The statement has been published in
the Bulletin so that all AUT cambers have the opportsnity to comment
on it. ?reposed amendments should be sent to branch executives.

torRecomm

Academic staff in universities value the principle of acadsmi- freedom.
with ail the diversity of interests and style that follow from it.
They also value the notion of universities being autonomous institu-
tions that are free, within broad financial and legal constraints, Ea
pursue their Objectives in such ways as they choose. In recent years,

however, a variety of factors have coubined to make various Sections
of society feel justified in demanding a greater degfee sf accountab-
ility from universities and inexRecting the highest standards of
professional competence from academic staff members.

In responding to this scrutiny, and ae a matter of its own judgement,
the Association sould wish universities and its own cambers to accept
responsibility for ensuring the develoilment and mainteeance of the
highest possible professional standards in academics. The Association

would oppose the imposition of an externally applied registration
system for university academics.

This document has two main objectives:

(a) To outline the Association's views on what constitutes
the various areas of professional responsibility of
its academic members;

(b) To state the Asaociatioseepolicy on the professional
development of academic staff in universities.

In the main, the policy comprises broad guidelines for branches and
individual members to interpret and seek to implement in ways which are

appropriate to their circumstances.

ACADEMICS' AREAS or PPOPESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY

Introduction

lie Association connidere its academic =bore to have diverse pro-
feasional roles, the chief of which are teaching, research and admini-

stration. Consultancy work with outside bodies also constitutes a
legitimate and important area of professional activity. The Association

recognises that during an academic career there. will be variation in the

extent to whi,.11 an individual is committed to these various professional

roles. ;.;
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In carrying out the teaching role, the Association expects the. !ies
members will achieve and eaintaih levels of scholarship consistent with
the highest contemporary standards in their disciplines or fields

study. It also expects that its mObers still develop and oaintaen eigh
standards of competence in designing and evaluating ;curses, in preeeet.:
ing their subject matter, and in assessing student performance.
Assooletion accepts that the development and participation it extensior
courses constitutes en important aspect of its mmbers" teaching

Research

The Association expects that its eenbers veil carry out, supervese, and
publish research or engage iii other creative activities in a manner
which is appropriate to the highest standards and the ethics of their
respective disciplines or fields of study, and welch is efficient in th:.

use of resouiees.

Administration

The Association encouragoe its =embers to earticipate ie the administra-

tion of relevant boards and committees of their universities. oxpecially

in trio departments in which they hold appointments. Administrative

work implies, and should entell, an opportunity to participate in the
dacisionemaking processes of the university. In certyine out eilesne-

strative tasks, the Assoeiation expects that its members will use

resources effectivelie4"and that they will be famaiiar not only with the

mechanics of the tdas2 but also with the wider objectives of the depart-

ment and the university.

ComeunIty Involvecent and C.ongjLsnori

The Aesociation encourages its nonbore to :contribute choir expertise t7.,

professional organisations and bodies osItside the univers!tios, and 1

tha co-unity in general. Where this involves consultancy work and

clearly enhances the quality of teaching and research or offer; a ser-

vice to tr4 oemmunity not otherwise available, it should be censideeed

an ieportent profostrional activity for =admix staff. The Association

expects that members would not undertake such activities solely for

remunerative purposes. It also expects that censeleancy work would net

Interfere with the discharge of stenbere. teaching, research, and admin-

istrative, responsibilities within their un.;rsities, or endanger their

independence as academics.

TOE ROLE 0? COLLEAGUES

The Association believes that a university is a coomunity of academics,

stpdents, and support staff grouped in various ways to carry out the

functions of the university. Accordingly, it rakes the following points

on what it conoiders to be its members' roles in ensuri-e ercfessional

standards.

The Association urges its mebers test accept, on the basis of mutua:

gust, AC= responsibility for the induction of newly appointed
acadeztcs into their prefessional roles, and for the ongoing support ef._

more eitpfteienced staff.
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COnversely, the Association urges its members toteeks from their col-
leagues and students sec!'. comment and advice as is relevant to their

professional development.

The Association expects that in carrying out their adeanistreive rcle
members 'I consult with their colleagues.

e.

THE MILE or me univntimiitrs

The ;association expects universities t -tablish appropriate oppor-
tun:.ties for academic staff to develop, eaintaie, and obtain mcognis
tion for cos pettacci in the areas of professional responsibility as
outlined in the previous sectiou. Such opportunities should be
provided both initially and at appropriate times in an academic's
career. In particular, the Association would wish university councils
to implemeni-the following policies:

1. Universities; should state clearly their policies on the
professional development of academic staff.

2, Universities Should provide co-ordinated program a% of
professional development for acadeeic.staff taking bp
their first university positions. Suchyprogramm'es

should be directed at assisting staff to gain the
pistils required to satisfactorily discharge their
academic responsibilities.

In general, universities should delegate to heeds of
departments much of the responsibility for ensuring
that newly appointed staff are adequately inducted
into their professional roles. In discharging this
responsibility. the Association mould expect heads of

departments to provide adequate opportunities for
induction to take place and to regularly inform staff
of their progress.

e. Universities should encourage and support academic
staff members who wish to carry out research into tee
°bats:ayes and techniques of university teaching.

5. Each university should provide resoerce personnel with
responsibilities for assisting academe staff in caeryise
out their teaching rots.

6. Universities should continue to provide funds and leave
opportunities to enable staff to maintain the highest

poesible professional _standards.

7. Universities should provide the facilities and conditions
that enable academic staff to carry out their professiceal
reseonsibiiitiee at the highest possible standards.
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Symmetrical communication: Developing
understanding and consensus in course teams

S. Kemmis
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At the Ray 1979 Annual Conference of the Higher Educetion Research and
Development Society of Australasia (HERDSAI, Dietrich Brandt of the
,University of Aachen offered a workshop on "symmetrical communications"
According to Brandt and his co-workers Bruno Werner and Irene Drexler.
yymmetry in communications is evident tr, groups characterised by muteal
recognition by members of one another as persons appreciated and
accepted in their common striving for mutual understanding and consens,.e.

The thesis of the Aachen group is this, a working group tends to become
communicatively incompetent. less satisfying for participants and less
effective as group capable of producing joint commitment to agreed
action when communications in the group are distorted by considerations
of status, internal power-politics or mmbers' failure to respect one
anothers' points of view. Suspension of status-considerations
necessary to achieve a climate where reason prevails and where gro..p
decisions are the most defensible ones, given the group'. comb,eed
resources. Internecine politickire must be suspended to promote the
community eelf-interest of the group and the attainment of coesen-Js ant;
joist commitment, and to avoid the group's coming to serve the self-
interests of only a small part of its membership. Recognition and
acceptance of membere is necessary to achieve represeetation of all
members' perspectives within the group forum anh-tt to engage the
disparate interests and F.'spectives of members and build these int:'.?
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a frametrork of common tenderstandings and shared perspectives whi:h

procotea.the coemunity self Interest.

Brendt's workshop At the 1979 Annual Conference introdaced participants
to a technique for promoting symmetrical communication in groups in
higher education. Groups are videotaped in the course of their
discussions, the tape is replayed and the "moderator" invites members
to participate in the identification and analysis of blockages to
sy=metrical communication, and the formulation of strategies to

aehieveegreater symmetry in communication.

At Deakin University, much of our coureedevelopment work takes

place in course teens. Like groups-in higher education ireetitutions
everywhere, these tems hayseeometnicatiOns problems which are the ;rod -. c'

of asymeArlcal coemunications. Since so such of our vork Aepends on

achieving joint comeitmont to courses developed as wholes -- as
curricula, not just aggregates of individual perspectives -- it
seemed to us to be useful to invite Dietrich Brandt to spend a few days
with us helping us to learn techniques for developing symmetrical

communications. Thie he aid, using essentially the same approach as en

the iiXISDSA workshop.

In thin brief paper, the progress of the group in using the strategies

suggested by Brandt is reported. A videotape is also available which

depicts the'sisa of the technique be the Deakin group.

A number of interested staff at Deakin attended the Brandt workshop

on rreday, June 1st, 1979. The group consisted of 'course assistants"

who work on course teams in a variety of roles (from clerical assistance
through reaearea assistance and editing to academic development roles',
members of the Meiversityls Produ...4an Unit, and academie staff
involved in course developmeut and *aching (from a nember of different

course teemma). One role for the " yrmetrical Communications working -veep'

(as it ca to be called) was to lore the possibility cf giving course

assistants a role in the developont of sy=meerical memmunicatioes

oeurse tears.

for a variety of reasons, the forme of the group changed. These

reasons included the availability of participants' time, thr apparent

intransigence of some course team to the development of a =ore
symmetrical co=monecatlona, the level of co==dtment required sc develop

the techniques over time, and the emerging interests of the participant

group utach settled down at about ten merber- of when oely three or four

isere.course assistants. The focus remained .ergely on the developcent

of sy==otrical co==enicatioes in course teare, though it was Increasingly

perceived as a natter for all course tea= =eecers, not just course

assistants. Desiree team caairpersone =ay haze a special role in

bringing about greater sy==otry of communications. as night course

aeslstants, but any rerber could intervene en the group process to reveal

blockages to communication and help to achieve greater symeetry. Sore

pexticipants in the Working Group also saw the wider applicabilate of

the concept end the techniques for developing its for this reason.

the Workeeg Croup began to consider-the variety of groups and committee('

throughout the University where sy=metriaal co==unicatIony night

fevatfully L developed. Members also conteldered the development of

sy=motrical cormunicetlems in teaching/learning relationships.

213
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We have some hopes of longer-term developments in symmetrical
communications in our approach to teaching and learning at Deakin.
A final possibility was that the Working Group might seek some kind
of consultancy role with respect PO course teams it. the University
more generally and use the techniques we had explored in this wider
context. This last possibility was rejected on 'the grounds that
seeking this °service" or "technical' role was contradictory
to the basic principle of symmetrical cammeeication. We recognised .

that we could accept such a role if invited to do so, but that we
would then be obliged to 'adopt the strategir of the "hidden compromase"
developed by the Aachen team in their relations with higher education
teachers; pretending to be 'expert" in order to gain access to and
credibility with our colleages, but only serving as "moderators" of
the process who helped hers of groups to articulate their reactions
to Communicateons blockages they alreed%.: experienced; developing greap
sensitivity about the signs, symptoms and consequences of communications
blockages/ helping the group to,formulate strategies f:r overcoming
asymmetry and the blockages-to groue process caused by asymmetry;
and ultimately helping the group to become selfesustainea, in the
development of symmetrical communication (one lien of wh.,r1 would he
dispensing with the services of the oxtside 4moderator").

It was not, and is not, the view of the Working Group that course teams
can operate entirely without conflict or misunderstanding. On the

contrary, -the occurrence of conflict and misunderstanding is natural
as groups work towards consensus and mutual understanding.

But ceeilict and misunderstanding may generate disaffection within a
group which alienates =embers. and reduces their commitment fre the group

project. Should this state of affairs become endemic to the group's
processe_then the prospect of joint commitment in a common task
recedes, and the'group project may disintegrate along the lines of self
interest (or sub-group Interests) within the group. Sore manly
groups reach a dynamic equilibrium at some level of entrenched 4
disaffection and internecine rivalry, socetimes remaining more
productive, soreetimes less. Hierarchy, aompulsion and states may provide
the "glue" which holds such groups together, but its consequences may
be experienced by group members in deoeneration of group eemmitment,
fragmentation of the framework of common understanding, asi feelings
of dissatisfaction, alienation or exploitedness among member! lose

interests are not being served ie the working relationship.

'Symmetrical communications' as a concept is a description of an ideal
process in which these dysfunctional tendencies are consciously
recognised and deliberatellecountered. It is our project as a Working
Group to discover slrategies by which we night foster individually-
satisfying and mut Ily-productive group relations.

Our metnod in our regular ceetings was this

1 The group not and discussed a topic decided in advance. The

topic was usually one of particular concern to one or a few members
but relevant (as far as possible) to all our,interests. For example,

in one session we discussed a proposed evaluation of Deakin University
Study 5entres. In another, we discussed the possibility of making a
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file about the operation of course teams at Deakin.

2 i.Theite discussions were videotaped by a member of the group.
The role Of videotaping was shared among members in diffirent
sessions and was relatively inexpert: we all shared in the
learning prdbess and d veloped some sense,of more useful materiel
for subsequent discuss on of group processes and individual responses.
We also chose to use e least sophisticated tecanology: black And
white portepackequipcent which could be readily replayed in the small

seminar rooms where we met, no special lighting, no special microphones
outside the one in th? camera, and so on. We wanted equipment we
could use rather than high-quality production equipment for public
performances. (The "production" videotape of our work is
unrepresentative in this respect, since we were obliged tomeet in a
Deakin studio to produce higher- quality material, and we felt the
discussion was slightly stilted under the bright lights and in the
presence of studio- technicians with their sophisticated equipment).

4

3 After the videotaping session, which usually lasted about
- twenty -five minutes, we replayed the videotape. Whenever some member
of the group noticed some blockage to communication, some individual
reaction of discomfort, coma especially constructive contribution
or some other pattern of interaction which deserved comment, the
videotape would-be stopped. A relevant section might be replayed.
Individuals involved in the incident of interest would be invited
to enlarge on their actions or reactions, explain-their points
of view, speak to the significance of the incident in the group
process, or otherwise help to make the group proces: transparent.
Then wider group d'sehssionerould begin, with the group attempting
to confirm the apparent pattern, find reasons for the blockage,
or interpret the group effects of the incident. Where possible
and appropriate, strategies for p- eventing the blockage or overcoming
its immediate effects were suggested. Of course it was important
to develop and maintain an attitude cf trust, good humour, empathy
and constructiveness. We were not a therapy group attempting to
analyse each other as individuals; we were attempting, as far as
possible, to understand-the processes in which we played parts and
the events we influenced and were influenced by. It should be
remembered that we were an "artificial" group meeting solely for
this purpose, so we did not Have to overcome the habitual forms and
asymmetries which more permanent. roups may need to confront.
But it should not be thoucht that the fact of our transience made
us so different: the grOnp contained members1Who have constant working
relationships, and we quickly recognised that we were developing
stable roles and interests within our group. as well as importing
some habitual patterns from other groups of Which we are members into

the Working Group. .

4 Hain points emerging from these discussions were recorded as "Minutes"
on overhead transparencies when this was possible -- in this way,

all participants could see how our learnings (and the minutes)

were shaping up. These transparencies were later photocopied and
distribeted to participants as a record of the meeting.

This process was repeated in five meetings alter the'original
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workshop and before we began preparations for "goin public" -- making
the videotape whiCh we hoped might serve m. a discussion-starter for other
interested groups in Deakin oi,beyoMd.

Some of the things that attracted our attention in the regular discussion-
session included:

4

- the development and the effects of "rules" for "turn-taking" in some
discussions 0

- the effect of conversational gambits like "that's a good question"
or "that's interesting" which could be used by'one speaker to patronise
or dismiss another while apparently supporting him

- the uselof the "filibuster" by a speakeritecloud the moment-by-
moment interplay of a discussion and gain initiative or dominance

- the use of desks by participants ad.- Aplatforms" to gestur'e against
or retreat behind

- the pervasive phenomenon that participants in group discussions simply
don't listen to one another or hearone'anothers',point of yiew as
"real" -- and often systematically ignore one another while planning
privately' and waiting for an opportunity to make the next point

- the general relation of gesturing to speaking '(sometimes small
agitated movements indicated that a participant was about to speak
or wanted to come into the discussion.) .

- the general phenomenons that small muscle movements often indicated
.1' tension or anxiety (our videotapes contained a great deal of footage

of fi'gers,, hands and_feet moving restlessly):

2
Our analyses helped us to find patterns in our interaction which may or
may not be typical of other groups, bait which suggested more global
group effects and strategies for overcoming some kinds of problems. For
example,

- members becoming "scapegoaps" in moments of group crisis in discussion
4

- the politics of establishing a base Sr 9 a,point of View "oy appealing
to likely s rters and isolating likely opponents ,

- the "neutra chairmanship" role of sqrting out problems in communication

- the strategy of docume-_ing 4pproadns to agreement in discussion
by using an overhead projector, butcher's paper or a blackboard
to keep "visible minutes"

- the value of defusing contentious issues by seeking agreement on
prior points, reflecting )n claims made by speakers after conceding
their potential merits or intervening in a debate to ask "what's
going on here?"

- possible roles for course team members in monitoring group interaction
and interfering with group processes explicitly to establish mutual
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comprehension, to encourage members to contribute, to clarify issues

or to Support chairpersons in'a non-threatening way. .

In general, the group enjoyed the opportunity to meet fo'r two or

three hours about once a month to reflect on the processes in which

we are constantly engaged: the processes of discussion and decision

in groups. Even this little self- reflection seemed educative: too

often we are involved in these processes as unconscious or intuitive
actors, carrying habitual modes of response into new groups, reflect-
ing relatively little; or learning not enough from our experience.

At its last meeting for 1S79, the group began by doubting whether we

had a sugicient,commonalty,of interests or sufficient motivation to
continue working together. Before too long, however, we had reached
consensus that we should at least continue into 1980 to make a video-
tape about the processes we had used, as a stimulus to others'. More

importantly, perhaps, we have begun to apply what we have learned in
other groups of which we are members -- as strategies for promoting

symmetrigal communication. It is, in a sense, an ideological commit-
ment based on distaste for -ierarchy, distrust for compulsion, aid
dissatisfaction with the cynicism and self-interest of small-time

group politics. But there are positive,reasons for employing the
arts of symmetrical communication which transcend what is negative
about group or committee work which has become a tedious and habitual
experience of compromise and which preserves the shreds of self-

interest in a climate of contention. At the risk of sounding too
much the Pollyanna, these positive reasons are that groups can work

together to serve common interests, achilve recognition and accept-
anceof.their members as, persons, and establish joint commitment to

projectsrojects when they do so on the basis cf reasoned discussion

and free commitment. For perhaps more tasks than we care to admit,

such aspirations are achievable.
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.1NTRODU*GTION

Approximatgly half theresearich,and *development unit.
referred to in th introducAloiltto'part V have responsibility

for the coordinat on of media services. in their institutions.

MoSt.'of the other nits have established cloEe links with a
separate instructional media,division, so that it is natural

to expect staff of these units to be aware of relatively new
developments in educational technology and to recommend their

use to clients.

The first three papers in ,this part examine the direction
likely to be taken in higher educatior) should there be a
widespread cdoption of.packaged learning units designed for

a mass market. Whereas D. Unwin,and G. Brong emphasise the
dangers, D. Hlynka and P. Hurly list some of the advantages
which can flow from educational technology: M.B."McLaren

takes a more neutral stand and concentrates on providing
guidelines for the more effective use of educational media,
as a result of which, he claims, learners'will have greater

freedom to develop the kriowledge, skills and habits of study

that best fit their needs.
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Growth of instructional technology: Greater
freedom for the learner?

D. Unwin

Technological innovation is affecting the teaching and learning processes In at least two

distinct ways. On the one ha -advances in the scale and, efficiency of the,mass media have led to

a situation where the learnec.rparticularly the child, possesses a far greater background awareness

of contemporary events, opinions. movements, t,-ends, etc. On the other han,., developments in audil-

visual media, both hardware and software, have given the teacher powerful tools of communication, by

which his message may be the more SW .1sfully inculcated, or Indeed indoctrinated.

Thus, quite apart from questions of relative effectiveness, It can be seen that the two aspects of
Instructional technology cited siSave may tend to have opposing tendencies as regards the into/lee-

tUO1 freedom of toe learner: his mental defences are toughened by the general media climate, but

at the same time the communicators are in possession of improved weapons of attack.

So long as the educational dialogue was conducted between,one human being and another, or hetween

a human being and a static artifact such as a book, or hetween a human Wag and a pruty ,.s with

film or television, then changes In educational technc,/y could be regarded as miner. considerably

overshadowed by the oresence of the human teacher_ There A n signs. however, that a change of kind

rather than of degree Is uoc i us.

During the_1960s, the coaching machine was the subject of mutt' investigrtigo and calumny. The

actual impact of such machines was small and few survitsd into the 1970. nonetheless, their

importance may well be judged by historians as significant, Insofar as the Neriod of trial and use

coincided with the first flowering of the potent forces contained in the digital ctr4micr. It Is

becoming clear that the deficiencies of the early teachinp machine are easily remedied by the use
of computer controlled .nstruction, and that previous drowliaets concerned with the cost of comput-

ing machinery, and with the rigorous demands of tne computer as regards communication across the

Interface, are now as good as solved. if only a fraction of the forecasts made on behalf of the

computer as teacher are fulfilled, there will still come atetu: A drastic shift in the balance of

educational power, with the teacher and Indeed the teach; 2 institution no longer occupying their

exlating role of dominance.
.

Clearly, instructional technclogy Is now a force to be reckoned with In education, it is at t

arguable that we are rapidly approaching a state where the balance between freedom and authority.

for long unthreatened by Innovation, it at serious risk.'

INTRODUCTION

Defining what ismeant by a technology of instruction has tended so far

to be a matter of personal preferences and prejudices. Each expert

regards technology ina different light. The spectrum of opinions'

contains at one extreme the purely.mechanistic, wherein any so-called
'advance', from less dusty chalk to more sophisticated student termin-
als for Computer Assisted Instructiun, is deemed to be the real sub-

stance of instructional technology (I.T.). On the other hand we have

what one might call the 'mystic' school of thought; these practitioners
are not concerned with real o1'jects whicl, can be comprehended by the

laymant to them I.T. means the application to education of esoteric
concepts generally lumped togethAr under some such title as 'systems

design', or the even more arcane 'systems approach.'
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In between the material improver and the systems applier come a whole
range of activists, to each of whom I.T. means something different.
All are agreed, however, that I.T. is changing education and most would
say that this change is beneficial. That is, education (whatever that
might be in this context) would be improved in quality or quantity and
quite possibly both, if their particular brand of I.T. were adopted as
quickly and intensively as possible. It la the purpose of this present
essay to suggest that some forms of I.T. could have an alarming effect
on the qudZity of education, although the benefits as regards, quantity
may be indisputable.

Let me immediately state why I am using the term Instructional Tech-
nology, rather than the alternative iducational Technology which enjoys
wide usage. This is because the two terms are clearly not synonyms:
I.T. relates to the didactic situation, the teaching of the teacher,
the learning of the learner. E.T. includes I.T. and much more besides;
- few of us would consider education to be entirely bounded by didac-
ticism. Disciplines such as sociology, medicine, architecture and so
on will contribute much to a technology of education, but my concern,
here is mostly with the fields of teaching and learning, narrowly
defined.

There are several arrange opts for teaching and learning which owe
nothing to recent innovation. Many lectures, seminars, discussions,
etc., contain apart from their human ingredients only chalk and board -
if that. Simi:arly, the bulk of individual learning materials are
far from new: the text-book, paper, pen, - these have long been with us.
However, during the twentieth century, and especially during the past
twenty or so years, a whole series of technological contrivances, both
mechanical and systematic have entered the classroom. These include

audiovisual aids, broadcast and closed-circuit television, teaching
machines, programed learning, simulation, and computer assisted
instruction. I propose to examine the more didactically significant
of these from various viewpoints, in particular as to what exponents
of these innovations claim for them, and what their potential might be
for changing the quality or quantity of education.

AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

Audiovisual aids, or in the earlier terminology, visual aids, have been

with us virtually since the birth photograp, and became increasingly
significant following the emergen e of the motion picture industry.
Training films were wide n the First World War, and by the early

1920s a number of.educational institutions were offering summer schools

in 'Visual Instruction'.
-N\

In 1922 a grant of S10,000 was made to the University of Chicago, to be
used under the direction of F.N. Freeman, to support a study of educa-

tional motion pictures. A series of major investigations were carried

out in the subsequent two years. The publication of the results of

this research (Freeman 1924) had a major impact on the development

of the use of visual aids.

Audiovisual aids today comprise a wide assortment of hardware and soft-

ware, including for examp: film strips and slides, motion pictures,

tape recording, various -,pes of display, closed-circuit television and

so forth. Most teachers accept -these things as aids and use them
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when they can enhance a lesson by so doing. The limiting factors are
usually ones of finance and convenience: even in industrialised
countries institutions are unable to afford a total suffici..ncy of
audiovisual aids, and when a given aid is available the individual tea-

, cher may still not find it easy to use. Operating some 16mm projectors
.for example require' motor and intellectual skills of a high order!

Few educationistsNould dissent from the view that audiovisual aids
make an important contribution to toe quality of education. The over-
all impact of such aids is however small except in a few particularly
visual subjects and generally confined to adjunctive support of the
teacher. The future does not seem likely to make this an invalid
description, although we may note that various non-human systems of
teaching also use audiovisual aids for support and this is an increa-
sing tendency.

BROADCASTING

The advent of public and commercial broadcasting in the 1920s inevit-
ably gave rise, to the educational exploitation of radio. The subsequent
use of radio as an instructional medium has been rather uneven: in the U.S.
television overwhelmed radio for instructional purposes, whereas in .

many developing countries radio is a vitally important educational.
medium, playing a big part in widespread literacy and hygiene programmes.
In Europe radio is still important: the B.B.C. for example putting out
some 15 or so hours of schools' radio in a typical week, and of
course fulfilling a major role in the operation of the Open University
with both radio and television classes.

However, it is clear that whenever a nation is capable of footing the
bill, broadcast television will be the preferred instructional mass
media'-. By this means vast numbers of students can be instructed by
"electronic teachers" using both audio and visual communication channels.
(Unless, of course, the audience is vast the endeavour becomes ruinously
expensive).

What are the future plans of the TV educators? Well as long ago as
1968 Saettler (1968, p. 238) said:

National interconnection is unquestionably the next
goal of educational television', and 'After national
interconnection has been achieved, an even more inter-
esting prospect is the possibility of world-wide edudt-
ional television by means of communication satellites.

These prophecies have not transpired, for reasons concerned both with
the upsurge of curriculum development programmes and with technical
innovation, especially the rapid growth of cheap videotape machines.

It is largely true to say that at the present time broadcast television
is not a particularly significant didactic medium. I shall return to
the, possible reasons for this anomaly later.

TEACHING MACHINES

Teaching machines wen. transiently introduced into Amerizan education by
S.L. Pressey (1960) in about 1925. For economic and other reasons little
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further development took' place until the 1950s when B.F. Skinner's

work came to the,notice of education. Generally the teaching machine

4 is coupled with the concept o.f grOgramrai learning but this association

does not seem inevitable. .Certainly teaching machines have been used
to present programmes: but PresOey'S-maChine taught by administering

tests and there are a wide variety of devices including simulators

and reading enhancers which purport to teach. It would seem fair to

use the term 'teaching machine' for devices which are intended

to supplant the teacher, so distinguishing this category from audio-

visual aids whic2; support the teacher.

Thus a number of devices rank as teaching machines - robot teachers if

you like. These range from the humble and now extinct linear machine
('the most expensive arrangement yet invented for turning the pages of

a book') to the largely defunct language laboratory or indeed the .

aircraft simulator costing millions of dollars. Teadhing machines,

given a steadily improving efficiency, certainly possess the potential

for usurping the human teacher, especially such arrangements as
Computer Assisted Instruction which merits separate consideration

below.

One can hardly do oetter than close this brief consideration of

teaching machines with a quotation from Skinner (1954). He is in

fact referring to machines for presenting linear programmed learning

sequences, but one can readily imagine even more glowing rhetoric

being used in connection with the potent devices now emerging:

There is a simple job to be done. The task can

be stated in concrete terms. The necessary techniques

are known. The equipment needed can easily be provided.

Nothing stands in the way but cultural inertia.
Education must accept the fact that a sweeping

revision of educational practices is possible and inevit-

able. When it has done this, we may look forward with
confidence. to a school system which is aware of the nature

of its tasks, secure in its methods, and generously
supported by the informed and effective citizens whom
education itself will create.

(The reader is invited to compare this vision of the brave new world

with that of Huxley quoted beloW. Skinner's final sentence is capable

of more than one shade of meaning).

CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION

Closed circuit television (CCTV), wherein the television cameras are

connected by cable (or exceptionally by microwave link) to the receivers

has been a major educational growth area for two decades or more.

Back in 1957 Stoddard considered that:-

... no new elementary school should be built today without

a television studio and closed;circuit apparatus and

connections for telecasting to all parts of the building

and play spaces.

Since the words were writen there has certainly been made a vast

investment in CCTV installations. Both at school and college level
1
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Dtrectoxis of Television are appointed, and much time is devoted to
sending signals back and forth around the system. A number of
different uses have emerged, some coming into the category, of audio -
visual aid, for, example the relaying to students of a tivities where
it might be dangerous or ietonvenient to have the students physicall
present, as in dstionstrations of moving machinery or dissection work
in biology. Other activities are customarily referred to as ';:reative'.
and correspond in some degree to the TV work of the professional.
This includes work in drama, dance, communications. A third field of
CCTV is where the hardware is used to magnify a lecturer's capability
in space and time, either by relaying his performance to pee-oral'
class-rooms or (possibly-as wall as) by taping the lecture ler subsequent

. U80 .

If it feasible of course to achieve an effect stealer to broadcast/
television by the widespread inter-lending of such video-tapen,
and this result can be secured without the logistic and fiaeneo!
problems inseparable from establishing broadLest edezational ee:r,isiee
on any scale.

Notwithstanding various well-publicised examples of echool use. At is
fair to say that extensive facilities have largely remained
the province of post-secondary education. This would be espe..ie:.e
true of installations involving a studio complex and either a *lrd-
wire0 distribution syttem or a multiplicity of video recorders.

PRCGRAMED.LEARNTNG

k

Programmed learning is probably the development uhich has been most
responsible for crystalisation of the concept. As originally
conceived by Skinner (1954) and to a lesser extent by Crowder (+95,n,
it was essentially verbal materials which could be prograrmed, eiteer
as books or else as paper or film for a simple teaching machine.
'Programming' meant, in the main, the fragmentation of subject matter
into small - often tiny - steps, and the continual queezing of the
learner to supply him with reinforcement. Other quoted aspects
of programming included behavioural objectives, self-paced work, aid
careful validation to ensure that objectives were met.

' After a tremendous boom in the latse 1950s and early 1960s programmed
learning as such now no longer ehjoys the same interest and popularity.
Publishers still have programmes in their lists, but the idea of the
prograrme ousting the regular text-hook, as appeared possible at one
time, now seems ridiculous. The reasons for the failure Ito maintain
early promise are complicated, even obscure, but one significant elenent
was the mass of null research results obtainer in experiments ir.elv,ne
comparisons between programmed learning and a variety of othr £yflfM.!k
and procedures.

At the same time as the paper programme was establishing a q.l.t.1.1 but

honourable place for itself in the teacher's armoury, there .rise arose
a vogue for viewing programmed learning as the lailen.le a I.T. This
customarily meant the application of the 'principles' of pr rammin4
to any learning arrangement, whether It be television, Iengu ge
laboratory, teacher oration or whatever. Thus Edwards (1967)

2GO
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ceasidered that,

Programmed Learning 1Z, en fact, the language

of these 064 systeee of learning.

It is not always clear how the principles ;whatever tItey may be) or
'language' of progreeeed learning are to be applied to each and every

learning aituation. What the exponents seem eoeetiees to be saying
is, 'Whatever you do, think it out and do it well.' Sound advice,

no doubt, but not a great deal of use to the educator seeking specific

guidance. An unfortunate by-product al -been the growth of learning
systems and devices, both ccamercial and academic, which are claeoed

to 'incorporate the elements of prograwed learning.' This in deeme

to give the materials desirable additional properties, rather like the
niraclo ingredient so necessary to any respectable soap powder.

The potential of prograreed learning es defficult'to assess, as truer
as evything because of the difficulty of pinning down the actual

meaning of the term. If the definition is limited to pros 'chairs

a rigorous schedule for the construction and validation of learning
materials, then zt see= likely that 'programing' elll be an encrees-
ingly ix:portant feature of education as tine 900.4 by.

COPOUTERISED INSTRDCTION

A neeber of jargon terps have bocce& current for the ettevity of
using commuters for instruction. These include, for example, Computer
Assisted Learning, Computer Managed instruction and Coeputer Aze:stel

Instruction. Other percutations are possible but no-one scene Co
care greatly to: Computer Controlled Learning which would appear to
most adequately describe the goal of the enthusiasts. For simplicity

I will here stick to Computer Assisted Weaning (C A L 1.

In the early days of teaching cachetes it soon becane obvicue that the

sort of operations one like to pet form could cnly be handled

by a machine of considerable electronic ceoplexity. At about this tem
eleariere-eetrie___

of using a coeputer as a teaching cedar., was soon seized apor. mostly

mulles were diseppointeng: the sheer power and flexibility of the
computer had an iptoxicatieg effect, such that attempts were made tc
lay bare new psychological truths without really giving the concept
ofCAl. a reasonable trial. Moat workers stopped short of providing

the cooputer with an enormous store of didactic material, such as %male
permit it to play its role as a super - teaching machine. ^ne early

defficelty was the virtual absence rf adegaate interface facilities,
communication between computer and etude-et was mostly by tele-typewriter.

a slow and ardous busieess.

Uowever, over the years slow piegreas has been made, both as regards

hardware and software, but it would be fair to say teat elaborate
coeputerised teaching systems, exeeelified by PLATe Isee, for exaeele,

Eastwood and Ballard 15)5) a commercielly avaelaele system originating
at Illinois University and recently deconstreted 14 A4stralia, have in

general not stood epe test of time. Although research and developmet

in this field was ander way by 1960 and has been generously and

conaiseently funded to this day, results to say the least Nava bean

disappointing. It would pees* that - in many cases - the glamour
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of the .omputer has proved too much for the Inestigators, whc hive
sUb)egarett pedagogic segatrements in favour of the exotic delights bf
Ch4, maeninoary.

Smwever, t.mes are a-changing. The rant advance cf tecrroleei eat,
given -s the micro-processo: tins we nou have man..-_c ters w.tn eXter-
sive szmories, disc storage and low cost. This the concept of ic-
.senerclisee CAL becomes viable, elimaneting et a stroke many of tee
tes7.4m,:cc: prolents which have confounded the spread of =AL for so
lomg. At the aaoe time, the previously dsscounted ed,cationa: p:otit a

aerie tore amenable, not least because of the increasing aecessabilit.
arA convenience of decentralised resources.

As we move away from the large centralised competer concept, except
of course for administration and number-crunch:ng T....r.,odes. we at

last enter an era in which for the first tire It becomes possible -
and indeed liee.y - for most students to receive sabstantial g-antities
of instruction from a form of teaching =achine. It .s to the problems
and pitfalls of such a procedure that I now turr.

THE WAY MEAD

To what degree is the research worker liable for the us.e te vnic his

creations are pat? As first the physical scientist and then tre
biological scientist produced their ever sore horrific weapons of
destruction this questIon has been inter=inably dascissed. This .a not
the place to exe-line the merits of such argument, but tt is becoe_
clear that the ethical dile= t-at has long confronted the scientist
nay soon becore equally retl to tr educationist

Over the years many pr theta have consulted their cristal st.::s and
produced various plct-ses of the future of education. These have raesed
from the Utopian to tne sinister, and often foreshadowed is :staple
4s'.ee of meehanisattun and social engineering,

It is platitudinous to remark that If ntiv a minority ef these fore

At fpt.

even the tv%0L511t 'itechanisingt education to any rea: extert

The educators Jefence is likely to be along femiliar ..net ynowleose

is not intrinsically evil, it is the use to which net. ,:ut It tnat can
corrupt and destroy. Confounding 4_ discession is likely t_ be tne
universally accepted exitta that It generally 'seeet .f

be tomes more effective and effic2enti

It would take a braver =an tree the preeont writer to do more than
roughly plot the fature of instructional technology, and .ts inpact
on the et-cadent and the teac;er. What i am ettea*Dtinq In this paper

Is to suggest that instructional technology will steadiiy gain ?roans,
and that there are considerable dangers inherent in trie process.

THE ErneT2vE7 s IUNOVATIOUS

In general, the products of instructional technology tend to be
initially oversold by their enthusiasts, who are happy to clair
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improved effectiveness and efficiency, and this with apparently no

oempensateng desadeantages. This was cost noticeable in the earl", days

of teaching machines; if one half of the claims made had been subse-
,eently 3ustified then Iii-0015 and te.tiary institutions would today
be totally different places and teaching a very different - perhaps

nonexistent - profession. So far then, we have from one viewpoint
eeen lucky; the efficiency of the new machenes or of the new systems
has proved to be little if at all superior to traditional chalk, talk
and books. At least this is true of the quality of learning by an
individual student as measured with the instruments at our disposal.
However, complacency about the effectiveness of new instructional
devices iaelow less well-founded.

So long as innovation =rely scratched the surface of c onventional
teaching it was hardly likely to be deeonstrebly superior. But let

us start to change the sietem - the organisa.ion of teaching and
learning - and we enter a new arena: one in ahich threats and
dangers, subtle and not -so- subtle, will be Integral and formidable.

TBPZAT LEAPILTP.

As a result of existing and potential refinements in the technology of
instruction the freedom of the learner will come under increasing

pressure. Tr the Past two ea3or danger areas were tdentified: the use
of cues media, eseeially television, for the provision of vast uni-
form ce4zses of instruction; and the spread of co=peter-controlled
teaching systems. The threat of television see=s to have receded for
several reasons, in particular perhaps its lack of interaction, and its
inevitanle preocceestion with and domination by circumstances related
to the lucrative trade of entertalenent television, where the only
tolerated for= of scientific enquIry into content is the counting

of heads. But as I have said, even though we can discount any threat
from television, the latter danger area, is now goon us wit: full

force.

How will tne new technology appear to the learner' One can foresee

'""'"---------'=-"trrlo-er,efe'rePrsv-tf.e9z1-Lqte--49Veeiecrtee-csa---as*qisavtgoasw--4e4tugw4izjr-, 43,.7.ok.64400.
frog their point of view they will be receiving a flexible education
tallored prerieLly to their needs.- Governmcet agencies will be able
to ensure that -just the ri-ht 05bportecn of workers in each field

of endeavour are trained, "d most gzadue are likely to be content

with their lot and solid in thtur support of both the educational
and political systems.

Aedous Huxley in his foreword to the 195G edition of Rmvc New bor.'s.',

spells out the prospect as follows:

A really efficient totalitarian state would be one in
which the all-powerful mcmcJtzve of political bosses and
their army of managers control a population of slaves who
do not have to coerced, because they '.ove their servitude.
To make then love it is the task assigned, in present -may
totalitarian states, to ministries of propaganda, newspaper

editors and schoolteachers. But their methods are still

crude and unscientific. The old Jesuits) boast that, if they
were riven the schooling of a child, they could answer for
the man's religious op'nions, was a product of wishful

Pt;3
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thinking. And the modern pedagogue is probably rather less
efficient at conditioning his pupils' reflexes than were the
reverend fathers who educated 'Joltaire The Most
important Manhattan Projects of the future will vast
government-sponsored enquiries into what the politicians
and the participating scientists will call 'the prcblem
of happiness' - in other words, the problem of making
people love their servitude.

Huxley's future has these ass f4Ifilledby both eugenic and educational
means. WO may regard his sleep-teaching an an unpromising medium in
the light of more recent research, but the 'brave new world' will be
just as easily served by other instructional devices such as those
touched upon in this paper.

In fact the threat to the learner comes frcm several sources: the
catalyst is the multi-purpose computerised teaching station which for
the first time offers the possibility of effective, individualise .

planned courses of study - programmed learning rte plus ultra. Th
specific elements of danger include:

(1) The Trojan gorse syndrome: extensive tracts of computerised
learning materials may contain subtle and unsubtle indoctrination
features.

(2) The staggeringly profitable publishing market for Juch learning
materials, with the almost certain domination of the field by
non-Australian publishers and agencies.

(3) The ability of the machines to keep elaborate records of students'
responses and patterns of work, including responses, etc, which
may be highly revealing for purposes far removed from the osten-
sible subject - matter.

(4) A possible trend towards unifertity, especially if particular
programmes come to eventually dominate the market.

Hone of these threats is of significance yet, but by the time they re
perceived as important, it may be too late. The time for action is
new: educators - at all levels of education - must exert great vigilance
in their approach to educational computer software. Standards and
implementation procedures need to be elaborated; politicians and
administrators must be made aware of our concern. The newer products
of instructional technology offer both advantages and dangers, action
now can ensure that society and the individsal reap only the benefits'
of new technology.
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Freedom of access to learning resources The
challenge of big government and big business

Brong

Advantages and disadvantages which arise from the increasing interest by large national and multi-
national organisations in the production of teaching and learning systems are described by 4n

educational technologist. While the pooled resources of large companies can result in high es.aiity.

products or equipment at prices which cannot by matched by smaller firms. there it a danger that
products will not suit particular local markets, that the content or methods of 'swing .111 be
controlled by commercial or political interests and that the needs of individual Icemen n.H to

neglected.

Arebig government. and big business a threat? Not necessarily so.
Nevertheless a few things nc-°d to be considered as one makes decisions
about possible threats toour "freedom to learn".

All persons involved with the processes and tools of educational
technology in this decade must be concerted about freedom of access to

learning opportunities, more specifically freedom of access to approp-
riate resources which maximise our teaching and learning activities.
At the outset I must stress that just because big, capitalistically
oriented business and government get involved ath the production,
distribution, evaluation, regulation, or provision of learning oppor-
tunitiestunities r resources it does not necessarily mean that our freedoms
are threatened in any way. But it must also be stressed that ttose of

WfsfbraTBIZattrir IricatraThnartiSetilittoTilitiriCia
become complacent as government and business enter the fields rel...ed
to the provision of learning opportunities and resources.

The decade of the BC's will be known as the decadyrin which great moves
were made to maximise learning opportunities. In reality new learning
systeps, far beyond formal school prograemes, will be opened up and
pople will actively nurue opportunities for learning. Those learning
activities may be vocationally or .-rofessionally related as well as
recreationally related. The important thing, however, is that there
will be an increase in business involvement in teaching and learning.

These businesses may take on the form of prodUction and publishing,
provision of human services related to teaching or facilitating learn-
ing, prescrtption and distribution of learning opportunities, or even
the sale of related equipment to interact with teaching-learning
resources. 'People will pay to acquire now skills and knowledge. Any
time a situation develops in which financial transactions can occur for
the provision of a product or a service there are potentials for
difficulties. These stay be defined in a number of ways.
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*Let us examine commercial interests involved in the sale of ;roducts or
services related to teaching or learning. These commercial interests
generally have profit motives which drive the commercial progyamzes in
tneir quest to eaxioise income at minimal costs. Products will tend to
have 9:morel/mod content and will be targeted at as wide a market as

.'possible. eras product generalization may ignore unique differceees
between 'consumers in ability to learefrom LIC informational resources
provided., Furthermore, it might ignore regional or national desires
about what is to be taught and by which of the available strategies.
Pr:elect generalization may 1,ad to boring sameness.

Another potential threat from the effort to maximise income and reduce
neat is that products rainy be designed to be tiTeless - in essence

efforts may be madu to remove any time-date referencing in learning
materials, thus giving them longer market life. This in itself is nor

necessarily a negative factor, but it may be a newiphenomenon with eheeti
most learners lack experience.

Two areas deeerveng attention as learning resources are mass-marketed
are content validation and the evaluation of learning occurring through

the use of the product. Will we have consumer advisory groups evaluat-

ing educational and learning resources? Will these advisory groups
actuary provide etatisticilly valid and reliable measur es? Who will

deteri/ne the critee.a egl'inst which the evaluations aro t.. :eke place -

will it be educational technologists or product managerne

There is little doubt that as the commercial products and services
promising learning become available the competition between formal
educational systnee and these commercial interests will be strong,
Possibly this competition will initially ensure high quality products
at mLnimal costs; ultimately, a winner in the conpetitieA nay cease to

ppy attention to quality. Freedom to select only free inadequate

learning resources is a somewhat worthless freed= .

But consider tOe govern net and its interests in the coemercialization
-eeFesermeteremprt-erree..e--meeeeeevroeeeeeeereieleeaeeeeeeeeeeereeeee..leee _a_ e..e.e.

determenLng whae-eleetent is acceptable for the learning resources? will

the,geeeernmqle,Iteet go so far as to determine what kind of learning will

be ailowed outside.formal educational proerammos?

A.morelikely aree in which the gOurnment will be involved is the
evaluation of products and 'eervicek an they might relate to safety and
honesty in the repreeentateon 4/ the learning expected to occur through

the use of the peoduct. The,leVeemeent cap play a "watch-dog role" In

protecting the pea= from unsafe, enrliable and unvalidatod esourCes

or services. In this posture the governzent's tegelatory authority will
become a strong factor in the =Act place. But that reputation can

have negative effects.

Another possibility for the goverment would be for it to assume an
Lneerest in the provision_of learning resources and services, taking

a marketing posture just like the commerciel interests described

previously in which case, it is assumed th t some form of regulation
and evaluation of government services and .t..:es would be necessary.

Who will "watch-dog" the gcvernmentle_

4b r
s
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Unfortunately, no-one . to yet considered the learner's objectives. we
assume that learners will have full control and freedom to determine
what it in they wish to learn, when they wish to learn, end how they
wish to learn. If we are to have true freedom this will be ,.he
learner's prerogative. But as coomorcial interests become involved in
marketing services and products for learning it is probable that through
advertising, perstetteion, and other techniques learners will begin to
lose some of their trud fieedom of choice in determining when, or where
or how learning in to occur. Can we anticipate the marketing of teach-
ingeservices or learning resources taking the same tone ao the marketing
of underarm deodorant or automobiles? (We might also ask if learners
now have the fteedom menaioned,4at that is another critical issue...)

Educational systems are currently affected (both positively and nega-
tively) be, providers of learning resources or services for the support
of teaching-learning activities. .Generally there are promises of
effectiveness, efficiency, low-cost, and wide acceptability relating to
the products and services being commercially marketed to educational
motors. These services and products do. have a major impact on
learners, theaway teachers' function in the classroom, and the successes
and failures of der educational undertakings.

We are concerned with learning on a far broader scale than just in the
formal classroom. Learne r does as they select learning
opportunities in the bro net of ce texts. Recreational learning Is
just as important as aced plc 2 vocational activities. People
constantly pay coney as tht seek skills related to sports, hobbies,
and other primarily recreat!enal pursuits. In face, recreation through
learning 'aid learning as recreation is already a major industry.
Consider photography, been computer systems, sports instruction, boat-
ing, painting, sewing, etc. Combine this kind of training with the sale
of powerful resources that make use of media and the processes of
educational technology aed sales can increase. In our formal educe-,

tional system we assume that the content offered to learners has a high
degree of content validity. Further, we assume that the processes used

---nrth-rwaripirmrestwractrardiarrsirsiereverratezifiraamlia6
to effective learning programmes. Lastly, we assume that the specific
learning that is to take place within the educational system (as well
as the strategies through which it is to occur) has been selected as
appropriate for the specific learner or teacher.

With much classroom learning the content and method is fairly rigidly
prescribed. What will happen as this learning occurs outside the formal
education syatem where a learner can pick from a variety of "on-the-
shelf" resources guaranteeing or promising certain learning. will their
appropriateness match that of the classroom-based learning under the
tutorship of I trained educator?

It is suggested that as businesses, not now recognised parts of the
euticational establishment, reeve Jute) the teaching and learning field,
it will be necessary to certify them and regulate their provision of
educational resources. It is also suggestedthatprodeeers of resources
need to be "certified oe accredited'', verifying that the resources they
provide, are indeed valie and reliable. Further, the prescribers of
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learning experiences (in a learning store, for exmple) need to be
evaluated, verifying that they can prescribe appropriate learning
resources to specific learners and learning tasks.

Managere of presentations systems (possibly tRose responsible fo
delivery technologies such as television, or computer assisted ir.truc-
tion program-maimed to be certified that they can provide necessary
resources thet will ;facilitate learning in a manner called for by the
prescribers of that learning. .The managers of these presentation
systems might assume the role /.07 rharmacist while the prescribers
ASIA= the role of physician. Th. resource producers might assume the

role of a pharmaceutical commy'sreseardh facility In which various
medical deyices and procedures are developed.

As we examine the commercial ind government interests relating'to the
production of teaching and learning =mazes we must examine the impact
of multi - national. companies. There is a tendency as we generalise
product and service development within a multi-national company to
assume the postlre of "What works nere dill work over there - won't it?"
41111 there be importation of learning resources, and direct learning
services, from one country to enothdr and w..41 these resources be free

from content bias, pedagogical bias or other potentially negative
impacts on the ultimate end user, the learner.?

- .

This problem inherent. in multi- national companies also exists when we

look at national companies. All too frequently it is assumed that
learning throughout an entire country such as Australia, is the same in
aIl.regiges of states and.among all people. Will sociological training
materials produced in Queensland for students in Queensland studying
problems about Australih be as usable in all states of Australia?

There is significant power in big business whether that occurs within a
businesp enterprise or government. This powef is not necessarily bad.

There is also potential for very high quality products in big business,
a quality that cannot be achieved by small producers, On the other

Eihai,igErtdarbrrora liaker-64§54fit, qa0IIty capeoe allowed to
deteriorate and the consumer of products will have little opportunity

for alternative products or services. Thus competition is redeeed or
eliminated., Unfortunately, however, there is a tendency for govern-
ments to move in and regulate the size of business whenever the business

is too large. This regulation may be for the benefit of people, the
end users of the products and services, but it does have an impact on
costs, quality, and ultimate content of any product or service produced.

Over the next decade we can expect extensive development of powerful

learning technologies, both in government and commercial enterprises,

which wIlL make new demands on educators. We, the educational tech-

nologists, must redefine the roles of educational institutions in the

light of alternative teaching-learning programmes devel.oping.
Professidnalism is an extremely high priority as we consider the com-
petitors that will be facing our traditional schools, colleges, and

vocational training programmes.
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As Vrofessionals we must be interested in providing the highest
qualttrgducational systems for all people that wish to be served by
.that ttom. We must be concerned about all people involved in the
proul4tentel that educational service. They must be trained, competent
00f4vidhals. There must be certificm.ion in ensure that people
involVed1W the provision of services or products facilitating learning
mestIcttAirb professional skill and knowledge levels.

The new technologi4s are already Calving a major impact on teaching and
learning programmes. These tecluolt.giesr because of their power, are
rapidly moving out df the educational system into the marketplace as
they provide services diiected to learners outside the formal system.
Freedom is based, on opportrnities for choice. Loss of these oppor-
tunities 'for choice may Comm because of the competitive marketplace or
because of,over-regulation of products and services by government.
Freed_m*of access to learning and teaching resources must not be lost
in this decade of the 1980's.

e
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Effect of packaged learning units on students'
freedom to learn

D. Hlynka & Burly

----
The purpose o! this paper is to develop a framework to assist the

instructional developer in the selection of packaged instructional

formats which facilitate the utilization of specific freedoms in the

teaching/learning situation.

This paper then develops a typology of freedoms which might be achieved

'by alternative teaching/learning, strategies. This typology includes the

freedom to:

1. select pace,

2. select learning sequence,

3. select content,

5. select degree of commitment/involvement,

6. facilitate/select access,

7. be creative.

This typology will be e mined in terms of the system/instructor/stJdent

trichotomy which after', educational decision making. Relevant examples

will be discussed from the author's experiencies.
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Media accountability: Keystone of the
freedom to learn

M.B. McLaren
At a ONO Wft3 education Is table, a very hard looe as t in all areas and at alt lewets it

Weir* that soot sort of meassito of ottountab.lity Is born used to detern.ne learning vs (se

log piaci and that the e`etltutloct t responsible for its' ccodu.t of the Itwoning program it

eurorlsso9 houeeer. that no oiOCIrdp. ar seaLinatIon and irallotentation of a orocoduto for
insto.ctional eatarial ("idle) accountability has cone forward.

The purpose of this paper is to present a nodal for Podia sccountabalty ..nice :S SWOOrtpAq
Loth that proarsom and the students freedom to learn and which COuld Interface ...in Othe, t*.itoso
6GfOontabitSty AWSOIS for the subject discipline being squally affective at all levels of
instruction.

70

One of the facts of life in Iducation is the question of who gets first
crack at the fndS in the budget when priorities are being established.
Will it be the coach? (the football team can't play without new uni-
forms); the physics professor. (the labo utory needs new equipment);
the modern history instructor? (who needs a more up-to-date textbook
than the one he's using, copyright 1970); or will it be the media
director, who has spotted an excellsee video programme series on
ecology and natural science? Too often, the response to the media man

will be, *Sorry, but we need those fu or ... Why don't you order

the programmes next year?"

The name° may be different, but the scenario remains the same. Why?

Perhaps we would be in a stronger position to prove the value and im-
portance of our media programme if we were held accountable for the
contributions we offer. We tend to assume that our media programa.*

does make a real difference in the achieevement of students. VI:fort-

unately, there is only limited research to support this assumption,
and very little actual assessment has been attempted. The only

=mammy we men lect-cer eft the Issetrethe4-eheee-04+0-14.0-1-eeelee
now mere than ever before, request proof that media services do make
a difference.

In today's school programmes, oriented as they are toward individuali-
sation and freedom to learn, students are encouraged to explore, tc
be creaeive, and to seek out answers to their questions. Claae7000.0,

media centres, hallways. and buildings reflect both aesthetic and
academic changes in attitudes toward (Id:matt:v. Material selection is
becoming the province of both faculty and students, and considerable
headway is being made in the evaluation and selection of all,learnin§
resources. Media programmes, centres, and personnel, however, are
still trying to overcome past associations and images in many places.
There is no simple solution to this problem, but as professionals, the
attainment of such a halation should be one of our highest priorities.

As the United States works to update educationol systems, vast resources
are being spent for education. Curriculum planners, instructors, admin-
istrators, and other educational professionals are being asked.to stand



accountable for these expenditures. Whereas many educators may shudder

at the word "accountability," media directors can meet this challenge
face-to-face and make it work for their benefit as an aid to the pro-

graemas and projects they administer.

There are four general areas of media accountability which deserve

attention:

1. Justification of purchases.
2. Efficient use of personnel.

3. Measuring of materials against learning gains.

4. Evaluation of media service.

All four are of almost equal importance and merit in-depth conslderi-

Lion. For purposes of this article, however, I will concentrate on
the last area since it provides the greatest input capability at the

individual school (and sometimes district) level.

Today's students need a variety of materials that will help them under-,
stand and interpret reality as they prepare to move into the adult

world. No teacher, textbook, or single medium can hope to present all
of the information necessary to meet student needs at any one time.
Students need answers to their quebtioes when those questions arise --
not at some later date when such answers are conveniently available.

To meet the needs of both the teacher and student, today's media centre

has been conceived and developed as a centralised place in which there
is available a variety of both print and non-print materials on many

different subjects, to meet many different interests, and in accordance
with the various skill levels of the various users. Such materials are

best made available under the direction of a media specialist, and in a

centre that can provide the user with specific materials to meet his/

her needs at any given time

Aside from salaries, the media programme is one 'f the most expensive
-GbfloOtuf*, ekedee, .,A4.4.41144.4 Wu> eon-

trol these prograrmes must be accountable. In schools with service-

oriented media centrea/prograrmes, the media specialist met plan

objectives -- both Short- and long-range -- that will permit the needs

of the faculty and students for materials and services to be met. Sash

planning also needs to recognise that the media programme must be a
viable and integral part of the instructional design which helps

students and teachers function effectively.

The programme that provides users with the materiels they need, in A

format they can use, and at a tine when tiv materials best meet their

educational objectives, is a media programme which is effective and

accountable. It does not just happen -- it is the result of careful

planning.

Performance objectives are centrel to a viable media programme
Measuring programmes against state and federal standards or guidelines

is essential. Like planning, measurement is also a vital factor in

dia programs accountabilityN

1,)..l,!
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Media objectivesaretinseparable from instructional objectives Jhen th'e

media and their use support teaching. Each medium can provide specific
kinds of learnin7 opportunities uniquely well. The media staff needs
to study the strengths and weaknesses of each medium and determine the
kinds of learning situation; that each meets )est if it is to fulfil

the specific learnino objectives involved.

As an aid to assessinv your own media act ;ities, here is a statement
of objectives and activities that can be used t) evaluate your own
media programme and make it accountable. It can be modified to meet

individual circumstances, and can be used'to promote the p-ogtamme

'prOvided by a media centre.

In using tlis document,'you should be able to establish a precise
statement of accountable services that your media centre provides to
all its patrons -- teachers, students, and the community at large. It

details not only what services the media centre provides, but also
precisely whit is done there. Make sure that administrators are aware
of the statement's 4.ontents -- if necessary, read it to them. Of

greatest liportance, h6wetter, is to let the administrator know that the
media centre and its staff wan, to be held accountable for the services

provided. This will get his attention and provide grounds for a hear-
ing when the administrator's active support of the media programme is

required.

GOALS. 02JECTIVES, AND ACTrITIES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA PROGRAMME:::

goal: To provide a totality of services focused on the best utilization
of media that will facilitate, improve, and support the learning

process.

Objective 1: The media programme will provide instruction services for

students, staff, and community.

activities:

1. Instruct in the use of tsle media centre.

2. Instruct in the use of ma -rials.

3. Instruct in library usage apart from the media centre.

4. Instruct in production techniques for treating in4o'2se media.

5. Prepare resource units.

6. Assist student teachers assigned to classes within the

school(s! to usP media in their teaching.

7. Assist in the training of such students in media programmes.

8. Teach students the technical aspects of met i centre operation.

9. Compile media collections and bibliographie. of media available

in the media centre for use LI the classroom.

10. Assist stuoents to develop competency in the Akins of
listf:.ing, viewing, and readzpg, and to develop good habits in

. ' these areas.

-I. Help students: a) develop gooO study habits, acquire .:depen-
dence in lea_ning$ c) gain skills in the techniques 1.nquiry

and critical evaluation, and d) gain expertise in the handling

of media equipment.
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12. Provide teachers with Lnfornatiot regarding student progress.
problem, and achieve:newts as observed Ln the media centre.

13. Act 8.5 a resource person (people) in the claasroom when regaested
by the teacher(s).

14, Serve on teichang teams as needed.
LS. Make available to the faculty using the resources of the

professioaal mania collection, ix:format:or. but recae.t
developeents in curricular sub;ect areas and in aae genera,
field of education,

16. Supply ,nformation to teachers by makana available .r- serrate
workshops, courses, professacal meetays, and educational
resources within the community

Objective 24 The tedia programme w,11 provide.coesalting seriices for
students, staff, aria cooman,ty.

6,taintieV2

1. Provide consultation services for-taaaants when they are
doing reseazch or media produatite,

2. Provide consultation cervices fc: staff in these same actavities.
3. Be available to help plan new :c alraef- that will use media.

4. Serve on curriculum and other rrofesiorall; rotated coccurtees --
at school, &strict, regional, end !mate or national levels.

S. Seek additional outside assistance for cai*ricalum davelopment
for the media centre staff.

6. Plan productions that will meet in-pchool needs

. .

Oblective 3: The media programme +111 proide rfererae arvv.an foe
students and staff,

activities:

Compile and maintain a comminity resource fil(
2 Know what reference sources are available ana praida thit,

kaowledge to ueera.
3. Locate and obtain materiale available outilde tht med:a cent.
4. Keep up-to-date about current events
S. Conduct reeearch on utilizat r, o: the media carafe.

6. Work with atudeata on their octe.

7. Deaiga strategic° forutilizata.a of the nedia

t 8. Maintain a profeasioaal library.

2tuective 4, The media prouramme will pro.tia cateriala. equipniant,

and spate for :arteriole and personnel

activittel?

Previewratecialt constantly ta CrAT.UVO ap-to -date aaawledga

of wheys ava!/able.
Evel:usttr nev zdi.orialt thrt of how trey far. fa, abed by

the school
3. Provide a check -.rut system for =4tet1611 and tquIpnopt,

4, Keep equipment in repair' make tact: -.,.r :upairts end perfarn

preveaaave maantinance, and nerd the equipcent Qut for 4
repair@ that aannot be handled in- house,

1).
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5. Maintain some -form of inventory control for both material
and equipment.

f. Know what new equipment is available; ktep updated on the
state of the media art.

7. Maintain an efficient layout of furniture and a workable
traffics pattern within the media centre.

8. Order new materials and equipment.
9. -Compile budgets and maintain familiarity with purchasing

policies as they relate to the media centre.
1,0. Provide for efficient scheduling of media centre

11. Provide processing services for materials.
12. Keep the collection neat, attractively displayed, and

readily available.
13. Provide a prodtction work area with the necessary eauip.mant

and zeta:tale for use by the .et test siid staff.

14. Maintain communications with outside sources for aeteria.ls.
15. Set up as policy for reserve materials which- are not to be

checked out.
16. Maintain a methodnlog for coll4 ion of materials offered

at no charge.
17. ProviJe a materials catalogue.
18. Collect pamphlets. clippings, and other informat.on for filing

or display, and maintain a bulletin Onard(s) for the media
centre and the teething staff.

ablective 5, The media prngramme will over.sP, tn1
irrulation o! Mattfitzi and equipment.

.7a:71.1v/ties:

.1. Encourage utilimaticn of.ths =die centre it meetirlf: and ntner
professional gatherings.

2. Maintain clap/aye within the school building(S) that 4dvvrt.&t
media centre acquiaitlens. activities, services, et:,

3. Maintain active involvement in curriculum actlVitiee in the
=booi and/or dietrict.
Inform news media of the activities of the schnol and media
centre,

S. ea involvad'in student organisations.
6. Be available to community groups to explain the fanction., of

the media centre.
7. Maiata4A AV vide a scope of t.ervices as poseible, both for the

school and fot the community.
8. Publish reports of available services, materials, and eqx.ipment.
9. Be involved in drawing up goals and obi-actives for school and

dniorict programme.
10. Offer hospitality to students, staff, .d members of the

community.
11. Maintain cooperative relatienshipa with other agencies in tno

community.
12. Whenever possible. participate in student And staff activities
13. Maidtain ailpportive relationships with school AO district

administrative personnel.
14. Naintain cordial relations with non-instia,tionel personnel.
IS. Participate in taatnar training :la atudant teethe* prograrsee.

'Ind be available to observe and evaluate prospaci.ve toad -ore.

976
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16. Enlist faculty and student assistance in the selection and

evaluation of materials.

17. Make the media centre available'for meetings when they will
not interfere with centre utilization.

18. Participate in school visitation, professional conferences,

and professional organisations.

gslective 7.. The cedia program will provide ongoing evaluation of media
metre services, collection, and other functions.

activities:

1. Conduct in-4cliool surveys -- k:eth of staff and of students.

2. Periodically have an audit by an outside agency, e.g. a
district media service centre.

3. Annually evaluate and update both the print and non-print

collections.

4. Evaluate media management procedures on a periodic basis.

S. Evaluate staff performance on an annual basis

6. Evaluate criteria for job descriptions on a periodic basis.

7. Evaluate cervices to the media centre from the district

level.

There nay be points you will wish to add, alter, or omit to serve the

needs of your own particular situation, but you new have a tool that

you can use when dealing with critics and sceptics or with r most

enthusiast.; patrons. It is also a too: that can be used for looking

inward to assess your own goals and worth.

Accountability, goals, objectives, and activities all lend to an
approach to excellence in school media service. That excellence is the

result which ws'eal. tbouid continually strive to achieve.

2
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INTRODUCTION TO PART VII

The final two reports in this collection are very brief.
They were liven by two invited speakeri, each of whom was
asked to comment on the conference theme.

Dr S.S..Richardson spoke Informally at the conference dinner
and has riow kindly provided a summary of his main points.
He reninds us that freedom also brings pensonal and institu-
*Anal i.esponsibillty and that we must be accountable to the
society in which we work and'teach.

The outgoing president of HERDSA, Dr J.Powell was asked to
draw together the many threads of the'conference in the
concluding,session. Rather than attempt the impossible task
of referring to each speaker he has drawn attentior to just
a few features of this conference wpich impressed him, namely
the "attractive mixtuze"of lnvitedkaddresses, members'

papers and workshOjis on a single theme; PrcAessor Walker's.
concern about deierloration of human relationships in academic
institutions; the -opportunities for active personal involve-
ment presented by the workshops, and the value of the
conference in bringing together academics from universities
and colleges in six countries.

/
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Summary of after dinner address
Freedom and control' in higher education

Richaixison

'Semis clearly stem rethinking in process in Austra.ia on the vexed
tnibject of Thatitutional Autonomy, the limits of academic freedom in
the =agetent of Zeiler Education and the extent to which governments
and the cam:lenity, employers and ,professional bodies should be admitted
to control of Higher Education. use are argcente which have been
won-and lost over centurion by universities and colZeges in many
countries and where the issues are identified as opeh conflict between
the State and institutions of higher learning it must geairally he
acknowledged that the State has von out in the end, not noel:meanly by
for majeure and usually With strong popular support.

One such confrontation of great coosat resulted in the Dissolatioe of
Panasteriest in England. Co Glastonbury Tor, overshadowing the ruins
of the great Abbey of Gla , is the spot where the last Abbot, a
scholarly man of good cations, was cruelly hanged, irawn and quer-
tared. Us is scarcely reemmbered at all these days end ft:. people in
history have ever suggested that Xing Retry the Eighth lees wrong to
1.1quidate the m=staries and re-establish higher education in a new
fors in his country because of the abuses. which were cleverly exploited
by propagamdista an reinforcement and justification of the action. P.

cursillo in Glastonbury over a tong weekend could well be regarded as
a necessary part of the educate= of Vice-Chancellors and Principals.

This Conference has pressmably discussed at length thn desjrabillte
from the institutional point of view of a large measure of autonomy in
the matter of the government of our institutions, our freedom to exeress
ourselves, to research and to uncover new knowledge and to train our
students. There has no doubt also been a debate as to the parameters
within which we should exercise such freedoms and autonomies whieh we
,have inherited :.om our predecessors in office or have survived in our
,negotiations with the government of the day and with those elements in
the goecunity who, by and lard, 'pay the piper. In this difficult
situation we certainly must be prepared to concede that there may welt
on occasion be various points of view in opposition which relate to
wider freedoms and over-ridingtsourslegitimete jurisdictions.

Hartley' Coleridge wrote - "But what is freedom" Rightly understood -

A universal licence to be g2d." 'Alton, a century or core earlier,
had a similar thought - "Jane can love 1,sertile, but ggstmen. The

rent love not freedom, bur licence."

Teri baits been in the, pest few =atm, clear indications that nniver-
shies and co/lager are being eub.,:ected by Tverneette. parliaments,
the community generally and eopecially the media, to a pehlic inquisi-
tion which is perceived by some as an intrusice 404 eur autonomy and
freedom to manage our effairt. ,Some of theue !uquixie, are directed
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wards establishing that we Ire still 'good', that we are not abusing
our livens, that we are not wasting public money and that the educa-
tion we are provlling is relevant to the needs of 'the Australian

community at this time. Ron Parry put the matter very succinctly to a
gathering of College Principals a year or so ago. He-said simply that

we have been 'rumbled'.

It will win us nothing if we respond to public criticism, questions
and executive ar:ion by pleading that the questions should not have
been put or that actions by government should be re3ciuded simply
because we enjoy certain prescribed autonomies and freedoms. We must

demonstrate that we are 'good', responsible and efficient in the exer-
cise of our 'freedoms'. Autonomy is defined either as self-government
or, mire appropriately in the context of our colleges and universities,
as a self-governing cc .motihity subject in some matters to a higher power,
enjoying a practical independence in the management of affairs but
always owing, at least, a nominal allegiance to a mother see. And it .

must not be forgotten tr.-It this principle of a self-governing entity
which we see as so desirable has now become a rarity, in most countries.
Most universities and colleges elsewhere in the'world have never
enjoyed the option of aspiring to such a modus operandi.

Some part of the dcbate in Australia goes back to the fundamental issue

of what education is all about. There is current a neo-humanistic idea

that education must be free of particular objectives and unrelated to
any future,career in the community. There is also a contrary view that
education should be based on the necessity of a close relationship with
production and vocational training. There is the view espoused of the

needs of a scientific and technological revolutlon. This point of
view presumably prevailed in the decision to move towards a binary

system of higher education in Australia. The Colleges of Advanced
Education were certainly not intended to be establishments for human-
istic education, but to be pragmatically designed training institutions
with the ostensible educational aim of preparing people for vocational
or professional employment.

It is in the context of these remarks that I believe that the univer-
sities and colleges should be responding to the probings of our affaiis
by Parliament, the Media and Government. There has been raised
questions of public accountability for our good management and our
academic activities, the study leave issue, the issues of fees and the
Australian Union of Stdents and the closed shop, the Russian teachers,
the supply of teachers and reduction in teacher education, questions
relating to accreditation and approval of the 'peiks' of Vice-
Chancellors and Principals. We must respond calmly and respcn:ibly on
these matters if we are to hold on to our hard won autonomy. In short,

we must see what we can do to stay 'good'.



The conference int retrospect

The first major conference of the Society was held in Canberra in January
1975 and it took the form of a number of paralle\ discussion \groups
examining in depth topics of current interest. Subsequent meetings have
experimented with a variety of formats in an a6tempt to satisfy the
diverse interests of our members. This year, the conference committee
has provided an attractive mixture of presentations by guest speakers,
papers by members, and workshops.

Our guest speakers supplied insights into some of the broader aspects
of higher education with which most of as have little acquaintance in
our day to day work. I was particularly interested in Professor
Walker's remarks on the inadequacy of many of the'management techniques
currently employed in our institutions and his condemnation of the
apparent lack of interest in theirimprovement. The increasing unaon-
ization of the academic profession provides some support. for his claim
that the quallva of human relationships in our universities and colleges
is being degraded: this something with which most of us are daily
acquainted. The rather tattered remnant of the traditional sense of
connueity is dad)] becomdng more threadbare as we move into a state of
increasing confroneation and ivisivetass. This will inevitably affect
the quality of life in our in itutions and have an unpredictable, but
almost certainly negative, eaf dt upon teaching and learning.

There were many other papers of great interest, some of which explored
the neglected terrain of the political hinterland of teaching, the
curriculum and the academic profession. Several others were seecerned
with aspects of independent learning, a topic which heir attracted
increasing interest in recent years and which hay well feature more
prominently in future conferencen.

.

Werkshops always have A distinctive feel to the which is quite different
from that experienced in the paper semitone. There in ,a more active
interpersonal involvement and a cSoser engagement with the task an hand.
Missy of us pla:re a lash value upon these workshop acaavities because
they enable us to take away now skills and insights Which can be tmmed-
Jowly ogled in our own work. This yea v have been especially
fartun*io iz being able to learn from Alarb George Brown (al,
kite (M. and Harry Parry (Canada) .
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There is general agreement that the most valuable feature of any con-
ference is the opportunity it offers to meet informally with colleagues

to exchange i4eas and information. This has been greatly enriched this

year by the participation of a substantial number of visitors from
Canada,vThailand and the United States.

HERDSA brings together a remarkably diverse group of people and this is

one of its attractions, to many of us. As Sill Walker remarked in con-
ersation, one of the things which impressed him here was that people
from CAE's and universities were actually talking to each other! What

we all have in common is a concern to improve the quality of post-
secondary education. In these days of financial :onstraint and lack
of public sympathy this task has become one of near heroic propOrtions.
Enrolments and budgets may decline but the improvement of the quality of
education must remain a major commitment for each of us and for the

Society. I wish you every success with it between now and when we next

meet in Melbourne in 1981.
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